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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

DESCRIPTION:

01.0301-01
Code -

This module is to acquaiW7 the student wich the various types of internal

combustion engines and the interdependence of the component parts. The

principles of operation of 2 - and 4 stroke cycle gasoline and diesel

engines will be demonstrated and studied. The module will include the

names and functions of parts as well as electrical, fuel, air, exhaust,

and cooling system operations. Lubrication will be included and the

principle of diesel engines will be enplored.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTEN1% Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Components of Engines 3 4

2, Two and four cycle sequence 2 2

3. Air, Fuel and Exhaust Systems 2

4. Lubrication system 1

5. Electrical System 4 4

6. Cooling System 1 1

7. Diesel Principles
14 16

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES
Code . 01.0301-01

OBJECTIVES to be obtaf.ned:

rhe student will be able to:

I. Identify the major components of a gasoline engine and explain their

purposes.

2. State the principles of operation of the two and four cycle gasoline

engine.

3. Compare the principles of operation of the two and four cycle gasoline

engine.

4. Identify the major components of the fuel, air and exhaust systems and--

explain the function of the major components.

5. Identify the major components of the lubrication system, trace the flow

and explain the function of the major components.

6. Identify the major components of the electrical systems, trace the flow

and explain the function of the major components.

7. Identify the major components of the cooling system, trace the flow and
explain the function of the major components,

8. State the principles of operation of the two and four cycle diesel engine.

9. Compare the principles of operation of the two and four cycle diesel enginet

10. Identify the major components of a diesel engine and explain their purposes.

11. Compare the major components of a gasoline engine with those of a diesel

engine.



01.0301-01

Title - FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 1 - Components of Engines .

Objective #1
Identify the major components
of a gasoline engine and explain
their purposes.

AGR,I CULTURA

CONTENT

A. Stationary components
Cylinder block

. Cylinder head
Crankcase - oil pan
Valve cover
Manifolds

B. hoving components
. Crankshaft

. main bearings
. Connecting rod and bearings
Piston and rings and wrist pin

. Gear train - timing marks
Cam gear and shaft
Push rods . tappets

. Rocker arm
Valves, springs, lifters
Flywheel
Governors
Oil pumps

,4



EDI.TCATI0 N

module' FUNDAMENTALS ,91...4.zurassu.,,q 01.0301-01

TEACHING METHOD
............111110.1111.

A. Class discussion while
dismantling small
engine.
Slides, overhead, or film

Same as above stationary
Components 1 & 2.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

=.
EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Students in pairs - dismantle
small engine and identify each
component by nomenclature

Same as above

6
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Group discussion- identifying
components.

Group discussion identifying
c,mponents & relating their
purpose in a complete engine.



Mot liale FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES
OMNI

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-01

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

bilit 2 - Two and four cycle
sequence

Objective 12

Explain the principles of opera
tion of the two and four cycle
gasoline engine.

A. Cycles
Intake stroke
Compression stroke
Power stroke
Exhaust stroke

I.

B. Valve timing
C. Ignition

Objective # 3 A.

Compare the principles of operai
tion of the two and four cycle 4

gasoline engine. B.

Cycles
Intake - compression
Power - exhaust

Scavenging methods
Valving
Porting
Natural & Blower

6



EDUCATION
4odu1e FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

NO'

01.0301-01

TEACH/NG NETH(.0 STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY ENALUATION'PROCEDURES

A. Lecture and utilize the
chalkboard, slides or
transparencies in discuss-
ing the cycles showing
for each cycle.

Piston position
Valve position
Pbint of ignition
Slides or overhead
Engine cutaway

Hand out sheet shoWing
a, b, & c in above.

C. Demonstrate above with
small engine.

B.

Same procedure used for
4 cycle 1,2 & 3

Using a small engine, each
pair of students:

. Rotate engine to position
for each beginning of each
cycle.
. note position of piston

. note position of each
valve

Position engine rotation
for: Ignition timing

Same as above for 4 cycle a,
b and c.

.8

7

A.

B.

Written or oral test
Listing cycles in sequence
Construct drawings of
each cycle showing

. piston position
position of valves
point of ignition

Terminologies

Demonstration by students

of above material.

Written or oral test.
(same as for 4 cycle)



Module FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3 - Air, FiTeT; Exhaust

System

Objective #4

Identify the major components
of the fuel, air and exhaust
systems and explain the func-
tion of the major components.

AGRICULTURA L.
01.0301-01

CONTENT

A. Air - Exhaust - Systems
Purpose of air cleaners
Types of Air Cleaners
Servicing Procedures (Do's and Don'ts)

Manifolds
. water cooled

Turbo chargers - Super chargers
Inter-relationship with the carburetor

Mufflers
Servicing procedures

B. Carburetion System
Air-fuel ratio
Carburetors -

up-4:traft

down-draft
Relationship to
Terminologies
Servicing tests and adjustments

intake manifold

8



*EDUCATION
Module FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

TEACHING METHOD

,
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

--41,23.S21.41-

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture using
Cutaways

. Slides or transparen-
cies

. Sample engines in shop

A. Lecture - demonstration-
dismantling carburetor.

Slides or overhead

Cutaways

D. Wall charts showing fuel
flow.

A. Familiarize engine manufac-
turer's specifications on
servicing air cleaner.

B. Pair students, identify
components

C. Perform actual service
following manufacturer's
recommendations.

A. Pair students - dismantle
carburetor.

B. Identify components by
proper name. .

C. Record manufacturer's specifi-
cations_from shop manual.

D. Perform servicing adjustments
and inspections.

1 0

9

1,
A. Verbally explain procedure

of servicing air cleaner.

B. List precautions to take
when servicing air cleaner.

C. Evaluate students on pro-
cedure and final.

A. Explain operation of a carbu-
retor.

B. List components and describe
their purpose.



t..,Module FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-01

cencTnize By virr
0 .1=111111,

:Unit 4 Lubrication System

'objective #5

,Identify the major components
of the lube oil system, trace
:-the flow and explain the func-
,tion of the major components.

A. Types of system
Splash

. - Pressure or force feed

B. Oil Pumps
Types
Components of
Other accessories . i.e. relief valve, filters,
indicator gauges, strainers.

C. Crankcase ventilation
D. Oil Coolers

Unit 5 - Electrical System

Objective #6

Identify the major components
.of the electrical system, trace
?the flow and explain the functio
: of the major components.

A. Batteries
Construction of
Principles of

B. Magnetos
Types
Principles of

C. Battery ignition
. Cbmponents and
. Circuits

starting
ignition
charging
auxiliary

D. Ignition Timing

E. Test procedures

1 1

10

operation

functions



OEDUOATION
'Module TUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

sr,

EACHING METHOD

01.0301-01

.STPDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture Identifying compo-
nents and operational
function.

B. Overhead Transparencies
C. slides
D. Dismantle & Reassemble

pump.
E. Wall Oil flow charts.

A. Pair students - dismantle &
reassemble.

Become familiar with manufac-
turer's tolerances.from.
shop manual.

Measure wear, determine parts
required to replace assembly
in serviceable condition.

A. Written test -
List components
Explain operational
function_of each component
Draw a schematic'of a
typical system.

B. Manipulative on engine,
.

Adjust relief valve to
manufacturer's specifica-
tions.

Lecture - identify compo-
nents and explain func-.
tion using -

Cutaway
. Wall charts
. Disassembleand reassem..

ble components
. Transparencies

Shop engine

B. Hand out sheets showing
components of

Starting system
Ignition system
Charging sysiem

A. Test battery with hydrometer,
volt meter, etc.

Ide ntify components of a
battery in verbal discussion.

C. Pair, students, disassemble -
reassemble and adjust,
recommend parts replacement
requirement.
. Magneto

Distributor
Generator

. Starter
Alternators

Become familiarized with manu-
facturer's specifications
using shop manual as reference
and record.

12

A. Manipulative Test -
, Test coil

Test condensor
Set points
Trace electrical circuits
on tractor
Install a set f diodes

B. Written test -
. Explain function of,each

component.
. Drawa schematicof,a

typical. system including
starting ignition and
charging systems.



*oduLe FUNDAMENTALS.OF AG ENG7±.-.

- CoolingSystem

p.13,jeCtiye:#7

-
Identify the major components
f',.the cooling system, trace the
OW.and explain the function of
_major components.

A. Air Cooled
B. Liquid

therm() sypUun
presstae or pumped'

C. Thermostats
. Types

.,belloWs
bimetallic
wax capsule',
automatio_and_hand!operatO

D. Hosea, Pressure Cap
E. Fan& Shrou4
F. Water-Tump-
G. SeryiCingiSystem

Back flushing
H. Coolant

Additiyes

C01-611T

shutters

gjlnit Diesel Princitiles

0bjeCtilres #8, 9; 10 and II A..Principles of Diesel Combustion
B. Types of combustion chamber

. Explain the principles of C. Two and four cycle principles

Operation of the two and four D. Diesel Fuels

cycle diebal engine. E. Components of fuel system

.CoMpare the principles of . Transfer pump

operation of the,two and four. . types
. .

.cycle-diesel engine. .". Fuel filters
. : , ."

Identily.the major c!mponents . types

.

of'd';diesel engine and explai, Injection pumps.

,t..heir 'purposes. . types

11.::COMpare the'major components Injectors

Ofil gasoline.engine with . types

those of a diesel. engine. . Starting aids
F. Bleeding the syitem
G. Testing

. 4:uel pressures
.

. Injector popkliff and apray characteristics

H. Turbo charged or tupercharged methods.

12
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.1.,IDUC AT ION

Nodule FUNDAMENTATA-OF AG ENGINES

TEAMING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY Emmaus PROCEDURES

A. Lecture - demonstration -
dismantling and reassembl-

ing.
B. Slides or Overhead Trans-

parencies
C. Wall Charts
D. Component,cutaways

Noir

B.
C.

D.

E.

F.

A. Check thermostet with thermo-
meter and hot Water.
Identify types of thermostat_

C. Dismantle water pump and recem-

mend Componepte necessary.

.
. ,

IeetUre IdentiIying.comPo-
nents and operational
purpose
Overhead transparencies
Slides
Sample components identify-

ing each.
Cutaways
Show ,proper,spray pat.tern
and injection pressUre
adjustment.

G. Hand out sheets showing
Types of.chambers
Types of injection pump
Types of injectors

B.

C.,

Evaluate student notes-to
date.
ManipUlative Test -

. Perform a Aystem pressure'
test.
Identify manufaCturer's
specifieitions for:aboVe.

Written test s
Drawa diagram_showing,the,
flow of coolant thrOugh:,a'
systeM. Label CheeompOnents
and-:define:theAlurpobecf:H-
each:

,

A.'Identify cOmpohents on.an engne
B. Obtain fuel pressures at vari-

ous location0 and check with

gauge per specifications.

C. Check injector for proper
spray and adjust to specifica-

tions pressure.
D. Bleed a fuel system.

A. Written test .
List cOmponents of:diesel

. Draw diagramOf:tYpieal

components in pr.oper loess;
loCating

Compare components ,with
,..,,,

gasoline engine and NerballY
explain the variatiOnA':::

14



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - FUNDAMENTALS OF AG ENGINES

RESOURCE MATEWLS

A. Books -

Code - 01.0301-01

1. Tractors and Crawlers -.Frazee, Irving and Bedell, Earl L. -.Chicago:-
American .Technical.Society,.1963._.

2. Fundamentals of Service - Deere and Co., Moline, Illinolot. - 1968.

3.. General Theories of Operation - Briggs and Stratton, 2711 North 14th'Street.i7

Milwaukee', Wisconsin 53201 :

4. Fundamentals of Service - Electrical System' . Deere ,and Co., Moline Ill. 1968

5. Principles of Automotive Vehicles - - Department of Army and Air Force
TM .948000 of Army Tech Manual & TO 36A - 1 - 76 Air Force Training Manual
-1956.

B. Bulletins -

C. Periodicals -

D. Audiovisuals -

I. En ine Anal sis Visuals - Vocational Agriculture Service AV 203 IMS

434 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801

2. Small Engine Visuals - Vocational Agricultural Service Ay 201 IMS

434 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801

3. Fundamentals of SerVice - Engines - Deere & Co., Slide Set

4. ABC of Internal Combustion Engine - General Motors Corp., Public Relations
Staff, Film Library,' General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Michigan 48202

5. Working Model - 4-cycle Engine for Overhead Transparency - 3K Company

6. Fundamentals of Service - Electrical Systems - slides - Dere & Co.

15
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

DESCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0301-.02

Mastery of this module will enable the student to do a major overhaul
on standard small gasoline engines. He will learn the use of manufacturer's
nameplate data such as model and serial numbers to find proper repair and
service instructions in manuals and to order the correct replacement parts.
The student will learn to determine causes of poor operation and to correct
them. This will include the e, ,lote teardown of the enno, measuring
specifications, repi- o, Jrn or faulty parts, reas4embling the engine
and adjusting it fu _Lela ,iiuration.

MAJOR-DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Engine identification 1 1

2. Air cleaners, carburetors, and carburetion 2 4

3. Engine governors 1 2

4. Manual cranking 3-37,5tems 2

5. Magneto ignition systems 2 4

6. Small engine ovemmaul 2

7. Small engine troubleshooting 2
8 22

Revised Auguat_1975
16
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

'Title - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301-02

1. Given a small engine, accurately identify the make, model, andspecifications of the engine from the identification tag andmanufacturers' serial number charts

2. Identify the components of a carburetion system and air cleanerand be able to verbally explain each part's function

3.' Identify and orally state the function of the parts of a governingsystem and replace parts when necessary for the smooth operationof the engine

4. Disassemble and reassemble the windup and recoil cranking systemson a small.sas engine-and be able to discuSs Orally.the functionof the parts of a cranking system

5. Disassemble and geassoMble smelt. gasoline engine magnetos. Hewill be ableim zest electrical:parts and be able to properlyadjust and tig0 IlhemOsneto to the engine

6. Given a small voNgits, (under shop conditions) disassemble, checktolerances, semart& Tomponent parts, and reassemble the enginecorrectly. The mawine will be in running condition when studentsfinish the project

7. Given a small euigitw in running condition, but "bugged" by theinstructor, troOlUkoet this engine, diagnose and correct thetrouble, and cv.t.- the engine back in good running order a4Ccordingto manufacturf npecifications as judged by the instructor

8. Given a small emajne brought into the shop for repair, trouble-' Shoot the engiTie gund get it back in good runramg order in anallotted time , !y the instructor

17
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_C;Jde - 01.0301-02'

litle - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Engine identification
ObjeLtive 1
Given a small engine, accurately
identify the make, model, and
specifications of the engine from
the identification tag and manu-
facturers' serial number charts

Unit 2 - Air cleaners, carburetors,
and carburetion

Objective 2
The student will be able to iden-
tify.the components of a carbure-
tion system and air cleamr and be
able to verbally explain each
part's function,

Unit 3 - Engine governors
Objective 3
The student will be able to iden-
tify and orally state the function
of the parts of a governing system
and replace parts when necessary
for the smooth operation of the
engine

Unit 4 - Manual cranking systems
Objective 4
The student will be able to dis-
assemble and reassemble the wind-up
and recoil cranking systems on a
small gas engine and be able to
discuss orally the function of the
parts of a cranking system

A. Student use of manufacturers' repair and parts

manual

A. Carburetion theory
B. Servicing of various types of air cleaners

C. Servicing and adjusting:
Gravity type carburetor
Vacuum type carburetor
Diaphram type carburetor

D. Function of:
Throttle
Choke
Idle adjustment screw
High speed adjustment screw
Fuel float
Float needle and seat

A. Study of mechanical governors and air vane
governors as used on small engines

A. Wind-up ratchet type starters
B. Hand pull starters

4
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EDUCATION

TEACHING METHODS

A. Explain the identification
system used by particular
manufacturers. (This is
explained inside front cover
of engine manuals.)

B. Show student how to system-
atically look up parts in a
parts manual.

A. Lecture and demonstration to
explain principles of opera-
tion ol carburetor using
transparencies or slides.
Demonstration of air cleaner
service.

B.-Demonstration showing dis-
assembly of carburetor and
location and function of
parts.

A. Demonstrate governor function
and linkage to throttle to
accomplish engine speed
control

A. Demonstrate mechanical link-
age of sevexgt mechanical
cranking sygnems

B. Show safe pr-medure when
investigattmg spring loaded
devices

01..0301-02 - Code

SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL - Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Have students identify
engines in lab taking model
and serial numbers off engine
identification plates

B. Have students refer to repair
and parts book with the iden-
tification numbers they have
found

A. Studentsvill study, clean,
and service,different types
of air cleaners

B. Students will disassemble
. several carburetor's, study

path of ear and fuel, and
reassemble

C...:Rtudents will service carbu-
retor on engines needing
repair

A. Investigate_engine governing
systems on several small
engines

A. Investigate the cranking
systems of several small
engines

B. Disassemble, study, and re-
assemble to find points of
wear and other faults

5

19

Practical test:
Instructor will give
students a real situa-
tion and grade the
results
Example:
Give student an r gino
to identify and inw,
cate 3 engine parts
which need to be re-
placed (identified in
parts book and ordered)

Student will lecture
and-demonstratevith
carburetor, explaining
carburetionend showing
function:of parts

Have student explain
both a'flyball engine
governing:system and a

wind vane governing
system

Have students explain
cranking principle with
parts disassembled



Code - 01.0301-02

- SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Uhit. 5 - Magneto ignition systems
oObjertive 5
The-studentwill be able to dis-'
aSserable and reassemble small
gasoline engine magnetos. He will
be able tO test electrical parts
And bie.lible to properly,adjusr and
time the magneto to the engine.

- Small engine ovehen.il
Obfective
PiverIA tmall engine, thestudent
willunder shop conditions, be
ableto,disasfemble,,Chedk:tolero.
ancesservice component parts,
andreassemble the engins.,correctbi.
:Theengine will be im-running con-
Cliion.,,when student finishes Abe
:proiect.

A.

B.

The magneto ignition.system
Magneto adjustment air gap
Coil
_Condenser
_Breakerpoints
Electiical timing.

Solid:state ignition
Diodes,

Rectifier
Circuit breakers'
Amplifier

A. Studentncarefully disassembles,

6
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01 .0301-02 - Code

SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVAL!Xt10N PROCEDURES

, Demone,trate timing techniques
for various types of-magpetos
(this found in manufacturers'
engine manuals)

B. Demonstrate use of coil
testers, condenser testers,
continuity tester, and ohm-
voeter

C. Use testing equipment manuals
D. xpla1n spark_plug_heat_range
E. Demons trate tes ting and

troubleshooting of sod:id
Ikrate-ignition-(write Briggs-
Stratton or other manufac-
turer)

A. Disassembly (demonstrate)
. Clean work area
Clean exterior of engine

. Mount on engine mount

. Drain oil
Remove gasoline from tank
Remove carburetor and
linkage
Remove muffler
Remove flywheel nut and
flywheel

puller method
impact nut method

Remove magneto assembly
Remove cylinder head and
gasket
Remove valve chamber cover

. Remove valves, springs,
and keepers
Remove base plate or end
cover assembly

. Mark connecting rod and
cap and remove cap
Remove cylinder ridge with
ridge reamer
Remove piston and rod
assembly

. Remove cam shaft
- Remove crankshaft
- Remove tappets
. Clean all_parts for
inspection

A, Disassemble engine to getzat
ignition components

B. Study ignition parts rela-
tionshipstudentsvill tmat
parts, condenser, coil., elt=.
Disassemble and assemble
ignition:system and run- -

engine
C.. Student win read manufac,-

turers!_material onsolid
State ignition. He will make
recommendedtest,7 on a solid
-state-system.

A. Student will disassemble
classroom engine as follows:

Remove:
gas tank
carburetor and linkage
muffler
flywheel nut and flywheel
magneto assembly
valve chamber cover
valves, springs and
keepers

..base plate or end cover
)assembly

Mark connecting rods and
caps
Remove:

rods and caps
cylinder ridge and reamer
pistons and rod assembly
cam shaft
crankshaft
tappets
piston rings

B. Student will disassemble
nlassroom (engine and perform
the followdng:
Reborm,_and hone cylinder
Measure piston diameter
Remove,.bearings

2 1.

7

Studentwill:demonr,
strate temting equipr.
mmnt and replaCeMent o
ignitiOn parts on a
Smalkengineahowing
4iroper:electrical
-timing breaker-Point
gap, air gap, etc.

The Student shouldlie
Aableto-disassemble
:check tolerances,:,re-, ,

plaCeiaarts reassemble
the engine!and properL
adjust the engineWith-,
In the-flat .ratetionual
time or to', theAm4truc-
tors satisfaCtion
cAllengine malfunctions
tshould have been elim-;.

'tinated during this pro-
Cess.



Code - 01.0301-02

Title - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

OBACTIVES BY MIT

Objective 6 (continued)

AORICVLTT1RAL

CONTENT

B. Student carefully inspects and measurea:'

2 2



'EDUCATIO N
01.0301-02 Code

SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

B. Inspect and measure
(demonstrate)
Check cylinder
score marks
out of round

. taper_and wear
Deglaze cylinder
Oversizing cylinder

. Check fit of piston
Clean thoroughly

. Inspecting bearings
tapered

. ball-

. needle
sleeve

Removal and installation of
bearings
Valve seats

grinding
lapping

.-insert replacement

. installing new seats
Valve guides

cleaning
measurement
replacement

Valves
inspection
refacing
margin
cleaning

Valve springs
test fat-tension
restoring tension
valve stem seals

Pistons
proper cleaning
measuring ring grooves
piston clearance

Piston rings
. end gap
ring depth
installation of rings
ring compressor

Connecting-rod
inspectian
alignment
wrist pinzclearance

Valves
identify faulty valves
and seats
check seat contact and
face
measure valve seat run-
out or out of round
,grind.(reface)
narrow seati
replace seats
,reassemble---

Valveguides
measure clearance
replace

Pistons
measurediameter
remove pins
measure pin fit, skirt
clearance
mark and remove
clean

Rings
measure groove clearance
re-cut grooves
measure ring end gap
remove
clean grooves

2 3



Code 01.0301-02

Title -SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

2 4

10

CON'I'ENT

AGRICULTURAL



01.0301-02 7 Code':,

SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Camshaft ,

check lobe wear
broken teeth
journal wear

Crankshaft
Cylinder head service

warpage
surface plate check
straight edge check

refacing
Lubrication systems

pumps
. splash
. scoop
connecting rod oil holes

Breathers
purpose of
types

. polyurethane

. paper
oil bath
aluminum foil
ram scoop
metal cartridge
fiber element
treated paper element

maintenance of
C. Reassembly

Proper sequence
Torquing where specified
Oil seals

D. Final adjustments and inspec-
tion
Ignition
Carburetion
Air intake
Run in (on dynamometer)

Connecting rods
measure clearance

;Camshaft
time
measure

Crankshaft
straighteners
time
journal
measure end play:and
clearance

Measure baCklash between-
cam gear and crankshaft
Head .

;.cheek-f6r warp
check for cracks
clean
remove ridge

Identify parts
disassembly and reassemli

Reassembly
check oil seal surface
pistons, rods, etc.
torque, head
establish tappet clear-
ance

11
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01.0301-02

-Title - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGBICU

CONTENT

Unit 7 - Small engine trouble-
shooting

Objective 7
Given a small engine in running
condition, but "bugged" by the
instructor, troubleshoot this
engine, diagnose and correct the
trouble, and put the engine back
in good ruOning order according to
manufacturers' specifications as

/-

judged by the instructor.

Objective 8
Given a small engine brought into
the-shop for repair, troubleshoot
the engine and get it back in good
running order in an allotted time
set by the instructor.

A. Com Mon-t tOubles. 27Cycle

FailSto start Or hard
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine

Engine
Engine

B. Common ...troubles 4-cycle

Fails tO7Start-ot hatd
Engine knOcks

.,Engine miases under load
Engine lacks power
Engine Overheats.)
Engine rUnsAinevenly
Engine vibrates
Breather passing oil

to start
knocks
misses under load-
lacks powet
overheats
surges
vibrates

to start:

A. Same as above for Objective 7

26

12



EDUCATION
01.0301-02 - Code

SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Lecture on use of trouble-
shooting charts

113. Lecture on oil and gasoline
mixtures for 2-cycle engines

A. The student studiesttle
"bugged" engine and system-
atically eliminates trouble
spots until he finds the
problem.

A. When successful, he then
tackles an engine which has
unknown problems. This is a
real troubleshooting situa-
tion.

2 7

13

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The student should be.
able té troubleshoot
an engine, determine
thaMalfunctioning
cause,.and 'repair the
same within flat rate
manual time.

The student should per-
form an overhaul or a
repair job using all
test equipment and
tools necessary in a
workmanlike_manner and
leave his uniWarea-iiia
tools.in a clean,,,
orderly condition upon
completion of his work.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books -

Code -,01..p301-02

1, Mechanics Handbook - Tecumseh Products Co., Lawson Power Ptoducts

2. Small EnRine Repair - State Education Department

3. Repair InstructionsIII - Briggs and Stratton'

4. John Deere Service Publications

5. Theories of Operation Manual
Repair Instructions II & III Briggs and Stratton

6. Repair Manlial Tecumseh Products Co.

7. Small Gasoline Engines Training Manual - Ted Pipe

8. Small Engines Care Operation and Repair Volume 1 and II - AAAE & VA available
from IMS. 'Repair manuals often can be obtained free from supplY stores.

Audiovisuals -

I. "Condensers and Points" Slide set #17 - Briggs and Stratton
2. "2-cycle Engines!!....--Slide_eet_46901417.7.-Tecumseh-Producte:-Co
3. "Complete Overhaul: set - Briggs and Stratton
4._ "Resizing Cylinders". - Slide eet Briggsand:Str4ton. .

5. "Valve Seat Reconditioning" Slide set Briggs and Stratton
6. "Valves and Retainers" - Slide Set - Briggs and Stratton
7. Ken ook TransnatiOnal, 9929 West Silver Spring Road, Milwiukee, Wis. 53225

2 8

14



SMALL ENGINE CHECK SHEET #1 NAME

ENGINE IDENTIFICATION

PART ACCEPTABLE SPECIFICATION . ACTUAL MEASUREMENT

CRANKSHAFT

magneto journal

crankpin

pto journal

CAMSHATT

journals

lobes

BEARINGS

main pto

main magneto

CYLINDER PISTON

cylinder out of round

piston skirt

piston pin

rod crankpin

piston pin bearing

ring end gap

ring side gap

Circle parts that need to be replaced and write out an order for the parts.

2 9

15
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SMALL ENGINE OVERHAUL

Given a small etngine the student will Aemonstrate his :=2.bi1ity to do

the follovrIng:

1. AccureT -antify the make, rawiitell, and :ipecificat:Lons

of th igi from the identi4 tion tag and manufmcturers

sp,H;11 charts.

2. Use a .
..-meter, telescoping gauge, small hole gatwornd

caliperri .t.-D correctly measure:parts for which

are givel-7..

3. Perform t1-le following on an engine in need of 'repair:

face valves _
install rings

grind valve seats clean & assemble carburetor

check valve springs adjust Carburetor

set valve talipet gap set armature air gap

check crankshaft & play set points & plug gap

hone cylinder

4. The engine will run correctly after it has been overhauled.

Instructor's Evaluation

Name

Date Completed

16



mc4auLE OF INSZRUCTION

111
Title - SMALL.GASMIan -753filVM5 Coft - 01.0301--03

110

DESCRIPTION:

This module deala w1,1 ,,J...:5arvicing and maintenance c_ small gas engineer
including the initial a.0,1c141.1M-tr-S a new engine, maintenanc_in regular use,
and preparation for stc-4ge. 2 - and 4 - stroke cycle engines will be ite-
eluded. The student wi_la-leavT.Ito determine the causes of the mare commot opezcl-
ting troubles, and to mslocia- lam. Another module will deal_with the more
serious malfunctions and retwitr!ing of small engines.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS 32 1MNTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Engine fundamentals 2 1

2. Servicing new small_gas etaines before'use 1 2

3. Maintaining and regular servicing of small
gas engines 2 8

4. "Troubleshooting" anthreletrf,:adnor repairs
to small'gas engines 3 8

storage -of -ertagEL, gas engines -1 -2

9 21

Revised June 1974

-1-

3 1



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title SMALL GAS ENGINE SERVICE

OBJECTIVES to h.: obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code -

1. State the operational theory of a two cycle and a four cycle 1,,mine.

2. Perform pre-delivery service on a new small gasoline engim According
to manufacturers specifications.

3. Correctly service and check out a used small gas engine according to
manufacturers specifications and flat rate time allocation.

4. Troubleshoot:a small gasoline engiae which is operable but "bugged"
by the instructor and make it run properly within a time satisfactory.
to the instructor.

5. Correctly service a small gas engine for storage according to:manufacturers
specifications.

3 2



Code 01.0301-03

Title - SMALL GAS =MI` SERVICE
AGR LCULTU R 1.

OBJECTIVES 1E7 UNIT

Unit I. Engine Fundsmatals

:Obj.. 1. The student:2.1/W-
the. operational thearr.of.:47....-,.two
cytle and a four ,cy

Operaiion of sislgle .cylinder air coargalgine
4 str,....9 cycle.

Compression
Carburetian.
Ignition

Z. stroke cyci
Ccmpressian
Carburetio=

an2gErle

engine

B. Application of 2 stroke
engines

Chain saws
Snowmobiles
Outboards
Golf carts
Lawn and garden
equipment

Oaraing Bye:tear
Governors

Iguition
Ekhaust

cycle and 4 stroke cycle

Generators
Pumps
Motorcycles
Power units

Unit 2. Servicing new small_ gas
:engines before use.

Obj. 2. Pre-delivery service on
a new small gasoline engine accor
ing to manufacturers, specifica-
tions.

A. Fuel-oil mixtures for 2 stroke cycle iernes
Amount of oil to add to fuel.
Maids of oil to add
Manufacturer' s recommendactzw'

B. Checking oil levals in 4 stroke 'cycle engines

4

33



Pi CA 'T N

TEATING 4J ams

Cover eE5entiai in-to:mat:Lon

in engifundamentals to
give stodents :a- basic ow-
ledge Ofi how zper-
ates.

Overhead_ proj ect.tor ngin
parts and operattar
stroke cycle ane 4 4r:-.-roke

cycle.

L.. Demonstrate:

How compressioz: is 'zbecked
How carburetor isarsbasted
How ignition is checked
How governor qparat es Tand
l±nkage adjui

01. 0301-03 - Code

SMALL GAS -ENGINE SERVICE - Ti tle

STuDENT 4221.ICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The studemb vita use laboratory Written or oral test
engines (4- Isit,roke and 2 stroke on engine fundamentals
cycle) and rw., compression tests,
ignition to-Mti, and adjustments
to carburenc-- and governor.

A. Lecture 'on oils t 7addt'aves,
and fuels.

B. Overhead prbkijsgi.iliions-

C. Demonstration :.77Z-

and oil toget;mr.
C. Slides

111.:

A. Etudents to look up manu-
facturers:specifications on
fuel-oil:mixture and mix

fueL- fbel far a 2 stroke cycle
engine-

B. St to mix improper
mixture (with

caulti:Am); and observe mal-

fuomomm caused by carelesseratio-
=rrectly adjust

cable -zmaatrols and linkages.

A. The _:-student

correctly pre-ser-
vice a sMall gas.
engine according- to
the -manufacturers
specifications .iden-
tified-in -the-serv-
immanual for:that
leRg#ae .

13'.7-Instriactor-and-7stu----

dents .14111 check

procedure and com-
Plated project.

5

31
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Gtde 01.030113

TicAra - "SMALL GO ENGINE SEENTICE
AGlICULTURAL

1YBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3. Maintainiug and regular
servicing of small gasoline engines

Obj. 3. Correctly service and check
out a used small gas engine accord-
ing to manufacturers specifications
and flat rate time allocation.

A: Maintersanctrpractices for lubrication

o SItagens
. Pumps

B. Cealing eystem
. Name_

C. Starting zystem
3buzml

. Elemaric

D. Carburation system
Fuel
Air caeaners

. Fuer-filters
Taniarand hoses

Unit- 4. "Troubleshootingr and mem,-
ingminor repairsto smerr -Ras
eagines.

4.. Troubleshoot a small...gas-
oiine sngine which is aperabIe but
"bugged" by the instructorandmake
itzrunAproperIy_within_7a_time
satisfactory to the inaitcuor..,

alagnosinz cannon -trotibIees
Jtngine won/tetart
algi.12e hard -to .start

4.13ngipe lacks.',pawm-

'Engine vibrates
Augins overheats
Tggine 'kmeacks

A

35
6



01.03017q3

&a= GAS ENGINE 'SERVICE

- Code

Title

TF4WHING METHODS

A. Lecture-lubrication systems
and cooling system.

B. Demonstration-servicing and
cleaning different types of air
cleaners.

C. Show various systems of
lubrication.

D. Slide series on Maintenance

E. Demonstrate types of starting
'systems.

F. Demonstrate adjusting various
ypes of carburetors

. Follow service charts in
wners manuals.

;

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Studeats will changeza in.

small:sag:me, clean them:Idling
system, =Isanthe air Cleaner
both oilLtath and dry tylIAT
adjust arArburetor and:rther--
wise..servimea. used engime
according to manufacture=
recomandations.

A. The student will
correctly' service a used
smail:gaatepaeine during
a flatmateTitiiii-s t by
the instructnr.
B. Instructor and stur-.
dentswill check proced7r.
ure and.completed pro-
ject.

A. Overhead projections
B. Charts on suggested remedies

for each trouble indicated.
C. Demonstrate engine with

"bugged" malfunctions and
show how you eliminate-possi-
bilities to arrive at the
probable cause of the mal-
function.

D. Point out necessary ingred-
ients for engine operation:

Air''
. Fuel

Ignition
Compression

oil
valves

A. Students -. si work.= -engines
with (molf$TmoetiansOmrt in

"-buggPrb asula wia".. enmmamter

elimpl ocoLgrogressiTeIT more
compler-45rab1ems.

AThaeZadentWill
lamtakehoot a small
Ipmal e-tbat has
Immme ged" by the
Linetxuctor and will

----find.:the±rouble-and
have ttginezrunning
withimtimelimit set-
by-tbeinstructor
Theimstructor will
oversewthe procedur

3 6



Code , 01.0301-03

Title - SULL CAS.,-.1111GI1E SERVICE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 5'. Offseason storage of small
gas engines.

Obj. 5. Correctly service a small
gas engine for storage according
to manufacturers:specifications.

AGRICULTURA1..

A. Recommended practices for storage

EMptying gas tank, carburetor fuel lines
Care of cYlinder
Changing oil
Cleaning cooling system
Fogeng crankcase, carburetor fuel tanks,
fuel lines and metal parts on engine

37

8



E C A.T I 0 N 01.0301-03 - Code

SMALL GAS ENGINE SERUM- Title

TEACHING wrims STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Slide Series on Storage

B. Demonstrate proper practices
with use of small engine

C. Discuss reasons for these
practices.'

A. The students will work on
engin es in need of offseason
service, readying them for
.winter or summer storage :
following manufacturers
recommendations.

D. Discuss type of oil to use for
fogging and storage.

et-

A. The student will
correctly service a
smell gas-engine for
storage according to
manufacturers service
manual. The imstructor
will oversee procedure.

,

9

3 8



MOLULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SMALL GAS ENGINE SERVICE Code 01.0301-03

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books - Small Enkine Repair- TheUniversity of the State of New Yopk., State Education
Dept.

Mechanics Handbook - Tecumseh Prodacts Co.

IThelrokskt_ftiae - McCulloch Corp.

Appropriate Manufacturer's Mal-maim

Repair Manual

Theories of Operation
Manual

Audiovisuals -

- Briggs and Stratton

- Briggs and Stratton

Slide Series on Storage

Slide Series on Maintenance

Slide Series on Pre-delivery
Service,.

- Briggs and Stratton

- Briggs and Stra:ton

- Briggs and Stratton

Overhead masters on Small
- I.M.S., Cornell University



Title -

DESCRIVYHM:

moilLEAF INSTRUCTION

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS Code - 01.0301-94

Before delivery or operation of a newgarden tractor, it should be

properly assembled, servined, and.i.ts performance checked. Students will

learn proper assembly, fueeling, and lubricating as well as the checking of

safety devices and operan. 'The students will perform the required

maintenance service, rouritre repairs, and operating adjustments on both

new and used tractors.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR METZ ,OF CONTENT

1. AsseMbly and Pre-Delivery Service

Time Allocations
Class Other

6

z. 'Safety Rules and Tractor Operation

uei,sJ,ubrican-Inchrication and_

1

Maintenance Service 8

A. Troubleshooting 1 5

5. Preparing.Tractor for Storage 1 2

7 23

Revised June, 1974

4 0
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Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301-04

I. Given a new tractor, follow the manufacturers recommended procedure,

assemble and perform seven specific pre-deliyery service operations.

2. Operate the tractor for the break-in,period, establish rules fox safe

operation and at the same time check completely for any malfunction in

the tractor operation.

3. Given a used tractor, perform a systematic maintenance service and

repair according to manufacturers specifications including:

Check and maintenance of fuel system
Care and replacement of V-belts
Adjusting brakes
Adjust carburetor
Service electrical system
Adjust P.T.O. clutches
Adjust steering mechanism
Maintain hydraulic system

4. Identify engine and tractor malfunctions and will be able to diagnose

and remedy the problems.

5. Prepare a tractor for storage.

41

3



-

01.0301-04

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS
AGRICULTURA

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Assembly and Pre-delivery
Service

Objective #1
Given a new tractor, the student,
following the manufacturers
-febomffended procedure,"will
assemble an.: perform seven
specific pre-delivery service
operations.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

Install steering wheel
Install seat

'Install tires
Check engine crankcase oil level
Add electrolyte to battery and charge
Install battery,
Check hydraulic fluid level
Fill gas tank
Check transmission oil level
Check tire infl4tion
Adjust front wheals for toe in and alignment
Cita& safety shields and safety warning markers
Lubricate all fittings

Unit 2 - Safety Rules and Tractor
Operation

Objective #2
The student will operate the
tractor for the break in period,
establish rules for safe operation
and at the same time check com-
pletely for any malfunction in
the tractor operation.

A.

B.

C.

Safe tractor operation
Break in operation of tractor
Tractor controls -

Clutch brake
Speed control
Shift lever
P.T.O.
Lift lever
Ignition switch
Ammeter
Choke
Pre-starting inspection

4

4 2



E V CATI N

------
01.0301-04

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

- Code-

- Title

TEACHING WTHODS STUDENI APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Demonstrations - on cutting
crating landing straps and
unpacking tractor.

B. Lecture-on reporting damaged
goods during shipment to

' company.

C. Notes - students wear
safety face' mask when
handling electrolyte and
battery, then wash hands.

D. Demonstrate - how to lift
or jack tractor up for
working on and where to
place jack stands for
safety.

E. Notes - see owners manual
for type of fluid.

F.-Notes - use straight edge
and ruler.

G. Follow operators manual.
Discuss results of improper
break-in

A. The student will completely
assemble and perform pre-
delivery service on a small
tractor according to
manufacturers recommendation

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. The student will
completely assemble
and perform pre-
del1.veryseicecn
amall tractor
according to Manu-
facturers recommen-
dations.
Instructor will
check procedure.

A. Demonstrate-areas of danger
on tractor.

B. Demonstrate-limits of machine
for the job it was designed.

C. Lecture-on dealers job of
explaining safe operation to
his new customers.

D. Cover motor vehicle laws con-
cerning operation in highways

E. Explain how misuse affects
tractor warranties.

F. Demonstrate-safety starting
device on some clutch pedas
and pedal position for
breaking and brake lock.

G. Demonstrate-setting for
various attachments and safe
operation

H. Demonstrate-gear selection
on standard shift models.
Demonstrate operation and
principl,es of hydraulic
devices.

I. Demonstrate-correct engage-
ment of PTO and lift levers.

J. Demonstrate-raising and
lowering on each tractor
model available.

A: The student will read
warranty regulations and
will .become familiar with
the tractor operators
manual.

5

4 3

A. The student will
orally give safety
rules and will demon
strate tractor opera
tional proficiency
to instructor.



01.0301-04

Title - LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS
AGRI.CUL.TURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

4 4

6



4 1.1.CATION

-
TEACHING METHODS ,

01.0301-04 - Cock

;AWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS - Title

STUDENT AMICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Continued from previcus page
K. Show - how to start and

stop the engine.
L. Explain function and normal

readings under operation.
M.-Demonstrate-on carburetor

how the choke works. Explair
when necessary to use.
Follow owners manual.

4 5
7



01.0301-04

Titl+) - LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS
AGRICULTU R A

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3 - Fuels, lubricants,
lubrication and main-
tenance service

Objective #3
Given a used tractor, the student

_
will perform a systematic main-
tenance service and repair accord-
ing to manufacturers specifica-
tions, including:
Check and maintenance of fuel
system
Care and replacement of V-belts
Adjusting brakes
Adjusting carburetor
Service electrical system
Adjust P.T.O. clutches
Adjust steering mechanism
Maintain hydraulic system

CONTENT

A. Type of fuel used.
B. Seasonal lubrication requirements
C. Transmission fluids
D. Daily lubrication service

. Check engine crankcase level

. Check flYwheel,screen
E. Weekly or service at 25 hours

Change engine oil
Check hydraulic system, change filter
Breather
Check battery
Check drive belt tension

F. 100 hours of operation
Clean engine shrouds
Repeat 5 and 25 hour service checks
Clean spark plugs

G. Each spring and fall season
Clean fuel strainer

. Lubricate grease fittkugs
Check breaker points

H. Every two years
Change transmission oil
Check hydraulic fluid level

I. V-Belt care and maintenance
Cleaning V-Belts
Adjusting V-Belt tension
Replacing belts
Adjusting brakes

J. Fuel system
Cleaning fuel strainer
Adjusting carburetor

K. Electrical system
Clean battery
Check battery water level
Servicing breaker points and plug gaps

L. Adjusting power take-off'clutch
M. Adjusting PTO clupch brake
N. Steering adjustments

AdjustinOteering cone
Adjustingisteerink gear
Servicing transmission
Adjusting clutch and brake

O. Hydraulic system
Cleaningtreather
Lift lever adjustments
Changing hydraulic fluid

-

8

4



EIj C AT 10 N 01.0301-04 - Code

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPL/CATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Explain fuel-ratings
B. Explain various grades of

grease and oils and their
specific designed use.

C. Film on.oils and lubricants.
D. Discuss manufacturers_

recommendations.
E. Use slides to show engine

wear from dirty oil.
F. Cut away a badly worn engire

for demonstration.
G.. Carburetor float levet

demonstration using gauge
or ruler.

H. Demonstrate using a
tachometer.,

I. DemonstrareA;gmitinn system
adjustmerm,

J. DemonstmErieluse of feeler
gauge, dweIlmeter and
sparkplugadeler gauge.

-K. Demonstrati following manu-
facturers-recommendations.

L. Demonstration cleaning
hydraulic system.

M. Follow manufacturers
specificat'ons.

N. Students wear safety
goggles.if using air

A. the student will work with a
tractor.operators manual
and shop repair manual and
will make,all necessary
checks to,put tractor n
proper running order..

9

4 7

A. The student will be
supervised in his
projects and his
progress graded.



01..0301-04

- LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4 - Troubleshooting
Objective.#4
The student will identify engine
and tractor malfunctions and
Will-be able --EO diagnose and
remedy-the problems.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.
J.

Starter will ndt turn engine.
Hard starting
Engine missing under load
Loss of engine power
Engine -W1117-riOt-idre
Transmission will'not stay in gear
Braces.do not work
Immmoper steering
Clmnch hard to operate
Hydraulic system inoperative

Unit. 5 - eparing:Itractor for
storage.

Objective #5
The student will prepare a
tractor for storage.

AEngine preparation
B. Tractor preparation
C. Preparing tractor for use after storage.

4 8



E VI V C A:r 1 0 N

01.0301-04

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

TEACH1NC mwrims STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration.
B. Discussion.
C. Show students how to use

repair manuals.

A- The student will work with
problem situations on
tractors and engines.

A. The-students provess
on these projects
will be graded by
instructor.

A. Demonstrate method.
B. Discussion on rust preven-

tive oils to_use.
C. Follow manufacturers

recommendations.

A. The student will prepare a
tractor for storage.

4 9

11

A. Student will b
:graded on hi.s

procedure and on'

7final,preparation_j_
job.'



Title -

MODULE OF

LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS

-RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 0101101-04

A. Books Small Tractor Service Manual. Interec Publishing Co., 1.0.14 WYandotte St.

Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

Small Engine Service Manual. Interec Publishing Co.

Small Engines, care, operation, maintenance, and repair. Volumes 1 & 2

American Association. Athens, Georgia.

B. Periodicals .

Lawn Equipment Journal. Quinn Publications,-3339 West Freeway, FOrt
Worth, Texas 76100.

Farm Power Garden. New Yoeir State FarmhEquipment Dealers,Association,
umilton, New York 13346.

Farm Power and Equipment. NREA171Publications-Inc. 2340 Hampton Ave.,

St. Louis, MO. 65251.

Implement and Tractor. Interec Publishing Co., 1014 Wyandotte 'St.,

Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

C. Audiovisuals -

Oils and Lubrication Slides - Pennoil Co., Syracuse, New York

12
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - RACTOR SERVICE

DESCRIPTION:

..___The_purpose ofjhis,modulejs to 4pyelop Che_studeptibility to
properly service a tractor. ,Titis service: pro6edure,c0Siite,:Of7iroiii.

'care and maintenance, from-the:time a Unit le:Turdiesee-from*deilership
to'the-day.othe unit is traded'in, sold or jUnked. Lt WilkjeCIUde

periodic servicing of the chaSsisvengine,-Power.train,.hydraulie:system.dod.
other accessories. It will also.involve:thestudeniAn..64inaining a service
record of vehicles. This maintenanae proCedure'w1112'uti/iie*40ides;mana4Ctorer,s
owners and service'manUals.A6 a result,'-the-student.will-.be,cepOie ef perfOiming

the actual s'ervice- in addition to mainiaining.service'reCords'On-agriCultural.'
tractors.

DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT

1 Maintenance-Record-Form-

2. Chassis

3. Lubrication

4, Air Induction System

5. Cooling System

6. Electrical System

7. Fuel SysteM

8. Other Systems

Revised June, 1974

1

51

1

1

3

1

6

2

_
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Title - TRACTOR swIcE,

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The etudent _will be able to:

.MODUi....E.Of INSTRUCTION

Code - 01.0301-05

_

1. Recognize the importance of daily.and periodic maintenance and will set

up a maintenance chart to use on a tractor(s) at home.

2. Identify the locations of adjustments .on..the chassis, recognize the

adjustments per manufacturers specifications and make required

adjustments'or replacements._

3. .Identify the lubrication points On a tractor, select the proper lubricant,

and perform the periodic required lubrication maintenance.

.
identify the servicing required to ehe air induction system,and.perform'

the required,procedure.per.manufacturers
recOmmendations.

5. Identify the servicing requirements of the cooling system and perform

the required procedure per manufacturers recommendations.

6.. Identify the serviciqg requirements of a tractor electrical-system

per recommendations and perform requirements.

7. Identify,the required servicing of a fuel, system per recommendations

and perform required service.

8. Iden,tify other required service
concerningthe engine, .tin ware and

Iiicfrehaisystems. not coVered in otherseven objectives And perform

recommepd'eeproCedureA;:-'-
.

5 2
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Code -

Title TRACTOR SERVICE

01.0301-05
AGRICULTURAL

rUnit 1. Record Form
Obj. #1. The student will realize
the" importancaOf-daily and-periodic
Maintenance:and set up a
maintenance chart.

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

A.

CONTENT

Reasons for maintenance program
Reduceoverhead
Increase tractor-Life
Prevent breakdown during crucial times
Reduce down time of tractor

B. Mailltetance.recordkeeping
:*Forms
Manufacturer specifications or reOommendations
...how-to use specifications
. where.to find specifications

Suggestions-for
. starting a library of.information

nit 2. Chassis
bj. #2. Identify the locations of
djustment on the chassis, recognize
he adjustments per manufacturers
pecifications and make required
djustments or replacement.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.
J.

K.

L.

Tire care
Wheel bearing'adjustment
Front end toe-in
Throttle linkage adjustment
Governor adjustment
Clutch adjustment
Foot brake adjustment and interlock
Steering sector adjustment'
Differential lock adjustment
Wheel tread width adjustment
Tractor accessories available
. Vertical-horizontal muffler
. Front end weights
. Rear wheel weights
. Dual wheel
. Draw bar variables
Belt pulley
3 point link stabilizers

Tighten all cap screws,bolts,screws periodically

53,



E CATIoN -01-.0301-05

TRACTOR SERVICE

- Code

- Title

TEACHINC,METWDS
STUDENT 4PPLICATioN ACTIVITIES EVALUATION:PROCEDURES

A. Compare costs of proper
maintenance, vs haphazard
Method
- Charts
. Actual records

B. Charts, slides, transparen-
cies
Sample forms
Owners manuals and shop
manuals published by the
manufacturer
Review manuals for
specifications.

A. Using owners manuals of a
manufacturer of a specific
model tractor. Assign one to
each student.

. Discuss adjustments, proce-
dures and recommendaEions
fo:r$'the general characteris-
tics of the job the tractor
is to be used for.

A. Each student develop own
form.

B. Each student keep maintenance
record-on-one-or more vehicle
Used on a farm.
List periodic maintenance in
chronological order.

C.

A. Evaluate student!s
records maintained
"on farm vehicle
-fOr-completenes,i;--
accuracyandseriiic
required in
chronologiCal Order

A. Using the student designed
maintenance record form
. 1.ocate all adjustments
and record.
If specific periodic
hours - record.

B. Same as A. but have student
use manual on own tractor.

5 4

5

1

A. Eailuate:sider.1
.

progressobtaiting
adjustMente'and
recoMmendai0-6.;

B. Evaluate same.

C. Asaign any manuel
Of any make,tractor
and have studeat'
find the manufactu-
rers recommendation
for each item in
Content of this
objective.



Code - 01.0301-05 AGRICULTURAL
Title - TRACTOR SERVICE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3. Lubrication
Obj.#3.Identify the lubrication
points on A.tractor,select the
proper lubricant for each
location,and perform the periodic
lubrication maintenance.

A,

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.
I.

J.

K.
L.

M.

N.

Fuels and lubricants
Locate all pressure type grease fittings and
lubricate
Check and change engine oil and filter
Check and change transmission oil
Check and change differential
Cleaning magnetic drain plugs
Servicing crankcase breather
Servicing oil pump screen
Check and change power steering oil and filter
Check and change rear axle planetary ur drop housirgs
Check and change steering housing
Lubricate generator
Check and lubricate front wheel bearings
Precautionary measures or safety procedures.

Unit 4. Air Induction System
Obj.#4.Identify the servicing
required to the air induction system
and perform the required procedure
per manufacturers recommendations.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Components o5 air induction system
Purpose of air filters
Types of air cleaners

bath
.Bry element

Service recommendations
Oil bath
Dry element
Precautionary measures

E.Visual inspection of duct work
.Importance of observation

6

5 5



I.: I) I' C A I N

M.- .

TEACHING ICTHODS-----.---,-

01.0301-05

TRACTOR SERVICE

STUDENV APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Using a specific tractor and
its owners manual discuss
the items listed under
cdntent of this objective.

B. Actual procedure followed
on a live tractof-per
manufacturers recommenda-
tions.

A. Use charts, air cleaners
manufacturers literature,
cutaways of air cleaners,
discuss how an air cleaner
works, its importance and
various types.

B. Use slides, transparencies
or actual components showing

Comparison of internal
engine components of
proper and improper air
induction servicing.

C. Actual cleaning of a dry
element

A.;:r

Washing
Precautionary measures

- Code

- Title

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Select proper lubricant for
each lubrication location
per manufacturer recommenda-
tions from owners manual.

B. Perform each servicing
procedure outlined under
content of this objective.

C. Have students bring in for
comparison various suppliers
fuels and lubricant specifi-
cations with manufacturers
recommendations.

D. Select proper lubricant from

supplier,specifications to
use at each location listed
under content of this
objective.

Oral or written:
A. Have student

record the lubricant
for each location.

B. Observe servicing
procedure.

C. Use a manual of any
tractor. Have
student locate
manufacturers
recommendation and
record for each
item under content
of this objective.

A. Perform actual service of Written or oral
Oil bath. A. Assign a manual of

any tractor to each
student. Have hith;
describe the servic-
ing procedure, hour
intervals, and pre-
cautionary measures
for items 3, 4 and 5
under content of
this objective.

Dry element
B. With tractor assigned or

unit at home - actually
perform or list recommenda-
tions concerning
Hours of service intervals
Type of service required
Precautionary measures

7
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Code - 01.0301-05

Title - TRACTOR SERVICE

' AGRICULTURAL

.,.... .

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT
.

.111.

.

Unit 5.Cooling System
Obj.#5. Identify the servicing
requirements of the cooling system
and perform the required procedures
per manufacturers recommendations.

.

.

.

A. Components of a cooling system
B. Purpose of a cooling system
C. Properly drain a cooling system
D. Flushing or cleaning a cooling system
E. Types of cooling agents (anti freeze)

.Strength of anti-treeze for'proper protection
F. Checking the thermostat
G. Checking the pressure cap
D. Use of rust inhibitors .

I. Importance of shutters and/or air shrouds
j. Radiator service (external)

Free from debris
Free from oil and dirt accumulation

K,, Coolant heaters for cold weather starting aid
L. Importance of grille screens
M. Winter storage procedure
N. Visual check

. Hoses
Fan belt
Ever flow tube obstructions

O. Adjust fan belt w/ proper deflection

.

-

8

57



I, I CATION
01.0301-05

TRACTOR SERVICE

- Code

- Title

TEACHING maims STODENr APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture using charts, cut-
aways, transparencies and
actual components, discuss
all items under content
of this objective.

B. Demonstrate jobs mentioned i
content of this objective.

C. Visually check an actual unit
for oil and fuel leaks
causing collection of dirt
causing poor cooling.

D. Recommend steam cleaning.

A. Using an owners manual for
an assigned tractor or one
at home locate and record
requirements of the cooling
system following items #3,
4,5,6,7,14 and 15 in content
of nis objective.

Written or oral
A. Assign any manual to

the student, locate
and.record cooling
system requirements
in items #3,4,5,6,7,
14, and 15 of the
content of this
objective.

58
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Code - 01.0301-05

Title - TRACTOR SERVICE

AGRICULTURAL

Unit 6. Electrical System
Obj.#6, Identify the servicing
requirements of a tractor electrica
system from the owners manual and
perform the required procedures per
eie manufacturers specifications.

Unit 7. Fuel System
Obj.#7. Identify the servicing
recommendations of a tractor fuel
system from the owners manual and
perfo.rm -.he required procedures.

nit B. Other Systems
bj.08.Identify additional service
equired other than the 1-7
bjectivas.(miscellaneous)

A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

I.

J.

Purpose of the electrical system
4 major circuit5of the electrical system
Battery checks, maintenance and tests
Visually check all wiring for loose connectionsg
bare wires, corrosion
Starting procedure,
. Cold weather

Restrictions on use of starter

Electrical schematic diagram
Generator condition
Starter condition
Check and test regulator

A. Diesel fuel system
Filter change
Clean sediment bowl
Bleeding the fuel system

Gasoline fuel system
Sediment bowl
Fuel screens

.Fuel-general
Fuel tank cap
Safety precautions filling tank
Importance of cleanliness

. Clean screens

. Change fuel.filters .

. Lines

. Carburetor adjustments

A.Adjust engine valves
B.Adjust governor
C.Adjust throttle linkage
D.Visual check of tin ware
E. Seat position for operator
F.Safety precautions hitching,towing
G.Adjust hydraulic control linkage
H.Check hydraulic working pressure of power steering
and 3 point system

10
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F. I. CAI N

.,_-_.

A.

01.0301-05

TRACTOR SERVICE

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STMENF APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture - using slides,
strip film, transparencies
and hand out sheets.
Components of the electri .

cal system.
Purpose of-components.
Daily and periodic main-
tenance to electrical
system.

B. Physically check on a
tractor.

Conditions of the electri-
cal system wiring and
connections.

Generator brushes and
armature condition.
Starter brushes and arms.-
ture condition.
Make actual checks on

battery
charging system
starting system

C. Lecture using actual tractor,
slides, transparencies and
hand out sheets

Cold weather starting
procedure (diesel)

. Safety measures using
starter and restrictions.

A. Lecture using owners manuals;
discuss the requirements
concerning the fuel system.

B. Using actual tractor and
perform
Filter change

. Sediment bowl cleaning
Bleeding a diesel system

. Physically'check lines for
leaks

C. Lecture, slides, charts,
cutaways actual component.

Disc.uss_car.buratat---
principles.
Carburetor adjustment

. Dismantle a carburetor

A. Manipulatively
-

. Adjust items listed in
content per owners manual
items #1,2,3,7and 8.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Identify components of the
electrical major circuits on
an assigned unit.
Using the owners manual for
the assigned unit, identify
the daily checks of the
electrical system.
Change brushes and clean up
armature on an assigned unit
also test the components.
Change brushes and clean up
armature on assigned unit
and test the components.
Using theschematic diagram
of the electrical system,
trace major circuits.
Install a set of ignition
points and condensor.
Check ignition timing.

Identify from owners manual
required service and hours
for service.
Bleed a diesel fuel system.
Change fuel filters.
Check fuel tank cap for
breathing.
Dismantle carburetor and
adjust on tractor engine.
Make visual checks.

A. Written or 'oral -
Assign any manual to
each student, locate
or record tbe elec-.
trical system
.recommendations for,
daily periodic
servicing.

A. Assign a carburetor
to each sbudent.
Record adjustments
and actually make
adjustments.

A. Perform all items listed
under content items #1,2,3,
7 and 8.

11

60-

A. Manipulative test -

Adjust valves on an
engine.

B. Adjust the governor
C. Take relief pressur

of hydraulic and
power steering.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR SERVICE Code . 01.0301-05

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books:

1. Tractor Maintenance - Principles & Procedures
Am.Assoc. For Voc. Inst.
Materials Engineering Ctr., Athens, Georgia 30601

2. 4-H Tractor Maintenance Units 1-4

3.

Z;,,emples:

Tractor Owners or Operators Manual for Any Model or Make used:
Massey Ferguson Inc., 12601 Southfield Rd., Detroit, Mich.
Owners Manual 690-435M1 for MF65 tractor.

Audio
'Visuals_ .

Film Strip -_Tractor Maintenance - Principles & Procedures
Am.Assoc. for Voc. Inst. Material - Engineering Center.
Athens, Georgia 30601°

12



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

DESCRIPTION:

Code - '01.0301-06

The student will develop an effective, systematic procedure to follow
in "checking cut" a tractor engine, and will learn the technical knowledge
and abilities necessary to make.the needed adjustments. He will gain
experience in the use of electronic test equipment, the operation and use
of a dynamometer for determining the malfunction and inefficiency of the
engine. Tests and adjustments will be made to the air, exhaust, ignition,
fuel, lubrication, cooling and electrical systems.

DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocation
Class Other

I. Introduction to Tune-UP 1 3

2. Visual Inspection 1 3

3. Dynamometer Test 1 -3

4. Tune-Up Procedures 4 14

7 23

1

6 2



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

Code -

The student will be able to:

1. Define, to the instructors' satiafaction, the terra!'tune410"..

01.0301-06

2. Identity four reasons for tuning-up an engine.

3. Describe the economic importance of a properly tuned engine.

4. Using a tractor, perform visual inspection-listing the necessary adjust-

ments to be made.

.Clean a tractor, using a steam cleaner, so that a complete viaual

liiapeOtion is possible.

. Correctly use the dynamometer on a tractor that is to be tuned.

7. Perform a dynamometer -heck on a tractor and record the test results.

8. Fill out and complete work order on air and exhaust system of tractor.

9. Perform a vacuum test, compression test, torque head bolts and adjust

valves to manufact=ar's specifications.

10. Check, adjust and/or

11. Check, adjust and/or

correct problems in ignition system.

correct problems in fuel system.

12. Check, adjust and/or correct problems in lubrication system.

13. Check, adjust and/or correct problems in cooling system.

14. Check, adjust and/or correct problems in electrical system.

2

6 3



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINETTUNE-UP

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

(continued)

........

Code - 01.0301-06

15. Check, adjust and/or correct malfunction in clutch pedal controls.

16. Perform final dynamometer test to prove adjustments have restored
engine efficiencies.

I

6 4
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Code - 01.0301-06

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE T1JNE4UP-:-

.....
OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGR.ICULTURAL

Unit Introduction to tune-up

ObjectiVe

Define , to the instructor6!
satisfaction, the term "tune-Up"

Objective 2

Identify four reasons for tuning-up
an engine.

Objective 3

Describe the economic importance-
of a properly tuned engine.

... CONTENT."..
A. What is tune-up

Checks for.malfunctions
Minor adjustments

----.-Preventive-maintenance---

B. Why tune-up
Catch problems early
Prevent power loss
Decrease fuel consumption
Overcome difficulty in starting
Overheating eliminated

C. When to tune-up
Regularly

250 hrs, 500 hrs, 1,000 hrs.
Seasonally

D. Results of a tune-up
Studies show

11% HP increase
14% fuel efficiency increase
5.3% increase in Tywer through resetting
ignition
dependable for long, productive hours

4

6 5



EDUCATION
01.0301-06

TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

- Code

- Title

,

.

0

--havl-Theen

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A, Obtain and assemble references
from as many manufacturers'
service departments as possi-
ble.

B. Refer to reference list at the
end of this module and review
information that is available
from the colleges in the form
of bulletins, the various
periodicals, etc. and the
audio-visuals,

C. Have students develop graphs
showing performances of
properly adjusted tractors
as compared with tractors
not properly adjusted.

D. Demonstrate by use of a gaso-.
line flow meter the difference
in fuel consumption when the
tractor engine is properly
timed and not timed, also
when the carburetor is proper-
ly adjusted and not adjusted.

E. Have a local dealer's service
manager bring to the class
the past month's service
records of customers to
illustrate a comparison of
the average cost of tuneup
and maintenance and the total
value of the equipment that
was serviced. Have him point
out the savings that could

A. Study references provided
and data obtained from the
various sources available,

B. Develop graphs from this
data and information to
illustrate the values of
savings, etc.

C. Observe the procedures demon
stratea by the instructor in
obtaining the data so that
you will be able to perform
the same tests on other
tractors,

D. List the factors and calcula-
tions given by the instruc-
tor or guest service manager
from local dealership for
future reference and use.

,

A.- B.

Written and/or oral
exam on definition
of tune-up

CI. Written or oral
description of the
factors involved in
the comparison of a
tuned and an untuned

-+ engine. Problem

solving techniques
with an actual trac-
tor as given on pape.
as a report.

.

.

made by more timely
tune-up.

--

_........ _....._______

6 6
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Code - 01.0301,-06

:Title - TRACTOR ENGINE-TUNE-UP .

AG11-.ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

.....1
CONTENT

Unit
Vidual Inspection

Objective 4

Using a tractor, perform the visual
inspection, listing the necessary
adjustments to be made.

Objective 5

Clean a tractor using a steam
-cleaner so that a complete visual
inspection is possible.

A. Checks to be made

.-Air-Intake-System_
air leaks

., restrictions
Oil and Water Eeakage
Electrical System
. battery

cables
wiring
Indicator light

Cooling system
water in crank case
external leaks
clogging

Fuel System
leaks
restrictions
clogged filter

Steam Clean
improves Qooling
easier to.spot troubles
simpler to_tune-up

Unit 3

Dynamometer Test
Objective 6

Correctly use the dynamometer on a
tractor that. is to be tuned.

Objective 7

Perform a dynamometer check on a
tractor and record the test results

A. Purpose
As -is condition
Determine -

simple tune-up
need for overhaul

Procedure -
connect to tractor
operate at half load for
gradually increase load t
read HP on dynamometer
compare HP with technical

Analyze results

30 min.-temp. norm
o rated load speed

manual

1

6
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DUCA .T I 0 N.

.01.0301-06
- Code

TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Explain and demonstrate the
visual inspection pointing out
the particular item to be checke
Show the use of a simple check
list copied from the content
section of this module.

A. Observe demonstration- given
by the instructor of the steps pared by each stu-

. in a visual inspection. Follow dent.

his checks as listed from the
outline given you by the
instructor.

Explain the value of cleaning B. Set up the steam cleaner and

the tractor with_A steam clean up the tractor that

cleaner and have the students is being tuned-up using the

perform this task. It is facilities available for this

assumed that instruction in purpose.

the proper method of using
the steam cleaner has already
been given.

'A. 4y uie of a dynamometer,
demonstrate the check of the
tractors PTO horsepower.
Refer to the supplement at
the back of this module for
further explanation and use
of the dynamometer.

B. Have the stUdents list the .

steps under Procedure in the
content of this module..
Possibly handouts could_be
made by copyiTigEhe supple-
ment and given the students.
Refer to manufacturer's
manuals and compare results
of the test. Analyze the dat
on the basis of this com-
parison and explain what
adjustments are to be made
or if the tractor should be

given an overhaul.

A.

E. InstruCtorwill,
observe the stUdent

-A)erforming,the:
cleaning job and
give Oredit'on:the
basia:.of the::

oleanliness,of'tbe
tractor when finish

Observe instructors demonstra- F.
tion listing the steps of
procedure to be followed in
performing a dynamometer cheoK.

Using thia procedure and
references provided.make a
similar check with the dyna-;
mometer on tractor -asAigned.

othe

7

Give.credit for
studentiO:procednie
in setting.up,.
operating and,re-,
moving the dynamo-;

,

meter.

G. 'Check tractors'
performance and-
compare results
with each students'
report.



Code - 01.0301-06

Title - TRACTOR MINE TUNE,UP
AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4 - Tune-Up Procedures

Objective t
Fill:out and complete work.prder
on_air and exhaust system of
tractor.

:Objective 9

Perform a Vacuum test compresaion
:.et, torque head bolts and adjust
the:valves,to the manufacturers
epecifications.

Objective 10

Check, adjust, and/or make necessary
test of the ignition system.

A. Air Intake and Exhaust System
. Clean out pre-cleaner
Remove and clean air cleaner
Swa out inlet pipe in.air cleaner body
Inspect exhaust system and muffler
Crankcase ventilating system

B.

C.

Basic Engine -
Intake VACUUM test (Diesel)
Manifold depressiOn test (gas)

Cylinder.head-gasket leaks
Cylinder head bolt torque

. .Valve tappet clearance
Compression'test.

Ignition System
Spark plugs -

clean, adjust gap & test
replace if necessary

Distributor
cap & rotor
breaker points and condenSer
point clearence (can dwell)
breaker spring tension.

.
lubricate cam and shaft
test ignition coil'
adjust timing

8

6 9



EDUCATTO N
01.0301-06

- Code

.TRACTOR'ENGINE TUNE-UP - Title

TEACHING METHODS

I

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES .EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstrate the proper tech- A,

nique for servicing the various
components.of the air intake
an8 exhaust systems.

B. Show film strips "Air Cleaner
and Crankcase Ventilating
Service".

C. Show students parts of an
engine that has been ruined
by a dirty air cleaner.

D. Demonstrate the use of a
vacuum gauge, compression
gauge, torque wrench, valve
tappet gap gauge and explain
the prdpeksequence of head
bolt'torquing, also valve
tappet adjustment,

E. Demonstrate the correct pro-
cedure to follow in checking
and adjusting the ignition
system.

F. -Show film:strip "Electrical
System," first part which
deals with the ignition
components.

G. Explan the "indicators" that
will tell the student what
could be happening within
the engine which MaY-lie
reason-for using a different
spark plug, or correcting
polarity, etc.

B.

D.

E.

Use the owner/operators
manual with the tractor
assigned and perform the
necessary services to the
air cleaner, exhaust system
and the crankcase ventilator
(tube, cap, etc.)

Make a vacuum test, compres-
sion test and record find-
ings. Compare with the
manufacturer's specifica-
tions.

Torque head bolts and valve
tappet adjustments to the
recommended specifications.

Follow the procedure outline
by the instructor for check-
ing the ignition components
and make necessary adjust-
ments, etc. to meet the
manufacturer's specifica-
tions.

Report any unusual "indica-
tors" on tune-up report Or
work order so that informa-
tion can be given to owner o
tractor for future reference

7 0

9

H. The completion Of
the check sheet,
and/or work order
used for the tune-up
will serve as a
'record.Of the.student
performance and'the.
resulting analysis
of the tractor engine
should indicate his
level of proficiency.

Accuracy of recorded
data Justifies
completion of objec-
tives.

J. Accuracy of recorded
data justifies com-
pletion of objectives

s '



Code -

Title -

01.0301.-06

TRACTOR ENGINE TUNg-UP..
AGR.ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4 Tune-Up Procedures

Objective 11

Check, adjust and/or correct
problems of the fuel system.

D. Fuel System
Gasoline

clean sediment bowl
check liner:for leaks andtCr-restrictions
fuel pump pretsure
drain:CarbutetOr -cleun inlet tcreen,
djust::throttlecontrOl_linicaKe:
adjutt carburetor,armicheck eingibe speed
check Choke'diiik operation

. Diesel
clean fuel-sediment:bewl
check fue/ lineS for'letks and/or
restrictions
check puMp:pretsure .

rep1Mce:first stuteJilter'
remove,.:CleiniTand-check.injeCtien-UOMitt
time injection pump
bleed fuelsysteM
adjust governor control linkage and check

engine.speed
check stop kw:47 optration

7 1

10



01.0361-06

TRACiOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS

N. Show:11_1m strip "Fuel System
and Fuel Storage" which points

--out-the-Methcid and-4Mikirtance
of clean fuel and proper
storage of the fuel.

I. Show students parts of fuel
systems that have been drAmaged
by persons not acquainted
with the proper method or

_procedure of. adjustment.-

J. Give a demonstration titled
"Where Do Fuel Vapors Go?"

showing the safety measures
that should be observed dur-
ing tune-up and maintenance
of the engine.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTWITIES

F.

G.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES'

Perform'the necessary checks
to the fuel system whether
gas or, diesel and correct
any deficiencies

Be observant:of any of the
indicators that might give
reason'to recommend better
methoda: of-refueling andicir
fuel storage to the tractor
owner/operator.

H Practice Safety in the handl
ing'of fuel and especially
spillage or leakage during
ehe adjustment or cleaning
of fuel system coMponents.

7 2

11

K. AcOuracy of
rocorded data '

justifies coMgetior
of objectives.

. 1*..100



01.0301.-06.

TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP...
AGR.ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 12 - Unit 4.

Check, adjust, and/or correct
problems in the lubrication systet.

ObjectiVe 13

Check, adjust and/or correct pro-
_blems_of,the cooling system.

Lubrication System
Check preaeure gauge_or_indiCator, light

replaCe
Crankcase oil'
. check changinterval:- :

.cheCklAuality recomMendations
. :cheCk.-for witer:Or-antifreeZe contamination
Check:pressure
. mastergitUge

Cooling,SystemH
.

'leakage
ahaft end:play

Radiatorhoses
. leakageor rot.-
Clean and flush the aystem
Thermostat

test_for_opening:temperature
replace if necessary

Radiator
check cap pressure
check core for leaks
clean and straighten fins ..

. -

. check of excessive wear, cracks, other
signa of damage..
adjust tension

12

7 3



-ak EDUCATION
111.

01.0301-66.

' TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

TEACHING METHODS

K. Review units on lubrication
pertaining to oil selection,

additives, and viscosity.

L. Demonstrate the procedures
for checking the oil for wat
or antifreeze contamination,
Also the use of a master
sauge to determine the
accuracy,.of_the_engines
.pressure gauge.

- Code

- Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES 'EVALUATION PROCEDURES

ar

M. Show film strip, "Lubrication"
only the first half pertains
to the engine lubrication
and service procedures.

N. Demonstrate how to check
the thermostat for proper
opening teloperature, the
proper- method of removing
the cap on a warmed up engine,

-and-theprocedure-for-checking
and adjusting the fan belt.

-0. Show the students defective
parts of the cooling systeM
such as; thermostat, radia-
tor cap, radiator core cut-
a-way, and spongy hoses.

P. Use film strip "Cooling
Systems" for further explana-
tion of the services necessary
to the-cooling. system._

Perform the necessary ser-
vices to the lubricating
system of..ttactor engine_
asegied and report any
deficienCies on check sheet
or work order.

Perform the recommended
checks on services.to the

. _
cooling:system of the trac-
tot assigned using reference
provided.

K. Make a notation on the chec
sheet or work order of the
items that need to be gtve
special attention by the
ovuer/operator.

7 4

13

L. Accuracy of
recorded data
justifies completion
of objectives.

M. Accuracy of
tecorded data'
justifies completion
of objectives.



Code

.

01.0301.06

TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE.UP
AGR.ICULTU,R,4_4,

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 4. Objective 14

CONTENT

Check, adjust and/or correct
problems in the electrical system

-G.-ElectritAVSysteM
Battery, ;

ciean Cables, terminals, battery and box .

tightencable clamps
apply petroleumlelly or other sealer to .

poets:and clamps
.
check'elactrblyte level
Make,'Iight-loae.tast

Generator or Alternator...

cheCk..belttension' .".

checkiaugeorjndicator -lightoperat.ion
check OUt.,PUt:uSingtester:and.technical .

manual epecificatione
..-.Regulator 1. . .

Check with. battariee 'disconnected..

StartingCircuit
check switches -
check ampere draw.

bearing.lubrication

14

7 5



TEACHING METHODS

91.0301.06

'TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

- Code

- Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION iROCEDURES

Q. Showthe rest of the film
strip "Electrical System"
which demonstrates the
procedure to follow in
checking.and servicing
the battery, generator or
alternator, regulator, and
starting motor.

L.

M.

R. Show students defective
parts taken from electrical

-components and eicplain N.

how these can be Avoided.

S. Demonstrate the proper use
of the various instruments
or test units to be used
in checking the electrical
system,

,

Be especially careful with
the battery and its connect-
ing cables when performing
the necessary services.

Check all wiring and cher
connections when making the
various tests necessary to'
the electrical system
components.,

Record all data and compare
it with the manufacturers
specifications, make adjust-
ments to meet these spectfi-
cations.

7 6

15

N. Accuracy of
recorded data
justified completio
of objectives.



Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP
--

----,

OBJECTIVES BY' UNIT

Unit 4.

Objective 15

'Check, adjust and/or correct mal-.
functions of clutch pedal Controls.

:objective 16

Perform a final dynamometer test,
to prove adjustMenta have-restored
'the engines affiCienciei.

CONTENT

H. Clutch Free Travel
Measure pedal free movemeht

check too much travel
check too little travel
check and uie technical spec's.

I. Dynamometer Test
Final Check

compare with first

. Determine -
engine HP
fuel consumption

16

7 7



EDUCATION
01.0301-06

:TRACTORENGINE TUNE-UP

7 Code

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT ARPLICATION ACTIVITIES

- Title

..1=1.110

EVALUATION PROCEDURES'

Show students worn out
clutch assemblies caused by
improper adjustment or lack
of attention.

Demonstrate the proper clutch
adjustment techniques on
-.a cut-a-way assembly to
more clearly present the
necessity for proper adjust-
ment.

Explain the importance of
the final dynamometer test
and assist students In
analyzing resulte and.
comparison with pre-test
of engine.

o.

P.

Refer to manufacturer's
specifications and proce-'
dure for making the clutch
pedel free-travel
adjustment.

Retest tractor on dynamo-
meter'and record all data
for the anelyais:ancLeom-,
parison With PreLieit-

7 8

17

O. Accuracy of
recorded data
justifies completi
of objectives.

P. Accuracy,,
nacorded data
justifies comple-
tion of objectives

,

,



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

' TRACTOR ENGINE TUNE-UP

RESOURCE_MATERIALS

popkt- Teacher, Referencet:

, FOS Manual Engines; Electrical,,Power Trainr - John Deere Co..Moline,-I1n7--7-

2.Farm Tractor Maintenance and Tune-41 InternaEional-Harvester_Co., Chicago,, Ill.

6ode - 01...0391.706

3. Ford Tractor - Shop Manual; 19551960, Tractor and Implement Division, Ford

Motor Co.

4. FT-53A Farm Tractors: Basic Principles, Operation and Maintenance; American

Oil Co. -,New York, New York.

5. Tune-Up Manual; Ignition Man4factureres

Student References:

InstitUte,' Cleveland, Ohio.

-

1. Modern Farm Power.; Prentice-H411-1nc. Englewood Cliffs, New JerseY.

2. Farm Tractor Maintenance': TrinciPles and Procedures; AAEVA, 8urrOW Hall,

3. Gulf Farm Tractor Guide; Gulf Oil-Corp., Houston, Texas

4. 'Farm Tractor Tune440 and Service Guide; AAEVA, BurroW Hal14 Athens, G

5.'Implement and Tractor' Shop Manual; U&T Publicationt, Kansas City, Mo.

Periodicals -

1. Farm Power and Equipment; National Farm Power

2. Implement:and Tractor; Technical Publications Inc.

-.3v-SuccessfulFarminDesMOinet,:Iowal _

4. HeardlerDairymen's , Fort Atkinson*, Wis.

5. Ameritan'Agriculturalist; Ithaca, 'New York

and Equipment Dealers Assoc.

Audit,- Visuals -
1. Engine Slides; FOS; John Deere Co. Moline Ill.

2. Farm Tractor Maintenance; Film Strips, College of Agriculture, University of

Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.
3. ABC's of Internal Combustion,-Bfown Color, General Motors Cor0. Detroit, Mich.
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Tractor Engine Tune-Vp

Many,farmets' tractors fail to operate at .peak efficiency because of
a need for simple tune-up. Loss of power, increased fuel-consumption,
difficulty in starting, and pverheating.are'all: SymOtoMs of thiainss in
effiCiency and develop so gradually.that the operator is sCarcelyaware of
the need for a tune-up.

Why does the engine need a tune-up? After 250 hours of operation,
ihe engine has taken a Severe beating with considerable wear to ita moving
Texts.

Distributor points havemade 112 Million contactsi everY sioar.k-Plug'
has-fired 14'million high:voltage sOarks, the water pump,haa:pumped'.400,900 ,

gallons:of water, the:fuel pump haaTUmped.100ygallonsnf gaaandf:eaChValve"
has ovIened and closed 14 milliontimes.

List is whz yOur engine needs A coMplete engine tUne-dn:after -these
hours of operatiOn; to Yeatore.original,lietformance,keep full economy at
maximum and guaid against enginefailute:in-thefield.-

-There are three;requirementsforauccesaful operatinrof atractotengine:__
which should be conSidered'in detetmining the need fot tu:le-41p and in correct-.
ing any'difficulties found._,They are: (p:compression'.(4ignition,and
(3) carburetion. TroubleHmaY,o6cutin anynr all ofthese areas andwill
seriously interfere with efficient operation.,

-To7be-effective;.atune-up7should-be-petformed-byanTeXper.iencedechanic
with certain items of testing and tune-up eguiPment Inundni400tocluipment
dealers' shops. They are: a compressiongauge, a yacUumiaUgatiMinOlghti
a flat feeley gauge, an ignitionpoint
a spark plug gap gauge (wire type), a set of epark.IplugwrencheiOtenCkets.
In addition to these items, a supply of standard meChanica"hand.,toolsAe
necesSary.-

The operator's manual supplied with the tractor should:be ueed as the
chief source of sPecific tune"-Up information. This material'iaintende&
to supplement the operator's and also service manuals, and not'a substitute
for it..

8 0
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DYNAMOMETER

A dynamometer,.if used properly, can be a real aid both to the sales and

service of our new tractors. .However, 11 used imptoperly, a dynamometer can

create problems which are actually non-existent.
This article has been

prepared to inform you of the factors to consider when using dynamometers:

BASIC USES OF A DYNAMOMETER

First, let us consider the basic uses of a dynamometer.

I. Measuring the horsepoWer output of an engine

2. Placing a controlled load on the engine while making -engine adjustments.

3. Applying a controlled load for breaking7in the engine,
1 -

NOTE: When measuring horsepower with a dynamometer, the.horsepoWerreadings

can be read directly only at'the xpecified apepOrpM)In4Lny case

where horsepower 4a to be:determined, the,speed,Ohe'Shaftdriving

the dynamOmeterA.s not necessarily the speed Of theengine'.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN USING DYNAMOMETERS '

1. CORRECT PTO SPEED. Use the correct:PTO Speeds_When 'recOrding tractor'

horsepower.

On previous model tractors the rated engine speed was also the maximum

load speed and the horsepower rating was established at this speed

and ONLY THIS SPEED. However, on new model tractors with the variable

speed engines, the horsepower may be listed for several engine'speeds.

Because these horsepower ratings vary substantially with different

engine speeds, it is imperative that the PTO speed driving the dyna-

mometer be the' same as the PTO Si3eed listed' for a particular horse- --

power in the following charts.

For example, the advertised horsepower of the,4010 Gasoline Tractor

is 80 horsepower at 2200 rpm engine speed.

By referring to the first chart on the following page we see that

when the PTO shaft is turning at 536 rpm the engine is turning at

only 1900.rpm ,(not 2200 rpm) and is delivering 73 horsepower - not

the advertised 80 horsepower.

Again referring to.the chart we see that in order for the engine to

detiTier-80-hOtSepower -at--2200-rpm
turntngat

620 rpm - not 536 rpm.

This is why it is imperative that when using the dynamometer with

the new model tractors the PTO shaft must be turning at the speed

listed in the charts in order for the engine to be turning at the

necessary rpm to deliver accurate horsepower reading.

20
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:.NOw that We-have:learned to Ude:the cOrreCt PTO:steed, it does not .

necessarilymean thatwO4iWget the eXadt:horsepOwerratings'for

theengine: speeds liatedinthecharts.' ':ThefolloWing factors must,

:be ConSidereince .theY directlY affect:...engine performance.

IMPORTANT: Thetractor tachometerjs designed AS an operation guide

for:thetractOrCTerator and:is notsufficiently-accurate
fOr.useviith::dYnathometers., Itge ritOod hand tachometer

instead.

. ..... HORSEpOWWREQUIREMENTS OF ACCESSORIES. Many dynamometeroperators

fail to, Conaiderthe horsepower requirements'of hydraulic, aCCessories,,,,

This probleM is n9t,i aS4reat with agridultural tractors, as'Industrial

tractors eqUiPped:with lOaders,'backhoes, directioureversera.,' etc.

For,example,on the').010 Crawler Loader with Hydraulic-Ditection
ReVerSer, the:DirectiOn Reverser:may require froM two'to_fivehorse
l'overat2509-:.rOniO4 rhe.24, gallon per minute.loader pump, MaY require'

one't&IOUt hOrsepOWerc-at 2500.rpm: There Wiil,also _
tion InHthe Hydraulic DireetiouReverser power requiremeUt if the Unit.-

is hot j-evei. Therefore, approximit'ely,uine'horsepoweiteuld'be
conSuMed,frOm the advertised .35 horSepower at-2500 rpM:

Therefore,,do not be dissatisfied with engine porformance.becausethe
horsepoWerreadingia, below that listed in the .:..11art.. Juat remember

.thatthe engine:ja:putting out the hersepower and that the,difference

is between' your reading and the rated horsepower requiied.to'operate'

;the'hydraulic,accessories

Restrictions in the:hydrauliu, lir, oil temperature, relief valve

-settings,':and other Posaible:hyd:egulicacCeaaory combinations all
affect the horsepower ratings and must be taken into'consideratipn

wheuusing dynaMometers.
,

WEATHER CONDITIONS. Most specifications such as the Nebraska Test

figures and those listed in'advertising literature are obtained under-
.

ideal conditions and, therefore, approach the maximum horsepower
obtainable.

Actually operating conditions which can adversely affect the power,
output of an engine are altitude, air temperature, barometric pressure,

and humidity. Horsepower will,be decreE±sed by three percent for each

1000 feet above sea level; Air temp!rature will decrease the,output,'
of an eugine by about one percent for each 10 degrees above,60'degrees

FahrenheitLoW.barometric_pressure_and_low_humidity_can decrease
horsepower by another six percent. Simple addition will show that
in many areas it is not at all uncommon to lose 10 to 15 per cent
of the engine output because of weather conditions.

These factors must be considered when ComOaring recorded data with

horsepower ratings listed.in advertising specificationsand the Nebraska

Tests:



ENGINE BREAK-IN. Many serVicemen (are trying to obtai'n the Nebraska

Test HorsepOwer ratings on brand new tractors. It is very common

for an engine to gain several horsepower 'during the break-in period.

Even after 50 to 70 hours of operations, which is past the break-in

period, 1010 and 2010 Series Tractor engines pick up one or two horse-

power and 3010 and 4010 Series Tractor engines even more.

ENGINE WARM-UP. Engine warm-up does affect performauce ratings. Dyna-

mometer readings should never be taken until the engine has been run

at least 15 minutes (or longer ird cold weather) to be sure it is

thoroughly tyarmed up.

ENGINE SET AT CORRECT PAST IDLE - NO LOAD SPEED. Because of the

characteristic operation of the governor, it,is essential that the

engine be set at the correct fast idle speed before dynamometer tests

are made.

It is the governor that provides full fuel delivery under load. When

a load is applied, the engine pulls down from the fast idle - no load,

speed and the gOvernor linkage opens the, carburetor butterfly valve or

actuates the Diesel 'injection mechanism. This drOp in rpm is sometimes

referred to as "droop" or "lag", but is actually the difference between

the fast idle - no load' speed 'setting and the engine rpm at rated

load speed. Therefore, the specified fast idle - no load speed must be

set first as a start toward .making, sure the governor will provide full

fuel delivery_for maiimum horsivoWer under load.

NOTE: Worn goyernor weights, improperly adjusted linkage or binding

linkage are factors which could preyent the.governor from-pro-

vidi 1g full fuel delivery.

On tractors with gasoline engines you can double-check to make sure the

governor is providing full fuel delivery' by visually observing whether

the carburetor butterfly is against its stop peg. If it is not the

governor or governor linkage is not operating properly.

Because the governor mechanism is usually enclosed on Diesel engines,

just make sure the throttle lever is wide open.

7. VARIATION OR ERROR IN DYNAMOMETER., Portable field dynamometers commonly

in use in service shops have been found to have up to a five per cent

variation or erzor at their very beat and when properly operated.

Periodic calibration may show greiter error than this in some cases.

CONCLUSION

A portable field type dynamometer is a convenient tool to apply: a- --

controlled load on a tractor for making adjustments, checking o'Peratint

characteristics:, break-in periods, and making comparison checks before

and after service operations.

Study the -instructions provided, with your dynamometer to make
certain

you are operating it properly. On most dynamometers horsepower read-

ings can be read, directly on the dial only- at 540- rpm or 1000 rpm.-

To'obtain a horsepower reading for any other speed a calibration chart

usually furnished with the dynamometer must be used. `



Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL Code . 01.0301-07

DESCRIPTION:

This module, is designed to involve the student in step by step procedures
used in completing an engine valve job. Students will demonstrate the importance
of cleanliness required to successfully repair a mechanical assembly. Students
M11 also utilize engine manufacturer specifications to properly diagnose re-
Iquired repairs, repair components to proper dimensions, make-d-easions of
necessary parts replacement, and adjust components to specified tol.zrance.

ese students will perform post repair tests to final tune up an'engine to
btain maximum efficiency.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocation
Class , Other

1. Diagnostic Test Procedures 4

2. Head Disassembly 2

3. Head Inspection 1

4. Valves, Guides and Seats 5

5. Valve Train 3

6, Reassembly Procedures 3 5

10 , 20

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE,TOP OVERHAUL
Code -

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

01.0301-07

Given a specific engine in need of valve train repair, the student or'
pair of students, will disassemble the valve system, properly using the tools

and equipment available, following the manufacturers service procedures and
A.11 a time allotment satisfactory to the instructor.

Students will be able to:

1. Identify valve train malfunctions through diagnostic tests and
procedures as outlined by the instructor.

2. Identify the major components of the valve train and-ekplain tii

operational function of each.

3. Outline a work plan, following diagnostic tests,,and identify procedures---

for tear down based on flat rate Manual schedule.

4. Identify the cause of the malfunction by inspecting the condition of

the components.

Identify the malfunctioning components and determine if they arerepairable

or require replacement.

6. Acquire and demonstrate skills for repair or replacement of components
by performing the skills in a shop situation to the instructor's satisfaction.

7. Properly reassemble and adjust components to
manual.

specifiCations from the shop



01.0301-07

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL
AGR.ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Diagnostic Test
Procedure
Objective #1
Identify valve train malfunctions
through diagnostic tests and
procedures as outlined by the
instructor.

Unit 2 - Head Disassembly
Objective #2
Identify the major components of
the valve train and explain the
operational function of each.

.Objective #3
'Outline a work plan, following
diagnostic tests, and,identify
procedures for tear down based
op flat rate manual schedule.

A.. Obtaining information from owner
B. Visual checks of condition of engine

. Oil pressure and leaks
Coolant operating temperature and leaks

. Inherent noises or knocks
Exhaust gas condition
Crankcase pressure - (Blow By)

C. Lab Tests
Normal load
Compression test
Vacuum test
Dynamometer Lest

. Observe condition and test spark plugs

A. Identifying components of valve train
Cam shaft and gear .
Cam follower and tappet

. Valves, springs, locks

. Types of valve arrangements
. L-Head
. F-Head
. I-Head

A.

B.

C.

Steam clean engine
Removing tin ware'
Removing Head assembly

Precautions of removal
Cleaning procedure of compenents

Head
Valves (note excess dePosits)

. Recker assembly



EDUCATI 0 N
01.0301-07

TRACTOR ENGINE.TOP OVERHAUL'

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES'

A. Lecture - Discussion
. Information necessary to
obtain
. how and where to obtain

. Importance of shop repair
order

. Visual conditions
Lab tests

B. Demonstrate and Lecture
Lab tests

C. Handout Sheets
. Valve train components

D. Use Shop Manual to
Show student where to
locate specifications
Specifications and engine
characteristics to
diagnose problem

A. Obtain manufacturer's speci-
fications for pre-repair
tests.

B. List conditions to observe
,

to diagnose nece,.csary repair
t

C. Perform lab t-.,s'- :v7et

(3a) in Contel
D. Diagnose problerh Llum

. Visual observation *

. Lab tests

. Record results

'Written or oral test
A. List cOmponents of

valve train.
B. List characteristics

of specific condi-
tions and determine
possible cause.

C. Assign specific .

engine for student
to obtAin specifi-
cations required to
complete a valve
repair job.

A. Lecture - Discussion
Components of,the valve
train . -

Important tear down
procedure
. sequence r wear'pattern
. flat rate schedule

B. Handout Sheet -- showing
Three different valve
arrangements
Typical valve train
components

A. Disassembleengine valve
train
. Identify each component

.Written.or oral Y.'est

A. List componencG of
-valve train

B. Describe function
of each

C. Draw three various
valve arrangements

A. Lecture - Discussior,
Importance of predisassembl-
cleaning
Operation of steam cleaner
Tin ware removal procedure
Head removal procedure
Clean components .__

..

A. Steam clean a tractor engine

B. Remove Head Assembly

C. Determine from flat rate
schedule .

. Jobs to be performed

8 7

,

Oral-Discussion.
A. DisasiemblY and pre-

disassembly proce-
dures of performing
a valve_job._

Written or'oral temt
B. Given a specific

engine
. List flat rate
jobs to be per-
;,:),rmed and hours

allowed. Determine
labor cost.

Utst causes'of val.
failure



01.0301-07

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL
AGRICULTURAL

0E-...CTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3 - Head Inspection
Objective #4
Identify the cause of the mal-
function by inspecting the
condition of the components.

A. Head Assembly
Warpage
Cracks
Deterioration

B. Valves and Valve Guides
Burnt face or s&at
Bent stem
Excess dtiposits
Excessive wear

C. Causes of Failure
Excessive heat
Excess carbon
Preignition
Improper fuel

. Improper lube oil .

Improper air cleaner servicing
Excess heat

Unit 4 - Valves, Guides and Seats
Objective #5
identify the malfunctioning
components and determine if they
are repairable or require
replacement.

A. Operations of valve seat refacer
. Selection of proper stores

B. Operation of valve face grinder.
C. Checking components againstrrecommended toleranc

Width of valve seat
Width of face and runout
MethOd of reducing width
Valve stem diameter

D. Valve inserts .

E. Valve guides
F. Checking trueness of valve seat
G. Rechecking seat contact with valve

88



EDUCATION 01.0301-07

TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture - discussing methods
of

Chce,.ing components
Determining causes of

A. Check shop manual listing
specifications concerning
and record
. Warpage of head

Oral Discussion
A. Displaying previousl

removed Ailed valve
and recitv causes of

failures or excessive wear . Valve stem diameter failure for each

Use of shop manual to . Valve guide wear B. Recite causes of

determine tolerance . Bent valve stem . Head Failure

limitations . Rocker arm bushing wear C. Written or oral test

B. Overhead transparencies
showing various conditions

B. Determine cause of excessive
t

wear found in #1 above,

Using shop manual -
list pertinent

of valve train component specifications'conce
failures orirregularities. ing valve inspection

C. Display damaged components on a specific engine

removed from engines. D. Written or oral abil

D. Group discussion using to identify each typ

pamphlets showing pictures of failure and its

of valve failures. cause.

,

A. Lecture and Demonstration A. List valve, valve seat and Written or oral test

Correct special tools face and guide specifications A. List special tools

to be used from shop manual. required to perform

. Demonstrating where to B. Complete-a top-overhaul a valve job.

locate specifications job including operating B. Describe procedure t

. Checking seat and face valve seat and valve face reduce an excessivel

with dial indicator
Checking seat and face

grinder, wide seat.
C. List valve tolerance

with prussian brue for a specific engin

B. Handout sheet showing from the shop manual

. Proper seat width D. Demonstrate skills

. Proper face width to instructors

. Reduced width of both satisfaction.

,

8 9



01.0301-07

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL
AORICULTURA1.

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 5 - Valve Train
Objective #6
Acquire and demonstrate skills for
repair sor replacement of components
by performing the skills in a shop
situation to the instructors
satisfaction.

A. Checking Components
Cam followers
Valve springs
Valve lifters
Rocker arms bushings
Valve rotators,
Rocker arm shaft
Push rods

Unit 6 - Reassembly Procedures
_

Objective #7
Properly reassemble and adjust
components to specifications from
the shop manual.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

, I.

Valves, springs etc. b head
Cleaning of .block assembly
Installation of head gasket
Install head on block assembly
Torque head assemblY.
. Tightening sequience
Install push ;rods
Install rocker Shaft assembly to head
. Torque per .specifications
Valve adjustment
. Purposerof clearance

excessive clearance
insufficient'clearance

Adjusting procedure
. Special tools

90



EDUCATION 01.0301-07

TRACTOR ENGINE-TOP OVERHAUL

- Code

- Title'

TEACHING METHODS

A. Lecture and demonstration
discussing
. Checking valve train
components methods

1
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Obtain specifications concer
ing valve train components
from shop manual.

B. Test valve springs for proper
compression.

C. Use Micrometers to Check
Rocker shaft diameter
Rocker arm bushing wear

Oral'DiscuSsion
A. Procedure used to

,Check valve springs
.Puth rOds
. Rocker bushings

B. Demonstrate skills
to instructors
satisfaction.

A. Demonstration and Discussion'
. Reassembly, of components
. Adjusting procedure

B. Slides or overhead trans-
parencies showing
. Torquing procedure of a
head

. Valve adjusting procedure

A. Obtain torque specifications
for shop manual and record.

B. Perform installation of
components

9 1

Manipulative
A. Illustrate head

torquing procedure
on a specific,engine

B. Properly adjust
the valve lash on a
specific engine.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE TOP OVERHAUL

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-07

Books:
Fundamentals of Service - En ines Moline Ill. John Deene1968

Jones, Fred R. Farm Gas Engines and Tractors McGraw-Hill, 1961; 518 pgs.

Tractor Repair Agricultural Machinery Service Occupations. Ohio State University

Module 16 1965 - 59 pgs.

Implement and Tractor Service_Manual, Kansas City, Mo. Implement and Tractor

Publications, Inc. 1014 Wyandotte St.

Perfect CircleS-ervice Manual. Hagerstown, Ind. Dana Corporation 1970

Manufacturers Service Manuals

Periodicals:
Implement and-Tractor Magazine, Kansas City, Mo. Implement-and Tractor

Publications, Inc. 1014 Wyandotte St.

I Audiovisuals:
Slides - Fundamentals of Service - Engines Moline, Illinois, John,Deere, 1968

Filmstrips
Diagnose It First. Prescription for Longer Valve Life. Hagarstown, Ind.

Dana Corporation

6 2
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MODULE OF INSTUCTION

Title - TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel)

DESCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0301-08

The student will adjust and repair gasoline fuel systems. He

become familiar with the common types of carburetors and the functions

of the various parts, as they affect the efficient operation-of the .

tractor engine. In addition to carburetors he will service and correct

problems that may arise in air cleaners, fuel pumps, fuel filters,

sediment bowls, and fuel lines. The student will spend most of his

time in shop performing actual service and repair operations. Modern

equipment will be used.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

I. Troubleshooting the fuel system 2 3

2. Principles of carburetion 1

3. Carburetor components
1 2

4. Servicing governors 2 4

5. Replacing fuel system parts 2 6

6.. Tuning carburetors 2 4

10 20

Revised June, 1974

9 3



Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (tion-Diesel)

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301-08

I. Identify by name, eight components of a fuE system and describo the
function of each.

24 Identify by name, r-d describe the functions of ten carburetor parts.

3. Disassemble, inspect, clean, repair and reassemble a carburetor in
service shop conditions with special tools available. This is to be
done within two hours and according to manufacturer's specifications.

4. Disassemble a centrifugal governor, identify major parts, reassemble
and adjust for proper operation using regular shop equipment within
flat rate time schedule.

5. Identify biname three types of air cleaners and perform necessary service on
each type to manufacturer's specifications.

6. Check and clean or repair air and fuel filteri according to manufacturer's
specifications and time schedule.

7. Adjust carburetor on tractor engine for Maximum efficiency, high idle,
low idle and-rated load speeds using electrical tachometer and/or
P.T.O. dynamometer within 'flat rate time schedule and service manual
specifications.

8. Troubleshoot and repair malfunctioning fuel. system on.a tractor.engine
using service manuals, special tools and gauges within flat rate time
allocation.

9 4-,

3



Module TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel).. J.%

AGRICULT.URAL
01.0301-08

OBJECTIVES BY EMIT

UNIT 1. Troubleshooting the !

Fuel System

Objective 1
name', eight

fuel syster,
function of

- Identify by
components of a
nd describe the

iesch

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

B.

UNIT 2. Principlez of
Carburetion

Objective
name, and
functions
parts

2 - Identify by
describe the
of ten carburetor

Fuel tank
Fuel linep
Fuel filter
Fuel pump
Aircicaner
Carburetor
Governor
Manifold

A. Theory of pressure dif-

ferences.
B. Venturi principle

C. Fuel transfer
. Gravity
. Pressure



411,DUCATIO N

Module TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel

TEACHING MSTROD

A. Trace fuel and air
through the fuel system
on a tractor engine.
Explain basic function of
each component as fuel
reaches that component.

Relate each component
to the entire syetem.
Demonstrate removal of
individual components
from complete sy:.1,tem for
repair or replacement.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

__--01.n301-08

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

ARemove fuel systems from tractor
engines in preparation for
repairs

. FOS Manual Engines
3-1 through 3-9
FOS Engine Slider 1647-
1660

Impress need for clean
fuel, filter, and lines
(unclogged) and efficiency
of fuel pump

Demonstrite.checking
gravity-flow and fuel pump
pressure and vacuum.

D. Instruct in using service
manual speeds.

A. Oral tett of components and
function

,Check fuel eystem for dirt and/or A.
slow flow.

.Use fuel pump pressure and
vacuum gauge to check pomp .

.Student refers to service manual
for guidance

Oversee etudent 4090eration
of this equipment '7ch.ecjc. H

his prOfici,encywith oral
questions. '7'



Malule _JRACTOK FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel)

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-08

OBJECTIVES By [MIT COI01131%

UNIT 3. - Carburetor
Components

Objective 3 - Dissassemble,
inspect, clean, repair and
reassemble a carburetor in
service shop condiriono with
special tools available. This
is to be done within two
hours amd'according to
manufacturer's specifications:

A. Float
B. Fuel bowl
C. Venturi
D. Throttle
E. Mainjet
F. Nozzle
G. Air bleed
H. Idle jet
I. Choke
J. Needle valve
K. 3 types of carburetors:

. Natural draft

Updraft
Down draft

L. Carburetor systems
Fuel supply
Choke
Throttle

. Load
Accelerating
Idle

9 7

6



410DUCATION

Module TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel

TEACHING WTHOD
1111/1"

A. Disassemble a carburetor.
Trace fuel flow thru each
part and explain function
of eachpert.

B. Relate parts to systems
of carburetor explaining
operation of each.

C. Discuss fuel air mixture
at various speeds and

power output. Show 3

. types of carburetors and
explain.

D. FOS Manual Engine 3-10
to 316. FOS Engine slide
1661-1676.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURESYa
Clean the external surface of.a A.Written test on parts

carburetor and remove from line identification

engine.,

*Disassemble the carburetor,storin
and checking each part in orderly
fashion. Clean carburetor in
carburetor cleaner fluid.

411pControl initial carburetor
disassembly in a step-by-
step procedure assuring
a clearer understanding by
all studeats.

F. Reassemble carburetor
setting float level and
making initial adjustments
per servi,:e manual.

.Reassemble carburetor making
initial adjustments as indicated
by specifications in manual

ElCheck float adjustment - Install
on pagine and run engine

99

7



TRAC TOR

OW-MT-IVES BY UE1T

1

UNIT 4.7 Servicing Governors ;

Objective 4. Disassemble a
centrifugal governor, identify
major parts, reassemble and
adjust for proper operation
using regular shop equipment
within flat rate time
schedule

AGitICULTURAL
01.0301-08.11.1,

CONTENT

A. Principles of control and
features of a governor.

B. Centrifugal governor.
C. Vacuum or automatic governor.
D. Centrifugal governor operation

control, and linkage adjust-
ment.

UNIT5, - Replacing Puel

System Parts

Objective 5,Identify by name 1

three types of air cleaners and
perform repairs necessary on
each type to manufacturer's
specifications.
Objective 6.
Check and clean or repair air
and fuel filters according
to manufacturer's specificati
and time schedule.

.AIR CLEANERS

A. Oil bath types
B. Dry type
C. Oil-soaked element type
D. Pre-cleaner

FUEL SYSTEMS

A. Poor performance
B. Poor idling
C. Hard starting
D. Poor acceleration
E. Carburetor flooding
F. Excessive fuel consumption

8

9



, CATIGN
01.0301-08

TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS (Non-Diesel)

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Discuss the operation and
drive of various governors.
Disassemble a goveTror point-
ing out the major parts and
their function.

B. FOS Manual Engines 9-1 to
9-4. FOS Engine Slides
1958 to 1962.

C. Demonstrate a faulty
governor on a live tractor
engine.

A. Show students an example
of each type of t.L.r cleaner

to discuss use of each.
Prepare cutaways of the
element to show construction
and differences.

B. Discuss and instruct on
importance of proper
maintenance of each type.

C. Using a "Bugged" fuel
system on an engine,
demonstrate how a service-
man uses a dynamometer,
electric tachometer,
vacuum-pressure gauge to
diagnose problems.

D. Make necessary repairs and/or
adjustments to correct
problems.

E. FOS Manual Engines 3-16 to
3-19.

A. Remove and disassemble a
governor from an engine.
Inspect and repair governor,
if needed and replace on
engine. Adjust governor to
service manual specifications

A.

B.

C.

Service the air cleaners
of each type of engine.
Students will be provided
engines which have fuel
system problems. They will
check the systenis operation
using the necessary avail-
able gauges and tools
(dyno.,.tach., gauges).
Necessary repairs will be
discussed with instructor and
carried out by student.
Final adjustments after
repair bringing engine up
to best operation efficiency
using the above mentioned
tools will be made.

100

9

A. Written test on
parts identifica-
tion and function.

A. Discussion between
instructor and
student concerning
theory and operation



A.GRIOULTURAL

TRACTORJ 01.0301-08

11e.1Dp

OBJECTIVBS BY OMIT CONTENT

UNIT 6. -Tuning Carburetors , A. Enctine testing by use of P.T.O. Dynamometer

Objective 7.Adjust carburetor !

on tractor engine for maximum
efficiency, high idle,
low idle and rated load speeds;
using electrical tachometer
and/or P.T.O. dynamometer withtn
flat rate time schedule and
service manual specifications.'
Objective 8.
Troubleshoot and repair
maltunctioning fuel system on
a tractor engine using
service manuals, special
tools and gauges within flat
rate time allocation.

10

1.01



-.DUCAT /011
module TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEM (Non - Dienel)

TEACHING 144THOD

A.I.aboratory exercise:
Demonstration - Mechanical
connection
SAFE OPERATION
Dynamometer theory on
chalk board

01.0301-08

omp....rammlirm...V.......O
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

A. Student watching demonstration A
and then doing exercise himself

1 0 2

11

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

.Laboratory performance test
on engine using dynamometer,
vacuum-pressure gauge, and
tachometer in diagnosing fuel
system problems and in
correcting them,within the
time indicated in manufacturer's
shop rate schedules and to the
manufacturer's specifications.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title TRACTOR FUEL SYSTEMS Ogon-DieselY

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books -

FOS (Fundamentals of Service)

Kaatosta

B. Bulletins -

John Deere Service Publication
John Deere Road
Moline, Illinois 61265

Code - 01.0301-08

Henderson, G.E. Tractor Operation and'Deilv Care
S.A.A.E.V.A. Athens, Georgia

Manufacturer's Service Manuals

C. Periodicals,-

Implement and Tractor - Implement and Tractor Publications, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri.

D. Audiovisuals

PDS Engines Slides Kit

.:ohn Deere Service Publications
John Deere Road
Moline, Illinois 61265

12

103



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0301-10

This module is designed to orient the atudent to the functions of the
ignition system components. He will identify these components, explain their"
operational function, and perform diagnostic tests to determine if they are
properly functioning. The student will perform proper maintenance procedures
on the components when required. This will include magneto and battery igni
tion systems.

MAJOR Time Allocations
Class Other

DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT

1. Identifying components. 2 3

2. Troubleshooting a Distributor 2 4

3. Selecting Spark Plugs 1 2

4. Servicing and Repairing a Magneto 2 4

5. Troubleshooting an Ignition Unit 2 8

9 21

Revised June, 1974

10 1
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM Code - 01.0301-10

Objectives to be obtained:

Student will be able to:

1. Identify the components of a battery and magneto ignition system.

2. Explain the functional operation of each component.

3. Identify malfunctions of the distributor and efficiently test, adjust

and repair assembly according to engine manufacturers per flat Rate

schedule.

4. Identify various types, clean, adjust and test spark plugs.

5. Distinguish engine malfunctions from conditions of spark plugs.

6. Identify a magneto and explain its operation.

7. Troubleshoot, adjust and repair a magneto.

8. Complete a work plan to troubleshoot a complete ignition system on a

vehicle.

9. Utilize available test equipment to repair a malfunctioning ignition

system with available test equipment.

3
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AOdUle TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-10

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit I.
Identifying components

Objective #1

Identify the components of a
battery and magneto ignition
system.

Objective #2

Explain the functional operation
of each component.

.

A Battery
Components of
Operation of
Types & ratings
Testing procedures

B. Ammeter
, Purpose
Types

, Ignition Switch
Purpose
Types

. Test procedure
. Coil

Purpose
How it works
Test for Proper POlarity
Test coil to specifications

Distribuior
Purpose
Components

. How it works
.
Adjustments and Time theengine

Wiring harness and spark plug wires

Types of
Test procedure

Spark Plugs
Types
Component parts of

. Heat ranges
H . Magnetos

Types
Principles of Operation
Components of
Adjustments and Test procedure
Provisions for timing engine

1 0



TEACHINC METHODS

01.0301-10

TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

- Code

- Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture & Discussion on . A. Identify components of
Purpose of system ignition system.

Components of a typiCai
ignition system
Chalkboard Sketch a dia
gram of a typical ignition
circuit.

Test procedures and special
equipment for testing each
component.

B. Cutaway of Components

C. Wall Charts

D. Hand out sheet showing a
typical electrical system
and terminologies

E. Slides-or Overhead Trans
parencies

B.

C.

D.

E.

Trace an electrical ignition
circuit on an engine and
draw a schmatic diagram of
the system.

Perform tests to determine
the condition'of a battery
and.record results.

Identify manufacturers
specifications of each
component by using the shop
manual.

Perform tests on ignition
'6Oils and wiring harness.-

107

,7
A. Written Test

. Sketch diagram of
a typical electri
cal ignition
uystem and label
each component,
define their
purpose.
Identify the
components and
describe their
functional purpose
List ignition
specifications for
a specific engine.

. Terminologies



01.0301-10

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM
AGRICULTURA

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 2
Troubleshooting a Distributor

Objective #3

Identify malfunctions of the
distributor and efficiently
test, adjust and repair assembly
according to engine manufacturers
per flat Rate schedule.

A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Check condition of Battery
Check ignition timing
Set breaker points to specifications and check
condition

Precautions Cleaning points
Lubricate moving components
Check all wires and connections

Retest Ignition Circuit
Oscilloscope method
Volt Meter and Dwsll Meter

Determine malfunction in distributor
Remove distributor procedure
Dismantle distributor

Inspect distributor cap and rotor for cracks,
corrosion
Check point assembly for

. grounds

. pits, or burning
Check condensor
Check breaker point spring
Check advance mechanism per specifications
Check shaft bushings and drive gear

H. Reassemble
Lubricating procedure during reassemble
Adjust points and install components

I. Reinstall on engine and re6et -System
J. Discuss design variables of different

manufacturers and different assembly models
Caps'

. center tower inserts
Rotors
Breaker Points
Condensors

6



Module TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION Ac-

Alecture and Demonstration
discussing

Tests and checks prior to
remoVal of distributor from
engine
Adjusting and servicing
procedure
Retest Ignition System

H. Remove and dismantle dis-
tributor
Use and operation of test
machines available

Cherts

4lirtaway of a Distributor

P.Overhead Transparencies or

E.Display of sample variables

A. List manufacturers specifica-
tions on specific- distributor
from Shop Manual

B. Adjust timing of engine

C. Check ignition system by both
methods Using an Oscilloscope
and/or Voltmeter.

109

7

01.0301-10
IMMO

B

ALUATION PROCEDURES-

Manipulative
Install set of points
Set ignition Timing
static and per manufac-
turers specifications
Check operation with
one of test equipment
available

Written or Oral Test
From "C" above determine
course of a malfunction

' List specifications from
manufacturers Shop Manual
required to Check "C"
above

. List 6 major components
of a distributor



TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-10

Unit 3. ;

.Selecting Spark Plugs

Objective #4

Identify various types, clean,
adjust and test spark plugs.

Cbject4ve #5

;Distinguish engine malfunctions
Jrom conditions of spark plugs

A. Its purpose
. Construction of

1..

How it works
Variables

. heat range

. internal resistors

. Diagnosing engine characteristics from spark pllg

condition

D . Cleaning procedure

E . Testing procedure -
Operation of test equipment

. Reinstallation procedure

. Safety procedures servicing a plug

8

110



4INDUCATION
Module TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM 01-0191-10

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY. EVALUATION PROCEDUEES

ALecture Discussing and Demon-
strating
. Purpose of a spark plug
. Construction of spark plug
. Variables of spark plug
. Cleaning and adjusting
procedures

. Identify malfunctioning
characteristics of an
engine

; BOverhead Transparencies or
H Slides

. Component parts of spark

plug

:.:,

Sample plugs reToved from an

41IP .n
gine in service

A. Remove - el ,- -

reinstal' ,;,s in an

engine.

B. Obtain engine manufacturers
specifications from Shop Manua
and record

C. Identify engine characteristicE
from observation of a.spark
plug condition

D. Use cleaning and test equip-
ment

1 1 1

9

Oral -

A. Define. Hot and Cold plug

B. Describe conditions requiring
a hotter and a colder.plug

C. Name precautions to Lake
. when servicing a set of-plugV:

Manipulative -
.

A 'Clean, adjust and test a set H
of spark plugs and reinstall

B. Following installation ex-
plain procedure followed.



TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

,OBJECTIVBB BY UNIT maw

AGRICULTURAL

Unit 4.
Servicing'and Repairing a A Principles of Operation

Magneto Purpose of magneto
Compare with battery ignition

Objective 06

Identify a magneto and explain
its operation.

Objective #7

:Troubleshoot, adjust and repair
j. magneto.

. Removal procedure

Dinassem procedure
fiI. (:omponents

Lit-pw.. of each component

Test components
Check condition of points, rotor and cap

Condenser test
Coil test
Switch test
Check condition of impulse
Hi tension wire

Reassemble
Clean and adjust
Lubricate

. Timing procedure



EDUCATION
Module

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACm--"ITY

A,Lecture and Discussion
Working principles
Removal procedure
Test procedures

-13. Demonstrate and Discussion
Disassemble
Test procedures

C. Cutaway of Magneto

D. Wall Charts

4. Disassemble magneto

B. Test components with proper
- test equipment

C. Adjust cOmpo7Aents

D. Inspect cap-rotor, impulse for
defects

E. List manufacturers specifica-
tions for specific engine.

1 1 3

11

01.0 01-10

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Written or Oral

A. List components of a magneto

B. Explain function of each

C. Compare with battery ignition

D. What to look for on impulse
mechanism' that causes failu.re

Manipulativa

A. Adjust points

B. Test condensor

C. Test coil And wires

D. Time the engine



IPtirlION.05YSTM

Unit5.
Troubleshooting an Ignition
Unit

'Objective 403

Complete a work plan to trouble-
shoot a complete ignition system
on a vehicle.

Objective #9

Utilize available test equipment
,to repair a malfunctioning igni-
tion system with available test
equipment.

A .

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-10

Pre-test Procedure
Obtain characteristic of engine from customer
record on Shop Work Order.

. Record pertinent manufacturers specifications

. Visual inspection of system - wires; components
, Steam Clean if required
. Dynomometer Test
. 00eration manuals for test equipMent

B. Install Oscilloscope to pinpoint problem

C. Install appropriate test unit to further pinpoint
malfunction.

--Repair or replace where necessary

D. Re-check with oscilloscope
re-check under load with dynamometer

12
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E I) I:CAT ION 01.0301-10

TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITI0i; SYSTEM

- Code

-

- Title

TEACHING mrrums STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PPOCEDURES

.Lecture and Discussion
Pre-test procedure
Identify polarity
Test equipment operation

, manuals
Firing order check

,Demonstrate use of test equip-
ment hy bugging an engine

OsciTTnscope
Timin&light

Coil test
Condensor test
Spark plug cleaner
Dwell:meter
Adjust gap
Voltmeter --Amp meter
Ohm:meter__
Hydrometer

A. Obtain information concerning
engine
From customer
Manufacturers specifications

. Record result's of dynamo.-
meter test

B.

C.

Pinpoint malfunctioning
component by becoming
familiar with oscilloscope.

Become proficient using
Timing,light
Coil.. - condenser test
Spark plug cleaner
Dwell meter

. Volt - amp meter

113

13

Manipulative.

-Bilg engine in each
component area.

A. List engine wanu-
facturers

ce4311:in.

on:ignition

_13 -Recoid.:,character--

istics noted on
oscilloscope

C. Outline:verbally:
and:perform
aubsequenttests
necessary

D. Describeteet
equipment:to.0
use:to overcome
problen

E. Repair maMfunction

F. Re-test with oscill
oscope



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-10

A. Books - "Fundamentals of,Service - Electrical Systems"

Publi:Sher - John Deere Co., Moline,Illinois

"Tractors and Crawlers"
Author: -]Philip Eshelman (Second Edition)
Publieher - American Technical Society, Chicago, Illinois

B.Bulletins - Q. _Et T. Service Mannals

C. Periodicals - "Tune-up Tips" from Champion Spark Plug Company

D. Audiovisuals - "20;000 Volts Under the.Hood

Filmstrip With record ancLguide book from. Delco,Remy.\

116
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Title -

MODULE OF 'INSTRUCTION

TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL EYSTEM (Diesel)

DESCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0101-09

The purpose of this module is to familiarize the student with the
diesel fuel system used on Agricultural tractors andipower units.
Thls will include four types of basic combustion chambers,:and,various
combinations of fuel injection pumps and injectors. The student will --

have an opportunity to identify the components bf these pmrps and injector
inozzles. In addition he Will have the opportunity to disassemble, clean
:and reassemble both pumps and nozzles. FotlowingreasseMblythe-assemblies
will be inStalled on test stands for final proper adjustment'per manufacturers
specifications.

Another phase of this mocule involves the actual troubleshooting
Of a diesel luel system on a live unit... This will Involve testing the
4autit on a dynamometer, diagnosing the problem, correcting the Malfunction
;per manufacturers specifications and retesting the performance Of the unit

,on the dynamometer. .

'MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations

1. Principles of Diesel Engine

Class Other

1

2. Components of Diesel Fuel System 2 1

3. Diesel Combustion Chambers

4. Diesel Fuels 1 1

5. Injector Nozzle 3 6

6. Injection Pumps 3 8

12 18

Revised June, 1974
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.;

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYS1

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

110

The student will be able to:

_NSTRUCTION

(D 31) Code - 01.0301-09

1. Compare the diesel engine to the gasoline engine and state

principles of operation.

2. Identify the components of a diesel fuel system and

operational function of each-component.

3. Identify the different types of combustion chambers, and fuel systems.

-4, -Compare fuel. specifications and identifTa-good,grade of fuel from

supplier's specifications.

state tha:

5. Explain and recommend good fuel storage procedures.

6. Identify andproperly use special tools required to service and test

injection nozzles.

7. Identify and properly use special tools required to service and adjust

injection pumps and transfer pumps.



Cbt;,c -

Title

01.0301-09

TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM (Diesel)

AGR..ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY :UNIT CONTENT

Unit #1 - 2rinciptesAf Diesel
Engines

_Objective #L- Compare the Diesel
tengineo the gasoline engine and

Axplain the principles of.Opera-
tion.

A.
)3.

Reasons for increased use of Diesel engines
Comparison

2 & 4 cycle sequence
MochaniCal componentS
Fuel introductton
'Combustion

- '.-Compression ratios

Unit #2 - Components of Diesel
FueI Systems
ObjectiVe42 - Identify the
components of the Diesel fuel

-system. and explain their opera-
tional function.

A. ComponentS of Diesel system
Fuel Tank

construction
, components
Transfer pumps
Filters
njection pump

. nj ctor nozzles
Fuel lines
Cold weather starting aids

119
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0---E-D.UCATION
01.0301-09

TRACTOR ENGINE PUEL SYSTEM (Diesel) Title

TEACHING-METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION pROCEDURES

A. Lecture on principlee
B. Slides comparing Piesel vs.

Gas (FOS slides #1771)
C. Overhead comparing Diesel vs.

Gas
D. Hand Out Sheet

A. Lecture using
_ Overhead of FOS illustra-

tiona
. Slides showing various
types of components

-B.Use actual components or
cutaways

C.Actual engine (Ford Display
unit)
. Identify components Of a

system
D.Hand Out Sheet - Diagram of '

Typical System
E. Demonstrate testing cold

weather starting aide

A. Identify components on live
units in the shop.

B. Draw a schematic diagram of
a live unit in the shop.

Oral or Written
A. Quiz explain

-difference between:'
gas and Diesel
engines

Quiz.
A. Draw a schematic

of-a-typicalDieset
fuel system.

. Identify each
component

Explain operational
function of each
component.

6



al.0301.09

TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM (Diesel)

OBJECTIVES By UNIT

Unit #3 - Diesel Combustion
Chambers
Objective #3 - Identify types
of combustion chambers and fuel
'systems.

A.

0.1.
CONTENT

AGRICULTURAL

Types of combv.Aon chambers
Direct

Precombustion
Turbulence
Energy cell
Advantages and disadvantages

B. Types of fuel systems
Common rail.
Accumulator

. Jerk puthp

Distributor pump
C. System requirements

Meter
. Atomize

.. Distribute_
Quantity

. Timing
D. Types of injector noZzles

Pintle
Pentaux

. Closes
Multi-hole

Unit #4 - Diesel Fuels
Objective #4 7 Compare fuel
.'sPecifications and identify a
good grade fuel from' supplier

ipecifications.

A. Fuel properties
. Cetane number
Volatility
Pour point
Viscosity

. Carbon and gum content
Sulphur
Cleanliness
Ease of starting
Lubrication ability

121



EDUCATION_ 01.0301-09

TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM "Diesel)

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture - explaining.differert A. Draw diagrams of each type Quiz

types and their principles B. Explai.n advantages.and A. Draw diagram identi

B. Hand out sheet illustrating
_ .

disadvantages of each type. fy each type

each type C. Identify type of combustion B. Using-aCtual Compo-

C. Overhead showing all four chamber on live engines. nents

types. D. Identify type chamber by . Identify type

D. Cutaway of engine head head and piston assembly.

assembly. E. Identify components that C. Explain advantages

E. Actual components for each satisfy the requirements. and disadvantages.

combustion chamber type ..-

D. Identify componentE

Head assembly

.

from Wall Charts.'

Piston,assembly E. Define different .

F. Demonstrate disassembly of tylie Of.nozzle6

Auxilary Combustion Chambers. and characteristicE

G. Utilize chalkboard showing
types and differences.
H. Compare system requirements
with gasoline engine.

,

1. Wall charts of four types of
systems -

. Identify components

. Identify components satisfy-

ing requirements. .

.

J. Wall charts showing types
of nozzles.

.

A. Lecture on fuels & Lubricant4 A. Compare_ fuel specs of Quiz - Oral and Writter

B. Using manufacturers specs various suppliers A. Select best fuel ':

B. Compare sample fuels in test from specification
compare propertieS:7---
C. Hand out sheets showing tubes of 5 different fuel

typical specifications.
suppliers.-

D. Supplier specification sheets
B. List 5 important

qualities of fuel:

to determine'best
fuel from suppliet

.
specifications.

122 ,
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Code -

Title -

01.0301-09

TRACTOR ENGINE FVEL SYSTEM (Diesel)

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective #5 - Explain and
recommend good fuel storage

procedures.

A. Fuel storage
. Tank components
. Above ground
. Under ground

B. Do's and Don'ts of,handling fuel

Unit #5 - Injector Nozzle
Objective #6. - Identify and
properly use special tools require

to service and test injector
nozzles and filter.

A. Diagnose engine specifications for

Dynimometer test
. Nn load speed
.)Loaded speed
Horse power output rating
Fuel flow/hour

B. Compression Tester
. Adaptors TT
T esting procedure

Nozzle Test - Removal & Test Procedure

. Pop off
Spray pattern
L eakage test

. Sack leakage
Precautions when testing

D. Cleaning nozzle
. Precautionary procedure
. Introduce cleaning equipment
Disassemble procedure

.Creiffirigrptotadure---
Reassemble-and adjusting procedure

Retest procedure
E. Reinstall Nozzles

Torque procedure
F. Install new filters

. Manufacturers recommendations

G. Bleed fuel system

C.

8
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EDUCATION
01.0301-09 - Code

TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM (Diesel) - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Lecture on Fuels and lubri-
cants.

B. Hand out sheets showing
types of

Tanks . Components
C. Slides and/or overhead

showing storage
Tanks . Do's & dont's
handling fuel

A. Nsign outside storage tank
Under ground
Above ground

. Build a fuel storage tank

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Quiz - Oral or Written
A. Draw a typical

storage tank and
name its components.

B. Define the functiOn
of each component.

C. List or define 10
do's and dont's in
good fuel handling
procedures.

A. Hand out sheets showing
engine specifications
B. I & T Red Book SpecificationE
C. Dynamometer Instruction Book
for Specifications.
D. Review manufacturers speci-
fications for compression.

A. Record engine specification
for specific engine for
dynamometer test.
Run dyngmometer test on an
engine.

C. Take compression test on
live engine.

E. Demonstrate actual compressicn D. Test sample nozzle per

test on live engine, manufacturers specification

F. Manufacturers Specifications E. Clean and retest nozzle per

for Nozzle manufacturers specification

. Hand out sheet F. Reinstall . torque injector

. I & T specification sheet in in live engine.

Red Book. G. Install fuel filters
G. Demonstrate actual nozzle teEt H. Bleed system.

H. Demonstrate...cleaning proce--
dure.
1. Demonstrate installation
procedure

. Nozzles
New filter
Bleed system

121
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A..Select an engine to
test on a dynamometer

B. Record required
specifications.

C. Perform dynaMometer
test.

D. Perform compression
test on live engine

Record specifica
tion.
Record actual
compression.

. Recommendations
from test results

E. Perform cleaning
and test procedure
of a nozzle.

F. Define procedure
necessary to test
injector nozzle.

Oral or Written
G. Explain nozzle

reinstallation proc -
dures.

H. Explain filter
installation proce-
dure.



Code '- 01.0301-09 AGRICULTURAL
Title - TRACTOR ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM (Diesel)

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 6 Injection PUmps
Objective #7 = Identify.and
properly use special tools required
to service, calibrate and adjust
fuel injection pumps.

Principle of
A. Unit injector 1.
B. Inline type pump
C. Distributor type pump
D. Transfer pumps

10
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EDUCATION
01.0301-09 - Code

TRACTOR 1NGINE FUELMSTEM (Mesel)- Title

MACHING METHODS STUDENT AOTLAtgrtne ACTIVI7IES

Ftiaow test procedurr, A.
spanifications, Ara. iaV
pr manufacturer atet7.74Men. a-B.

time. Using pump (1.81i
brator. C.

B. Dismantle transfer a (gs-
tributor type pumps. D.

C. Use wall chart - to 144fy
components. E.

D. Demonstrate pump tirdzsA.,

E. LectUre-concerning cleadtii-
ness.

Install pump--calibrating
stand.
Dismantle tram-110er and dis-
tributor typelmnmp..
Identify components of pumps
from wall chart.
Reinstall calibrated pump .

onto engine - proper timing.
Bleed:system-

126

11

EVALUINVION PROCEDURES

Orgi or Witten
A. Identify comlonents

ot. dimtributor-type

B. INigain pump timing,
'q4ncedure.

C. )4knlain *retell ble
4.P9: procedure.

D. Tw a schematictia
of an actual

identffy th
components, eaplain
the operational
function of each
component.



Title -

411141.E". IF INSTRUCTION

TRACTOR. ENGIN& A/la 3:',1117

RESOURCE MATERIALS

(Diesel) Code - 11.0301-09

A. Books - Kates, Edgar J.-Dtt eatt1,31Rh Comoression Gas Engine,
4$ 14o, mericanTechnical'Society 1964.

Fundamentals of SftCY Engineer Manual.

t.ettwiervice Publication
DeftFre Road

Mbl (1:nois 61265

B. lulletins -

American Bosch Fue Inhtttion Equipment, Maintenance Information
American Bosch. Acm..0,4p.., Springfield, Massachusetts.
Fuel Systems, Dieseia. 1144cines Service Manual, International Harvester Co.

Chiccui. Illinois

C. Periodicals -

"Diesel EquipmentSmaerintendent" - Diesel Publication Inc.
80 Lincoln Avenue
Stanford, Conn.

D. Audiovisuals
_

Fundamentals of Ser. Engine Slides
John Deere SerVicra- Fublicatian
John Deere Awed
Moline, Illinois 6L265

Wall Chart - PSB Single plunger Multi-cylinder
Fuel Injection-lAimps system

American Bosch Acme Cora, .Springfield, Massachusetts

Wall Chart - CAV ditstrt±atar - Medhanical & Hydraulic Governor

127
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MODULE OF INSTRUtTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGFNE. OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY Code --01.r'Mli-11

DESCRIVrIoN:

This module wall' involve the student with removal of the engine izfl

the tractor, tearing down the engine, and inspecting all parts for wv.pm-inx
damage. Included will be removal of the flywheel, clutch, pistons, ;44der
sleeves, and camshaft. The student will learn to determine repairs mewled
and will prepare a list of needed parts.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations

1. Engine testing prior to overhaul

2. Remove engine from tractor and mount on repair
stand (remove pan and oil pump)

3. Remove and inspect flywheel and clutch

4. Piston removal

5. Inspect and service piston pins and connecting rods

6. Determine cylinder condition

7. Remove and measure crankshaft

8. Sleeve removal

9. Camshaft-removaland-service

Class Other

3

3

1

1 3

3

1 2

1 3

1 2

lr 2'

10. Clean engine block, check for cracks and distortion 1

6 24

Revised Augus% 1975
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MODULE OF 11A5TMUCTIrm.

Title - TPL.k.CTOR -ENGINE .OVERHAUL - DIsAss. Code - 01.0301-11

OBJECTIVES to h.e. obtained ;

Given a spt4m1flo engine in need of zapair, the stueent or pair of :s:zmidents ,
will perform prnverheal tests and disas,ssmble thm engine, properly u
tools and equipment eneilable, following zhe mannEacturer's service procemaTes,
and an a time allotment satisfactory to thefl instrn=tor.

By followi-r-Fr servisze manual procedures, eactt student will be able Val:

1. Perform the tests necessary to diagnose engine condition prior
to overhaul

2. Safely and efficiently remove and mount the engine on an engine
s tand

3. After taking the clutch apart, will determine the amount of
rebuilding necessary

4. Decide if the flywheel needs a new ring gear (remove and install)

5. After-nroperly ridge reaming the cylinder, remove the piston
assemhiy

6. Check -pis ton wear and decide on using or- replacinc;

7. Determine if connecting roes are bent, twisted, or out-of-round

B. Check pis ton pins and upper rod bushings for replacement

9. Measure the taper, diameter, out-of-round, and wall =edition of
the cylinders

10._Before-crankshaft-removalcheck_enclitplay,_backlash,_.Itimiag_marks ,
and mark bearing. caps

11- Determine taper; out-of-round, and wear oE the crankshaft by
measuring each journal

12. Demonstrate the ability pull sleeves

13. Pull tbe camshaft, take neasunements , and make the proper decision

14. Clean the block and check for cracks

3

1 2 9



Code 01.0301al

- TRACTOE MINE -TVEREIAtii - DISASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES BY+
AGRICULTURA..

1 - Engia.. testing pri 03:-.. to
overhaul

Objstrztive I.
'Pera.rm- the teests-necema=7:- tc
dintaaus e engine condi 't:ma
to -:ovezhaul

Unit 2-- Remove ie from trarl:or
and mourn: 7,rn repair stEmuf

_ --tremoveasazrand_ oilpnsp
Objective 2
Safely and 5.-rir17," :remove and

Ilmount the engtne=ir Eettigine stare

CONTENT *1
A. Determin;'..;.-,g possible engine problems prior to

overhanl
owner-operator

Obser exhaust
Listetz 10 engine
Note alai pressure
Blow-73-- through crankcase breather
Wa ter: ra tu re
Engine :testing

B. Test anty.sis
Intake-manifold vacuum
Dwell. angle
High-law idle rpm
Comprezsion test

wet
dry

Dynamometer test
C. Reoording_and interpreting test results

ClealZng tractor
aemmving accessories and drainingsystems
aeionve engine block from tractor:mounting
.Draiming oll

ivont axle assembly
liftbuntteg engine on stand

E. Remove 4,-E1 pan and oil puMp

4
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EDUCAT7..ON
01.0301-11 - Code

TRACDOX ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION .ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class_discussion with hand-
out on procedure to follow

A. Record observations
B. Participete ii class

discussiv*

B. Demonstrate performi-IE each C. 'Perform each test on engine

test assigned
C. Provide handouts of equip-

ment use and procedure, i.e.,
Vacuum gauge reactions
Compression testing
Dynamometer operation

D. Hand out record sheet or
utilize shop job sheet

E. Class discussion of meaning
of various readings accomp-
anied by handouts and trans-
parencies

-----------
A. DEmonatrate safe use ccE

steam .. cleaner and proper.

cleaning- of tractor
B. Discuss following the aervic

manual, since procedure,
varies with make and: mothia.

C. Demonstrate proper hoistng,
end blocking usind,

'safety practices
D.7Memonstrate proper mountingi

xtE-engine
lAodule #16, Tractor Repair,
iTage 12

D. Maintain -record_ of test
results:-on appropriate form

E. ActuatIF interpret each test
result-on his emgine

ThriommoawgblIHmleen:tLtor or

eangEnessaigne±
B:.--Z.,,iffely-c=id (efficiently remove

azeHmatiomat the engineon a
s'.oand_

C. -Pszverly remove-pan-and oil
pump

1 al

Instruemor observe.
records

B. Instructor observe
student's procedure
foreafe, efficient
andiproper technique

C. Did:student actually
ger.accurate- read-
ings.?

D. Check record of teat
readings
Zbeck accuracy-of
ttiekgmams

F.. or oraI. quiz

A. Teadeeroubservation
if knocedure is
correct and perform
safeky



Code -- 01.0301-11 AGRICULTUR.:. -
- TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTERT

J
Unit 3 - Remove and inspect fly-

wheel and clutch
Objective 3
After taking the clutch apart, will
determine the amount of rebuilding

necessary

Objective 4
Decide if flywheel needs a new
ring gear (remove and install)

Unit 4 - Piston removal
Objective 5
After properly midge reaming tHe
cylinder, remove the piston

assembly

Unit 5 - Inspect and service piston
pins and connecting rods

Objective 6
Check piston wear and decide on
using or replacing

A. Clutch_service and remelt-

. Inspect parts
Measume tolerances

B. Flyrehael service
Ring gear

A. Cylinder -ridge removal
B. ClampInt sleeves
C. Rod cap :1:3enficatii=m
D. Removal of rad_cap:
E. RemovAA fistu.iiziliuder

A. RemezzLng pis tnn rin

B. w11 1 tram and ming.,grooves

C. :Inspect and meastrr*- pist-on.

Cracks
Itlizrg lands

. Skirt wear-pattern
l'iston clearance

132
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EDUCATION
01.0301-11 - Code .

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Demonstrate removing clutch,
inspecting parts, and
measuring tolerances

B. Class discussion of_clutch
troubles and causes
FOS Power Trains, chapter 2,
and slide set

C. Discussion of flywheel
Checks including ring gear
FOS Engines, Chapter 2

D. Demonstrate removing and re-
placing ring gear
Module #16, page la

A. Demonstrate use of: ridge
reamer and _discuss purpose
of removing

B. Filmstrip'
C. Field trip to engine

rebuilder
1% Discussion of procedure and

importance of identifying rod
caps and removing pistons

E. Use-FOS-Engines-,chapters-2 -
25

P. Module #16, page 14

A. FOS Engine:, chapter 2 - 3 to
42

B. Demonstrate cleaning with
ring groove cleaner and
measuring

D. Class discussion using FOS
slides

A. Disassemble clutch
B. Perform measurement and

inspection
C. Determine if rebuilding and

parts are needed

D. Remove and install new ring
gear, if necessary

A. Student will ridge ream and
remove pistons from the
tractor he is working on

A. Student will clean, inspect,
and measure pistons to decide
if replacement is necessary

7

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Teacher agreement
with repair analysis

B. Observe if job was
done properly

A. Observe student
doing work and
finished job

A. Observe student's
work and check
decisions



Code 01.0301.-11 AGRICULTURAL
Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 7
Determine if connecting rods are
bent, twisted, or out-of-round

Objective 8
Check piston pins and upper rod

bushings for replacement

Unit 6 - Determine cylinder
condition

Objective 9
Measure ehe taper, diameter, out-

of-round, and wall condition of

the cylinders

Unit 7 - Remove and measure crank-

shaft
Objective 10
Before crankshaft removal, check

end-play, backlash, timing marks,

and mark bearing caps

Objective 11
Determine taper, out-ofround, and

wear of the crankshaft by measuring

each journal

CONTENT !.......11
U. Check rods for bend, twist, out-of-round

A. Measuring pins and bushings

B. Pressing out old rod bushings

C. Types of piston pin arrangements

A. Determining taper, diameter, out-of-round with

cylinder gauge
B. Deglazing or honing cylinders

C. Cleaning cylinders

A. Check end-play
B. Removing crankshaft pulley

C. Removing timing cover
D.Check_backlash between cam and crankshaft gears

_

E. Timing marks
F. Bearing cap identification

A. Check each journe! (main and rod)

Out-of-round
Taper
Diameter
Wear

B. Crank grinding,

131
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EDUCATI 0 N
01.0301-11 - Code

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

C. Demonstrate checks
D. Clasidiscussion using FOS

Engines, chapter 2-45,46 as
reference

E. Module #16, pages 14-15

A. Demonstration
B. FOS Engines, chapter 2-44,45
C. Module #16, page 15

A. Discussion and demonstration
FOS Engines, chapter 2 - 25
to 29
FOS Engine slides

A. Demonstrate checking end play
backlash, pulling pulley

B. Discussion of timing marks,
bearing cap identification.
FOS Engines, chapter 2 - 48

---to-54-and-slides

A. Demonstrate a-c
B. Discussion of grinding,

inspection and straightening
C. Module #16, pages 16-17

A.-Student will detrmine by
measureraent whether pins and
bushings need replacing. If

so, push out old bushing.

A. Student will measure taper,
diameter, out-of-round. He
will deglaze if usable or
pull if a new sleeve is
needed.

A.

B.

Measure end-play, backlash,
check timing marks, identify
caps before pulling crank
After removing the crankshaft
students will determine,
sisually and by measuring, if
the crankshaft needs regrind-
ing

135
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A. Check the decision

A, Check measurements
and job done

A. Check measurements
and decision



Code 01..0301- 11

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLE

OBJECTIVES MY UNIT

A G-RICULTURAL

CONTENT

Unit 8 - Sleeve remcval
Objective 12
Demonstrate dhe ability.to pull
sleeves

Unit'9--,Camshaft removal and
service

Objective 13
Pull the camshaft, take measure-
ments, and make the proper
decisiOn

Unit 10 - Clean engine block, che
for cracks and distorting.,

Objective 14
Clean the block and check for
cracks

YIN

V.>

. .

A. Use ! sof:-.:sleeve puller for wet and dry sleeves.

Proper7size puller. plates

A- Measure bearing journals, lobes, cam bores, or
bearings

B.-Remove. cam bushings
C. Cam timing, cam followers

A. Cleaning block with available equipment
B. Check for cracks
C. Distortion

136
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D-UCATI 0 N
01.0301-11 - Code

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration

A. Demonstration and discussion
B. FOS Engines, chapter 2 - 17

to 20
C. FOS Slides
D. Module #16, page 18

A. Demonstrate procedure
B. Discuss other methods
C. FOS Engines, chapter 2 -

23 to 26

A. If student has decided
sleeves are faulty, remove
them using proper puller

A. Remove camshaft
B. Take measurements
C. Remove bushings

A. Clean block and check for
cracks and distortion with
equipment available

137
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A. Observe students.
If not to be done on
his engine, have him
demonstrate how-he
would do it, minus
actual pulling

A. Check measurements
and resulting
'decision

A. Check cleanliness,
safety, and accuracy



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY__

RESOURC MATERIALS

Books -

Code - 01.0301-11

Teacher References

1. Service Manual for Doctor of Motors. Dana Parts Co., Box 500,
Hagerstown, Ind. 47306

2. I & T Shop Service. Technical Publications, Inc., 1014 Wyandotte St.,
Kansas City, Mo. 64105

3. Fundamentals of Service Engines. John Deere. Moline, Ill.

4. Fundamentals of Service Power Trains. Jchn Deere
rt

5. Module 16 - Tractor Repair. Eric Document Reproduction Service.
4936 Fairmont Ave., Bethesda, Md. 20014

6. Engine Bearing Servicd Manual. Federal Mogul Service, Detroit, Mich. 48213

7. Farm Tractors. Engineering Bulletin 53A. American Oil Co., 910 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Student References

1. Fundamentals of Service Engines. John Deere, Moline, Ill.

2. I & T Manual for tractor involved

Periodicals -

Teacher References

1. Implement and
104 Wyandotte

2. Magic Circle.

Tractor. Implement and Tractor Publications, Inc.
St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

Dana Corporation. P.O. Box 986, Toledo, Ohio 43601

133
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - DISASSEMBLY

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Audiovisuels -

Films -

Code - 01.0301711 .

1. Case of the Slippery Oil. 40 min. 16 mm. sd color

2. Dirt - Engine Enemy #1. 10 min. 16 mm. sd color
Technical Service Department, Dana Parts Co., Box 500, Hagerstown,
Indiana 47346

Filmstrips -

1. Diagnosing Excessive Oil Consumption and Engine Overhaul Procedure

2. 'Diagnose.it First: -80.frame filmstrip.--40 min. 'color--

3. Installing Piston Rings in Farm Tractors. 2 class periods. 35 mm. color-
Technical Service DepartMent, Dana Parts Co.., Box 500, Hagerstown,
Indiana 47346

4. FOS Engines Slide Set

5., FOS Power Train Slide Set

139
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Title

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION'

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY Code - 01.0301,-12

DESORIVrION:

In this module, the student will installneeded new parts and
reassemble the engine, with necessary adjUstments, bushings and gaskets.

--He will overhaul'and-re-installthe oil_pump, replace the head and valve

train. He will re-install the distributor, generator, starter, manifold
and other engine parts. When the engine is properly reassembled thestudent
will adjust it for optimum operating effitency, using a dynamometer and
eleCtronic testing equipment. The tracto: will then be field tested.and

rechecked to manufacturers specifications.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT

1. Install camshaft and bushings and
cylinder sleeves

Time Allocations
Class Other

1 4

2. Install crankshaft, timing gear cover
and pulley

4

c-
3. Install pistons on connecting rod, insert

in cylinder bore

1 4

4. Overhaul and install oil pump, install
oil. pan

2 3

5. Install flywheel and clutch 2

6. Install head, valve train, distributor,
generator, starter, manifold and other
engine parts

1 2

7. Tune-up, break-in

Revised June, 1974

4111)
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSZMUY

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

Code - 01.0301-12

Continuing with the same engine used in the disassembly (01.0301-11) module,

the student or pair of students will reassemble the engine, using properly

the tools and equipment available, following the manufacturers procedures

and_in a_time_period satisfactory to the instructor.

The student will be able to:

1. Using a camshaft bushing driver, install the camshaft bushings; put

in the camshaft according to specifications. t

2. Install cylinder sleeves, following the recommendations.

3. Properly install the crankshaft, oil seals, timing gear cover and pulley.

4. Correctly fit pin bushings, assemble rod and piston, install rings

and install rod and piston assembly in the cylinder bore.

5, Disassemble the oil pump, check clearances with manufacturers specifica-

tions and install an oil pump overhaul-kit" if-heeded;-prime-oil-pump-----

and install.

6. Install the flywheel; install clutch assembly, using clutch aligning

tool and adjust to specifications.
i?
AV

7. Using the information learned in the Top Overhaul module, install

the head and valve train.

8. Using the information learned in the Ignition Systems module, install

the distributor and wiring harness.

9. Test and overhaul the generator if necessary.

10. Test and overhaul the starter if necessary.

11. Reassemble the other engine parts and get the engine and tractor

back together.

12. Start the tractor, following an outlined procedure after.major overhaul.

13. Follow the manufacturers' recommended break-in procedures; tune-up

engine to the manufacturers' spocifications.

141
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Cnde. -

Title -

01.0301-12

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGR1CULTURA L

CONTENT

Unit 1 - Install camshaft and

bushings and cylinder
-

sleeves
Objective #1
Using a camshaft bushing driver,

install the camshaft bushings;
put in the camshaft according to

specifications.

A. Use of bushing driver; line up oil holes;

check cam followers; install camshaft
(damage to bushings); check enclplay with

specifications.

Objective #2
Install cylinder sleeves, follow-

ing the recommendations.

A. Installation of wet sleeves

.
Height above block, cleaning, seals

B. Dry sleeve installation'
.
Check cylinder bore; use of sleeve pul.ler

Unit 2 - Install crankshaft,
timing gear cover and'

pulley
Objective #3
Properly install the crankshaft,

oil seals, timing gear cover and

pulley.

A.

B.

C.

Installation of bearing ins'erts, oil
seals, timing cover and pulley.
Main bearing cap position and clearance

with plastigage.
Crankshaft end play; correct timing (references)

. Related information
. crank-and engine balancers

. bearings - crush, thrust, failures. (if

not already done elsewhere) - references

Unit 3 - Install pistons on
connecting rod, insert in
cylinder bore.

Objective #4
Correctly fit pin bushings,
assemble rod and piston;install
rings and install rod and piston
assembly in the cylinder bore.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Put in new pin (upper rod) bushings and fit

to pin.
Proper assembly of rod and piston unit

Checking new rings for size (end gap)

Proper ring installation
Installation in sleeve, rod cap placement
and clearance (check with plastigage)

(referenceS)
Related information -

. Types and function nf rings

. Types of-piston_pins_______ (references)_
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--EDUCATION
OU0301-12.

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY

TEACHING METHODS

-r-

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration
B. Discussion
C. References

I.

A. Student will install cam- .
shaft bushings and replace
camshaft; check specifics-
tions.

A. Observe the proce-
dure, results and
check end play.

. ,

A. Demonstration
B. Discussion
C. FOS slides
D. Reference:

. FOS Engines eb2-29
Module #16 pic9

A. Student will install the
sleevani...in his engtme.

A. CheckAlismork;
check hislprocedural
lknowledge of the
other type sleeve.

....

--_,

A. Demonstration
B. FOS Slides
C. Damaged bearing display
D. DiScussion
E. References:

. FOS Engines ch 2-53,54
Modules #16 p.20,21

. FOS Engines ch 2 54-60
Bul 53A p 71-75
Ball & Roller Bearings

A. Student will install crank,
aligning thrust bearing/
,washers properly; check
clearance with plastigage;
check end play; get timing
correct; oil seals, cover
and pulley.

A. Observe plastigage
and end play checks.

B. Check oil seal
installation, timing
marks.

C. Written test on

related information.

A. Demonstration
B. FOS Slides
C. Film . Installing piston

rings in farm tractors
D. References:

. FOS Engines ch 2 43.48
Module #16 p. 21-23
Bul FT 53A p 39, 40
Rx For Better Gasoline

Engine Overhauls
Service Manual for the

Doctor of Motors

A. Student will fit piston pins;
check ring end gap; install
ring 4et; install in sleeve
and check bearing clearance.

S

A. Observation:
Piston ring install&
tion test.
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01.0301-12

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL . REASSEMBLY

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

.

Alnit 4 - Overhaul and install oil

pump, install'mil pan

, Objective #5
DiSaSsemble the oil pump, check
Clearances with manufacturers
'specificatimes,and inStall an cat

.

J:iump overhatil kit if meaded; prime

7oil pump and install.
`.., -

..
,

,

A. Pump disassembly, clearances, install overhaul

kit.
B. Possible pump housing rePlacement

C.-,,P4mp prlming impnttance, bolt torque, locks
......, __

D. Oil. paninstallation
E. RelatedAnfOrmation

-_.

. Iraq:tar lubrication systems

. 7 filters, pressure regulation

-Creferences)

,

.

Unit 5 - Install flyW114,,-,1 and

clotch

ObjectiveT#6
Install the flywheel; ..tnstall
ClUtkb-ASsembly, using-clutch
aligning tool and adjust to

specifications.

--------

A. Instgi.irl flywheel,' torque, meaSure_zun out

8. Iootall clutch - pilot and release-_-.bearings,

align-clutch disc, clutch springcension,

adjust clutch fingers -.(refereno==q)

_____ _

.

Unit - Install head, valve
train, distributor,
generator, starter,
manifold and other engine

parts.
Objective #7
Using the information learned in

the Top Overhaul module, install

the head and valve train.

-

A. Review head and valve traln installation proce.

dures.

. ,.

--

ObjeCtive #8 ,

Using the information Learned in

the Ignition Systems module,
install the distributor and
wiring harness. ,

,

.

_________ .. ____ _______

.

,

A. Review the distributor and ignition system

hook.up.
......_ .

_,---

.. ,, ._._-_____ ....... ,

1 44
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EDUCATI 0 N 01.0301-12

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY

Code:

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVtTIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration
B. Discussion
C. FOS Slides
D. References:

.1FOS Engines ch 7 2-4, all
--Module #16 p. 23 __

.

A. Meagure pump tolerances
and rebuild if necessary.

_

,

A. Check measurement
and resultant
decision on re-
building.

B. Written test on
related information.

A. Demonstration
B. FOS PT Slides
C. References:

. FOS Engine ch 2. p. 61
FOS Power Trains Ch. 2

A. Sturient will install flywheel
and_clutch assembly,
checking specifications
and manufacturers recommends-
tions.

,

A. Observe during
and check completed
assembly.

,

..,

A. Demonstration
R. Discussion
C. Refer to Top Overhaul

Module

A. Install head and valve
train.

A. Check results

A. Refer back to Ignition
Systems module

__ __ . _ __. _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ _ _

,

A. Install distributor
(correctly timed) and
wire ignition system.

1 4 5 _

7

A. Observing timing
and wiring

_ _ _ _ . _



01.0301-U

TRACTOR.ENGINE OVERHAUL .J REASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

AGRICUITURAL

'.,Objective:#9.

Test:arid overhaul
.if-necessary.

the generator

A. Disassembly procedure and cleaning
B. Armature checic.tests
C. Field coil tests
D.-CammUtator-turning-and mtca undercutting

E. Polarize ,

(references)

Objective #10
Test and oVerhaul t'he starter

:necessaty..

__ObjecO.MPJU _

Reassemble the other engine
parts and get the engine and

tractor back together.

if

A. Zisassembly procedure and cleaning.
B. Drive Mechanism
C. Cheek-field cOiln
D. Check armature
E. Check bushing Wear

-(Meference)

A. Water pump overhaa 4Arefe1ences)
B- Cnoling system-cleantrg, testing7mhermostat.;---:-7--

madiator cap (mefemences)
C. Govemnor iinkagenndladjustment (references)

Unit 7 - Tune-up, bresIi-in
Objective #12
Start the tractor, following
an outlined procedure after

major overhaul

A. Review af Tune-up module if taught before this

Adjuat valve tappets, carburetor, engine
timing as accurately as possible before
starting. Service for water, fuel, oil,

filters, lubrication. Start tractar -. check

oil pressure, rocker atm lubrication,
and water leaks, noises;.ammeter.

Objective #13 A.

Follow the manufacturers recommend
ed break-in procedures; tune-up B.

engine to the manufacturers

specifications.

C.

Follow manufacturers recommended procedure
for break-in.
After break-in:
. Retighten head
. Recheck valve clearances
. Engine timing
. Carburetor settings
Dynamometer test (references)

141/43
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U-CATION
01.0301-12--

_

TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration
. Reference:

. Module #16 p. 29, 30
FOS Electrical Systems

A. Test generator output
against manufacturers
specifications; clean;
replace brushes; polarize
on installation.

A. Demonstration
B. Discussion
C. FOS Slides
D. Reference:

. Module #16 p. 30, 31

FOS Electrical

A. Observe testing
procedure

A. Clean and check for wear;
test output to manufacturers
specifications.

A. Observe tests

A. Demonstration
B. Discussion

D. Reference:
. Module #16 p. 29

. FOS Engtnes ch. 8 all

. FOS Engtnes ch. 9 all

A. Student will clean, test &
repair the cboling system;

-get-the-engine & ttactor
ready to tun.,

A. Watch for safety
procedures & inspect
completed job.

A. Refer, to module
B. Demonstration
C. Discussion

A. Check & adjust valve lash,
engine timing, carburetor
adjustments;

B. Be sure of oil filters,
oil, lubrication; water,
fuel before starting.

C. Start engine

A. Be present at
starting.

A. Dk.monstration
B. Discussion
C. References:

. FOS Engines ch 2 p. 63

A. Break-in and tune-engine
according to manufacturers
recommendations and
specifications.

9

A. Visual observation
and dynamometer test.



MODULE OF INSTRKTION

Title - TRACTOR ENGINE OVERHAUL - REASSEMBLY

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. B-Ooka

Code - 01.0301-12

Teacher Referencee
Ball and Roller Beatings -International Harvedter Co.

Farm_Tractors. Engineering Bulletin FT .53A. American Oil Co.

910 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Fundamentals of Service Engines.--JOhnDeere Co.

Fundamentals of SerVice -Tower7Trains.. John Deere,Co.

Fundamentals: OUServica '7.:EiectricaLSystems. John Deere Co.

I &'T *3vSerVite Techaical publicatiOne:Inc 1010

Wyandotte St.,,KansasGity,:Mo.40.0
Module #16.Tractor. Repair. Ericl7ocUMentReproduction

SerVice:4936 Faiimont Ave.,.:Bethesda, Md:20014

Rx For,Beiter Gasoline Engine GVerhauL. Dana Parts Co.,

Box_500, Hagerstown, Ind. 47306
Service Manuil FOi-DaCtOr7OrMotors.-. Dana.Parts Co.i

Box 500, Hagerstown, Ind. 47306

Student References
Fuhdatentals oi Service - Enginea. John Deere Co.

I and T Manual for particular tractor and/or manufacturers

Service Manual

B. Periodicals -

Teacher References
Implement & Tractor. Implement and Tractor Publications, Inc.

1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

C. Filmstrips -

Installing Piston Rings in Farm Tractors. 2 class periods 35 mm color

Librarian, Technical Service Dept.
Dana Parts Co., Box 500,'Hagerstown, Ind. 47306

FOS Electrical Systems Slide Set

FOS Engines Slide Set
FOS Power Trains Slide Set

143
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS Code - 01.0301-13

MORIVPION:

The complexity of the construction of agricultural equipment makes

it essential for the student to study power transmissiens and mechanical

driving,systems. Both wheel.and crawler tractors can be used to study

components, systems and operation. Through demoristration-S2nd practIce,

students will learn the principles and mechanics of the operation of clutches,

transmissions, torque and hydraulic drives, differentialss, final,drives and

power-take-offs.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

I. Principles of Powertrains 1. 1.

2. Clutches
1 4

3. Transmissions
1 6

4. Differentials 1. 6

5. Final Drives /0 2

6. Brakes
0 4

7. Power Take-offs
1 2

5 25

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS Code - 01.0301-13

Objectives to be obtained:
The student will be'able to:

1. Explain how the power train works in the farm tractor.

2. Identify the different types of clutches used on the modern farm tractor.

3. Explain the methods of operatin clutch assemblies in todayb modern equipment.

4. Recognize the typiOal clutch.troubles found in farm equipment.

5. Determine the extent of wear-on disk facing and the need for replaceMent.

6. Identify types, parts or ;components, and-disassemble for repair or
replacement of parts when needed.

7. Diagnose and isolate malfunctions in.the transmission which can be,

corrected through adjustment.

8. Describe the jobs performed bythe_differential and how they.are accomplished.

9. EXplain the type and operation of the differential locks found on today's

farm tractors.

10. Identify the type of final drive assembly found on many items of farm equipment.

11. Determine the cause of failure from inspection of parts removed from a

faulty assembly.

12. Remove, inspect and repaim-the brakes on a tractor found to have no brake

action during field operation.

13. Solve the problem of a malfunctioning PTO of a tractor brought in for service.

14. Remove disassemble and repair the universal joint on the driVe shaft for a

PTO operated machine.

15. List six safety precautions to be observed around,PTO operated equipment.

3



Code - 01.0301-13

Titfe -AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

IPrinciples of Power Trains
Objective I
Explain hol- the power train works

in the farm tractor.

A.Basic Purpose
. Connects and disconnects power
Selects speed ratios
.Provides a means of reversing

B.Components

C.Operation

.

as and direction

...Equalizes power to the drive for turning

.Clutch-to connect and power

.Trnsmission-to select speed

.Differential-to equalize power for turning

Foot or hand operated lever engages di&cs_of clut

.Transmission through gears changes speeds irirela

to drive wheels.
.Differential allows each wheel to travel a differ n

speed and still propel its own load.

2.olutches
bjective 2
Identify the different types of

lutches used on the modern farm

tractor

A.Types
.Disc-two or more plates are brought together to

transmit torque
.Plate--a single plate is clamped between two
driving parts to transmit torque
Aandan outside band is tightened over a moving
part to transmit torque

-.Overrunningengagement is allowed in one directi n

but the unit freewheels in the other.

Aagnetica
ate as a unit

field holds two parts togeth r

allowing them to rot
.Conetwo cone-shaped parts are engaged to transm

torque
./hpanding-shoean inner shoe is expanded to cont ct

an outer part to transmit torque

1 5 1
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EDUCATI 0 N
01.0301-13

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

AReview the various references
isted on the resource page apd
)elect those available for ready
ase.Obtain the others necessary
to complete library.
BBring before the class an item

I

nf equipment which operates
hrough pulley and belt from a
tationary engine.Remove the
ulleys and belts,start the
gine,and ask students to explai

hy the item of equipment is not
rking.
.Obtain a tractor and some
ther piece of equipment with a
ounted engine into the shop for
tudent examination.Have the
tudents list the points or
laces through which power is
ransmitted from the source to
he use.

A.Study reference information
assigned or provided about the
power train.
B.Learn the proper names,location
and functions of the clutch,
transmission,differential,and
final drive units.
C.Observe the demonstrations
given by the instructor and
participate in the discussions
n about. the power train, then do
some cf the following --
.Determine the speeds of various
devices in the power train
.Demonstrate proper connection
and operations of the PTO.
.Suggest safety rules to be
observed around various parts
of the power train.

Have students explain
orally or in writing
how the power train

works.

A.Lay out on the benches in the
shop area a clutch of each type
identified in the content and
demonstrate how each one works.
B.Take students to the equipment A.Survey the home farm and list
storage area and observe the the various types of clutches
various application3 of clutches used on the machinery owned and
on the machinery. operated.

ELOther student activities
.Cfteck a tractor clutch
assembly for wear and need
for adjustment
.Adjust a c' tch pedal free
travel
.Determinu amount of face wear
of a clutch disk

Use car identification
type sheet with numbered
clutch types laid out
on benches or illustratim
sheets made from parts
anuals.

152
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Code - 01.0301-13

Title - AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Objective 3
Explain the methods of operating
clutch assemblies in todayb modern

equipment

B.Operating Mechanisms
.Mechanical

.standard linkage--most common

.over-center linkage--mechallical locking

.Hydraulic

.Electrical
..direct-action
.indirect-action

C.Maintenance
.plate
.disc
flywheel
release bearing

Objective 4
Be able to recognize the typical

clutch troubleslfound in farm

equipment

-Objective 5
Determine the extent of wear on disk

facing and the need for replacement.

D.Troubleshooting of clutches
.EIght basic clutch troubles

.clattering--especially in low or reverse speeds

.dragging--or failure to release promptly and fully

.squeaks--particularly when pedal is depressed

.rattles--especially at low speeds or standing

.grabbing--violent and sudden engagement

.slipping--failure to transmit full power

.vibrations at either high or low speed or period$-

ically
.failure to transmit power at all

6
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EDUCATION
01.0301-1T

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

- Code

- Title

LHave students disassemble each
type of clutch discussed in the
zontent,learn its parts and
eassemble.

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

BDemonstrate the proper use of
pecial tools for servicing and/o
djusting clutches.

Observe demonstration of proper Have students explain
use of special tools and learn oraliy the mechanism
to use them in a similar manner, used to operate clutches.

on some of the equipment
found on the farms in
the area.

A.Have a tractor in the shop
that can be split easily for
instructional purposes.
Demonstrate the following
procedure

.Fpmove clutch assembly

. Inspect clutch facings

. Inspect hub & spline for wear'

.EXamine flywheel for smoothnes

.Inspect release bearing-lubric
ElReview operator and/or service
manuals with students locating
information about the troubles
listed in the content.

A..Make special note of any of the Assign students to
typical clutch troubles and bringtractors or other equip-
into discussion any personal ment with clutch troubles
experiences that will benefit and have them report
other students, orally or in written
B.Become aware of the tYpes of reports the trouble found.
information found in the owner
and/or service manual brought
s to class.

ate

1 5

Base evaluation on
reportmadabyatudent7-----"
:or a group of defective
or used clutch .disks
provided for this purpos4.



Code -

Title -

01.0301-13

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

1.Transmissions
Objective 6
Identify types,parts or components
and disassemble for repair or.
replacement of parts when needed.

A.Purpose
.Transmitting power to the driven member of the
machine
:Increasing and decreasing speed or power of the
machine
.Controlling travel (forward or backward) of th42

machine
B.Types--Mechanical

.Sliding gear
.input and output shafts parallel
.input and output shafts in line

.Collar shift

.Synchromesh--common types of synchronizers are:

.block

.disc-and-plate

.plain

.pin

Objective 7
Diagn6Se-and isolate-malfunctions
in the transmission which can be
corrected through adjustment

A.Hydraulic Assist Transmission
.Countershaft type
.high-low speed-unit
.reverser unit..

-high-low reverse unit-
.Planetary type
,simple
.compound

B.Hydrostatic drive transmission

155
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EDUCATION
01.0301-13

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

.

A Use wall charts,teacher-made
transparencies,and reference
illustrations to discuss the
operation and identifying the
various parts of a transmission.
B.Use a cut-a-way transmission
if available or an open unit
and demonstrate the operation
of the gears,slides,etc.
C.Demonstrate proper usage of

transmission disassembly and
repair tools.
D.Have students disassemble a
simple transmission and learn
the parts,functions and method
of disassembly.Same students
should reassemble the transmiss-
ion assigned them for disassembly.

ArStudy references assigned by
the instructor,also the charts,
etc,used during class for
identifying parts and componentspon

-

B.Other activities might includa:
Check transmission parts
for wear
.Drain,flush and refill the
transmission gear case
.Clean filters on fluid
transmissions

This can be evaluated
by work and report sub-
mitted and performed on

a tractor assigned
In the shop.

A.Obtain a set of the 35mm slidc.A.Develop.a
on the transmission through pur-
chase or loan for class use,
particularly for covering the
hydraulic assist and hydrostatic
transmissions
B.Discuss the causes of trans-

mission noises and hard shifting
as well as other problems encount-tractors
ered in the field or Shop.

listing of the
advantages and disadvantages of
hydraulic type transmissions and
drives for farm tractors,

D.Discuss problems that may
have been encountered with

having the hydraulic
type transmissions.

This can be evaluated
by work and report sub-
mitted and performed on
a tractor assigned in
the shop.

156
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Code -

Title -

01.0301-13

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

4 '.Differentials
Objective 8
Describe the jobs performed by the

differential and how they are

accomplished.

Injective 9
able to explain the type and

,,retion of the differential locks

foqnd on today's farm tractors.

A.Purposes
.Transmits power "around
axles.
.Allows each drive to
and still propel its

&Operation
.Straight forward direction
.turning corners

C.Differential Locks
.Types
.mechanical
.hydraulic
.automatic

.0peration

.Adjustments

the corner" to the drive

rotate at
own load.

(no-spin)

.bearing preload ,

.gear backlash
.Troubleshooting

a different speed

157
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EDUCATION
01.0301-13 - Code

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS, - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVIT/ES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

:LRemove the differential from
dhe same tractor or shop training
mit and demonstrate--
.Inspection of washers,gears
and bearings for wear
.1dentify component parts
.Explain the operation of the
differential parts
.Replace worn parts if necessary

.B.Have studisits disassemble a
simple transmission and learn the
parts,functions and method of
lisassembly.Same students should

eassemble the transmission
assigned them for disassembly.
C.Stress the importance of using

A .0bserve instructors
demonstration.Determine
limits of wear
various parts

13 .0bserve how
during forward
turning corners
ial assembly.

C Disassemble
and stu4 the
removal and identify

y of locking

D.Remetber to
manufacturer's
a guide in performing
on the components.

what the
allowed on the

of the transmission.

the gears operate
motion and when
in the different-for

a differential
method of part

the type
device, if used .

USE the

A.The writrieriOr oral
type quiz can be used tc
determine attaining the
objective.

&A homework report
could be used in testing

this objective--
written or orally.

.

,

the manufacturer's service
manuals when servicing or
repairing differentials,especial
when concerned with a specific
type and/or accessory.
D.Demonstrate the recommended
procedure for preloading bear-
ings and checking gear backlash,
Refer to references listed at t1-1

end of this module for recommend
ed procedures which can be note-
book material.

service manual as
any work

158
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'Code - 01.0301-13

Title - AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

5.Final Drives
Objective 10
Identify the type of final driVe

onmany of

farm-equipment

Objective 11
Determine the cause of failure

froM inspection of parts removed

from a faulty'asseMbly.

6 . Brakes
Objective 12
Remove,inspect and repair the biakes

on a tractor found to have nc

brake action during field operation

A.Types
.Straight axle

.rigid shaft

.flexible shaft

located within the differential case

.drive located_on outer ends of final drives

.Planetary
.inboard
outboard

.Chain
B.Maintenance

.Causes of failure
.excessive drive'shaft end play

.overheating

.lack of lubrication

C.Adjustment
.Preloading bearings

.bldplay

A. Types
.Types

.disk
..external-band

3. .internal-expanding shoe

.Adjustment

12
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01.0301-13 - Code

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRArNS
Title

TEACHING METHODS

------ ---
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVirIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

_.

A. Demonstrate the removal and
disassembly of a final drive unit
performing the following:
.Identity of the final drive
type

.Checking the various parts for

.

.Proper reassembly and adjust-

ment

.

B.Discuss the various causes
of failure and Have students
determine from inspection of
defective parts what was the
cause of failure.
C.Repeat 19 above, for the final_

drive.

D.using projected diagrams,
ditto sheets,text illustrations,
etc.,exPlain and.discuss the
various types,operations and
adjustments of the Brake Systems.
Refer again to the need for ref-
erence to the manufacturer's
service information.
E.Display old or defective
parts from various tractor brake
systems.

---

A .Repeat 13 through 16ebove
for the final drive unit,

_____ , _ ____ ._

B.Inspect several makes and
models of tractors to identify
the type of brake assembly or
mechanism used.

C.Inspect the parts laid out

by the instructor for identifi-
cation of failure,wear,etd.

A.A test made up of
the different tractors
in the shop would
determine accomplish-
ment of this objective.

________ ______

,

B Same method/as #2

C.Results of the work
performed would indicat .
completion of the
objective. _

- ..

)

,--

13

1 a n

,_,..



Code - 01.0301-13

Title -
AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

7 Power take-offs
Objective 13
Solve, the problem of a malfunction

ing PTO of a tractor brought in

for service.

Objective 14
Remove,disassemble and repair
the universal joint on the drive

shaft for a PTO operated machine.

Objective 15
List six safety precautions to be

observed around PTO operated equip-

ment

A. Types
axansmission--driven
Xontinuous-running

..Independent
B.Speeds

54.0
620

.1000
.1500

C.Parts
Jiniversal joints
.Drive shaft

D.Safety precautions
.Cluards and shields
.Disconnect when not in use
aCeep hands,feet and cloLiing away
.Lever operate at extreme angles
J3hut off when working cn machine

161
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EDUCATION
01.0301-13

AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

- Code

- Title

--

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A .Repeat 23 above,for PTO's

B.Discuss the safety precautions

to a good extent and bring into

the discussion any local examplesand

of accidents which have occurred

that will bring "home" the real

situation to individuals.

C ;,An excellent film to use with

this module, particularly in

reference to bearings is---
"Quite Naturally",16mm,available
from, The Timken Roller Bearing

Company,Canton, Ohio

A .Check the various tractors
in the service area,shop,or on

home farm to determine the type,
speed of PTO used,

,

Ek.Review the various shop
references available and select

w.)rn U-joint and disassemble and
replace worn parts with new and

reassemble.
C.Develop a list of as many
different safety precautions as
can be found in the various

references available.

--..;,--

A. Results of the
ork performed would
indicate completion
of the objective.

B. Results of the
work performed would
indicate completion
of the objective.

.A written quiz shoul.
be used to test the
students completing thi
objective.

_

15



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AGRICULTURAL POWER TRAINS

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-13

A. BoOks-
Teacher references:

1. Machines for Power Farming, 2nd Edition, Stone and Gulvin,

J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, New York

2. Modern Farm Power, Promersberger and Bishop,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New York

3. Farm Gas Engines and Tractors, 4th Edition, Fred R. Jones,

McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, New York

4. Tractors and Crawlers, 2nd Edition, P. V. Eshelman,

American Technical Society, Chicago, Illinois

5. Module #8 Agr. Machinery; Mechanical Power Transfer Systems,

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

6. FOS-Powertrains;
General-Bearings and Seals,

John Deere Co., Moline, Illinois

Student references:
1. Farm Tractor Maintenance, Brown and Morrison,

The Interstate Publishera-and Printers, Inc.,Danville, Ill.

2. Owner/Operators Manuals, various manufactrs of agriculturol equipment

3. I&T Shop Service, Intertec Publishing Corp.,Kansna City, Mo.

B. Periodicals
1. Implement and tractor, Intertec Publishing Corp., Kansas City, Mo.

2. Farm and Power Equipment, NRFEA Publications,
Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

3. American Agriculturalist, Ithaca, N. Y.

4. Hoards Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wis.

5. Successful Farming, DesMoines, Iol4e

C. Audio-Visuals

-

1. Quite Naturally, 16mm film, The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio

2. Handle With Care, New Departure Division, General Motors, Corp,Bristol,Conn.

3. Direct Drive Transmission, 50 color slides, The Caterpillar Tractor Co.

4. Planetary Gearing, 54 color slides, The Caterpillar Tractor Co.

5. FOS-Power train, 35mm color slides, The John Deere Co., Moline, Ill.

16
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MODULE. UP INSTRUCTION

Titic - FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE
AND FIELD REPAIRS

DESCKIVF1ON:

Code - 01.0301-14

This module is designed to prepare the student to safeiy operate common

-farm machinery. -Theory of operation will_be_included_to_the_eXtent nece,ssa;'Y

to make the adjustments and field repairs for efficient operation under farm

conditions. Most of the time will be spent developing skills of operating

machinery.

Preventative maintenance and its importance will also be stressed

in the module. The emphasis will be on spending a little time before

operation to save countless hours of lost time later.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

I. Machinery .0peration-Safety -2 1

2. Performing Maintenance and Field Refi6ir 1. 9

3. Operating Fat7m Machinery 1 16

4 26

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND

FIELD REPAIRS

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301-14

1. List orally or in writing the hazardous occupations and highway operations

laws that apply to farm machinery.

2: Demonstrate, to the instructor's satisfaction,
ability to use a machinery

operator's manual to determine the correct procedure to follow in main-

taining and performing field repair of/equipment. *

3. Correctly perform recommended maintenance jobs on equipment using the

service manual as a guide.

4. Perform, to the instructor's satisfaction,
recommended repair adjustments

on equipment, which can be made in the field using basic tools and the

operator s manUal for reference.-

5. Demonstrate, to the instructor's satisfaction,
ability-to operate modern

farm equipment * in a safe and efficient manner under field conditions.

* Equipment is considered to be at least one modern maaine,

commonly used in each of the following areas:

Tillage
Planting

. Cultivating

1 6 5

3

Harvesting
.
Spraying or spreading



Module FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIRS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-14

Unit.1.- Machinery Operation A. Hazardous occupation laws - latest edition

Safety
.Objective 1 - List the hazardous
occupations and highway operation
laws that apply to farm machinery C. Safety rules to follow when operating machinery

B. Highway operations'law affecting farm machinery

Unit 2. - Performing Maintenance
and field repairs'.

Objective 2 - Demonstrate to the
instructor's satisfaction,.abilit
to use a machinery operator's
manual, to detarraine correct
procedure to follow in maintainin
and performing field repairs-oL.
equipment.

Material contained in the operator's manual on a self

ProPeiled machine to serve as an example of a typical

manual. (Each student needs a manual on the example

machine)



EDUCATION
Oodule FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIRS

.0

01.0301-14

TEACRiNG METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture-discussion to
present facts

B. Resource personnel
. Extension agent
specializing in farm
law

. Law enforcement officer

C. Displays of charts showing
safety rules.

A. Take note of new information

'B. Study resource material

. Rules of the road manual

. Hazardous occupations law

C. Gather facts from and ask
questions of resource personnel

D. Help set up displays

A. Written test

B. Observe student actions

throughout module.

A. Lecture-discussion to
indicate what is in a
manual and how to use it.

B. Demonstration -using the

manual to perform mainten-
ance and repair jobs on

.the machine.

. C. Student practice.

A. Study sample manual.

B. Assist in performing jobs durin

demonstrations.

C. Practice using manual to perfo

recommended operations.

A. Students will perform given

jobs ustng the operator's

manual.

Observe students during the

operation section of the

'module.



Nodule FARM MACHINERY.OPERATION,.
MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIRS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Ob'ective 3 - Correctly perform 1

recomMended maintenancp jobs on,
equipment using the service

manual as a guide..

AGRICULTURAL
.01.0301-14

CONTENT

Maintenance Jobs on Machinery
Following recommended times from manual

Performing jobs safely
Using tools properly
Carrying out maintenance jobs

Objective 4 - Perform, to the
*instructor's satisfaction
recommended repair adjustments
on equipment, which can be
made in the field using basic
tools and the operator's manual
for reference.

A. Types of repairs that should be attempted.

. Skill of operator

. 7ime required
. Tools available
Manufacturers recommendations

B. Performing repairs safely

C. Using tools properly

D. Repairing farm machinery

6



EDUCA.TION

4104odule FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE_AND FIELD REPAIRS jpi..;0101-14

TEACHING METHOD

A. Demonstration

. Student practice

C. Field trip(s)
. Farm
MachiDery dealerships

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY -EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Students will perform recommended
maintenanbe jobs on equipment in
school, on farm or at a dealer-

ship.

A. Lecture discussions for

content 1, 2, 3

B. Demonstrations
repairs.

OE

C. Student practice.

D, Field trip(s)

sample

Evaluate students progress
on a checksheet throughout'
manual.

(sample attached)

A. Students take notes on infor-
mation presented.

13. Students assist in demonstratio

C. Students will practice repairin
machinery in school, on farm

or at a dealership.

A.

7

Provide test machinery in
need of repair to evaluate
students nn.

Evaluate students progress
on checksheet throughout

modula.-



Module_FARM MACHINERY OPERATION; MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIRS

A GRICULTURAL
01.0301-14 ..19,./MI

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3. - Operatifig, Farm-
Machinery

Objective 5 - Demonstrate, to
the instructor's satisfaction'
ability to operate modern
farm equipment in a safe and
efficient manner under field
condition's.

CONTENT

A. Types of. Farm.Machinery
Tillage
Plantint:

Cultiyaiing
Harvesting
Spraying and spreading

B. Safety practices to observe in operating machinery.

C. Efficiency factors to consider in operating
machinery.

D. Methods of operating machinery.

8
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EDUCATION
-

Alpftle FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIRS 01.0301-14

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture-discussion

B. Group concensus to
determine common equipment
in area.

. Filmstc,p - (combines)

_D. Field Trip

E. Student practice

A. Students will develop a list
of common machines during
field trips and class
discussion.

B. Students will read related
reference material and observe
visJalE.1.

C. Students will _practice operating
machinery. A student-shOuld
successfully operate at least
one machine in each of the five
types.

Evaluate students as they
operate equipment using
a checksheet. (lample attached)

171
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

TIr-1(1 FARM MACHINERY OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND Code 01.0301-14

FIELD'REPAIRS

RESOURCE MATERIALS

.

Books:

1. Selecting and MaintainAnB Field Mowe'rs (1966), 84,00 from AAVIM

2. Plows and Plowing -.$1:95 from IMS -

3. _Combines and CombiniLg - 205 from IMS

Appropriate operator's-manuals for.machines use5.1'

5. The Operation Care and Repair of Farm Machinery --John-Deere

Hazardous occupations laws, latest edition, froM N.Y.S. Rural'_Safety.CoUncil'

NYSHLabor Department, Albany and Bureau of Agricultural Education State

Education Department, Albany, New York.

Bulletins:

Job operation sheets in agricultural mechanics - $.45 from IMS

Periodicals:

Farm Equipment periodicals should be helpful

Audiovisuals: ..:,

Combines,..Ptinciple.s_of,Operation (39 slides) IMS .

Safety Charts available-from-NYS-RUriit-Safety-Councir-and-machinery-manufacturers

172
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SPEED

SETUPS FOR UPSETS

Recognize Hazards4void Accidents

CROSSING SLOPES

varalresise.

Driving too fast Is afactm in most'

:tractor upsets,. .,McizY -*Cur !bile

traCtor Is bebig driven to or from.

work, Slow, down and get there!

A hole. bump, or quick turn CM

bring tragedy on a slope. Be

extra careful if the slope is G

steep. Don't try to fcam ill

Backward upsets are apt to hap.

pen when going uphill. If you

have to go up ti really steep 040)

back the tractor up the slope!

This tractor may tip backwards

whf.n power is applied. Sideways

upsets OW happen in ditches.

Avoid steep banks. Cross ditches

where banks have gradual slope,

Amimmewassuorkw.ammo

w-dign'

Highlpeed trafflc and slowipeed

tractors don't mixsolely. But.

more operators me killed on pub.

lic roads by tractor upsets than

by collisions, Avoid heavy tr in;cl

Mazy deaths result from running

errands, herding cattle, or lust

plain horseplay on tractors, Get

a horse! Use your tractor for

the lobs It's designed to do,

Hitching to the axle or seat Brack.

et can cause' iibaCkward upset.

Don't do itl Nevor attempt to pull

75iirith the drawbar removed.

Something will turn if power Is

applied, 'If the wheels -stick, the

chassis will revolve around axle.

When you ccat't back out, get help.

HIDDEN OBSTACLES LOADS:'.Q*. FRONT LOADS ON DRAWBAR

Down sleep grades, there is more

weight on front wheels more

chance of an upset Do not try

to handle heavy loads. Always

leave yiar tractor in goal

A big tractor tire has lots of

"bounce." A hidden logo stump,

or stoneqm throw you. Be alert

slow down for tall wee& or grass,

A front end loader is a labor.

saver. But it makes a tricycle

fro*: easy to tlp. Use loader

with cme, Add rear wheel weights.

Loads on the drawbar Incretage

the ,chances of a backward upset.

Add front end weights for bcdance,

Handle tractor with care on slopes,



BAFETY PRECAUTIONS

ManY hours of,lost time an&much suffering is caused by the failute

to practice simple safety rules.

,-. IT IB TOO LATE TO REMEMBER WHAT SHOULD:HAVE BEEN DONE AFTER THE:ACCIDENTH.-

.:HAS HAPPENED.

. See Tractor-Opc,rator's Manual.

2: Do poi operate in unstable:SpotsOr where bank '!cave ine are possible-..:.

Do not, swingand strike solid Objects.

Keep byStanders or Others put,:pf rEa0.,

5. Do not work over companion:,help'in trench.'

6: Never travel across frozen slopes with crawler type tractor if

possible.

.

7. Always disengage transmission before leiVing machine. --

8. Always ground units before leaving machine:

12
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DO'S

1. Use "Series 3" Motor Oil in engine crankcase.

2. Check every 10 hours after tractor has set long enough for oil to

drain back.

3. Replace filter and .refill engine crankcase every 100 hours under normal.

conditions, more often if necessary. Have engine at normal operating

temperature when draining. Use sae 30 above 32 F., Use sae 20w from

0 F. to 32 F., and use low below 0 F. and below.

4. Crank engine for 15 seconds with the fuel shut off before turning fuel

on. Start engine at k throttle.

5. Take advantage of the features of specified filter elements.

6. Make certain oil pressure gauge indicates the circulation of oil.

7. Use a good grade of No. 2 diesel fuel suppled by a reputable oil company.

8. Drain sediment from fuel tank and filters daily.

9. ReplIce fuel filters with Allis-Chalmers filters after 500 hours or when

fuel pressure drops below 8 psi.

10. Check anti-freeze solution to provide adequate protection in freezing

weather.. If draining in freezing weather, make certain cooling system

is completoly drained.

11. Deep fan, water pump.and generator fan belts properly adjusted.

12. Check coolant level daily.

13. Operate unit with temperature gauge within operating range.

14. Check electrolyte Solution in batteries daily.

15. Check electrical cables for loose connections or frayed insulations.

16. Keep battery terminals clean and tight.

17. Torque pre-cleaner (Farr type) to 5 ft. lbs.

(TIGHTEN HAND TIGHT AND GIVE 1-15 more turns.)

18. Turn off master switch before cleaniug, repairing, disconnecting or

connecting any heavy electrical cables.

19. If engine does not start-in'30 seconds-,--aLlow-starter-to-cool-twb_____

minutes.before attempting to start.

20. Keep engine clutch adjusted at all times.

21. Throttle back engine when shifting gears of starting load.

22. Stop engine when prolonged idling periods would oecur.

13
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DO'S (continued)

23. Keep tracks properly. adjusted.

24. 1,teplace with apecgied elements after the first 50 hours and

every 500 hours thereafter the engine clutch (oil type), transmission,

steering clutches and brakes.

25. Change Oil in engine clutch, tra, mission, bevel gear, brakes and

steering system with sae 10, lubricating oil every 1000 hours.

.1 7 7

14



DON'T

1. Shorten engine life by using other than recommended lubricants.

2. Overfill crankcase oil pump.
--

3. Use engine crankcase oil beyond its capability to hold contamiaantn

in suspension.

4. Start a cold engine and run at high idle.

5. Use any other than .
specified oil filter elements.

6. Operate tractor unless oil gauge shows pressure.

7. Use a poor grade or diesel fuel in high speed engine and lose performance.

8. Allow sediment to plug fuel filters.

9. Allow oil to enter close fitting pump parts.

10. Wait until it's too late to check anti-freeze.

11. 'Allow belts to become worn due to slippage.

12. Allow coolant to drop below radiator tubes, remove cap while temperature

gauge is in upper portion.

13. Operate with a cold engine.

14. Allow electrolyte level to drop below separators.

15. Operate with 14ose, worn or frayed battwy cables.

16. Lose voltage through poor connections.

17. Allow dirt to enter engine.

18. Short out electrical systems.

19. Overheat starter which shortens life.

20. Allow clutch to slip because of low pressure:

21. Run a cold engine any longer than necessary.

22. Allow loose or tight tracks to cause premature wear.

23. Run with contaminatedoir.

24. Operate beyond recommended change intervals.

178
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Maintenance

_Field Repair

.Safe Operation

Efficient Orratton

Maintenance

Field Repair

Safe Operation

Efficiiint OporAli.on-

CHECKSHEET . FARM EQUIP JEW OPERATION MAINTENANCE AND FIELD REPAIR

um



MODUL.E OF INSTRUCTION

Talc - SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

DESCRIPTION:

Code -

Students will demonstrate an ability to correctly assemble new equipment

and prepare it for sale and delivery. Efficient assembly procedu:re and

techniques with the limits of quality control and safety will be stressed

in this module. Students will be involved with hardware identifi:tation and

parts layout are included. Correct installation and alignment of pulleys

and belts, chains and sprockets, and shafts and gears will be covered.

Proper adjustment, correct lubrication and predelivery servi.ce in the

shop and under field conditions will be emphasized.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT

',

Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Assembly Manual Use 1 1

2. Hardware Identification and 1 2

Terminology

3. Techniques of Machine Assembly 1 16

4. Check of Common Assembly Errors J. 1

5. Lubricants and Lubrication 1 1

6. Predelivery Service
24

Revised January, 1975
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NODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Code - 01.0301-15

Objectives to be oitained:

The student will be able to:

1. Understand the information andprocedure outlined in:the assImbly manual

for a machine to be setup in the shop and meet industry standards.

2. Use the assembly manual as a guide and identify the various parts of the

machine needed for.proper assembly, to the satisfaction of the instructor.

3. Demonstrate an understanding of terms and illustrations used in the
assembly manual and discuss the maChine And procedure with an industry

'representative intelligentlyi

4. Correctly assemble a new machine to manufacturers/ apecifications

following the procedure outlined in the assembly manual using the
illustrations, -parts and asseMblies included, shop tools and equipment

available.

5. Identify commowasseMbly errors On machine previously assembled, prior to

and after, they have been started sothey can-be corrected to meet industry

standards.

6. Select the proper lubricant for a machine from the stock available, use it

for the purpose it was designed for meeting manufacturersl-redOmmendations.

Use the check list and perform the necessary adjustment, as outlined in the

manual, prior to delivery of the machine to meet the-manufacturers'

standards.

0. Demonstrate, by completing a report form (which eatablishes the responsi
bility in case of failure as the mechanic, dealer!or manufacrer) on the

purpose of predelivery service.



Nodule SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

A 0_11,ICULTURAL
01.0301-15

es. yftwa..... 51.
OBJUTIVIS BY UNIT

Unit 1

woomm..1.0

CONTENT
Mai0.0%/1.=1.1.............

Assembly manual use. A. Machine Assembly manual
3

Objective 1

....0. torr

Study the operato, thoroughly to understand

the machines operati'. .cs adjustments and servicing

Understand the information requirements. .

and procedure outlined in the Included:

assembly manual for a machine . machine specifications

to be set-up in the shop and . operation

meet industry standards. . adjustments
. lubrication
. attachments
. trouble-shooting
. setting-up instructions

(r.

AB7/26/71



iirDUCATION

Module SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

..1

TEACHING METHOD

A

.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

Preparea general out-
line ditto sheet for
students.

. Review with students an
assembly manual fur-
nished with a piece of
equipment to be set-up
in the shop.

C Emphasize the impor-
tant sections of the
manual especially the
part on bolt hardness,
printed information
along with the illus-
trations and safety.

s

A.

B.

Review ditto sheet outline
provided by instructor and
the assembly manual provided
with machine assigned for set-
ups.

Obtain other manufacturers'
assembly manuals for comparison

f

,,
5 1

'1

1 8 4 1

,-.214102121:)..5

EVALUATION PROCEDURES
........

A. Have students explain orally
their interpretationsof infor-

mation_found in an.assembly
manual.

B. Check students work at the
start of assembly to deter-
mine their ability to follow
the information given in
the manual.

AB7/26/71



Module SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

OBJECTIVES BY UOIT
Noma si w

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-15

CONTENT

Unit 2
Hardware identification
and terminology

Objective 2

Use the assembly manual as a
guide and identify the vario
parts of the machine needed
for proper assembly, to the
satisfaction of the instruc-
tor.

Common Parts and Assemblies
Items that are common to all models'
Items that are common to certain models
Attachment parts
Optional parts
Special Parts

Objective 3 A.

Demonstrate an t, 'Rrstanding

of terms and ill ..:rations

used in the assembly manual
and discuss the machine and
procedure with an industry ,

representative intelligently.

Terms
Example - Baler

Shipping bundle
Tongue_latch

. Spindle
Control support

. Reinforcing wasber

. Windguard

. Tongue

. Feed Arm

1 3 5

6



411.EDUCATIO N

Module SETTING liP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

TEACHING METHOD

A. *Review set-up manuals A.
and prepare a list of
items.or hardware
that is common to the
particular machine to
be set-up.

B . Identify the common
assemblies for student
to become acquainted
with the new machine.

Vow..

oodoWooftwow

01.0301-15

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY 12.1,LTATYON PROCEDURES

Become familiar with the items
the instructor has listed as
common to the machines.

..Be able to identify the common
assemblies on a new machine
brought in for set-up.

A .

MoOMMOO.S.

Use a short quiz of items
laid out on the floor
for students to identify.

Ask students at random to
identify assemblies as
students assemble new
machine.

Objective 3

A . Review manuals for
common terms used in
detailing set-up or
identification of
machine parts.

Use t-,ext

American Society, of
Agricultural Engineer'
Handbook for defining
other common terms.

(Same as above)

.

Use a matching quiz for
students to learn
the terms and meanings.

186
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a

Qode 01.0301-15

Title - SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

AGR ICULTURAL

Unit 3

Techniques of machine assembly

Objective 4

Correctly assemble a new machine
to manufacturers, specificat
ions following,the procedure
outlined in the assembly manual
using the illustrations, parts
and assemblies included, shop
tools and equipnent available.

A. Uncrating the new machine
Remove straps and nails that would be hazard
to the mechanic or tabhine.
Use hoists, jacks, oranes to lift, tip, etc.
the machine intO operating position.
Assemble those parts as per instructions to
make the machine portable.
Continue setting up Machine as per instruc
tions and illustrations show.

Unit 4 - Check of common
assembly errors

Objective 5

Identify common assembly errors
on machines previously
assembled, prior to and after,
they have been started so they
can be corrected tO meet
ihdustry Standards.

A. Corrections to be made
Oil on overrunning clutah dogs
Belts installed backward

. Rusted shafts non-movable sheaves
Tension springs not Aligned
Sheaves net aligned
Idler pulley hinge bolts tco tight
Wheel hub bolts not tight
Rust on belt surface of sheaves

. Wire harness not threaded correctly
Dried-out:oil-impregnated bolts

8
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EDUCATION
Module SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

TEACHING METHOD

A Demonstrate and.re-
view the procedures
given in the assembly
manual for setting-up
the new machine.

B . Emphasize aletx
constantly during
the assembly proce-
dure.

B.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

Follow procedures outlined in
assembly manual and.set-up
the machine assigned.

Practice and-observe safety
rules throughout assembly
of machine.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A.Observe students progress
and.check chart of their
progress.

A Review machine assem-
bty manuals with local
dealers servicemen
for errors typical
in Assembly of their
new machines.

Discuss the lists of
such assembly errors
with students;also
have local dealer .

servicemen talk to
class about sdch
errors found in the
field after delivery.

Have students switch
machines after assem-
bly and check for any
possible errors in
assembly.

A .

B

s,

Use lists provided by instruc-
tor for checking machine assig
ed for set-up and correct all
ertors.

Exchange machines with other
students for checking possible
assembly errors.

A. Check students ability to
recognize errors on machine
assigned well as on other
machines.

B.. Have students list the
errors found in the new
equipment assembled.

9 A/a/26/71



Code , 01.0301-15 AGRI.CULTURA,
Title.- SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINEa

BY.UNIT

Unit 5 - Lubricants and
lubrication

Objective 6

Select the roper lubricant for
a machi the stock

availlab t use it for the
purpose it .was designed for
meeting manufacturers'
standards.

CONTENT

A. Types of Friction
Dry
Viscous

B. Four groups of lubricants
Crankcase oil;,
Gear oil
HydraUlic oil
Greases

O. API crankcase oil classifications
. Eight categories

. SA CA
SB
SC
SD

. CB
CC

. CD

D. Types of l.abricating greases
. The three categories

lime soap ehaasis grease
soda soap wheelbearing grease
lithium soap Multipurpose grease

189
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Module

BDU.CAT /ON

SETTING UP AGRICULTYRAL MACHINEBY

A . Pass around cans of
different brands and
API classification and
raise the question,
"Which oil would you
use?"

B Show the students sampl
of the different types
of oils and greases.

C Show the class worn
engine parts and ma-
chinery parts caused by
varnishing, sludge, and
corrosive acids.

D . Pour the oil drained
from an engine through
a filter and show the
sludge deposited on
the filter.

E Place a sample of a
lime soap, soda soap,
and lithium soap grease
on a glass plate. Apply
heat under each sample
of grease noting the
breakdown of the grease
samples.

01.0101-1 ..
STUDENT APPLICATION AMIVITY

A. Become famniar with the new
API classifications printed
on cans of motor oil in stock.

B. Obsp-ve the reaction of the
vs, s greases to heat applied
to sau.ples in the demo:Istration
by the instrucor.

C. Check with a microscope, smears
of unused and.used oil and/or
grease placed on aelide.

. .

D. Xrkspect the surface of a piece
of metal under the microscope
noting the roughness of the

surface. .

190

11

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Check studentf; knowledge
of lubricant;; 'A.:;th a quiz

developed from the material
.vovered in class.

Refer to 4-H Tractor Program
Units on lubrication.

ABT/26/71



..;.=
LTURAL MACHINERY .....

OBJECT/YES BY MIT

Unit 6 -

Pre-delivery service

Objective 7

Use the check lid per-

form the necessy Ajust-
ment as outlinee. .1.1 the

manual, prior to de:Avery of

the machine to meet the
manufacturers' standards.

COBTENT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-15

,/

A. Four Important Steps -
Receiving -

inspection for damage or shortage

. Warehousing and Storage
stored carefully
protected from deterioration

Preparing for Delivery
customer satisfaction
Derformed thoroughly and properly

Delivering
give customer instLuctions
operation
field adjustment
maintenance

Objective 8

Demonstrate, by completinc, a

report form (which estatshet
the responsibility in case
of failure as the mechanic,
dealer or manufacturer) the

purpose of pre-delivery

service.

A. Purpose of Pre-delivery
To assure customer of machines adjustment to
specifications and in first class condition.

To establish the date of delivery so that the

full term warranty is assured to the customer.

To be used as guide for -
checking every adjustment
giving information to customer on operation

adjustment and maintenance

191
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WDUCATION
SETTING UP AGRICULTURAT, mACHT.my

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A . Explain the factors inVolv
ed in the four iteps-of
the pre-delivery service.

B . Review manuals (assembly,
owner's andlor pre-
delivery) for the specific
machine with students.

C. Have alocal dealer explain
the importance of thi
service from his stand-
point to the students.

D , Visit a local dealership
and observe.the perfor-
mance of receiving, ware-

, hoUsing, pre-delivery,
and delivery service.

B .

13..e:cOme acqugrhted with the

important steps to-the pre-

delivery service.

Observe the actual operations
taking place at a local dealer-

ship.

A . Demonstrate the use of the A.
check list (Pre-delivery
form) and go over each
item referring to the app
priate manual for specific
details for the adjustment, B .

etc.

B . Have students role play
the part of a dealer ser-
viceman and a customer
in explaining the instruc-
tions for the operation,
field adjustment and main-
tenance required on the
part of the customer.

INI.I.=110

Have students explain
their understanding of
these four steps after
the visit to a dealership.

ilse the pre-delivery check
list and appropriate manuals
for doing this service correct-
ly.

Take the part of a dealer ser-
viceman and give the instruc-
tions to a'fellow student
(the customer) on the essential
factors,operation, adjustment
and maintenance.

. Check the students work with
check list as to meeting
industry standards.

. Observe the student in,
role-playing the part of a

dealer serviceman giving
instructions to a customer.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SETTING UP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-15

A. Books - 1. Teacher references
a) Module #7 - Agriculcural Machinery Assembly and Lubrication,

The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43212

b) Manual - Management Course in Dealer SerVice Operations,

Massey-Furgerson Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 4(206

c) Manual - Service Management Handbook, J.C. Case Co.,

Racine, Wisconsin 53401

d) Manual - Service Center Management, International Harvester

Company, Chicago, Illinuis 60601

2.'Student References
arManufacturers' Owner/Operator's manuals

B. Bulletins -Special Reference materials provided by Mr. Edward F. Smucker,

Training Center Supervisor, New Holland Division, New Holland,

Pennsylvania 17567

C. Periodicals -

1. Teacher references
a) Farm Power and Equipment, NatiOnal Farm Power and Equipment

Dealer's Association.
b) Implement and Tractor, Technical Publications Inc.

D. Audinvisuals -

1. Steps to Service Shop Profits, New Idea Farm Equipment Co.,

Coldwater, Ohio 45828

2. Other similiar slide or film strip sets available :from various

manufacturers' service departments and/or local dealerships.

193
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MODULE OF INSTUCTION

Title - AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

okSCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0301-16

Dcperience !III the service, adjustment and simple repair of common
agricultural errdoment will be basic to this module. Classroom will

involve saitabl,.tekts and how-to-do visuals. The student will correctly
use the tools appropriate for such repair on a farm or other agricultural

establishment.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Determining Machine components
and Specifications

2 1

2. Clean Machine Prior to Repairs 1

3. Recondition the Machine 18

.4 Servicing the Machine 1 2

5. Running-in Reconditioned Machine 1

6. Painting Madhine if Needed 1 2

7. Cutting Cost of Repairs 1

5 25

Revised January, 1975 .

1 9
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

litle . AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR
Code - 01.0301-16

Objectives to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. Identify the machine by make, model and serial nrimber using the owner/

operator' manual and record this information legibly.

2. Name the parts of ,the components of the machine, by using the owner's

or parts manual, for the dealer's partsman when having to order the

replacement parts.

3. Orally explain the function of madline parts or components during class

discussion to the instructor's sat:sfaction.

4. Recognize and identify the driving mechanism of the machine brought in for

repairs by indicating the safety hazards that exist, to the instructo.

5. Separate and/or remove machine attachments from the main maohine using

tools and equipment in the school shop and store them temporarily,

safely and correctly as per shop standards.

6. Use a steam cleaner and/or other cleaning equipment in the shop area

provided for this purpose and clean the machine throughly pcior to

repairs.

'1. Determine the extent of repairs needed by the machine through visual

inspection in the shop, identify the worn, broken or damage parts for

the instructor.

8. Remove or disassemble the parts from the machine with tools provided

in the shop within the time standards set by industry.

9. Rebuild parts or comnonents of machine by arc welding, oxyacetylene

welding or drilling new holes, etc. with equipment in the shop to his

and the instructor's satisfaction.

10. Reinstall the new, rebialt or reconditioned parts on the machine in the

shop within the time standards set by industry.

11. Select and use the lubricants as recommended in the owner/operators

man.lal and those available to him in the shop with tools that are also

available for this purpose prior to starting the machine.

12. Make the necessary adjustments to the machine following the instructions

in the owner/ operators manual to within the manufacturer's specifications.

13. Start and run the machine, check for any misaligned parts, over .heating

bearings or leaking oil or grease seals after the reconditioning and

servicing in the shop under the supervision, observation and approval

of the instructor.

2
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AORICTILTUR&L EQT1IPMENT REPAIP.

II/ ObiectivestO be attained:
(Continuation)

Code - 01.0301-16

14. Properly prepare and apply paint materials to the-completely re-
conditioned and prepared machine in the shop using tools and

equipment available to his and the instructor's satisfaction.

15. Cut the cost of repairs on machinery using procedures developed
in class and show results of savings at the end of the year tax

report.

3
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Module
AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Agricultural Mechanics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 1 - Determining
machine comments and
soecificaticns

ChiecLive I
Identify the machine

by make, model, and serial

number using the owner/
'operator's manual and
record this information

legibly.

yor....

AGLICULTURAL.
01.0303-16

CONTENT

A. Owner/operator's manual

Introduction_pection
. location of name plate

. spaces provided for recoraing model

and serial number
Importance of correct model and serial

number information

Objective 2

Name the parts or the
components of the machine
by using the owner's or
parts manual for the
dealer's partsman when
having to-order the
replacement parts.

Objective 3

5.1

A. Identification of parts

B. Function of parts

Example:

Mower-types
Trail
Integral rear -mounted
Side-mounted

Orally explain the functio
of machine parts or components
during class or shop discus-
sions to the instructor's
satisfaction.

A.Parts

aamnle
Fiame

Drag bar

Yoke-

Function

The part that supports the drive
and cutter bar mechanism.

That part which extends from the
frame to the yoke.

That part to which the cutter bar
iS hinged.

197
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EDUCATIO N

0 Module AGRICULTURAL E UIPMENT REPAIR

Agricultural Mechanics

TEACHING METHOD

01,0301-1ft--

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A, Obtain machine for
repair by each 2
students.

8. Make certain the owner/
operator'S manual is
available for each
machine.

O. Demonstrate the use of
the manual for pro-
perly locating the
manufacturer's iden-
tification plate on
machine.

A. Provide i machine for
reconditioning (if possible)

B. Supplying owner/operator's
manual for same machine,
obtaia such manual froMthe
local dealer or from manu-
facturer.

O. Using manual locate and
record the manufacturer's
identification information.

A Check sheet
Indicate student
effort in obtain-
ing machine for
reconditioning
Student's obtaining
owner/operator's
manual

, Legibility of
recorded information
from the machine
name place.

AA. Review text, Farm
Machinery and Equipment
pages 293 to 294.

8. Prepare transparencies
from parts manual or

. make ditto sheets review
and also writing in
names of parts, com-
ponents, etc.

C. Go over machine point-
ing out the parts and
help students identify
by name.

A Use text and become
acquainted with nomenclature
attached to parts of machine.

B Learn what the function of
these parts or components do
in the actual operation of
the machine.

Use a ditto of machine
parts and have student
identify or indicate
on the picture what
the part name is of
each component.

B Determine in an oral
questioning what the

--"'-functionsof the part
of the machine are.

A. Ask questions of
students and help
them explain the
functions of the
parts or components.

5
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Module AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

AgrlIultural Mechanics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 4

Recognize and identify' the
driving mechanism of the
machine brought in for repairs

by indicating the.safety
hazards that exist to the

instructor.

CONTENT

Power units

Clutch controls
Switches

Drive lines or shafts

Shielding

U-joints

Safety collets
Alignment'

AGRICULTUR
01.0301-16

Objective 5

Separate and/or remove
machine attachments from
the main machine using
tools and equipment in the
school shop and store
temporarily, safely and
correctly as per shop
standards.

A. Separate units or components

Example:

Bale thrower on pick-4p baler

Proper connecting of lifting or
jacking devices for balance.

kemoval of driving devices that
connect to main machine.

. Temporary storage or supporting procedures.

. Safety factors



EDUCATION
Module

TEACHING METHOD

A. Demonstrate methcs of
connecting and dis-
connecting power
source.

Point out and explain
the transmission of
power from its source
to end use.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

C . Discnss the need for
safety collars or
shielding around U-
joints, slip clutches
and other parts of the

drive line.

D . Refer to some accident
that have occurred in
local area.

EVALUATION PROCEDUEES

A. Identify the power driving
controls on the machine he

is repairing.

. Check to see that all shields

or guards are in place on

machine.

.Check for proper alignment
of the U-joints in the
drive lines.

A. Ha4e student demonstrate
hie knowledge of vile
controls of the machine
power driving mechanism
by explaining it to his

fellow students:

A. Explain the use of
the owner/operator's
manual in describing
the attachment removal
add reattaching
procedute.

B. Point out the Various
power connecting ar-
rangements using
overhead transparencie
or the machines in the
shop.

C. Demonstrate various
balancing methods in
lifting or jacking
operations.

D. Emphasize the safe
use of the tools or
equipment being
used;

A. -Follow instructions in manual
foy removal of attachments
when preparing to recondi-
tion machine.

2070

A. Check students' work
in removal of attach-
ments by observation,
grade according to
ability to accomplish
compared to methods,'
demonstrated by
instructor.



Module AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Agricultural Mechanics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGRICULTURAL.
01.0301.16

CONTENT

Init 2 - Clean machine prior
to repairs

Objective 6

Use a steam cleaner and/or

other cleaning equipment in

the shop area provided for

this purpose and clean
the machine thoroughly prior

to repairs.

Steam cleaner operation

Connecting to water supply

Fuel supply

. Electrical source

. Safety

*. Method of manipulation of nozzle

B. Cold solvent washer tank

. Electrical connection

. Safety

Unit 3 - Recondition the

machine-
Objective 7

Determine the extent of
repair necessary to the
machine by visual inspection
in the shop, identifying
the worn, broken or damage
part-S-Tor the instructor.,

A. Visual inspection

Worn parts

Broken !parts

Loose bolts

Frayed belts

Leaking grease seals

Misaligned shafts

Objective

Remove or disassemble
the parts from the machine
with tools provided in the

shop-within_the_time_
standards set by industry.

A Parts removal

Use of proper tools

Remove only necessary parts-or Components

201
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EDUCATIO N

41podule ACRICULTURANIMENT REPAIR

ricultural Mechanics

. TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

.
EVALUATION PROCEDUEES

A . Demonstration of
connecting the
steam cleaner to
water supply, filling
with proper fuel,
and electric outlet.

Stress thu safe use
and indicate the
hazards involved
in using cleaner.

C . Demonstrate the
proper method of
manipulation of the
gun nozzle for most
efficient and
effective cleaning
(same procedure
for cold washer)

. Use steam cleaner to
thoroughly clean machine
brought into shop for
repair.

Clean small parts or
components in cold
washer tank prior to
making repairs.

Evaluate student -.-

performance by
observation and
grade in accordance
with standards of
proficiency estab-
lished for job of
cleaning equipment.

A Display and identify
worn, broken and
damaged parts, belts,
shields, etc.

B Describe causes of
failure of parts to
students and explain
the corrective main-
tenance.

Visually locate worn, broken
-and damaged 'parts.

Indicate the probable cause
of failure.

Check parts identified
by student as needing
repair, replacements
or adjustment and
grade according to
standards set by
industry.

A Demonstrate the proper
tools for the various
jobs to be performed
on equipment.

Disassemble machine parts
that are to be rebuilt,
replaced.or renewed.

202
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Observe-the student's
ability to remove -
only parts necessary
and grade On basis of
industry standards.



Module

AGRICULTURAL
E U PMENT REPAIR . 01.0301.16

ultural Mechanics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 9 A. Rebuilding parts of components

Rebuild parts or compon- Use of arc welder
ents of machine by arc
welding, oxy-acetylene . Use of oxy-acetylene equipment
welding or drilling new holes,
etc. with equipment in shop . Drill press or portable drill
to his and the instructor's
satisfaction. . Other available tools

Z

Objective 10

Reinstall the new,
rebuilt or reconditioned
parts on the machine in
Jthe_shop within the time
standards set by industry.

A. Installation of parts

. Proper alignment

Fastened securely

Use of correct tools

rnit.4 - Servicing the
machine

Objective 11

Select and use the
lubricants as recommended
in the owner Manual and
available to:him'in the
shop with tools also avail-
able for.this purpose prior
to starting machine.

A. Lubrication

Objective -12 A.

Make necessary adjustments
to the machine following the
instructiona in the ownees
manual to within the menu-
faCturing specifications.

Selection of proper lubricant
oil

Erease
chassis -lime soap
wheel bearing-soda soap
multi-purpose - lithium soap

. Equipment

oil measure
&ease gun
hand
pressure

Adjustments

Refer to operating adjustments
section of.owner/operator's manual

read printed information as
well as referring to picture

10
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EDUCATION,

411Mbdule AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Agricultural Mechanics

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

A. Demonstration of
hard facing of
parts.

B. Demonstration of
brazing on thin
metal.

C. Demonstration of
the removal of broken
studs and retapping
threads of hole.

A. Stress cleanliness
and safety.

B. Explain the importance
of securing parts or
component's.

A,

mows

01.0301.16

Perform the necessary repair
or rebuilding tasks on
the machine being recondi-
tioned.

A. Properly inptall new or
replAcement parts.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Observe the student's
ability to do the job
required efficiently,
safely and'with the
least a=unt of
supervision.

Evaluate on the basis
of proper installation
and machine operation
following completion
of reconditioning.

A. Review the informa-
tion contained in the
owner/operator's
manual 'on lubrication.

B. Demonstration the
proper method of
equipment use

A Use manual for machine and
follow recommended lubri-
cation procedure.

A. Observe the student.
in performing the
job of lubrication
and grade according
to standards set by
industry.

B. Check student's
cleHnliness and house-
keeping in use of
tools and/or equipment

A. Demonstrate the use
of the'eowterloper-
ator's manual by
relating from a

.specific manual to
the particular
machine.

A. Using manual supplied for
his machine follow instruc-
tions and perform the
adjustment and check for
proper function.

201"

A. Check for the proper
operation following
adjustments made by
student.



Module
P

Agricultural 1esh4-nics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGRICULTURAL

Unit 5 - Running-in-the
reconditioned machine

Objective 13

Start and run the

machine, check for any

misaligned parts, over-
heating'bearings, or
leakingseals after the

reconditioning and servicing

in the-shop under the super-

-vision, observation and

approval of the instructor.

A. Importance of

...10

CONTENT

. Checking fo' owing:

Proper alignment of parts,

shafts, etc.
overheating bearings
leaking oil or grease seals

clearances of specific

part adjustments

Unit 6 Painting machine if

needed

Objective 14

Properly prepare and

apply paint materials to

the completely reconditioned

machine in the shop using

tools and equipment avail-

able_to his and tre
instructor's satisfaction.

Review

A. Painting agricultural equipment

(Refer to 01.0305.04 Painting Tractors and

Equipment)

205
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EDUCATION
Module

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

- .

Agricultural !..lechanics

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

01.0301.16

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A Refer to specific
manufacturer's
and/or deiler's
recommendations
for run-in procedure.

'B Use dealer service
personnel to explain
results of having
runin new or re-.
conditioned
.machines.

A Prepare and run machine
for a reasonable time and'
make checks oUthe parts
for alignment, overheating
bearings and leaking seals.

A. Indicate on progresS
chart the.completion
of this necessary
procedure.

A . Briefly cover infor-,
mation contained in
the module listed
in content.

B Demonstrate those
skills needed by
the student to do a
better job.

. 'PtePare the michinery for
painting if needed. -

Prepare paint
Use equipment for
painting
Practice good house-.
keeping

.
Display proper safety
practices

206

A. Check the progress of
the student in doing
this job,and also the
finl.Shed work to
compare with industry
standards.



Module AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR .11

Agricultural Mechanics

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

.Uhit 7 - Cut cost of.repairs

Objective 15

tut the cost of repairs
on mnchinery using
procedures developed in
class and show a savings
it the end of the year
tax report. .

AORICULTURA1,
01.0301.16

CONTENT

A. Machinery cost cutting tools

Your operator's manual
--oper operation

intenance and servicing
li'r replacement of worn parts

lubrication program
follow lubrication chart in
operator's manual
nse,lubrication guide provided

by petroleum dealers

. On-tiruaizItennce
set up specific times for the

maintenance on machines
doing own wcwk where possible

14
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EDUCATION
1111 Module

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Agricultural Mechanics

01.0301.16
enaav

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A Review the manu-
facturer's manuals
with students stress-
ing the importance
of_following recom-
mendations for oper-
ation, maintenance and
lubrication.

B Help develop schedules
for maintenance,
repairs, etc.

Obtain petroleum
dealers charts and
encourage students
to also obtain
sufficient charts
for.their machinery.

D Refer to bulletin
reference #2a, for
cost .of repairs of
specific machines,
also use reference
ad for more detail.

Develop schedules for wachine

maintenance.

. Obtain petroleum company
lubrication charts for
machines.in useat home.

Ine actual cost of
mach4wry repairs at end
of year tax report.

15
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Check student's
progress on basis of
preparation of main-
tenance schedules.

B. Also the number of
lubrication charts
prepared on home

machines.

C. .Quiz on repail.: cost

problems.



AGRICTILTTIAL EWIPMNT REPAIR

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books -

L. Teacher. references
(a) Principles of Farm Machinery, Bainer, Kepner, Barger-J. Wiley & Sons.

(b) Shop Work on the 'arm, Mark M. jones, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(c) Engineering Buliecin FT-53A, American Oil Co., Chicago, 111.

(d) American Society of Agricultural Er:;.leer's Handbook.

Code - 01.301-16

2: Student references

(a)' Machines_for Power Farming, Stone and Gulvin, J Wiley & Sons.

(b) Farm Machinery and-Equipment, Harris P. Smith, McGraw-Hill Bock Co.

(c) Farm Shop Skills,,Sampson, Mowery, Kugler, American Tech. Soc.

(d) The Operation, Care andllepair of Farm Machinery, The John Deere Co.

B. Bulletins -

Teacher references

(a) Various CornellAWbatenions-nn repairs

Example; Plows-400sIment
Mowers7414910.v &Adjustment

2. Student references

(a) 4-H Tractor Pro:,.* Manuals 1-4.

(b) Machinery Cost'Gaide. American Oil Co., ,Chicago, XL

16
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AelarrixL arTIFyorr REPAIR

OSOURCE MATEIALS (cont'd)

C. Periodicals -

. 1.. Teacher references

(a) Farm PoWer and Equitiment, National Farm power and Equipment Dealers Assoc.

(b). Iiolement and Tractor, Technical.PUblications 4'Inc.

Code - 01.0301-16

Student references
(a) American agrinulturalist, Ithaca, New York

(b) Hoard's Dairyman

. Audiovisuals

Variousr-obtainable from manufactureri .S6rvice 4epartments and/or

locakequipment dealers. (Too'broad and:varied to identify
due to the scope'of this module.)

17
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS Code - 01.030147

DESCRIPTION:

This module is deq1gned to orient the student on the broad and
complex subject of hydriultc systems. 'Ths stlAdent will identify
sophisticated components, explain their operation, and develop an ability
to efficiently and accurately troubleshoot malfunctions. He will efficiently
Utilize test equipment to pinpoint the locatión of malfunctions. After
locating the malfunctioning component, he will accurately repair the
assembly.

Due to the
utilizes unique
follow in order
components. As
tn.outline.enCh

complexity of-the hydraulic components, each manufactul.,
desl.gns. These designs require specific procedures to
to correctly and efEiciently disassemble Lind reassemble
a result of this complexity, this.module oes not att,Ipt.
prozedure. For thitdisasseMbiedridredaSeMble ptocedure

and specific specifications one should refer to the manufacturers shop_manual.

Units Time Allocation
Class Other

1. principles of Hydraulics 1_ 1

2. Identlfying Components and Functions 6 3

3. Pretesting Procedure 1

4. Testing Procedure 2 8

5. Repairing Components 6

10 20

Revised June, 1974
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Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS,

Objectivesto be obtained:

The student.will be able to:

Code

1. Explain the basic principles of a hydraulic system.

01.0301-17

2. Identify all major components of a hydraulic system nnd donr
functional oper:ltion.

3. Describe pretesting prdcedure and identify pertinent information
necessary for efficient troubleshooting.

4. Recognize charieteristics of operation which are causing malfunctions.

5. Select proper test equipment to pinpoint malfunctions.

6. Perform a systematic troubleshooting procedure.

7. Efficiently use available test equipment.

S. Efficiently .check the pumP suction st:rainer'and identify causes of

malfunction.

9. Efficiently isolate and perform tests on the pump and main relief valve

and identify causes of malfunctions.

10. 'Isolate and perfomm tests on cylinders and identify causes of malfunction.

11. Effiiently isolate and perform tests on control valves and identify cKuses
of malunctions.
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,Module AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

AGRICU'LTUR AL

01.0301-17

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 1 - Principles

ollective_t
ori:ncip4 of

Nampo,

..........4.,.............................,.,...........,................a...............4A.'''''''""CONTENT

of Hydraulicl A.

B.

i C.

!

1

!

E.

I P.

Explain the
hydraulics

Define Hydraulics

Advantages of Hydraulics

Bas4. princtples
Distribution of force. of liqads

.
Mechanical advantage compartdi with hydraulic

advantage

Heat and hydraulics

Horsepower transmission requirements

Open and closed circuits

G. Hydraulic Diagrams
Pictorial
Schematic.

. Block

H. Oils
. Types

. mineral
vegetable

Properties and characteristics
pour point
flash point
viscosity
non-corrosive

Oil additives
anti foam

. rust inhibitor
lubrication for close toleran e areas

Bas CAuses of Malfunctions
abrasive contaminants

, non-abrasive contaminants

4
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410EDUCATION

Module AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 01.07,0i-17

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTrVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture discussing
Introduction of hydraulics

Diagrams
Oils

Overhead Transparencies Or
slides showing

oil specs
diagrams-schematic

Cutaway of Components

Sample components

Hand out sheets illustrating
oil specifications

. .

A Read hydraulic diagrams-schematic
block and/or pictorial

B . Review hydraulic oil specifica-
tions from manufacturers.

C . Maintain terminology list
during iecture and record
definitions.

D . Find samples of abrasive and
non abrasive contamination
from a hydraulic system in use.

Written
A . Draw aschematic diagram

of a .typical hydraulic
system. Label each com-:
ponent. Describe fuilction
of each component.

B . Compare oil specifications
of oils available locally -
compare with mfgr's specs.
Select best oil from local
source to meet mfgr. specs.

. Select terminology list
and define each.

Manipulative
On an assigned unit (tractor-
loader) trace the oil flow.
Draw aschematic of the flow
and components starting at
the reservoir. Identify the
components.



Nodule AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 2 -.Identifying Component
and Functions

AORICULTURAL
01.0301-17

:Objective 2 Identify each majorp
hydraulic component, and

. describe its functional operaticn.

A
Reservoirs

Construction of
Components of and purpose of

main body
suction and return outlet
filtercap and breather
level gauge
drain
baffle

Design of
recommended capacity

B. Hydraulic LAnes
Types -

rubber
steel tubingi.,

copper tubing
pipe7-galvanized and black
stainles,s tulzoing

.-plastic tubing
Cbrrect installation procedures

G Types of fittings
Flare

two piece, three piece and inverted
Flareless

regular ferrule, inverted ferrule, threaded sleev
and double compression

Installing procedure
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UOATION
Module, AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 01.0301-17 2

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION AOTrVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES-

A.Lecture and discussion (als
handout sheets on)
components
types of
reservoirs
lines
fittings

uil c)ltc.rs
pumps
control valves
relief valves
cylinders
parkings and seals
accumulators
hydraulic motors
couplers

B. Cutaways of Components

31Ap10 ::::mponents

A. Construct a typical oil
reservoir-incorporata all
necessary components

Identify various types of
lines on an assigned uni.t

Note where used
Malte up hydraulic circuit of
lines and components using
correct.installation procedure
Install each type of hydraulic
line

View various types of fittings
samples and identify

2

- 7

Draw a typical reservoir
Label each component
Define purpose of each
component

Manipulative-
Install lines using recommended
procedure. Explain procedure
list, using an assignad unit
various types of lines and define
location of each type in the
systems by indicating ie
"Steel tubing-between
and
Rubber lines-between
and ." etc.

Select and identify four types
of fittings used on assigned
tractor-loader unit.

Illustrate correct method of
installing and tightening
fittings.



Aotale AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-17,..10.

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit _2 (cont) Identifying
Compor,Ait and Functions

,D

Objective 2 (cont) Identify each I
major hydraulic component, and 1

describe its functional operation

1E

CONTENT

Filters and Screens
purpose of
Types

full flow
in line filter B

Components

Oil Coolers (beat exchangers)
Purpose of
Types

air cooled
water cOoled

Component parts

F. Pumps
Purpose of

. Constr.1,2tion o

. Types of
positive or variele displacement
...gear, vane or piston
variations

internal gear, external gear, lobe, gear-like
vane, radial pistpn, axial piston, centrifical

p . Control Valves

1
Purpose of
Types of control valves

hand lever
cam
tang
pilot operated
foot operated

Variables in valve spools
Spring centered
spring offset
detented

4 way valve
Poppet valv3
One way check valve
Flow cwItrol valve
Pressure reducing orifice

8
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(IvEDUCATION
Module AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

_

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

Change an oil fiiter and clean
screen

View various types of puMps
ideltUy lac% by name.
Install pump on a machine

C. View various types of control
valves. Identify by name.
Install a control valve on a
machine.

D. View sample relief valves.
Identify_by proper name.

9

2 I 3

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

'Mange an oil filter

Identify types oT pumps on:hand
out sheet, retyrd type undSr
each.
Describe purpose of the
hydraulic pump.
Install a pump on a machine.

7,1

Identify types Of controlValves
on the tractor-loader unit'
assigned.:DeScribe'the
operational funCtion.
Install a cpntrol:v.i.tv'tt

machine.
a

Identify types of relief valves"
Record correct name on handout'
sheet.
raw a schematic of a t.ypical
ydraulic system.A.;ocate in
roper-position--

. Main relief valve
Circuitrelief valve:

I

-,r



Nodule . AG HYDRAULIC.SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-17asommew...1

=10....
CONTENT

Unit 2 (cont) Identifying
Component and Functions

1

Objective 2 (cont) Identify
each -ajor hydraulic component, t
and describe its functional
operation.

tt

H. Relief Valves
. Purpose of
. Types

cartridge
ball and spring

1

. poppet
pilot
circuit relief
main relief

Variables
adjustable
nonadjustable

I. Cylinders
Purpose of
Classifications

single acting
double acting
double rod cylinder
telescoping
rotary

Piston seals
. purpose of

types Of
. automotive type
multiple vee
lip or cup

. O'Ring w/ backup washer
OT-Ring wrplastic shoe

Pod packing
purpose

. types of
multiple vee
adjustable wrap around
O'Ring

Operation principles

1

2 1

10



OEDUCATION
Module AG:HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS0 INIII 01.0301-17

'TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. View sample cylinders, identify
by proper name.

B. Remove and install a cylinder o
a machine..

A. View sample packings, seals
and identify.

B. Remove and install seals,
Ming, packing

Identify 'various types of
cylinders in the shop. Describe
unit,located on and where
located on the machine.

Identify 'types of cylinders
on handout sheet recording
name under each illustration.

Identify type of seals used
shown on handout sheet.
Record correct type below
illustration.

Install seals, packing and
0,Rings



ModuleAcz_ExDBAILLT.Luazza

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

AGRICULTOAL
01.0301-17 411

a......Mwm....".../....

Unit 2 (cont) Identifying
Component and Functions

Objective 2 (cont) Identify
each major hydraulic component,
and describe its functional
operation.

J Accumulation
. Purpose
Types
Operational principles

bag tjpe gas loaded
diaplragmgas loaded
spring loaded
weight loaded
non-separated

K . Hydraulic Motors
. Purpose of
. Types of

vane . a.xial piston

radial piston ...1g,ear type

Operation of
Similarity to hydraulic pump

_

L.. Hose couplers
Purpose of
Types of

quick
breakaway

construction of

2 2 1

12



Am, EDUCATION
11110

Module AG HYDWLIC 5YST7717.

MORINO METHOD -**-rSTUDENT APPIZOMP10 IMTIVITY

01.0301-17

EVAIDATIac PROCEDURES

fiew samples ofiEarro,Weaators

41 Recharge and gas ac=umulator

OnAtandout sheet-Identify
types- ofriaccumUlators and
recr4 under .each.

View handout sheet showing var- B. Detpt. purpose of an
acc141Aiatorious types of accumulators

c. Reche a gas accuMulator
Tes, -cumulator'
Inst il on a machine

A. View samples of hydraulic motor On handOut sheet identify types
of hydraulic motors and record

B. View handout sheet showing type under each.
of and hydraulic motors.

2 2 2
13



Module AG HYDRAULIC SfSTEZTE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3 - Pretesting Trouble-
shooting Procedure

Objective 3 - Explain pretesting
procedure and identify pertinent
information necessary for
troubleshooting.

Ob jectiv4 Recognize
characteristics of operation whic
are causing malfunctions.

Objective 5 - Select proper
test equipment to pinpoint
malfunctions

'Naps.

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-17

CONTENT

'tevieios-zhematicof system concernet:
, Er4pn and identify each component and its py.oper
OrPezottion characteristics

tomer complaints

t, --,Tve operation duplicating malfunction

-z4o.cacteristics

iF.

lufla inspection of all components

443raent
. Pwt7A.cse of

.q0e=ation of equipment available

. 0q±ier-equipment not available in shop can be used if
#4ad when obtained

G. pertinent specifications required for trouble-
shooting from manufacturers shop manual

Geillons per minute output
Relief valve pressures - working .pressures

H. anietyporecautiols

I. Tarminologies

14

2 2 3



()EDUCATION
AG HYDRAULIC ZYSTEMSModule 01.03G11-17

TEACHINO METHOD STUDSNT APPLICATION AMY/TT EVALUr71130 PROCEDURES

Lecture and Demonstrating
A Correct Procedure

revlew schematic
customers description of
explanation of malfunc-
tion
review manufacturers
specifications
observe operation of
system indicating undesi
able characteristics
systematic troubleshoot-
ing procedure
- start at the system

reservoir, to pump,to
relief valve, etc.
(use process of
elimination by isola-
tion of each individ-
ual component) from
other portion of
circuit.

explain operation of test
equipment

. flow rater-pressure
gauge, etc.

safety procedure
Demonstrate

Operatio n-and-hookup -o f

f Low rater
C. Opuration of Pressure

Gauge
D . Systematic procedure

A.-Study schematic diagram on
system concerned

B. List customer description of mal
function on shop work order

C. From shop manual obtain
pertinent Information on
specifications record.

-

D. List undesirable characteristic
from observance of operation
record on shop work order

E. perform actual systematic
procedure

F. Add terminologies to list

Overhead Tranparencies Or
slides showing
E . Varibus additional

hydraulic.test equipment

15

224

Written cr-Utal
A. Explarhe schematic

diegrvTayTidentIfying
- compowevand amplain

operatimmel functions .of
each inajp-- component.

B. Assiint to student
specifications

. List customer description
anA your observmnce of
chtrraoteristIcs ofmal-
function
Recite definition of
terminologies



AG HYDRAIZA-.Z.:SYSTENSModule

AGRICULTURAL
01.o3o1-17-

.OBJECTIVREVEYVNIt: MOUNT

Unit 3 Testing Procedur--,?_' 1:itt. Systematic Prcidure '-start:a.Pump Snction

Ob'ect.tv4a 5 - Perform a sy
troubleshootinE procedure.

Objective 7 - Efficiently_=se !

available hydraulic test.equip-
ment.

Objective 8 - Efficiently check
the pump suction strainer and
identify cause of malfunction.

Suction

Line

Strciineo

PUMP

Bruither
bar

St==zreer)

A. Check pump suc:t;.1)n atliner at "A"
Clogged screen
Reinstallation - check all joints for air leaks
Oil level - (at least 2!' above screen Minimum)

Pressure, Gaup
(Flow Metd-r)

Relief 'Valve,

I

Rehe Valve.
Rkfupft

Re3urt L ine

16
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0EDUCATIOX
module, AG F:TDRAULI: Trn 01.0301-17

TEACHIINS77. :M110 STUDENT APPLICATM ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture -.End Demon- Perform troubledhouting procedu e Explain systematic

Corrs-at procedr-= (USE_ in systematic Iwa: suction procedure and why this

atte=hed diagram of syzirE.M-.7-L List of manufrs specifica ions is best way.

compare with tes=results
t. Determine causeZ-1 contaminatio

.-_.11111.1..1g clogged it.ainer.

1C74

01,

Va I V.

Cylinder



Matt lie ,LAG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

AG;RICULTURAL
01..0301-17

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

U111717-7-Tesoting Procedure

Objective 9 - Efficiently isolate
and perform tests on pump and
main relief valve and identify
causes of a malfunction

CONMENT

A. Install flowiter7or pressure gauge at "C" between. pump
and main:relif welve if Cleaning strainer did mot over-
come problems.

B. Isolate)Fump andmain reliefwalve from 'complete circuit
by installtmg,n_plugat IS"
Note: ell oil:from:pump must: go thru relief valve

meld return to reservoir

C . 9bservellow and/or pressure on test ganges
. If gaugesment specifications, pump and relief: valve:UK

If gauges(da NOT meet specs, problem Is in one of
componentain relief ar-pump

. If #2 above:EUrther tests required
Discaanect)17H" and attema:hose. Rontose to reservoir
fillsropemIng
Observe flimwar. CheCk Gal from pump. Also adjust:relief
valvelromatw setting =It:maximum:specified setting
Iffiow is Jibil hose or-UPM is up:to specifications
under7reliervalve pressure.. Pump.0K. f Trot a

flosgror GPMHspecs. Pump ds naIunctioning- Replace. pumplift
. If=mlief,pressure per=specificetions,can be 'reached - imp
ReUefvelveOK. If pressure can7.,matbeobtained, repair
or-!Teptace relief valve..

E. If pump ,and 'relief valve OK-. groblem is further down ;Avant.

in the cArcuit.

2 217



EDUOATION
Module AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

TEACHING METHOD11

Demonstrate
Opeiation and hookup of flow
rater installing in line

Systematic procedure

.,

STUMM APPLIDNITION ACTIVITt

A. Perform pump and main relieE
valve test

B.. Add to terrmEmmlagy list

C. Determine cause of faiLnre

19

OC*9.301-17

EVALUATIONPROCEDURES

Assign unit-to .student
. List specifications for
manual
Terform tegt procedure
locatemalfunction component
Use test equipment
Re.pair component per mfgr.
shop flat rate time

-



Module AG HYDRAULISYSTENS
Mor

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-17

OBJECTIVES D!S UNIT CONTENT
=1MMMEN07/...,

Unit 4 - Testing Procedure

Objective 10 - Isolate and
perform leakage tests on
hydraulic cylinders and identif3
.causes of malfunction

F . Cylinder leakage test-Piston packing or piston seals.
Disconnect line at "J" apply specifications relief
valve pressure on piston end of cylinder. If oil is
forced out or leaks out of disconnected line at "J",
oil is bypassing the piston from the piston end of
the cylinder.
Reverse Procedure

Reconnect line at "J" and disconnect line at "1". Appl
specified relief pressure on rod end of cylinder. If
oil leaks out or is forced out at "I", oil is by-
passing piston from the rod end of the cylinder. Repai
or replace piston seals. Recommend line at "I".

,

Oblective 11 -Efficiently .

isolate and perform Aeakage test

1

on hydraulic control-valve and t
identify causes of malfunctions.

FolloW same procedure on other cylinders in the system.

H.Apply relief valve pressure on a rod end of a specific
cylinder by actuating a control valve, Disconnect line
beyond the control valve at "g". If oil leaks or pressu e
reduces out of rod end of cylinder, the control spool
for that circuit is damaged or worn or a seal on the
_valve spool is leaking.
REVERSE PROCEDURE FOR piston end of control valve

20
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*EDUCATION
Module : AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Demonstrate and discuss
Procedure for cylinder
leakage test

. Terminologies

DemonstrAte and Discuss
. Leakage test on control
valve

.-Terminologies-

A. Test a cylinder for leakage
past piston

B. Hook up correct test equipment

C. Add to terminology list

D. Determine cause of failure

Perform leakage test on each contr
valve in the system.

-flook-up-correct-test- equipment

Check control valve spool diameter
per mfgr's specification w/ micro-
meter

Add to terminology list

Determine cause of failure

01 0301-17

A. Perform test and analyze
results.

B. Repair cylinder per mfgr's.
specifications and procedure.

C. Terminologies

I Perform test and analyze results

Perform repair on control valve
per_mfgrLs_recommended
procedure and specifications

Terminologies

21
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Module. AG HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-17

comin

Unit 5 - Repairing Components NOTE: Specific information concerning disassemble_and
reassemble procedure, and specifications
should be obtained from the Manufacturers Shop
Manual

Generalization of Service Procedure

A . Installing and removal seals pritidédUre

B . Installing and removal 0,Rings procedure

C . Checking removing and reinstalling relief valve seats

22
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41,EDUCATIO N

Mbdule AG EYDRAULIC.SYSTENS

TEACHING WSW

01.0301-17

=DENT AFTIZCATION ACTINITY EVALUATTON PROCEDURES

Individual Instruction A. ObtatEn repairing proced
framonfgrs. manual

General discussion by componerts
concerning disassembly and res.ssemblya. Disassemble and
generalization companents

Safety Precautions

reassem

M. Inspect components

Ti. Measure components

L. Add to terminology list

es k.Assign components for
repair

Obtain mfgrs.procedures.
Outline procedure

.,4st malfunction
characteristics

B. Test oral or written on
hydraulic terminologies

C. Test oral or written on
hydraulic safety pre-
cautions

232



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AG HYDRKULIC SYSTEMS

RESOURCE MATERIALS

'Code - 01.0301-17

Books:
Mobile Hydraulics Manual. M. 2990.S Sperry Rand Corporation. Troy,

Michigan. 48084
Tractors and Crawlers. Eshelman. American Technical Society. Chicago.

Fundamentals of Service - hydraulics. by John Deere Co. Moline, Ill.

Operation and Care of Hydraulic Machinery, Texaco, Inc. 135 East-42nd St.,

New York, N. Y. 10017
Mobile Hydraulic Testing. R. E. Glenn. J. E. Blinn. American Technical

Society.
Massey Ferguson Inc. capsule #6 - Hydraulic Theory and Application Form

#ST-1002 4/68 B & L

Audiovisuals:
Fundamentals of Servize - Hydraulics Visuals. John Deere Co.,Moline, Ill.

Master Set of Slides on Hydraulics. International Harvester Co. Implement

Dept. 180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill,

233
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Title - TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION:

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

s4:

Code - 01.0301718

This module will enable the student to understand the operation,
service, adjustment and repair of common tillage equipment. Students
will perform skills in the shop and in the field using operating and
service manuals and suitable shop tools or equUm^nt.

He will learn to correctly hitch the equipment to the tractor and
to properly adjust the hitch. Included will be practice on various types
of moldboard and disc plows, harrows, field cultivators, rollers and other
specialized tillage equipment.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT
Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Types of Tillage Equipment 1 1

2. Parts Identification . 1 2

3. Types of Hitches and Hitching 1 2

4. Use of Operators and Service Manuals 1 1

5. Adjusting Tillage Equipment 1 12

6. Trouble-Shooting and Storage 1 .6

6 24

Revised June 1975

1
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title -. TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

Objectives to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301718

1. Identify the types of tillage equipment that he will come in contact
with in the field or a dealers' inventory, to the satisfaction of tile
instructor.

2. Correctly identify the important parts of tillage equipment and the
function of each part to the satisfaction of the instructor.

3. Properly adjut the hitch and hitch the piece of equipment properly
so that it will operate according to the manufacturers' specificatioor'

4. Develop an ability to read and use the operators' and service manua10
provided with the equipment when operating, servicing and/or adjustil0
the equipment in the shop or the field.

5. Under shop and field conditions, make,the,necessary adjustments to to,

equipment which will make it perform properly-according to the
manufacturers' specifications and the satisfaction of the instructor,

6. Trouble-shoot a malfunctioning machine in the shop or the field, di4A0
and correct the troubl!e.

7. Perform the jobs necessary to store the equipment for the off-seaso4
with materials and equipment provided in the shop.

2 3 :;

3



01.0301-18

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 1 - Types of Tillage
Equipment
Objective I
Identify the t-rpes of tillage
equipment that he will come in
contact with in the field or a
dealers' inventory, to the
siitisfaction of the instructor.

f

4

AGRICULTURAL

CONTENT

A. Primary tillage equipment
Moldboard plows

trailing
semi-mounted
integral-mounted

Disc plows
trailing

. integral-mounted
Rotary

pull auxiliary engine
. pull PTO driven
. self-prGpelled
Chisel and svbsurface

B. Secondany tillage equipment
Harrows

disc
spike-tooth

. spring-tooth
, Land rollers and pulverizers

Field cultivators
Rotary hoes

4



EDUCATION
01.0301-18

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class discussion - review
text Farm Machinery and
Equipment; also manual
"Plows and Plowing," Ohio
State University.

B. Prepare a field trip to
local farms and/or dealer-
ship to become familiar
with the various types of
plows.

C. Set-up a schedule of pickup
of students' home farm
equipment for use in the
shop or lab.

A. 'Class discussion - review
text Farm Machinery and
Equipment; also manual
"Plows and Plowing, " Ohio
State University.

B. Prepare a field trip to
local farms and/or dealer-
ship to became familiar
with the various types of
plows.

C. Set-up a schedule of pickup
of students' home farm
equipment for use in the
shop orlab.

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

Review information in text A.

provided by instructor -
Farm Machinery and
Equipment.
Identify various equipment
found on local farms or
dealerships' lot.
Provide-a piece of
equipment for use in the
school shop or lab.

Review information in text A.

provided by instructor -
Farm Machinery and
Equipment.
Identify various equipment
found on local farms or
dealerships' lot.
Provide a piece of
equipment for use in the
school shop or lab.

237

Students identify
the various types
of tillage equip-
ment in a dealer-
ship lot either
orally or on a
sheet of paper.

Students identify
the various types
of tillage equip-
ment in a dealer-
ship lot either
orally or on a
sheet of paper.



Iitle - TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 2 - Parts Identification
Objective 2
Correctly identify the important
parts of tillage equipment and
the function of each part to the
satisfaCtion of the instructor.

I.

A. Primary tillage equipment

Example: Moldboard plow

Part Function

Beam The.frame that holds the plow
bottoms in the Correct poSition.

Frog That part of the plow to which
all other bottom parts are
bolted.

That part of the plow bottom tha
cuts the underside of the furrow
slice away from the land.

/ Share

Moldboard Turns the furrow slice on edge

landslide The long Bat:metal piece WIsich
absorbs the side foreges treated-
when the furrow is:tormd and.
levels the plow bottom-into a
free floating position

Etc.

2:38
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E.DUCATIO N
01.0301-18

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTAVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Use overhead projector and
transparencies, parts
manuals, etc. to show the
various parts of equipment
to students.

B. Using disassembled machine
give proper'identification
of parts to students.

C. Have students identify parts
of their assigned machines.

A.

B.

Identify parts of machines
assigned following review
of information provided by
instructor.
Learn the function of each
part of the equipment
being studied.

239
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A.

B.

Use ditto sheets
with pictures or
diagrams of
machine parts for
students-to fill-in
name of parts of
machines.
Ask the student to
describe the
function of the
parts orallY
(picked at randor*



Code -

Iitle -

01.0301-18

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

- OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

jinit 3 - Types of Hitches and
Hitching.
Objective 3
Properly adjust the hitch and hitcY
the piece of equipment properly
so'that it will operate according
to the manuLacturers' specifi--
cations.

A. Moldboard plow hitches
Trailing plow

vertical line of draft
horizontal line of draft
center of load
side draft

SPmi-mounted Plows
. Integral-mounted plows

Disc plows
Tandem and multiple unit hitches

. Spring release hitches

2 4. 0
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AIODUCATION
IIP

Module TTLLAGF FimpmnIT 01.0301.18

TEACHING METHOD STUDEMAPPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Review text Machines
for_Power. FarmingPages
154 to 167 also Plows and
Plowing, Manual page
32 to 36 and 59 to 102.

B. Prepare ditto sheets for
use by students from
illustrations given in
Plows and Plowing Manual.

C. Demonstrate the determina-
tion of tb'draft points
on the equipment brought,
into the shop for this
'module.

Demonstrate using the
operators manual provided
the proper method of hitch
ing the various types of
equipment.

A. Using-information provided, by"
the instructor and found in the
references determine the draft
lines:and correct maladjust-
Ments.

B. Use owner/operator manual and
attacirfor hitch implements as
per instructions.

2 4

9

A.

B.

Have students locate the
various lines of draft
involved on their assigned
piece of equipment in:an oral
report.

Student should attach:their
assigned item of equipment
to a tractor safely:and accorcL
ing to the manufacturers'
specifications.



Module TILLAGE DUIPMENT

A GR ic TUR A TA

01.02111-18

OBJECITVE6 BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4 -
Use of operators' and ser-
vice manuals.

Objective 4

Develop an ability to read
and use the operators and

service manuals provided wit

the equipment when operating
servicing anWor adjusting
the equipment in the shop
or the field.

A. Operators' manual information

Machine specifications
Lubrication
Operation
Adjustments
Trouble-shooting

. Attachments
Setting up instructions

B. Dealers Service Manual

. Disassembly
Inspection
Repair
Reassembly procedure

24.2 0,
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110 EDUCATION

MCdule TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

TEACHING METHOD

A. Demonstrate the use
of the operators'-
and service manuals
in making adjustments
and repairs on the
equipment in shop.

B. Have a lubrication
specialist from a
major line oil compan
speak on and demon-
strate use of zits
and greases for farm
equipment.

A.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

Usa the operators' manual for
assigned machine and lubricate,
adjust and/or repair the ma-

chine.

Select and use the recommended
lubricants and lubricating
equipment for lubrication of
machine assigned.

243
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01.01a1-1W.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Check students'' ability to
use the-operators' manual --
to locate specific informa-
tion on an adjustment and
then make the adjustment
according to recommendations
given.



:ale - TILLAGE EQUIPEENT

Unit 5 - Adjusting Tillage
Equipment
Objective 5
Under shop,and field conditions,
make the necessary adjustments
-to the equipment which will make
it perform properly according to
the.manufacturers' specifications
and the satisfaction of the
instructor.

AGRIC.ULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

A.

B.

C.

Plows
Depth control adjustments

trailer plows
semi-mounted

. Integril=ibaitid------
. Width of cut-adjustment

Leveling - acijustment

. Hitch
Coulters and other trash covering devices
Gauge wheels

Disc - adjustments for:
. Single action.

Double action
Off-set

Harrows

2 it 4

12



EDUCATIO
.

N
.

Module TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

FOTIONIMPRIMR

01.0301-18

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Refer to manual -
Plows andjlowine,
Ohio State University,
Pages 103-124.

--

B. Make ditto sheets and
overhead transparencies
of the forms on pages
116 and also page 120
for use in this exer-
cise.

C. Demonstrate the method
of adjustment recommend
ed in the Owner's
Manual using machint:s
in the shop.

A. Follow information provided
by-instructor-and that- found-
in the operators' manual to
make adjustments to the speci-
fications set .by the manu-
facturer.

B. Use the ditto sheets provided
as a guide to perform the
adjustments needed on the
machine_assigned.

245
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A. Check adjustments made by
----student-to determine-his- ---

ability to follow printed '

instructions as recommended
by the manufacturer.

Check operation of machine
following adjustment as to its
proper function in accordance
with specifications.

B.



C'tie 01.0301-18

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit 6 - Trouble-Shooting and

Storage.
Objective 6
-Trouble-shoot-a malfunctioning__
machine in the shop or the field,

diagnose and correct. the trouble-

A. Diagnosing guide
Know the system
.

understand how the machine is designed

to work.
Ask the oWneWoperaiOr-
.

discuss malfunctions with the person

using the machine
Inspect the machine

.
look the machine over to locate the

possible cause of trouble
Operate the machine
.--run the machine in the shop or field to

check for thediffiCulty
List the possible causes
. make a list of the causes-from the chart

in the Owner's Manual
Reach a conclusion .

. decide on the probable cause

,Test your conclusion
. make the-adjUatMant-and-then check-out --

operation

14



410FDUCATI 0 N

Module TILLAGE EgUIPMENT
%moo.

01.0301-18

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUAT/ON PROCEDURES

A. Discuss the use of
the diagnosing guide
for trouble-shooting
of any equipment pro-
blem or maLrfunction.

B. Prepare ditto sheet
outlines of the diag-
nosing guide for stu-
dents use.

C. Demonstrate the actual
trouble-shooting pro-
cedure using the guide
on a machine in the
shop.

D. Point out the section
of the Owner/Opera-
tors' Manual on the
trouble-shooting or
fjeld problem recom-
mendations.

Make use of the diagnosing
guide discussed and provided
by the instructor to trouble-
shoot a problem with the assign
ed machine.

B. Locate the problem in another
machine other than the one
assigned and correct the mal-
function.

A, Check the students' ability
to follow the trouble-shoot-
ing procedure and correct
the mal-function found in
his assigned machine.

B. Have the student check out
a problem found in another
machine and correct it to
the manufacturers' specifi-
cations.

247
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Module TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

',VGRICULTUWA L

ojolyn-18

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 7

Perform the jobs necessary to
store the equipment for the off-
season with materials and equip-

ment provided in the shop to his

and the instructors satisfaction

A. Preparation for storage

Clean the machine or equipment.

Inspect the equipment for broken or worn payts.

Order replacement parts.

. Lubricate the machine
check gear cases, etc.
pressure lubricate all fittings

Examine exposed metal surfaces
. place guards over any sharp edges.

Block up machine
remove weight from tires and wheels.

Paint bare or exposed surfaces or coat with a pro-

tective material.

248
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EDUCATION
:410400ftle TILLAGE EQUIPMENT 01.0301-18

TEACHING MEM ..,.

A. Discuss the storage A.
procedures for the
various equipment
assigned to students.

B. Demonstrate the proper
protection of/or for
both inside and outside
storage.

STUDENT APPLICATXON ACTIVITY

Prepare the assigned machine
for storage following the pro-
cedure outlined by the instruc-
tor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Check the machine prepared
by the student for storage
and mark progress chart for
completion.

2 4 9
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TILLAGE EQUIPMENT
Code - 01.0301-18

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books - 1. Teacher references
a) Principles of Farm Machinery, Bainer, Kepner, Barger -

J. Wiley & Sons
b) Farm Machinerx_and Equipment, Smith, McGraw-Hill Co.

c) Engineering Bulletin FT-53A, American Oil Company

d) Mechanics in Agriculture, Lloyd J. Phipps, the Interstate.

2. Student references
a) Machines for Power Farming, Stove-and Gulvin, J. Wiley & Sons

b) Farm Shop Skills, Sampson, Mowery, Kugler, American Tech, Soc.

c) The Operation, Care and Repair of'Farm Machinery, John Deere Co.

Bulletins -
1. Teacher references

a) E1176 Tillage: Basic Principles and Techniques, Wilson &

4inkelbleck, Cornell University.
b) Agdex 741 Plows and Plowing, Staff, Ohio State University

2. Student references
i) Machine Owner/Operator Manuals, Manufacturers'.

b) 4-H Tractor Program Manual 1-4.

Periodicals -
I. Teacher references

a) Farm Power and Equipment, National Farm Power & Equipment

Dealers Association
b) Implement and Tractor, Technical Publications Inc.

2. Student references
a) American Agriculturalist, Ithaca, New York

b) Hoard's Dairymen,

Audiovisuals -

Various - Obtainable from manufacturers service departments and/or

local equipment dealers.

xample: Hitching and Adjusting.Tractor-Drawn Moldboard Plows, -

John Deere Cbmpany - FrIN-Lrbravy7-2212No-rBroadway
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

250
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

OESCRIPTION:

Code -01.0301-19

This module is designed to provide the student with the understandings

skill and ability to select, operate, adjust and maintain eqd.pment which

is used to plant seed, apply chemicals, and distribute fertilizers. Servicing

and repairing of manure spreaders is also included.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Crop Planting Equipment 2 8

2. Spraying and Dusting Equipment 2 6

3. Fertilizing Equipmcnt -2-
7 23

Revised-January, 1.97.5__.

251
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT Code 01.0301-19

Objectives to be obtained:

The student willbe able to:

1. Identify the types'and discuss the functions of the_parts of crop

planters in the field or a dealer's inventory.

2. Properly adjust the planters in the shop or field so that they will

operate according to manufacturer's specifications.

3. Use the owner/operator's manual and select the proper plates and/or

planting rate adjustments for a particular crop seed to be planted.

4. Recondition planting equipment in the shop following a recommended

procedure that will make for a more efficient and longer lasting machine.

5. Recognize and identify the various spraying and dusting equipment found

in the field or a dealer's inventory.

6. Check over a sprayer and perform a calibration to determine its

efficiency or application rate.

7. Recommend type of manure spreader and explain the proper servicing

procedures suggested in the owner/operator's manual for the machine.

8. Use the 'tools and'equipment available in the shop to locate and correct

the problem in a mal-functioning spreader to the satisfaction of the instructor.

9. Perform the suggested steps of a reconditioning procedure on a used manure

spreader in the shop that meets standards set by industry.

10. Demonstrate an underrtanding of the purpose and the operation of

fertilizer distributing equipment used on farms of today.
..

117-Complete the vatiouS mainrettanzes-required-orr-a-fertl-tizer-distributor----
which must be performed daily and/or seasonally to the instructor's

satisfaction.

12. Demonstrate.a knowledge of the types, uses and services required for other

fertilizing equipment available to agriculture.

3



Module
PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT......,,,,./.../'./i

...........
OBJECTIVES mc UNIT

...110.....

.

Unit 1 - Crop Planting

Objective 1
Idetraf 't! the types and discuss

Lh4 Xuuctions of the parts
,crop planters that he will .

ne in contact with in the

field or a dealer's inventory

amnia

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-19

Objective 2
Properly adjust the planters i

the shop or field so that theyj

will operate according to

manufacturers specification.

A. Row crop planters

. TYPes
. regular drill planters
check row planters
. trailer tye-
. mounted type

hill drop
trailer type
mounted type

Major corn planter parts
. hopper 9

duplex hoppers are used for most all seed

tip over type boxes
seed plate
filler plate

Seed Plates
edge drop
flat drop
hill drop

. turrow openers

. birrow covers
dress wheel type
disc cover type

driving devices
wheels and axles

markers
hitches
power Lifts

......



ODUCATION
module PLANTING SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMZ1T

TEACH/NG MUDD STUDENT APPLICAT/0$ ACTIVITY

A. Review reference Farm A'

-Power and Machinery
aaasTal - Donnell Hunt,
Iowa State University B.

B. Discuss information fou
in the reference,Farm
Machinery and E4uipment
H.P. Smith, with students C.

C. Demonstrate how to:
Clean and check operatio
of planter parts
Change,press wheel
pressure
Select proper seed plate
Adjust for desired
planting depth
Change row spacing
Adjust chain tension
Clean and service
fertilizer attachment
Adjust furrow openers

D. Show film strip,
Successful Calibration of
Corn Planters Extension
Office, University of
Illinois

? Demonstrate the
calibration of the corn
planter.

D.

Study information in
references assigned

Set the planter brought in fo
study and service up on blocks
check to see that it is level
and later hitch it to a tract

Check and/or make the followi
adjustments

Raw spacing
Sproc!...et and chain align-

ment also chain tension
Furrow openers

Operate the planter by hand
while blocked up to check
for any misalignments and/or
improper adjustment

E Insert the, planter plates and
calibrate the planter

01.0301-19

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Use ditto sheets of
parts-to-corn-planters
and have students write
in ,the names of the parts
illustrated

B. Have students demonstrate
the alignment of chains
and sprockets on a corn
planter

C. Have students select the
seed plate number from
the owner's manual for
a specific variety of
corn to be planted.

254



Module PLANTING SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES HY UNIT..rama. corer=

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-19

Objective 3
Use the owner/operator's manu
and select the proper plates
-and/or-planting-rate.adjust-
ments for a particular crop
seed to he planted

Objective 4
Recondition planting equipment
in the shop following a
recommended procedure that will
make for a more efficient and
longer lasting machine

Fertilizer attachments
. types
principle of operation

Operating a planter
select correct plates
make desired depth adjustment
check the marker operation

. check driving devices for freedom of operation
Lubricate all movable parts

B. Broadcast
Types of grain drills

plain

. trailtr mounted
fertilizer drill

. trailer mounted
Drill sizes
Size of drills may be expressed in:

width in feet
number of furrow openers
spacing between runs

Major-drill parts
feeding devices
flirrow openers
drag bars
seed covers

frames
wheels
axles
hoppers

. Fertilizer devices for grain drills

. Grass seed attachments

Operating, adjusting and servicing the grain drill
adjusting for rate of seeding
calibrating a drill
setting the fertilizer feed
setting the grass seed attachment
adjusting the hitch
lubricating the drill bearings



CATIO N
PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

TEACRING mlram

F. Discuss the causes of:
. Inaccurate drop
. Scattering of seed in
the row
Furrow openers not
penetrating ground
Feed or fertilizer not
covered

. Soil not compacted
around seed
Planter missing sets o
hills _

Plates cracking the seed

Refer to reference
indicated above and
discuss with students
information about grain
drills

3 Review and discuss
information found in the
operator's manual with
the grain drill being
covered.

C . Demonstrate how to:
. Systematically check

for worn or damaged
parts

. Regulate drill to get
desired seeding rate
with different kinds
of seed

D . Refer again to the film
strip on calibration
indicated above

-----Showordemonstrate
Hitch adjustment

. Adjustment of .furrow
opener scraper

Checking the seed tub
furrow Openers and covering

Cleaning or protectin
efertilizer attachment

. Adjusting for proper

seeding depth
.-Proper lubrication

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

01.0301-19

F. Follow the steps outlined in
class on a used planter in need
of reconditioning if assigned.

Identified by make, model etc.
using the owner's manual.
Cleaned thoroughly
Checked for needed replacement
parts
Install new parts
Lubricated properly
Calibrated before using

A.. Study reference assignment
given by instructor

B. Obtain a grain drill for shop
work if possible or available
from home farm

Use owner/operator's manual
and follow same procedure
outlined for work on the
corn planter assigned

D. Reconditioning procedure
should be followed if a drill
needing such service is
brought in for this assignment

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Observe the students
progress during the
reconditioning-of-a-used._
corn planter if so assigned

E. Have student explain his
correction for some
particular malfunction
identified by the instructor

s,

evices

V. Discuss the various
causes of inefficient
or improper operation
as indicated for corn
planters.

7
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module PLANTING, MATING AND FERTITAZING.EQU IN

OBJECTIVRE3 ft UNIT

AGR.ICULTURAL
01.0301-19.

"flat 2-Spi.aying and Dusting
Equipment

Objective 5;
Recognize aid identify the
various spraying and dusting
equipment found in the field
-or dealer's inventory

A. Sprayers and dusters
. Types

liquid or hydraulic sprayers
-tas-and-Iiquid-.(usually-water)--

row type
tree sprayers

air (duiters)
engine operated
traction
airplane dusters

Objective 6
Check aver a sprayer and per-
form a calibration to
determine its efficiency or
application rate prior to
putting it into the field

Pumps
reciprocating
rotary
roller impeller
pneumatic

Nozzles
liquid

fan type
hollow cone
solid cone

air
mist
dust

Booms
.. orchard

vineyard
open field
row crop

,Strainers

Regdlators

Tanks

Fans

. side vane rotary
centrifrigal
diaphragm

257



kDul.

UOATIO N
PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENTe------------

TEACHING M3THOD

01.0301-19

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A . Refer to references
already referred to:

chapter 26, Machines for
Lower FartniniTBligs 5n=
383 also chapter 14, Farm
Machinery aDA.gaulpgmat
pages 237 to 267

B . Explain the operation
of a reciprocating spray
pump, external gear rotary
pump

C ; Discuss the purposes of
sprayer mozzles, booms,
strainers.

D. Demonstrate such specif
things on a sprayer or dus
as:

410
Major parts of the
rump
Operating principles
of the sprayers
Location .of strainers
Operating principles
of the sprayers
Hydraulic
Motor driven
Ilow to calibrate a
sprayer

A Review the references assigned
for study of spraying and dusting

equipment

B . Secure a sprayer or duster for
shop assignment on this type of
equipment if available from
home farm

C. If a new sprayer is purchased
for the home farm bring it to the
school shop for:

Assembly following the manual
provided for this purpose
Make necessary adjustments
Lubricate thoroughly

-

D. Used sprayer or duster may be
brought in to the school shop from
the honie farm and the following
performed:

Clean thoroughly
Check for parts that need
repairing, replacing and order
these parts
Recondition or replace parts
obtained
Clean sprayer lines, etc.
check agitator assembly
Calibrate reconditioned
sprayer

A Have students identify
illustrations of parts to
sprayers or dusters
by writing in the name on
the ditto sheet

B. Observe progress of
student during the assembly
of a new sprayer if given
this particular shop assignment

C . Check students ability
to properly calibrate a sprayer
in the shop or yard adjacent
to the shop

258



Module
PLANTING, SPRAYING AND khhTILIZING EQUIPMENT

Fertilizing
Eteliment

------Objective_7__ _

Recommend a type of manure
tpreader and explain the
proper servicing procedures
suggested in the owner/operat 's

lr

Manual for the machine

Objective 8
Use the tools and equipment
available in the shop,1ocate
and correctthe problem in a

--- malfunction of aspreader to thei

satisfaction of the instructor

A. Manure spreaders
Types
ground driver
P.T.O.

. Sizes
box capacity

. other
. Nomenclature

frame
. type of construction

box
. type of construction
. capacity (how figured)

. conveyor mechanism
. types
. how they work

. beaters and beater drives
. gears
. chain and sprockets

. widespread devices
types

. purpose
, Spreader variations

. tanks
top opening
side opening

AGRICULTURAL
01.0301-19.....".111..,'.......=6..

10
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4,DUCATIO N
Module PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILiuNG EQUIPMENT

TEACHING METHOD

A- Refer to texts
previously-indicated and
review operators and
service manuals for
specific make, model, etc.
of the machlnes available

B. Prepare transparencies
from manufactures'parts
catalogs for explaining
parts identification and/cr

nomenclature

C. Discuss the advantages

and disadvantages of the

varibus,types of spreaders

D. Describe the methods and
importance of proper loadin
of a spreader for more
efficient operation

E. Stress the necessity of
safety skills, clutches,
etc. especially during the

operation of a spreader

F. Obtain a new unassembled
spreader (there are still
some makes that are not

pre-assembled at the l'actor

or spreaders for the class

to set up in the shop

G. Arrange a field trip

to a students home farm

where the various types of

spreaders may be operated,
loaded and checked over by

s

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

A. Review references assigned by

_the_instruttor and become acquain

-with informatfOn inClUded

B. Learn the names of the various

parts of the machine from the

hitch to the widespread

C. Check the manure spreaders
brought into the shop for all the

required safety shields dtc.

D. Assist with assembly of a new

manure spreader if this job is

assigned

E. Demonstrate ability to load a

spreader and set the levers for

the suggested rate of application

F. Perform the steps outlined

by the instructor for the

checking of a machine for more
efficient operation and continued

use

260
11

01.0301-19

EVAUIATION PROCE)URES

A. Give a student information
ed about a particular farm

and-have-him-recommend-a----
spedific manure spreader
explaining reasons for his

selection.

B. Have the student,role play

a dealer serviceman explaining

the servicing procedures
outlined in the owner's

manual

Assign a manure spreader to
a student, which has a
retention dog .spring removed
and have him locate and
correct this problem



4ode 01.0301-19

Title - PLANTING, SPRAYLNG AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

.Objective 9
Perform the suggested steps
of a reconditioning procedure
or.Ot used manure,spreader in the
shop that meets standards set
by-industry

Ohlective 10
*).omonstrate an underatanding
of: the purpose and the operation
of fertilizer distributing
eolipment used on farms of. today

Operating, adjusting, and servicing manure
spreaders

attaching, loading and spreading are
important operating functions
adjustments to be Made

. conveyor
.drives
feed control

lubrication
use owner's manual

maintenance
. chain tightness

tighten loose bolts and nuts
keep machine clean
keep safety shields in place

B. Granular distributors
Purpose

uniform distribution
other uses

Types
ground driven
mounted P.T. D.
airplane fan

Sizes and specifications
. width of hopper

capacity
weight

Agitators and/or rotors
Shutters

261
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DUCATION
liodule PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT 01,0301-19

TEACHING M3THOD

H. Demonstrate such things
as:

Checking for loose
bolts and nuts

Checking for defectiNe
links, kinks, and/or.bindir

Cleaning bale twine
and other such refuse from
the spreader'-'

Lubricating according
to the chart in the owner/
operator's manual

I:-OUtline a procedure for
the reconditioning of the
spread which Should be done
at least 'every two years

Thoroughly clean..the
spreader

Remove all chains and
repair and lubricate

Replace all broken
or work Sprockets

Straighten beater ber
and paddles .

Tighten all bolts, nu s
etc.

lubricate spreader
completely

Paint or coat box
inside and outside

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

G. Follow procedure outlined for
reconditioning if assigned
spreader has been brought in for
that purpose

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

-

A. Review the reference
material assigned students
and also those other
available to the instructor

P,JDP.s.O.r.1,1).e_AP4.1).0iPt out

the various parts to the
fertilizer distributors
brought in to the shop for
repair.

C. Explain the use of the
operator's manual for setti
the distributor for a
particular.fertilizer to ap

410 the material at a certain
rate at a given speed of
travel.

Stress certain safety factors
involved with various kinds of fertilizer chemicals, operation in

the field without riders, etc.

262

D. Check progress of.student
performing the reccinditioning
work on,a manure spreader
brought in for that purpose

A Study references assigned by
the instructor on fertilizer
distributors

BSecure_a_granular_fertilizer_
distributor for shop work from
the home farm if available

en C.

ly

If a new distributor is be
condidered and purchased f
the home farm, buy it unas
and bring it to the school
.for assembly

13

A. Ask the students to describe
the various purposei,of
fertilizing equipment used on
their home or neighboring
farms

ng

embled
shop



moduie PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTUR AL
01.0301-19

.......1.001.1111..
OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 11
Complete the various maintena ce
required on a fertilizer dist ibutor

which must be performed
daily and/or seasonally to th
instructors satisfaction

Objective 12
Demonstrate a knowledge of the
uses and services required for

other fertilizing equipment
available to agriculture

%woe

C.

CONTENT

Levers
Hoppers

construction
* materials

Frame and draw bar
Clutches, wheels and axles
Operating, adjusting and serviciw; vanular

distributors
attaching the distributor to a tractor or

other power source
setting the rate of distribution for specifi

fertilizer
cleaning after use has a bearing on the

future use of the distributor
lubrication

Gas and Liquid distributors
Type
s high,'low and non-pressure

Tanks
transporting
storage (field)
distribution

tractor mounted
. trailer

Metering devices
regulators
shut off

Applicators
types

foot
shank
knife

Calibration
charts in manual

speed
distance

Operating adjusting and servicing the gas-liquid

fertilizerAistributor
storage tanks mainieninCe
hitching, maintaining, on the tractor for fi

operation
regulation by metering devices
charts furnished in manual

cleaning and flushing after use is very

important

according to
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WiliCATION

-Module
PLANT ING . SPRAY ING AND FERT ILIZING EQU IPMENT

TEACHING H3THOD STUDENT 4PPLICATION ACTIVITY

E . Discuss the recommended
placement or location of
the granular fertilizer in
relation to the seed being
planted

F . Arrange a field trip to
alarm, possibly a students
home farm for the purpose
of operating this type of
equipment under field
conditions.

G . Demonstrate the recommen
method of setting or adjust
the machine for the kind of
fertilizer to be applied

H List the steps again tha

4IVre recommended for cleaning
and protecting equipment
for future use and operatin
efficiency

A. Review reference informa
with students as previously
indicated

B . List and stress the pre-
cautions to be taken with
the equipment and especiall
with the handling of the
chemicals involved with thi
type of equipment

C. It will be necessary to
contact a chemical company
-to-arrange-a-field_trip_to.
a storage facility or depot

to observe the handling of

these materials and the
explanation of operation of

the equipment .

D . Demonstration of the
calibration of this kind of
equipment should be handled

by individuals supplying
and distributing the materi

A used fertilizer distributor
from the home farm may be
brought in and the following
performed:

Clean, thoroughly
Check for parts that need

repairing, replacing and order

the parts
Recondition or replace.parts
Check chains, sprockets and

gears for necessary adjustments
Lubricate all fittings
Teuch up rusted or bare spots

ed with paint
ng

ion (Follow outline as previously
for granular distributors)

I.

E. Reference should be made to

the use of the manufacturer's manuals

the proper operation, adjustment and

'D

01.0301-19

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

F Assign a machine used
for fertilizing to a student
requiring daily or seasonal
maintenance and observe or
check his ability to do the job

properly.

t. Have_student explain the
,operationof.somevery new
and different type of equipment
observed during a field'trip,
to acquaint them with the
.equipment.

H . Ask students to point out
variations between the common
and the uncommon fertilizing
equipment

15

with equipment for

servicing of this equipment.
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

....... -+

Code - 01.030
Title - PLANTING, SPRAYING AND FERTILIZING EQUIPMENT

1;49

RESOURCE MATERIALS

BOOKS -

1. Teacher reference

.a):ParmPowerand Machinery Management
Donnell Hunt; Ames, Iowa 1964

b) Planters Complete Unit Overhaul (GSS71354) ,

International Harvester, Co., Chicago., IllinoitiT

2. Student reference
a) Fhrm Machinery and Equipment,. H.P. Smith

.McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,. N.Y.,.1964
b) Machines fnr Power Farming,'Sione and Guloin,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. New York, ,New York 1967

BULLETINS -

1. #C837 Calibrating and Maintaining Spray Equipment 1961 Department'of

Agriculture Education, Columbus, Ohio 43210

2. #AE 68 Narrow Row Equipment for. Corn and Soybeans 1967, Purdue University_

LaFayette, Indiawf 47907

PERIODICALS -

1. Teacher reference
a) Farm Power and Equipment, National Farm Power and Equipment Dealer's

Association, 2340 Hampton Ave, St. Louis, Mo. 63139

b) Implement and Tractor Technical' Publications, Intertec Publishing Corp.

1014 Wyndotte St, Kansas City, Mo. 64105

2. Student-references

a) Farm Journal, 230 W.-Washington SqUare, Philadelphia, Penn 19105
b) Successful Farming, Meredith Corp 1716 Locust St., DesMoines, Iowa 50303
c) American Agriculturist, Savings Bank Bldg., /theca, New York 14850
d) Hoard's Dairymen, DesMoines,Iowa 50303

AUDIOVISUALS -
\

1. Reconditioning a Grain Drill, 30 min. film B&W, Purdue University, Lanyette, Ind.
47907

.2. Successful Calibration of Corn Planters, filmstrip, Extension Service, Universit

of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

16
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

DESCRIVFION:

Code -
01.0301T20

This module will inaude maintenance, operation, repair, and adjustment

of common hay and forage equipment. Mowers, hay conditioners, rakes, balers,

forage harvesters, and forage wagons are .some, of the equipment to be covered.

It is deemed most wise to use the operator's and.manufacturer's service

Manuals as the"basic repair and adjustment ref:Irences.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Mowers 1 5

2. Conditioners 1 4

3. Rakes
2

4. Balers 11/2

5. Forage Harvesters
5

6. ForAge Blowers 1/2
1

/
7. Forage Wagons

2

6 24

Revised June, 1974
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Title

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

hAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT
Code - 01.0301-20

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. Identify, the machine by make, model and serial numbcr using the owner/

operators manual and record this information legibly.

2. Orally explain the function of machine parts or components during class

discussion.

. Properly hitch machine to power source demonstrating observance of correct

safety practices.

4. Select and use the recommended lubricants, Perform the necessary service

procedures for the machine.

Describe the various types of each machine used by farms in the area and

indicate advantages and/or disadvantages of the different machines.

6. Demonstrate ability to operate a machine and locate a malfunction

needing correction.

7. Solve problema of machine malfunction by following suggested procedUre

outline.

267
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C,Ide - 01.0301-20

- HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

A G.RICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

"Ainit 1 - Mowers
Objective #1
Identify.the'machine by make,

model and serial number using
the owner/operators manual and
record this information legibly.

Objective #2
Orally explain the function of

machine partS or components duilag

class discussion.

Objective #3
.Properly hitch machine to power
source_demonstrating observance of

correct safety practices.

Objectivel4
Select and use the'recommended
lubticants, perform the necessary
service procedures fur the machine.

Objective #5
j)esctibethe va,rious:.types of
each machine used by farms in
the area and indicate advantages
and/or disadvantages of the
different machines.

Objective #6
Demonstrate ability to operate a

Machin and locate a malfunction_

needing correction.,

Objective #7
Solve problems of machine mal-

------ iliingsuggcsted
procedure outline,'"

A.

B.

C.

D.

Types
Mower construction and operating principles

. Frame
Cutter bar assembly
Drives

. Slip clutch devices
Lift

Operation and daily maintenance
Hitching
Mowing
Lubricating
Safety

Adjustment and repair
Lead
Register
Section and guard
Heights of cut

2 6 8

4



EDUCATI.0 N
01.0301-20 - Code

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Review texts with students,
which are listed as
references for this module,
and use the discussion ques-
tions or topics at the end
of chapters.

. Preview film strips or
films as listed in reference
for this module.

C. Refer to actual machines,
brought in for students
study.and shop work indicat-

ing variations, etc.
(Make proper use of the Owner

Manual)
D. Demonstrate the proper

method of hitching a parti-
cular mower.

. E. Explain the correct method
of opening a field, proper
rate of speed of machine.

F. Demonstrate the lubrication
and checking for additional
lubrication. (excessive wear

G. Demonstrate how to check
cutter for alignment and

knife register.
H. Demonstrate the method of

replacing guerds and knife

sections.

A. Study student texts as
listed in references for
this module and also
owners manual provided for

the machine to be studied
and worked on in the shop.

B. Be abl_e_..,,to identify the.,

machine and the variOUS
parts or assemblies that
make up the machine.'

C. Hitch a mower and demon-
strate ability to recog.7._

nize safe procedure in
preparation.for operatiOn.

D. CorrectlY lubricate'a
mower and look for places
that need further or
corrective lubrication.

E. Refer to Owner Manual
provided with machine and
check the adjustments
according to the menu-
facturer's specifications.

F. Repair and/or replace
parts necessary to make
machine more useful and

lnnger

269

A. Identify machine
and parts.

B. Explain the opera-
tion of the machine
and the function of
the various assem-
blies.

C. Check for proper
hitching and
observance of safet)

D. Observe students
ability.in perform-
ing the jobs necess ry
to serv,ice the machine.



Cvde - 01.0301-20

7itle - HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 2 . Conditioners

(The same objectives will apply

( 1 - 7) for this unit)

CONTENT

AGRIC.ULTURAL

A. Types
B. Construction and operating principles

. -17hAssis

. Rolls

. Lift,

Drive
Slip Clutch devices

C. Operation and daily maintenance
Hitching or driving

Transporting
. Field operation
Lubrication
Safety

D. Adjustment and repair

Header
Drive belts or chains

Reel
Rolls
Pick up or sickle bar

270
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EDUCATION 01.0301-20

HAY AND,FORAGE EQUIPMENT

- Code .

- Title

TEACHING METHODS- STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A, Follow similar procedure
.as outlined in A through
F for mowers.

B. Further., procedure with all
machines in this module
could be as follows:

Operate the maCaines in
the field noting any
malfunctions in operation.
Inspect the machine noting
.worn and broken parts and
parts that are out of line
or adjustment.
FollOw the operator's
and manufacturer's service
manuals, make the
'necessary repairs and ad-

justments.
Lubricate the machine for-
field operation
Test the machine in the
field and make any adjust-
ments necessary for proper
operation.

C. Discuss 7
What-ls a hay conditioner
or hay.crimper?-
How it crimps or condi-
tions the hay.
What adjustments are
required to do good work .

in varying conditions?
What rules of safety
.pertain only to the
operation of the hay
conditioner?

A.

13.

Repeat Activities as out-
lined in 1 through 7 above.

Prepare a list of items
to be discussed in class
with instructor and other
students.

7 1

7

A. Written quiz ip
Which student can
name the types of .

conditioners and
list some advantages
and disadvantages of
each.

B. Observe student
operating machines
and give credit
accordingly on
ability .of proper
oPeration and safe.

practices.
C. Give credit for-

written report indic
tion malfunctions lo
cated and corrective
measures taken.



Ce.,de -

-Atle -

01.0301-2O

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIEMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3 - Rakes

(The same objectives will apply
(1-7) for this unit)

Unit 4 - Balers.
(The same objectives will apply

(1-7) for this unit)

A. Types
B. Construction and operating principles

. Reel
Teeth

. Basket

. Drives

C. Oplelr71:n and daily maintenance
Hitching
Transporting

. Field operation
Lubrication.

. Safety

A. types
B. Construction and operating principles

Pickup mechanism
. .Feeding mechanisms
Compression mechanisms
Tying mechanism .

. Power drive system

C. Operation and daily maintenance
. Hitching
. Transporting
. Field operation
. Lubrication

D. Ad8::2j nt and .repair

. Pick up
. windguard
. guide wheel

flotation

Plunger
. Knotter assembly

Needles
Clutch

. Stripper bar alignment
Teeth

. Bearings
E. Variations and Accessories

Throwers or kickers
drives
adjustments

272
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EDUCATIO N
01.0301-20 - Code

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Repeat steps A and B
above,, for the rake.

B. Discuss -
What is meant by "air
curing" hay?
How should the teeth of
the semi-integral side -
delivery rake be set in
relation to the ground
surface?
What is a sulky or dump
rake?
What is the purpose of
the bale measuring wheel
and how it is regulated?

A. Repeat activities as out-
lined for mowers above.

A. Repeat procedures
as outlined above
for mowers and
apply to rakes.

A. Repeat steps A and B above,
for the baler.

B. Discuss -
What is the need of the
twine tying baler?
How the baler works?
What does-the, floating
auger accomplish?
Explain how a knot,is
tied?

A. Repeat activities as out-
lined above for mowers and
apply to balers.

273

9

A. Repeat procedures as
outlined above for
mowers and apply to
balers,



AGRICULTURA%
HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit 5 - Forage Harvesters
(The same objectives will apply

(1-7) for this unit)

A. Types
B. Construction and operating principles

. . Header attachments
. direct cut
. window pickup

row Crop

. Feeding mechanisms
Chopping mechanism
. cylinder

ffywheal
flail

Blower
fan

. drum
Drive assemblies

C. Operation and daily maintenance

.'Hitching
Transporting

. Field,operating
. Lubrication
. Safety

D. Adjustmen: and repair
. Drive mf.chanism
Sickle head
Pick up head

-..Row crop head
Chopping mechanism
. knives
shearhar

. Fan and drum

271
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TEACHING METHODS

01.0301-20

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

STUDENT APPLIC!YrION ACTIVITIES

- Code

- Title

EVALUATION 'PROCEDURES

A. Repeat-steps,A and B
aboVe',,:lor 'the Forage,

Harvester.
B. Discus's -

What are two types of
forage harvestei.
operations?

. How is the cutting unit
driven?
How are knives sharpendd?
What is the best blower
type?

A. Repeat activities as out-
lined above, for the forage
harvester.

A. Repeat procedures
as outlined above,
'for the forage
harvester.



Code -

-

01.0301-20

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 6- Forage Blowers
(The same objectives will apply

(1-7) for this unit)

Unit 7 - Forage Wagons
(The same objectives will apply ,

(1-7) for this unit) .

A. Types
B. Construction and operating principles

Frame
. Fan
Housing

. Feed hopper
Drive line

C. Operation and Maintenance
Hitching
Transporting
Operating position
Lubrication

. Safety
D. Adjustment and Repair

. PTO Clutch

. Rotor drive gears

. 'Paddle clearance

. Flywheel RPM
.
Deflector at °top of pipe

A. Types
B. Construction and operating principles

Running gear
. box
. Apron conveyor
Cross conveyor and beaters

. Drive assembly
C. Operation and Maintenance

Hitching
Transporti:g

. Field operation
Lrication
Safe-ty

D. Adjustment and Repair
Apron conveyor drive chain

. Cross conveyor drive chain

Beater drive chain
. Ratchet drive
. Beater clutch

. Replacing conveyor chains

2 7 6

12

1
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EDUCATION
01.0301-20

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Repeat A and B above,
for the forage blower.

B. Discuss -
. How to determine pulley
diameter and speed?

. Estimating the power
requirements to run a
blower.

A. Repeat activities as out-
lined above, for the forage
blower.

A. Repeat steps A and B
abov0, for the Forage
Wagon.

B. Consideration
. This would be an excellent
time to use the Study
Guide developed by E. B.
Hundtoft of Cornell -
#363 a supplement to Agr.
Engineering Bulletin #363
"Basic Consideration in
Selecting Field Equipment"
for Handling Hay Crops.

A. Repeatlprocedures
as outlined above,
for the forage
blower.

A Repeat activities as out-
lined above, for the forage
wagon.

13
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A. Repeat procedures
as outlined abuve
for the Forage
Wagon.



Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

HAy AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books - Teacher References:

Code - 01J1301,20

I. Machines for.Power Farming 2nd Edition, Stone and Gulvin, J. Wiley

and Sons, Inc. New York, New York.

2. Principles of Farm Machinery, Bainer, Kepner, Barger, J. Wiley and

Sons, Inc. New York, New York.

3. Power to Produce the Yearbook of Agriculture 1960, The United

States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

4. Farm Phwer and Machinery Management, 4th Edition, Donneli Hunt,

5. Module #11, Adjustment and Maintenance, and Repair of Crop

Harvesting Machinery, the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,

Student references:
I. Farm Machinery and Equipment, Harris P. Smith, McGraw-Hill Book

Co., New York, New York.

2. Th.,. Operation, Care, and Repair of Farm Machinery, The John Deere

Co. Moline,Illinois
3. Mechanics in Agriculture,,Lloyd J. Philipps, The Interstate Printers

and Publishers Inc.,'Danville, Illinois.

4. Selecting and Maintaining Field Mowers, Turner, Smith and Wren,

AAAEVA,,Athens, Georgia.

5. Owner/Operators' Manuals, various manufacturer's of agricultural

equipment.

B. Bulletins -
Teacher references-

1. Teachers supplement to Engineering Bulletins 363,364 and 365,

E.8. Hundtoft, Cornell University.

2. A Summary of Methods and Results, 1963 Forage Hto2'vesting Program,

E. B. Hundtoft, Dept. of Agricultural Engineering, Cornell Univ.

3. Triple - Check.Service-Balers, New Holland Machine Co., ;,'sw Holland,

Penn-.
4. GSS-1053 Mower Cutter Bars; GSS-1120 Pickup Balers;

GSS-1348 Balers, International Harvester Co., Chicago, Illinois
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Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

FIESOURCE MATERIALS (continued)

Code -
01.0301-20

B. Bulletins - (continued)

Student references:

1. EL-385 Add Zip to Your Move-2.; EC-463 Crush Your Hay, Purdue University,

LaFayette, Indiana.
2. #339 Hay Conditioners, #363 Basic Consideration in Selecting Field

Equipment, Department of Agricultural Engineering, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York.

C. Periodicals -

1. American Agriculturalist, Ithaca, New York

2. Agway Cooperator, Syracuse, New York

3. Successful Farming, DesMcines, Iowa

4. The Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Penn.

5. Hoard's Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

6. implement and Tractor, Interec Publishing Corp. Kansas City, Mo.

D. Audio-visuals -

1. Reconditioning a.Mower, 42 min. B&W film, Purdue University,

LaFayette, Indiana.
2. Moder:Hay Baling with Plastic Twine, 18 min. color film, Sterling Movies

USA Inc. , New York, New York.

3. Silver Irnilversary, New Holland Machine Co., New Holland, Penn,



Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT Code -
01.0301-20

RESOURCE MATERIALS (continued)

B. Bulletins - (continued)

Student references:

1. EL-385 Add Zip to Your Mower; EC-463 Crush Your Hay, Purdue University,

LaFayette, Indiana.
2. #339 Hay Conditioners, #363 Basic Consideration in Selecting Field

Equipment, Department of Agricultural Engineering, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York.

q. Periodicals -

1. American Agriculturalist, Ithaca, New York

2. Agway Cooperator, Syracuse, New York

3. Successful Farming, DesMoines, Iowa

4. The Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Penn.

5. Hoard's Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

6. Implement and Tractor, Interec Publishing Corp. Kansas City, Mo.

D. Audio-visuals -

1. Reconditioning a Mower, 42 min. B&W film, Purdue University,

LaFayette, Indiana.
2. ModenlHay Baling with Plastic Twine,'18 min. color film, Sterling Movies

USA Inc. , New York, New York.

3. Silver Anniversary, Neu Polland Machine Co., New Holland, Penn.



MUDULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

DESCR I Yr i ON :

Code - 01.0301-21

This module deals with the operation, service and repair of the

combine. Students will study the deVelopment, types, princ;.ple operations,

and other operations of the machine and determine the advanages and

disadvantages of each. Using.actual machines, the student will adjust,

service and repair this equipment. Trouble-shooting procedures for correct-

ing mal functions and overcoming the various losses encountered with

combining will.be included.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocation

1. Development of the Combine
_-

Class Other

1

2. Basic Design of Combine'. 1 1

3. '.-ztriciple Units and FiindtiOns 1 2

4. AdSaifihg andpperating
"

0 10

5. Servicing and Repairing 2 12

5 25

Revised June 1974



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES to bo obtained:
The student will be able to:

Code -01.0301 21

1. EXplain how and Nhy the combine was developed.

2. Identify machines according to type, size, and capacity on sight in the
shop or field.

3. Name the six ditterent units of the combine and describe the functions of
each.

4. List the six most important points of adjustment necessary on a combine.

5. Explain the method or procedure of adjustment to the machine as recommended
in the owner/operator's manual.

6. Demonstrate ability to operatewa combine in the field and identify-where
a gain loss is occurring.

7. .Use the work plan as outlined by the instructor for servicing and/or
repairing the combine in the shop or field.
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Code - 01.0301-21

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

1.Development of the Combine
Objective 1
Explain how and why the combine
was developed

A.History-
The modern combine is the result of centuries of
development in grain harvesting methods. Tun paths of
progress have brought us from primitive hand tools to

an effiCient, fast working power machine.

Early form6-reaper started
use of power--antmal power for cutting grain

1836 the first combine built in Michigan
1846 first commercial production of.reaper
1854 combine shipped to California
1920 through 1935,still big acreage machine
1935 first one-man combine powered by a two-plow tract

2.6asic Design of the Combine
Objective 2
Identify machines according to type,
size and capacity on sight in the
shop or field

A.Types
.Tractor-drawn--P.T.O.driven
.Tractor-drawn--ownengine'driver
.Self-propelled--propelled and driven by its own

engine

or--

.Level-land

.Hillside
B.Sizes

.Distinguished by the width of cut--5ft to

.Weight of machines--3000 to 9000 pounds

. Power-- 30hp to 60 or 75hp
3.Capacities--rate of work

.CArtain size depends on many factors

.Kind and condition of the crop

.lbpography
,Nbisture condition's

ExaTple:
14-ft,self-propelled machine "can combine" 20 to

30 acres of wheat in a day

20ft swa

233
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411, EDUCATION
01.0301-21

GRAIN HAMMTING MUIPDaNT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A.Review references listed at th.
back of this module and rei.iiew

information that is available
from the colleges in the form of
bulletins,the various manufactur
B.Obtain and show filmstrip titl
us,00p Years of Agricultural
Machinery" available from NASCO,
Fort Atkinson,Wis.,this is histo
from beginning to our times of
machines used in agriculture.
C.Bring a combine in to the shop
or outside ww-k area for use in
explaining the construction,
operation,etc; of the machine.

A.Study references assigned,
take notes on instructors
lecture and/or filmstrip
presentation of the development
rs. of the combine,
d B.Provide a combine from the
home farm for use in the shop
for this module. (bonus credit
can be given for this provision)

A.The student is tested
on his knowledge of the
development of the com-
bine by prepat.Ing a
written statement of
"How" or "Why" the
machine was developed.

ELHave students bring owner/
operator manuals from the home
owned or neighbor owned combines
to class and study for compariso
with machine brought into the sh+p.B.Observe
&Open up compartments,remove
hoods,leaders,etc,to a point whe.e
all the movable parts can be see
but yet,still functional.Demon-

-

A.Provide an operatiNcs manual fo
combine used at home or by a
neighbor for use in class and sh

work.
demonstration by

instructor of the identification
of combine parts,mechanisms,

, etc,and list in notebook for

future reference.

.

I1A quiz using a flow
Ichart or other illustrat
p for student to idenflU,
parts,t's.such as that
on page 24 of"Cobine an
Combining"

.

,

.

.. ._ _

strate the operation of these
parts before the class.
FlIdentify by pointing out and
naming the various parts of the
combine for the students list in
their notes.
Suggestion:
Refer to reference-"Combines and
Combining"for illustrations that
can be copied for use by student-

in their notebooks to identify
parts,components,mechanisms,etc.

284
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Ccite - 01.0301-21

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

3.Principle Units and Functions
Objective 3
Name the six different units of the
combine and describe the function
of'each.

A.Assemblies of combine
.Cutting (or leader)
. Feeding unit
. Threshing unit

.Separating unit

. Cleaning unit

. Crain handling unit
B.Mechanism functions and component parts

. Veader--cuts standing grain and delivers it to th
feeding unit

dividers
.cutter bar

.Feeder--carries the cut grain from the cutter bar
and feeds it evenly into the cylinder

.canvas conveyor(draper)
.Tliresher--removes the grain or seed from the head

or pod
cylinder
-spike tooth
-rasp bar
-angle bar
.concaves and grates

.Separating--removes the grain from straw that is
passed by the concaves due to the forc
of material moving thrfough machine

. GleaLing--removes the chaff and fine residue from
the threshed grain

. grE )an

. chaffer extension

. tailings auger

.shoe sieve

. fan

. Grain-Handling-conveys the threshed,clean grain t
the point at which it is taken from the
combine

. clean grain auger

.clean grain elevator

.grain tank and unloader or bagger and bag chute



EDUCATION
01.0301-21

GRAIN. HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING'METHODS

G.List the assemblies or
mechanisms on the chalk board.
Have students try to describe
the functions of each of these

Miscuss-

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

E.Review notes and other
reference materials on the
and/or component parts of
combine and be prepar d to
describe the functic

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A.Have students list the
unit ames of the six assembl

f the-combine and then
xplain how each perform
ts job.

..Why is "Safety First" a good F.Be alert to the various hazard
motto for combine operators that exist around the comhine an
and servicemen? make a list of safety precaution
.What is an auger-type ple 17a as they are discussed.
.What is the cylinder and wn..tG .Bring to class any magazine
does it do? articles,or newspaper items that
.What is a rasp bar? are related to combines and thei
.Describe the windrow method use,etc .
of combining.
.How may the tractor operator
aid in doing a clean job of
harvesting?

I.Show the film"This Business of
leaning",18min color, from
llis-Ohalmers Manuf.Co.,Milwaukee,
is.,which describes the evolution
f today's self-propelled combin9.

7
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Code - 01.0301-21

Title GRAIN HARVESTING EQUINTMT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

4.Adjusting and Operating
Combines
Objective 4
List the six moseimportant points
of adjustmet necessary on a
combine.

b
xplain the method or procedure of
djustment to the machine as
ecommended in Ole owner/operators
anual

A.Procedure of adjustment
..Reel-- .height varies with cro,

. speed in relation to travel

. Cutter bar height
for saving straw
.getting all the leads

.Feeding
..canvases-tight,preVent slipage
.platform auger--raise or lower,speed
variation important

.Threshing
. corre-.t cylinder speed--wide range 350 to

160Orpm
. crop conditions-require different
. regulate speed accurately
.clearance between cylinder and concaves

. Separating
-;iproper speed-check adjustment.00me
can be adjusted
.set the deflectors(retarddrs)-set low as
possible,w1thout causing clogging

speeds ,eltc.

machine

ng
set the openings in the chaffer wide enough
to allow-grain through

extension openings so that strawand
weed stems float ove
.set tail board to prevent threshed grain
from blowing out

. adjust the angle and size of the openings
in the shoe sieve

. regulate air blast as recoffithended in the

operators manual

237
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EDUCATION
01.0301-21

GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

= Code

-; Title

TEACHING METHODS

.J.Demonstrate,if possible,proper
and improper combine operation
under field conditions.
K .Explain that a proper
procedure should be followed.for
adjustment,a definite order must
be fo.ilowed in making adjustments
if losses are to be reduced to
a minimum.Assuming that the
machine is in good mechanical
condition,the first thing to
check is:

.Machine speed(RPM)
Refer to instruction

for the machic.9 to find
recommended(RPM) speed.

Adjust throttle so that speed
is 15 to 20 RPM above recommende
when machine is empty.
After the PTO or -:algine speed is
set correctly,check the speed(RP )

of the strawrack,cylinder,fan an
beaters then adjust these to
recommendations found in manual,
Use a speed counter on the-indiv
shafts to check 411 speeds

.Discuss--
.Will a certain cylinder spe

always be the correct speed f
one particular crop--su-.1 as
wheat?
.Are all combineS equipped

with the same method ef speed
adjustment?

manual
the

STUDENT APPLICMION ACT/VITIES

H .Observe instructors
demonstrations nnd explanations
of machine operations.
I.Refer to.owner/operators
manual and check for the
manufacturers recommendations
for the machine you are
acquainted with on the farm.

dual

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

14A matching-type pf
giving could be used to
check the students
knowledge of the
important adjustments.

J .Participate in discussion of
d questions posed by instructor
r and/or fellow students:

ELCheck students efforts
in making adjust.ment by,
having hiM:ekplain preil
what has to'be done'and
the'effect it:will have
en the operation.



Code - 01.0301-21

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4 (cont.)
Objective 6
Demons*. !ate ability tocperate a
combine in the field and identify
where a grain loss is occurring.

Unit 5
Servicing and Repairing the

Combine ,

Objective 7
Use the work plan as outlined by
the instructor for servicing and/or
repairing the combine in the shop or
field.

B.Operation
An operator should be very concerned and have an
understanding of the sources of grain loss and
how to correct them.
.Outter bar loss
.Oylinder loss
.Ptack loss

.Shoe loss

.Preharvest loss

A.Lubrication
Need foilubricants
Chart in owner manual.

..Kinds of lubricants necessary
B.Field repairs

.Cutting and feeding unit

. Threshing mechanism
Separating mechanism
.Oleaning mechanism
;ERevators,clutch,and gears

C.Care of-.the combine after harvesting season
.1iSsUal inspection for minor and/or major repairs
. Clean machine thoroughly

D.Check and test unit component parts for wear,such a
Example:

.CUtter bar:
.condition of sections
. guard plates, and guards
check register

E.Ordering Repair Parts
Make a list of needed parts-order during off seas
.Give model and serial number and date of purchase
if original owner

239
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EDUCATION
01.0301-21

GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

'M.Refer to the reference"Combinas

and Combining",page 25, and
explain the causes of grain loss,
how these losses can be,measured.
N .Demonstrate how the losses K..Observe and participate in I .Have student operate
are determined in the field Liinz, the instructors demonstration a combine in the field
the illustrations on page 32 and on grain losses and be prepared and then have him
the Record Sheet on p,ge 33 of to check your own combine or determine where he has
the above mentioned reference. that assigned for this mocitile, a cause of grain loss.
0 .Bring into the shop or out- L.Get complete details of the .A visual check of the
side work area,several combines procedure demonstrated by the student during servicin!
that need servicing and repair- instructor for servicing and/or or repairing of the 1

ing.Demonstrate servicing repairing the combine assigned. machine and of the
through the following proeedures,M.Review units on lubrication completed job will give
Operan the machine in the

field noting any malfunctions
pertaining to uil viscosity,
additives,and selection. Refer

sufficient indication
of attaining the objecti

in operation, to the lubrication charts in the
Inspect the machine noting worsowner'samanual.

and broken part's, that are out of
iipe or_adjustment.
./Following the operators and
the manufacturers service manual
make the necessary repairs and
adjustments.
.Lubricate the machine for fielc
operation.
.Test the machine in the field
and make any adjustments necessary
for proper operation.
P.Emphasize safety in all work N.Practice safety in all work
being performed and especially especially with fellow students
around moving parts such as the working on the same machine.
cutter bar or cylinder.
Q.Demonstrate correct method of

-,

O.Locate and record the correct
securing the make,model and information for ordering
serial number of the machine for
purposes of ordering the,correct
parts.

replacement parts.
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT Code - 01.0301-21

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books:
Teacher references:
1. Farm Power and Machinery Management, 4th Edition

Donnell Hunt,Iowa State University Press,Ames,lowa

2. Principles of Farm Machineryj,Bainer,Kepner,Barger,
J. Wiley and Sons,Inc, ,New York, New York

3. Machines for Power Farming, 2nd Edition, Stone and Gulvin,

J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, New York

4. Mechanics in Agriculture, Lloyd J. Phipps,

The Interstate Publishers & Printers, Inc., Danville, Ill.

Student references:
1. Farm Machinery and Equipmnt, 5th Edition, N. P. SmitCN,

McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, New York

2. The Operation,Care and Repair of Farm Machinery,

The John Deere Co.; Moline, Ill.
3. Farm Shop Skills, Sampson, Mowery, Kugler,

American Technical Society, Chicato, Illinois

4. Manufacturers, OUners and Service Manuals - various

B. Bulletins:
Teacher references:
1. Combines and Combining, Harlan F. Ridenour, (

Curriculum Materials Service,Ohio State Univ.,Columbus, Ohio

Student references:
I. 4-H tractor program manual 4th year, Farm Machinery Care and Safety,

Extension Service, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

C. Periodicals:
1. American Agriculturalist, Ithaca, N.Y.

2. The. Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Pa.

3. Successful Farming, DesMoines, Iowa

4. Agway Co-operator, Syracuse, N. Y.

5. Hoard's Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wis.

6. Implement and tractor, Interter Publishing Corp.,Kansas City, Mo.

D.'Audio-Visuals:
1. 5000 Years of Agricultural Machinery, NASCO,

Filmstrip, 94 frames, Fort Atkinson, Wis.

2. Combines and Combining, 30 slidei, The Ohio Agricultural Education

Curriculum Material Service, Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio

3. This Business of Gleaning, 18 min. color film,

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

291
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MODULE Of INSTRUCTION

Title - GRAIN HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-21

D. Audio-Visuals: (cont.)
4. More Grain in the Grain Tank, l5min. B&W film,

Purdue Audio-Visual Center,Purdue Univ.,Lafayette, Inc.
5. Of Progress and Plenty, 20min color film, International Harvester

Co., Chicago, Illinois

2 a 2
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Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

DESCRIMON:

.Code - 01.0301-22

Organized instruction in the installation, maintenance and repelr of

agricultural aquipment accessories. These learnings will relate to the

needs of an agricultural dealership.

The instructor will select the agriculture equipment accessories

for his location. He must also determine if safety, electrical and

hydraulic review must be covered in class before working on the

accessories selected.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Agriculture Equipment Accessories 3 27

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AGRICULTURAL Ntrumm AMESSORIES Code - 01.0301-22

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. Follow manufacturers instruction sheets for installing agriculture
equipment accessories..

2. Perform basic electrical wiring as required to install, maintain and
repair agriculture equipment accessories.

3. Connect to the hydraulic system involved for the equipment accessories
assigned:

4. Select the tools for all agriculture equipment accessories that are
assigned.

5. Make adjustments and repairs to the equipment accessory being installed
on a certain piece of equipment.

6. Demonstrate safety habits in shop while working with equipment accessories.

291



Code - 01.0301-22 AGRICULTURAL
Title 'AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit L Accessories

Objective 1

FolIowmanufacturers instruction
sheets for installing agriculture
equipment accessories

Objective 2

Perform basic electrical wiring as
required to install, maintain and
repair agriculture equipment
accessories

Objective 3

Connect to the hydraulic system
involved for the equipment
accessories assigned

Objective 4

Select the tools for all agriculture
equipment accessories that are
assigned

Objective 5

Make adjustments and repairs to the
equipment accessory being !mstalled
on a certain piece of equipment

Objective 6

Demonstrate safety habits in shop
while working with equipment
accessories

A. Manufacturers Instruction Sheets for the
agriculture equipment accessories must be

provided -

Bale thrower for the baler
Front-end loaddr for the tractor
Cab for powered uni,W,

. Air conditioner
Heater
Radio
Horn
Cigarette lighter ,

Molasses mixer adapter for portable feed

grinders
Magnetic plates for portable feed grinders

'Dual - wheels
Adjustable rear wheel spin-out for tractor
Pan and straw shredder for manure spreader
or combine
Wheel weights for the tractor
Tires
Others as needed

Factors to Consider

All phases of safety
Review of electrical wiring
Review of hydraulic systems and operation

Installation and adjustments
Maintenance
Repair

4
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EDUCATION
01.0301-22 - Code

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The instructor will give
short lectures, demonstra-
tions and discussluns.

Safety
Special .tools
Basic electrical wiring
Basic hydraulics
Manufacturer's instruc-
tions pertaining to the
agriculture equipment
accessories selected

Students will be required to
have "live" work - either pro-
vide them or have them provided.
All of the module will be devoW
to the individual student's
particular live work.

5

296

A. The agriculture
equipment accessory
jimigned or selected
by the student must
be correctly in-
stalled and adjusted
and working properly.

B. The instructor will
keep a check sheet of
fhe student's prog-
ress on each acces-
sory.

The student will be
checked on the use of
special tools.

Tile student will be
evaluated on his
safety practices.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books -

Fundamentals of Service
Electrical System

Fundamentals of Service
Hydraulics

Mobile Hydraulic Testing

Suggestions for Teaching
"Electrical and Basic
Controls Used in Agr.
Production"

Tractors and Crawlers

B. Audiovisuals -

Fundamentals of Service
Hydraulic Visuals

Mester Set of Slides

John Deere Co.

John Deere Co.

R.E. Glenn
J.E. Blinn

Code - 01.0301-22

Moline, Ill.

Moline, Ill.

American Technical Society
Chicago, Ill.

Edison Electric 750 Third Ave,
Institute

Eshelman

John Deere Co.

New York, New York 10017

American Technical Society
Chicago, Ill.

Moline, Ill.

International 180 N. Michigan Ave.
Harvester Co. , Chicago, Ill.

(Implement Dept.)

6



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPEENT Code - 01.0301-24

DESCRIPTION:

This module is designed to acquaint the student with the set-up,

adjustments, repair and operation of lawn and garden equipment. Equipment

such as lawn mowers, tillers, fertilizer spreaders, sprinklers and snow

blowers will be used. He will become familiar with the common types of

transmissions, clutches and drives, and will learn to adjust and repair

them.

I;

MAJOR'DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Types 1 2

2. Set-up, adjustment and lubrication 3 8

3. Drive mechanisms 1 3

4. Special cutting mechanisms 1 4

5. Equipment operation 1

7 23

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title'- LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT Code . 01.0301-24

Objectives to be obtained:

The student will be able tos

1. Identify 20 types of lawn and garden machinery and list the jobs that
these machines do.

2. Set up, adjust and maintain 20 types of lawn and garden equipment
according to specifications.

3. Study the drive mechanisms, belts, clutches, hydraulic drives, etc.

and properly adjust and service these systems.

4. Work with the special cutting mechanisms and properly sharpen and

service these mechanisms.

5. Operate and demonstrate the use of 20 .types of lawn and garden equipment.

6. Develop safe operating practices and explain ehese to a customer for

.all eypes of wn and garden equipment.
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Code - 01.0301-24
AGRICULT.URAI.

ritl LAWN AND GARDEN =IPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

1. Types
1. The student will identify 20

types of'lawn and garden
machinery available and list the

.jobs these machinesodo.

A. Lawn mowersrotary
Rider
Push type
Selfpropelledwalk behind

B. Lawn mowersreel
Pull type
Selfpropelledwalk behind

C. Lawn mowershammer knife
D. Rotary tillers

. Attaching type
Walk behind

E. Ladn vacuums and blowers
F. Mblchers and shredders
G. Sprayers

Insects
. Weed

H. Sprinklers and small irrigation

I. Loaders
. Front end type
Rear mounted forklift type

J. Spreadersfertilizer
. Drill type
. Broadcast type

K. Plows
Moldboard type
Snow

L. Cultivators
M. Sweepers
N. Snow blowersattaching type

walk behind
0. Seedersbroadcast type

drill type
P. Spikers and aerators
Q. Stone rakes
R. Thatchers
S. Earth leveling machines
T. Trenchers
U. Post hole diggers
V. Edge trimmers

300
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E-0:UC-ATION
L410

TEACHING METHODS

01.03.01-24

Vit

- Code

LAWN: AND-GARDEN EQUIPMENT Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Types and Uses of Equipment:
Lecture-explain use of various

types

Company product literature
Slides if available from local
dealers
Motion pictures from companies-
ask local dealers for these
Students check advertisements
for products .

Visit a large loca'
(if available /
observe such
.Shop facill ,d ouL
.Specialized L r -quipment
used
.Service policies for customer
service
.Bnployment opportunities
.See equipment not available
for class to work on

The student will list
the names of 20 types
of lawn and garden
equipment in general
use

301



Code 01..0301 -24

- LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

2. Set Up
2.- The student:will set up,'
adjust:and maintain-20 types of
lawn and garden equipment
according to specifications

A. Equipment
. Lawn mowers
. Snow blowers
Rotary tillers
As many other types

B. Selection of
. Oils
. Greases
. Hydraulic fluids

of equipment as available

3. Drive mechanisms
3. The students will study the
drive mechanisms, 7-belts, .

clutches, hydraulic drives, etc.
and properly adjust and service

these systems.

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.

G.

H.

I.

J.
K.
L.

M.
N.

Transmissions
Transaxles
Differentials-
Disc.
Hydraulic drive
Sizes and types of V-belt
Alignment
Tension
Types of clutches

. Disc

. Belt

AdjustMent
Repair
Installation of hydraulic drives
Fluid levels and fluid types
Repair
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EDUCATION

TEACHINC METHODS:

01.0301-24

LAWN AND GARDEN ECiUIPMENT

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

lielp students follow instructionsA .Have local machinery dealers
during set-up
Demonstrate bolt and nut types
by markings and explain why
they go in a particular place.
Lecture and motion picture films
from oil companies
Lecture on oil ciassification
system

The quality of the stud
bring in machinery for set up set up job, the time fa
B.The student will set up and and workmanship will be
correctly adjust the machinery graded by the instructO
C.Demonstrate proper lubrication
procedures

D.Stude, lubricate machines
that 1- ,en set up or repairea.

Demonstrate to students how td
interpret set up and repair
manuals.

nts
tor

A.Attach drive mechanisms and The student will be
properly adjust, graded for his workman-
Disassemble and reassemble the ship on these maintenanc

Demonstrate proper use of special different types of transmissiors. service projects.,

repair tools Repair broken units
Explain tolerances,torques, B.Students properly select and
backlash,etc.using slides and install vee-belts
demonstration C.Students repair and adjust

Demonstrate installing_and clutches and identify different
adjusting of V-belts-tension types

Show a belt that was used im- D.Students follow installation
properly adjusted if available instructions and install a

Demonstration of proper repair hydraulic drive unit.
and adjustment of clutches E.Students fill and check fluid
Use slides for clutch wear levels on hydraulic units
analysis. F.Students repair units,

Explairi principle of operation hydraulic hoses,etc.

of hydraulic drive
Lecture,slides,overhead trans-
parencies,company manuals.

303
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Code - 01.0301-24

Title - TJAWE AND GARDEN EQU1PMENT

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

4.Special cutting mechanisms
4.The student will work with the
special cutting mechanisms and
properly sharpen and service these

mechanisms.

5.Equipment Operation
5.The students will operate and

demonstrate the use of 20 types
of lawn and garden equipment

6.The student will develop fiv..f.e

operating practices and expLain
these to a customer for al.: _zypes
of lawn and garden equipme

A.Lawn mower blades
.Rotary.
.One balancing

eel knives and shear bar
B.SicKle bar and knife sections
C.Hammer knives

Augers
.flights
points

Arencher teeth

.0peration and use of all available lawn and garden

machinery
.Machinery manual study of safety shields and safety

procedures



131.0361-24- - Code

LAWN iND GARDEN EQUIPMENT
Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APELICATION ACTIVITIES

Demonstrate proper sharpening andkEach student properly sharpen

balancing of rotary mower blades
stressing safety practices.
Demonstrate sharpening and
replacement of knife sections.
Demonstrate build up and hard
surfacing with welding equipment
of auger points,digger and
trencher teeth.

and balance a blade.
alawnmower shop to see

reel type mowers .. Jrpened.
0.The student will work.with
these cutting and digging device
and will learn to build up,grind
and sharpen for proper machine
operation.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The stu ent
graded for his workman-
ship on these sharpeninE
and service projects.

Instructor will demonstrate
proper safe operation of the

machinery
Instructor will point out
dangerous situations
Use of films,statistics,etc.

Students will work with the
machinery and operate each
type with special attention to
safety shields,guards,etc.
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The student will operate
and demonstrate safe
use of all types of
lawn and-garden,equipmen
for his classmates and
instructor and will be
graded by instructor.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - LAWN AND GARMEN EQUIPMENT, Code -
01.0301-24

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books - Mechanics Manral: Lauson Power Products - Tecumseh Products Co. -

Parts Depot Division - Grafton, Wisconsin 53024

Lawn BoxService Manual: Outboard Marine Corp. - Galesburg, Illinois 61403

Smali Tractor Service Manual: Technical Publications Div. - Intertec
Publishing Corp. 1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Missouri 64105

Briggs and Strattons Service Manual: W.J. Connell Co., 210 Needham St.,
Newton Upper Falls, Massachusetts 02164

John Deere Service Publications:

Periodicals -

Lawn and Garden: Intertec Publishing Corp.
1014 Wyandotte St.
Kansas City, Missouri 64105

1) Tractor and Implement:

2) National Safety Council Reports

Audiovisuals -

1) Film: Pennoil Co., Syracuse, New York

2) Slides:Catarpillar Co. - Syracuse, New York
(show clutch wear, drive backlash, etc.)

3) John Deere - "Hydraulics"

3 0 6
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION:

Code - 01.0301-23

This module will familiarize the student with common types of materials

handling equipment in agricultural enterprises. Stress will be on the pro ,yr

selection, installation, use, and maintenance of such equipment. When possible,

students will gain'practical experience in these three activities. They will

develop plans for needs of such equipment, including costs, for a given situation.

Equipment such as blowers, unloaders, conveyors, and barn cleaners will be involved.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF.CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Blowerd and elevators 3 6

2. Conveyors 1 4

3. Bunk feeders 1 4

4. Barn cleaners 1 4

5. Manure handling systems 2 4
8 22

Revised August 1975
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Code - 01.0301-23

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. List six types of silos

2. List two advantages of each of four types of silos

3. Identify three types of unloaders used in the school area to
unload given materials

4. List-all factors used in selecting an unloader for use with
given matetlals

5. Compute the total feed capacity for a given farm business

6. Identify the common types of_zgrinders, mixers, and meters used
in livestock feed processing

7. Assemble_and service a portable grinder

8. Be able to match volume of grain corn to be stored with the storage
facility which will prevent spoilage losses in excess of normal
amounts

9. List all factors used to select:and service conveyors for a given job

10. Select bunk feeders based upon requirements, cost, and adaptability
to a given system

11. Wire a control for a given barn cleaner

12. Identify fout types of barn cleaners from diagrams of given operatingsystems

13. Use the operator's manual for maintaining given pieces of handlingequipment

14. Identify 80% of the factors which influence the farmer when he selectsa manure handling- s ys tem

15. Plan a liquid manure system for a given farm and give recommendationsas to its use

16. Operate the lollnwing types of materials handling equipment safely
under actual. wofk5ing conditions: silo unloader, feed grinder, self
unloading wagon, eonveyor, and barn cleaner

308
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Code -- 01.0301-23

Tit1,1 - MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURA._

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit 1 - Bloweri and elevators

Objective 1
Li0 six types of silos

Objective 2
List tw o. advantages of each of

four types of silos

Objective 3
Identify three types of unloaders

used in the school area to unload

given materials

Objective 4
List all factors used in selecting

an unloader for use with given

materials

Objective S
Compute the total feed capacity

for a given farm business

A. Storage areas
Silos
conventional tower

concrete staire
monolithic concrete.
wooden
steel

sealed_storage tower
trench
bunker:

. pit
stack

Silo unloaders
. top unloaders

suspended
non-suspended
center chute

bottom unloaders
commercial trench unloader
bucket on tractor

Selecting a silo unloader

capacity
motor size
storage space
transfer of unloader
return on investment inilabor saved

available parts and service

Grain
. bulk feed bins

analyze total feed requirements
determine necessary system capacity

basic ingredients
processed ration

examine types of bins

hopper bottom
. Ilat bottom
number and type of augers or elevators

needed
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01.0301-23 - Code

MATERIALS nDLING EQUTPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Slides, bulletin references,
class discussion of advan-
tages, field trip review

A. Participate in class
discussion

B. Make notes of observations
on field trips

A. Students will list
types of silos.'
Students will list
,wo advantages of
each of the major
types of_silos used
in your area.

.

B. Discuss types and advantages
prior to the two field trips
on silos

C. Use "Things You Should Con-
sider Before Buying a Silo
Unloader" and Agricultural
Engineering Extension Bulletin
348 as reference material for
class discussion

D. Visit a farm and inventory
the feed requirements plus
the basic ingredients he will
need. Teachers may use a
worksheet exercise. Follow
with class discussion and
lecture plus overhead trans-
parencies

.

C. Select an unloader for his
farm or a cooperating
farmer's silo and prepare
rationale for his decision,
Plan a silage handling
system for a given farm
situation.
Using a cooperating farm or
dealership, assist in
assembly and installation of
an unloader

D. Participate in field tr5p
and ccomplete exercise

310
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B. Students will iden-
tify the types of un-
loaders commonly used

/

C. Have students list
the important items
to consider bafore
purchasing a silo

unloader.
b. Instructor assess,

-student's plan
E. Instructor or dealer

assess thoroughness
'and accuracy of
student's work

F. Instructor assess
accuracy of the
inventory and exer-
cise sheet.

G. Orally determine
student's different
types of-bins and
elevator-_systems.

.



Code -- 01.0301-23

- MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 6
Identify the common types of
grinders, mixers, and meters used
in livestock feed processing

. ,

Objectrve 7
-AssembLe-and-service-a-portable
grinder

Unit 2 - Conveyors
Objective 8
Be able to match volume of grain
corn to be stored with the storage
-facility which ±ll prevent spoils
losses in excess of norMal amounts

CONTENT

AGRICULTURA:-

feed grinders and mixers
batch method

. continuous flow
mills
hammer
burr
roller

feed meters
auger meter
flat belt metert
fluted wheel meter
vibrating meter-

Corn cribs
--_-_,Arying systems_

heated forced air
slotted floor

types of construction
metal

. wire
wooden

moisture content and storage form
shelled corn
corn and cob
high moisture corn

width
cleaning crib

Hay
locations
pole barn
conventional stable
steel building

. silos
stacks

elevators
blowers
side unloading wagons

A. Delivery conveyors
Type

auger
chain and flight

Cleaning
removal of spoiled material
not in path of other cleaning chores

Unloading speed control
Discharge distances for wagons
Capacity
Cost

6
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01.0301-23 - Code

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION pROCEDURES--

E. Visit a feed mill to observe E.

as many types of meters and
mills as you can find. F.

Follow with diagrams of
operation and parts.

Participate in field trip

Assemble, pre-delivery ser-
vice, or repair and service
a portable feed grinder

H. Student Will identify
the grinders, mixers,
and meters in cemMon
use to the instruc-'
torls satisfaction

I. Instructor assess
accuracy of s.tudent,s
assembly and service
in acdordance with
assembly instructions
andservice-manual

F. Visit as many systems as G. Read bulletin sections on
available. Follow with class corn cribs
discussion and bulletin use H. Participate in visits

G. Instruction should be
connected to the silos
discussed earlier, especially
for high moisture corn

H. Visit locations, then use
data in reference library to
prepare reports

A. Discuss factors in class and
use slides, overhead, and
charts

B. Conduct one field trip to
show conveyors and bunk
feeders in operation. This
should be done before much
lecture or discussion.

I. Students will present oral
reports on each storage
location including extra
information on any item
needed to make the system
work

A. Assemble and pre-delivery
service,or repair and servic
one of the following:
elevator, blower, self
unloading wagon

312

A. Instructor determine
if student has
assembled and ser-
viced the machine
according to manual
specificcions

B. Determine if the
student coriectly
identified and ser-
viced parts.needing
repair.



-.Code -- 01.0301723

- MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURA-1_

OBJECTIVES.BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3 -.Bunk feeders

Objective 9
,List all factors used to select and

seiN'r-iCe conveyora'fLif-a giVen job

Unit 4 - Barn cleaners
Objective 10
Seledt bunk feeders based upon
_requirements, cost,
to a given system

Objective 11
Wire a control
cleaner

Objective 12
Identify four types of barn
cleaners from diagrams of given
operating systems

and adaptability'

-

for a given barn

B. Cross conv,nrors

. Chain flight

Auger
Belt

C. Maintenance

A. Distribution units
Chain and flight
. straight bunk
. lazy susan
Auger
. open type
. tube
Shaker feeder
Open bunk for use with side unloading wagon

B. Distance

E.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

Roofing
_Cleaning
Space requirements

Single side
Double side

. Continuous feeding
Maintenance

Types
. Push and pull

. Paddle
. Chain
. Blade on tractor
. Belts
Motors
. Sizes

. Controls
Moisture

Drainage
Design of system
Maintenance
Dimensions of gutter

Review motor
section of
electricity
module

313
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- E D U C A T 1 0 N

01.0301r23 - Code

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT - Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

Use an operator's manual to
demonstrate normal mainten-
ance activiLies

B. Student wire controls
C. Draw diagrams of several

systems
D. Complete worksheet Oh-infor

mation contained in Opera-
tor's manuals

C. Instructor assess
student's wiring

D. Instructor,check. _
accurateness of work-

sheet

A. Discuss factors in class and
use slides, overhead, and
charts

B. Utilize resource person for
content on planning and
building a system ---.

Use operator's manual to
demonstrate servicing needed

A. List the types and explain
general operation of each,
including diagvnms of opera-
tion

B. Review motor requirements
needed and show a control
used,along with proper
wiring technique
Class discussion with liters-
ture'provided by local dealer

D. Discuss and demonstrate main-
tenance operator's manual
dlrections

A. Select bunk feeders.for two
given situations.

B. Adjutt,'servicand.main---
tain a bunk feeder on the
home farm or cooperating,
farm

A. Instructor,readtto-
appropriateness:Of
selectionS±H---L:-

B. Instructordetermin
if s,tudent:_hasfmain-
tainedfeederaCc
ordingtoOPerato's
manual speciflca
tions

A. Take notes on types, advan-
tages', ald disadvantages of

each type
B. Be_able to identify types of

cleaners
C. Wirm a control
D.-Lay out a floor plan of a

system
E. Learn to use the operator's

manual

A. Written quiz
B. InstruCtor assess':

student's floor plan
of a system i
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Code .- 01.0301-23
AGRICULTURA..-

Title - MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT.

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 5 - Manure handling syst-ms
Objective 13
Use the.operatorls manual for main-
taining given pieces of handling
equinment

Objective 14
Identify 80% of the factors which
influence the farmer when he
selects a manure handling system

Objective 15
Plan a liquid manure system for a
given farm and.,give recommendations
as to its use

Objective 16
Operate the following types of
materials handling equipment safely
under actual working conditions:
silo unloader, feed grinder, self
unloading wagon, conveyor, and
barn cleaner

A. Value of manure
B. Type of building structure
C. Kind and amount of bedding
D. Amount of water av'ailable
E. Sanitation laws
F. Solid manure

Paved slab
Loading ramp

G. Liquid manure
. Percent of water necessary
Components

. Herd size
Physical structures

. Investment per cow

. Field conditions
. StOrage time
. Capacity
. Pumping
. Parlor drain
Odors
Labor distribution
Agitation

. Frozen manure
Slatted floors

. Spreaders
H. Lagoons

Anaerobic bacteria
. Local regulations
Bedding
Size necessary

I. Dehydration
J. Incineration

315
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EDUCATION
01.0301-23 - Code

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Use articles, filmstrips,
overhead, discussion, lecture
class reporting.
Discuss

Discuss all factors and com-
pute storage facility size
for specific situations.
Stress this as a system which
is either completely followed
or not followed at all.
There are many variations of
systems and not all are
legal--don't put a lot of
money into a system which may
not be legal to use.
After field trip, again
discuss the implications o
this system.

C. Class discussion; field trip,
--where-possible-regarding

lagoons.
Visit village treatment
plant to view the operation.
A field trip to visit con-
trasting systems

A. Identify the methods of
mechanical solid manure
handling.

B. Become aware of factors re-
garding liquid manure and
their influence on decision
making

C. Participate in field trip
and record notes

D. Design a liquid system for a
.sample farm situation

316
11

A. Written quiz

B. Instructor assess
student's under-
standing of factors
as used in the
system designed



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title -MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT Code -01.0301-23

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Bulletins -

1. Liquid Manure Systems in Free Stall Dairy barns, Casler, A. E., Res. 218

2. Mechanical Equipment for Handling and Feeding Forage, Guest, A., Eng. Ext. 348

3. Things You Should Consider Before Buying a Silo Unloader, Brillion Service

4. Auger Conveyor's for Feedlot Mechanization, Works, Idaho, Farm Elect.

Leaflet 56

5. Feed Processing on the Farm, Works, Idaho, Farm Elect. Leaflet 60

317
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MODULE O. INSTRUCTION

Title - LIGHT EARTHMDV:\- EQUIPMENT REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE

DESCwWrION:

Code - 01.0301-25

This module via, pre ide basic trainiritn the repair andimintemance

of- Light earthmovg :ment commonly used.in Iogging soil .ciervation,

farming, an& ornamem orticultural operations. Such items4a .:hebull-

dozer, baekhoe and 1- ),,Cder will be serviced. Also included447LL be foic,

lifts such as are us:r., .;-agricultural storages.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONT/AT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Track and roller repair and maintenance 1 7

2. Steering clutches and brakes 1 6

3. Shuttle clutches and direction reversers 1 4

4. Hydraulic systems
4 26

Revised June 1974
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Title -

MIDDWE OF INSTRUMTION

LIGHT RT}fl!OVi OtnIMENT REPAIR AND
MAINTENAVZ

OBJECTIVES to be obtair

Students will be able to:

Cocie 01.0301-25

1. Repair certain compon atiiiintain the light industrial equipment

.that might be sold_ate. irm Jiipment dealership.

2 Describe the operatior gli'fel_ent types of clutch brake systems

in light industrial ec

3. Demonstrate skills nee to, service and repair tracks, clutches and

brakes.

4. Describe the operation cYf 1),611mlic systems and demonstrate skills
needed to service and _ pal, these systems.

1 9

3



C.4de - 01.0301-25

- LIGHT EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT REPALR AND MAINTENANCE
AGR .jUL:TURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT carriNT

Unit 1 - Track and roller repair

and maintenance
Objective #1
To perform the task of removing

and replacing track

Objective #3
Demonstrate skills needed to
seryice and repair track.

Unit 2 - Steering clutches and

brakes
Objective #1
To be capable of determining

type of steering system

Objective #2
Descrtbe-the-operation.of
different types of brakes

Objective #3
Perform tasks of adjusting and

realigning steering brakes.

111=.1.1.r

A. Track pins and bushings
B. Track rollers
C. Track sprockets and idlers
D. Track removal and replacement

A. Types of track vehicle steering

B. Adjustment of track vehicle steering system

C. Relining steering brakes

320



EDUCATION
Ol.0301.-2'..,

- Code

LIGHT EARTa 1NG EgUnMENT REPAIR AND MAINTENgattle

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICLTION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION EFNYCMDURES

A.

B.

C.

D.

_

Students safely rem7e
track.
Examine with
where and how
of track
Students
track
Demonstrate
and adjusting of track
components.

studer=..-s

comporemt:s

wear.
safely replace

servicing

A. Overheada from vaolous
service eanuals showing
types of track steering.

B. Demonstrate adjusting
steering; brake and/or

clutch.
C. Have students remove and

replace brake linings.
Use new linings if needed.

A. Student practice and obaerva.
tion

B. Student obsvatior;
C. Student practice and observe-

tion
D. Each student perfarn ebe

service and adjustments
needed.

A. Student observation
B. Student observation
.C. Students remove, replace

and adjust clutch

321

A.

E.

Oral quEeLum-aIl
componer.
Ident:arrion cf
part

- Where wear will
occur

SucCesc:Fill-,aervicing

and accurateadjust-
ments will be observ
by.the instructor.

A. Teacher observation
of student-came and
afficiem.:v in
practical exercise.

ed



,t Jde 01.0325

itle LIGHT '141.A.RTHMTTENG
EQUIPMENT REPAIR ,gla't ,,P6INTENANCE

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTly.=:-BY USIT
CONTENT

Unit :5

Shutte clutches and .Ettentama

revesers
Objective #1
Be eaquahle of determininz
ofHpozition of Clutch
Objective #2
Descvibe the. operation .1)6

diffLerent types of brpIc,

Obientive #3
To 'perform tasks of adjusti:ng

and replacement of clutch.

A. Types af clutches and operating principles

B. Adjustoefht
C. Replace-vtt

Unit 4 -
Hydraulic, systems
Objective #1
To be capable of :ztantifying

components _of a Avdraulic

system.
Objective #72

To understand
involved in .31 systea

t he 1.r.,m-iutrLales

Qb:jective # 3

Demonstmte skills Me:EMIL-CA to 1:4"-
vice Erne repair znart."%aFF, .clutches

and brakes,

Objective. #4
Describe the::.opianmtlzun. of hydr-am-

syarems3rand demcuratrate- skill

needed zto service anti-repair

these systems..

_

A. Principles of hydaaulics

B. Compments of a hydraulic system

C. 2nm= repair and/or replacement

.
17a.mamomics of repair vs replacement

D. 14.0-te..:, replacement

--E- C.7y1 ii=n1;=1-_repaix

IP=1f valve settings
G. Trouble shooting

3 22



EDUCATTI 0 N
01.0301-25

- Code

LIGHT EARTHMOVINUEQUIPMENT REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE - Title

TEAMING METHODS STUDENT APPL N ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class discussion using
overheads on types af.
shuttle clutches and
direction reversers-

B. Temonstrate adjusting
clutch.

C. Have students remame
clutch-and reline iLf
needed-

A. Student observation
B. Students remoim;a, replace

and ajust clutnh.

A. Teacher observation
of students care and
efflciency in
prac=ical exercise.

A. Discussion using overheads
on hydraulic systems

Principles
Components

B. Show students an actual
hydraulic system on a
vehiclename compone
Alemonstrate hose replarr.ment
Have students cy,sassenddle
repair and assemble:cylinder

E. Demonstrate setting relief
-valves

F. Hand uuts
shooting

G. Have students troubleshoot
a poorly operating
-hydraulic system

C-.
D.

on trouble

A- Student observation.
DiviAe students in groups of
3 Icr' Pepair of cylinders..

C. Inter;:tianally olt- down
perfo.mance on a system .and.

have .40:naTei-nt teams trouble.

shod: ahould have

A.

B.

Ammitren quiz on
Tminc#ples-and
,..compoment identiftca

rion
Teacher dhservation
111Exarefulap4
04=1; 715nt repair.

--ever4st-sysitans--;with prabSans C-,--earber-observation-
of--.propEr procedure

in trouble shootiAg
Students should
4-1-1P-nrify 3 problems

if- possible
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UGHT .EARTHMOULLEriENT. #13 .

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books -

Module

Ag. Mech. Area

Bedell, Earl & Frazee, Irving. Tractors 4and crawlers. American Technical

Society. Chicago, Ill. 1963.

Manufacturer's Service Manuals.

B. Audiovisuals

Motion picture andslide sets from Catepiilar Tractor CO.

Overheads taken from Service and Thapialr. Manmals of vaxious makes of vehicles on:

.
Hydraulic systems

- steering brakes
- clutches

3 2

8



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - -PLANNING AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

AND SERVICE FACILITIES

OESCRIMON:

Code - 01.0302--.01

The-:modUle is concerned with the selection and planning of-suitable
buildings and types of constrUction for specific agricultural purposes.
Included will he building.materials and methods, construction standards,
site suitability and preparation, and cost estimates. Remodeling of
existing buildings will be considered. The student will prepare-sketches
of an agricultural structure, including site layout and the location of
equipment, water, light and electrical outlets. Construction skills are
included ill other modules.

Major Divisions or Units of Content Time Allocation
Class _Gther

1. Determine Structural Needs 4 4

2. Metermine, Construction Types, Materials,
:Sizes, And Site Location for Specific
Purposes 6 6

3. Drawing Scale Plans for'a Specific
Building

Revised August '75

2 8

12 18

1
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - Planning Agricultural Structures and
Service Facilities

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able tot

Code - 01.0302-01

1. List the basic considerations for constructing functional agricultural

structures.

2. Identify to the instructoes satisfaction basic types of agricultural

buildings including the advantages and disadvantages of each.

3. List five of eight factors to conuider in properly locating a

structure.

4. Determine space required for a structure on his own site or a.problem

provided by the instructor.

5. Identify 80% of the major parts of a structure, given three of the

basic types of buildings.

6. berionstrate a knowledge of terms used in reference to structures by

interviewing a contractor and recording all'trade terms used by the

interviewee.

7. Determine,to the instructor's satisfaction, the type of roof framing

to use based on the needs of the structure.

8. Identify the types of foundations and wall supports, and select the

type appropriate to his situation.

9. Identify the types of roofing material and list the appropriate uses

of each to the instrnctors satisfaction.

10. Select the kind of siding material to use on his building, given the

types of siding and their uses.

11. Select size and type of doors and windows given the types and their

uses.

12. Select type of floor needed, given types arid their uses.

13. Compute and list a bill of materials for all components of the

structure with 100% accuracy.

-14-. Draw to scale a preliminary sketch.of the floor plan for a-given

agricultural building with 100% accuracy.

3



Code - 01.0302-01
AGRICULTURAL

Title - Planning Agricultural-Structures and
Service Facilities

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Determine Structural
Needs

Objective 1
List the basic considerations for
constructing functional agricul-
tural structures.

Unit .2 - Determine Construction
Types, Materials, Sizes, and Site
Location for Specific Purposes

Objective 2
Identify to the instructors
satisfaction basic types of
agricultural buildinc:s includinp
the advantages and disadvantages
of each.

A. Feasibility of remodeling
B. Plans for expansion
C. Degree of farm enterprlse specialization
D. Labor saved
E. Market conditions
F. Machinery available
G. Building codes

A. Types of structures
Wood-frame-

, types
characteristics of each type

. advantages
weaknesses

Masonry structures
types

, characteristics of each type

, advantages
weaknesses

7

Metal structures
types
characteristics of each-type
advantges,

. weaknesses

Prefabricated structures
types
characteristics of each type
advantages
weaknesses

7;
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EDUCATION 01.0302-01

Manning Agricultural Structures and
Service Facilities

- Code

- Title

...

TEACHING AETHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class discuvLsion using
specific farm examples.

B. Field trip

C. Resource person - building
inspector

A. Class -discussion using
charts and pictures of
foundations, frames and
roofs.

'Arrange. for trips to
buildings under constrnc-
in to observe foundations
frames and roofs.

C. Illustrate types of wood
frames by diagrams or
pictures.

A. Takemotes on class discus-
sion.

B. Interriew a person who
recently coMpleted a building

C. Recor&observation On field
trips.

A. Oral quiz of student
understanding of
considerations.

Make notes of class discus-
sion.

B. Participate in class trips
to make observations.

C...Sketch,a-diagram of each
type of. structure.

A. Written quiz on
identifying types,
characteristics,
advantages, and
disadvantages.

5



Code - 01.0302-01

Title Planning Agricultural Structures
Service Facilities

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 3
List five of eight factors to
consider in properly locating a
structure.

Objective 4
Determine space required for a- ------ -

structure on his'own site or a
probleM'provided by the instructor

Objective 5
Identify 80% of the major parts
of a structure, given three of
the basic types of buildings.

Objective 6
Demonstrate a knowledge of terms
used in reference to structures
by interviewing a contractor and
recording all trade terms used by
the interviewee.

A.

A,

B.

A,

B.

and

CONTENT

AGRICULTURAL

Factors
. Convenience
Protection from weather
Appearance
Fire:hazard
Provision for exPansion
Drainages
Availability of electrical service

. Environmental conditions

Calculating square footage
For machinery atorage
For animal housing
For crop storage
For an agri-business operation

Base structure
. Skids
Piers
Slabs
Footings
Foundation

Main frame
Platform
Timber
Balloon

Supports
Anchors
Sills
Girders
Studding

walls

. -Wall-plates--,
no Other structural

Windows
Doors

Stairs

Joists
Headers
Bridging
Nailing girts
-Angle-braces
parts



()EDUCATION

t". A. Class discussion

01.0302-01 - Code

Planning.Aricultural Structures
- Title

and Service Factlities

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Teacher demonstration
of sample calculations.

B. Supervise and assist
students in independent
calculations.

A. Class discussions using
charts and pictures of
parts.

B. Point out parts during
field trip to different
structures.

A. Use toy farm set-up to
figure distances, conven-
ience and practice other
factors influencing location

A. Instructor assess
appropriateness of
students placement
of class-problems.,

A. Inventory machinery,animals, A.
crops to utilize the buildin

B. D-,termine square footage
required for items inven-, B.

toried.
C. Use cardboard cut-outs to

lay_out a.,functional,design C.

and determine space required

A. Participate in class dis-
cussion taking notes.

B. Make sketch notes of field
trip noting parts.

C. Interview a contractor
regarding procedures, terms,
and arrangements for build-
ing structures.

3

D.

A

Instructor check
student's inventory
for obvious omission
Instructor
aCcuracy of calcula-
tions.
InStructor determine
if, 'Student design is-

functional.
Assess student's
attempt to investi-
gate several alter-
ations.

. Written quiz on major
parts of a structure.

. Oral quiz of student'
awareness of contrac-
tors terms.



Code - 01.0302-01

Title - Planning Agricultural Structures and.

Service Facilities

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 7
Determine, to the instructors
satisfaction, the type of roof
framing to use based on the needs
of the structure.

Objective S
Identify the types of foundations
and wall supports, and select. the
type appropriate to his situation.

A. Roof shapes
Shed

0,ahle

Off-center
Half-monitor
f:ambrel

Arch

B. Roof supports
Supported rafters
Trusses
Rigid frames

C. Roof pitch
pefinition
Minimum pitch
Figuring pitch

D. Factors in selecting
Post-free width needed
Extra height
Provisions wind and snow load
Provision needed For strongjoints
Provision needed for attaching roofing
Quality of framing required.

A. Types of foundations and valln
Poles, or posts and piers

. Wood frame with concrete foundation

. Post and girt with concrete foundation
Masonry valls on concrete foundation
Steel structure

B. Factors in selection
Ease of construction
Fire resistance
Resistance to decay
rrovision for attaching siding
Resistance to wind and veight
Cost

8
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01.0302-01

Planning Agricultural Structures
and Service Facilities

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A. Class discussion including
the advantages-grid disadvan-
-tages of each type. .

B. Superviw.: student
independent study and
determination of appropriate
roof for problem situation.

C. Demonstration of figuring
pitch.

D. Demonstrate use of tables
to figure load capacity
of spans using different
material.

E. Class discussion of each
factor affecting selection.

A. Class discussion of
characteristics and uses

of each.

B. Supervise student indepen-
dent study to select a
foundation.

C. Class discussion of each
factor in selection..

A. Notes on class disCussion

B. Independent st..7.dy to detev-

mine shapeiTtupports and
pitch for his project or
class project.

C. Figure pPnlh on class sample
building ,r!. well as his B. Evaluate accuracy,

,project. and appropriateness
of student's selec-
tions for his pro
ject including
validity of reasons.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Written quiz on
identification and
use of roof shapess
factors to consider
inselecting, and
figuring pitch
required.

A. Participate and keep notes
on class discussion.

B. Independently study each
type, consider the factors
affecting selection of
foundations and walls and
decide on option to use on
his class project.

9
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A. Orally determine
student's under-
standing of use of
various foundations
and Walls.'

Be Assess student's
decision on project
for appropriateness
and accuracy of
reasons.



Code - 01.0302-01

Tille - Planning Agricultural-Structures
and Service Facilities

AGR'ICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 9
Identify the types of roofing

material and list the appropriate

uses of each to the instructors

satisfaction.

Objective 10
Select the kind of siding materi-

al to use on his building, gives

the types of siding and their

uses.

Objective 11
Select size and type of doors

and windows given the types and

their uses.

A. Roofing materials
Wood shingles
Asphalt shingles
. roll
strip shingles ,

. individual shingles
. Roll roofing
Metal roofing

. flat

v-crimp
. corrugated

Cement asbestos

A. Types
. Wood siding
. rasonry
nalvanized steel

. Exterior plywood

. Aluminum

B. Factors to consider
Fire resistance

. Maintenance

. Paintahility

. Type of fastener needed

. Life expectancy -.weathering

A. Doors
. Sliding doors

. Overhead doors

B. Windows
Construction types

10
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EDUCATION 01.0302 CI

Planning Agricultural Structures
and Service Facilities

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class discussion

B. Supervise individual student
selection.

A, Visit building supply firm
to see various types of

roofing.

B. Participate in class discus-
sion and keep notes.

C. Determine roofing for his
individual class project.

A. Class discussion of uses, A.

advantages and disadvantages.

B. LeCture on the factors-to
consider.

. Supervise students selertion
of siding for class Troject:

nlan trip to local huildinr
materials dealer to observe
types of doors and windms.

Participate in class discus-
sion and keep notes.,

B. Visit_buildings in the
community to,inspeet types

of siding.

C. Visit with building supplie
to gather facts on each typ

of siding.

D.

A.

B.

Determine siding for his

class project.

Research types of doors and
windows including use and
costs.
Select doors and windows
for class project.

11
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A. Have student identi-
fy sample roofing
material.

B. Assess student's
selection fOr his
project.

A. Have Otudent..identif
sampl.es of. sliding

andi44scuzs,tlarac-
terisntic,v of each.-

B. Asses5: s-tudent's-
sidinr gmlection for

nrn-yect.

A. Orally assess stu-
dents knowledge
of types of doors
.and windows and
their use.



Code - 01.0302-01 AGRICULTURAL
Title - Planning Agricultural Structures and

Service Facilities

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 12
Select type of floor needed,

given types and their uses.

Objective 13
Compute and list a bill of

materials for all components of

the structure with 100% accuracy.

Objective 14
Draw to scale a preliminary
sketch of the floor plan for a

given agricultural building with

100% accuracy.

A. Types
Wooden
Concrete

. Dirt
Crushed rock
Wire.

A. Procedure in determining costs
Consult experienced contractors
Secure local standard unit cost%
Consult_others in community.

Price 'prefabricated _buildings

. Determine_lahor costs3sepatately from

material cost.
L. Calculating construction cost

Masonry-work and site preparation

Carpentry work
. Sheet metal work and roofing

. Insulation

. Heating
C. Calculating quantities

D. Methods of calculating materials

A. Drawing
Drawing equipment
Conventional lines

. Lettering
Symbols
Types of working drawings

B. Sketching
Materials for sketching

.. Features of sketching

12
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EDUCATION
01.0302-01 - Code

Planning Agricultural Structures and - Title

Service Facilities

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Independent student study
of floor appropriate to
class project.

A. Secure..from atuntractor
severilcopies_lcrUspecifi-
cations lor-budlmings.
Secure.severaL:copiesof
building-contracts.

C. Arrangezfor7cantractor to

D. SecurepriCeszof-prefabri-
catedzbUiiainaa.

E. DemonstrateJEtvring costs.
F.Demonstrate-ing a list

of materials.

A. Identify drawing equipment

B. Demonstrate drawing
techniques.

C. Provide trainee experiences
by ailsigning problems.

D. Supervise drawing on. class

project.

A. Independently study fltwor
needs for building being
planned.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Study,a building specifics
tiomand note items to
inarde.
Stu0-a building contract
and7list items it covers.
Criilvlate cost of all
bu4#ming components.
Demalop a list of materials
for the project..

A. Identify drawing equipment

B. Practice techniques of'
drawing and lettering.

C. Examine drawings used by
contractors and builders.

D. Draw class assigned struc-
ture.

E. Draw student's project
structure.

13
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A. Assess orally
student's under-
standing.of materia3
used for floor's.

A. Wtitten.quiz on
selected calculatio

B. Assess accuracy of
student's calcula-
tions.

C.,Assess completeness
:.:Of list of materials

A. Instructor assess
completeness and
accuracy of drawings



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - Planning Agricultural Structures and

Service Facilities

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books:

Bulletins:

*Farm Utility Buildings"
American Association-for AgticdItural Engineering

.
and Vocational Agriculture

Athens, Georgia 1969

"Fracticalyarmstead Planning and Farm Facts

You Should Knoiq" '

Republic Steel Agricultural Extension Bureau

P. O. Box 7587
Birmingham 13, Alabama

"Farm Structures and Convenience Construction,

Maintenance and Repairs*
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare

Office of Education .1967

"Estimating Construction Costs for Free Stall

Dairy Systems"
Cornell University
Agricultural Engineering Extension Building

486 Casler 1968

Audiovisuals:

ea'

14
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MODULE OF InsTRUcrioN

Title - TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS Code.- 01.'0501,28'
,

DESCRIVriON:

The purpose ofthis module is to acquaint the student with theNarious
types of starting and charging systems used cra today's agricultural.==actors.

It will acquaint-him with the fundamentals of electricity, its termEmmlogies,
and how it is used to-perform specific jo.bs in the starting and charzimg
system. He will be involved with actual components, dismantling, testing,
components, reassemble, and testing complete assemblies. These tests7will

be compared withmanufacturers' specifications to determine requireliEaddi-

tional service. During this procedure he will become acquainted with-proper

test equipment. He will also be able to perform preventative maintenance on
the components of both systems.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time AlloOetions
Class Other

1. Electrical Theory 4 1

2. Electric Storage Battery 2 1

3. Charging System 5 10

4. Starting System 3 4

14 16

Revised June, 1974

1
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS

Objectives to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0301-28

1. Explain the principles of electricity and its relationship to
magnetism

2. Identify the components of a storage battery, explain how it
transmits energy, and perform necessary tests to obtain high
efficiency using proper test equipment

3. Identify components of the charging system, explain the'operational
function of each, and perform tests to,obtain maximum efficiency
from the system by using proper test equipment. Compare actual

tents vlai manufacturers' specifications.

4. Identify the major components of the starting system, eXplain
the 'operational function of each, and 'perform tests to obtain
maximum efficiency by utilizing proper test equipment. Compare

actual-test' results with-menufacturer0specifications._ -----

5. Demonstrate ability to service and repair components of the above

gystems.

339
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Code 01.0301-28 AGRICULTURAL
Title - TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit 1 Theory
Objective 1.

Explain the principles of
electricity and its relation-

ship to magnetism

Define
Electricity
Electrons
Voltage and Current

Resistance
Conductors and Semi Conductors

. Insulators
Circuits

, Series Circuit
Parallel Circuit
Ohm's Law
Voltage Drop

Magnetism
Alternating and Direct Current
Basic Test Equipment
Safety Precautions

Unit 2. Battery
Objective 2.

Identify the components of a

storage battery, explain how it

transfers energy, performs tests to

obtain maximum efficiency.

Objective 5
Demonstrate the ability to service

batteries. I.

J.

Define storage battery
Components of battery
Types of batteries
Procedure to_activate a battery
Testing a battery
Battery storage
Battery troubleshooting
Charging a battery

Slow charge

. Fast charge
Battery ratings
Safety precautions

4
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01.0301-28 - Code

TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS - Title

TWACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture, utilizing chalkbOard,A .

charts or slides in discussing
Molecular'structure of B .

'electricity

Electrical characteristics
- voltage

current7Amperage
resistance

Materials used for elec-
trical flow D .

Materials used for resist-
_ ing electrical flow E.
Formulas used to calculatE
Types of circuits

parallel and series
Principles of magnet-ism,

magnetic fieIL:
, electro7magnetic_
induction

."Right-Hand Rule"
A.0 and D.C. current

B. Demonstrate use of volt,
ampere and ohmmeter

Explain the characteristics
of electricity.
Identify sample

. Conductors and semi-
conductors

. Insulators
Calculate electrical values
of specific circuits vs.-
actual measurement
Identify parallel and series
circuits
Record current flow through
wire passing through magnetic
field

Written or oral quiz
A. List conductors and

insulatOrs
B . Problems calculated

finding voltage,
amperage and resist-
'ance

. Explain basic char-.
acteristics .of
electricity'

D . Draw scheMatic of
simple electrical
dirCuit

E . Quiz on .electrical
terminology

A. Lecture, using charts, or
actual cutaway of battery,
slides or transparencies
.,Identify each component

B. Explain types of batteries
Dry
Wet

C. Demonstrate.testing a battery
procedure

Immediately following
activation

. Troubleshooting a battery
problem

specific gravity test
visual inspection
light load test

. Charging procedure
D. Handout sheet showing electro-

lytic action in a battery
Handout_sheets_or_copies_of......_

manufacturers' battery rating
charts

C .

D .

E .

Using handout sheet, identify
components
Physically check a battery
for electrolyte and fill to
proper level if necessary
Test a battery after activa-
tion
Test a battery which has
been in service
Hook up charger on a battery

3415

A

B .

C .

D .

Written or oral quiz
identify components
of a battery
Quiz on battery
terminology
Quiz.or oral explan-
ation of procedure
to check a battery
- Immediately after

activation
. During service

Written or oral test
on testing procedure

E .'Written or, oral test,
on battery termin-
ologies

F. Perform tests and
service correctly



CPda - 01.0301-28

TRACTOR:STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS

AGRICUL'iORA".1, .

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit 3 Charging System

Objective 3.

Identify components of the charging

system, explain the operational

function of each, and perform tests

to Obtain maximum efficiency by

using proper test equipment

Demonstrate the ability to service

and repair charging system

components.

A. D.C. charging system
. Generator

purpose

. components

. types of circuits

. "A" and "B"

.
periodic service required

polarizing
. operation principles

. testing procedures
. bench tests
. on-vehicle tests

. types of failures

. Regulators
. types

. cutout

. voltage

. current
basic purpose

. components of

operation principles

. perio servicing

. testing and adjusting procedures

. transistorized regulators--tests and

adjustments
. safety precautions

B. A.C. charging system
. Alternator

.
compare with generator

. types
basic principles of operation

. components
advantages

. safety precautions when servicing

test procedures
.
special tools to service

. design variations

6
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EDUCATION
01.0301-28 - Code

TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS - Title

TEACHING'METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture using charts, handout
sheets and actual components
or cutaway

B. Using actual components, dis-
mantle a generator

C. Handout sheets showing
components

D. Demonstrate servicing
procedures using

Volt meter
Ammeter
Growler
Turn down armature
Generator test stand

E. Handout sheets showing types
of regulators and their
components

F. Lecture, using actual com-
ponents, show cleaning and
adjustments

G. Demonstrate,using proper test
equipment, clean and adjust
per manufacturers' specifica-
tions

Bench test
On vehicle

H. Lecture using charts, cutaway,
and actual components or
complete alternator

Compare with generator
Identify components
Test output on vehicle
Test output on Bench tester
Discuss typical failures

I. Demonstrate use of special
required tools

J. Demonstrate the procedure
for adjusting and trouble-
shooting transistorized
regulator

A. Assign a generator to each
student to disassemble

B. Identify generator components
after disassembly-

C. Bench test components
D. Polarize generator
E. Run test of reassembled

generator on generator
alternator test stand

F., Run test on regulator, clean
and adjust and rerun test,
compare with manufacturers'
specifications

G. Identify components of
alternator

H. Perform tests on alternator
on vehicle

I. Perform tests on alternator
on Bench tester

J. Dismantle alternator using
special tools and testing
components

K. Replace faulty parts

A. Written or.oral
quiz, identify
generator components

B. Test generator on
generator-alternator
tester, compare out-
put with manufactu-
rers' specifications

C. Oral or written quiz
on terminologies
on generator

D. Oral or written quiz
on regulator term-
inologies

E. Perform actual test
on regulator, clean
and adjust to manu-
facturers' speci-
fications

F. Oral or written test
on alternator term-
inologies

G Test an alternator,
record results and
compare with manu-
facturer's specifi-
cations

H Orally explain pre-
cautions required
with alternators
Sketch a diagram of
a typical charging
circuit



Code - 01.0301-28 AGRICULTURAL
Title - TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 4. Starting System
Objective 4.

Identify the major components of
the starting systems, explain the
functional operation of each com-
ponent_and perform tests to obtain
maximum efficiency from the system
by utilizing proper test equipment

Demonstrate the ability to service
and repair starting system
components.

A. Purpose of the starting circuit

B. Typical starting circuit
C. Principles of operation
D. Cranking Motors

,

. Types

. &ditches

. Drives
. bendix
overrunning clutch
inertia

Switches ,

solenoid
magnetic switch
direct

. Lubrication
E. Troubleshooting starting system

. Magnetic switch type
Solenoid type

...

Importance of battery
Effects of cold weather
Effects of high oil viscosity

F. Testing comparison with manufacturers' specifica-

tions
G. Check a starting system on a vehicle

.

. ,

8

.... .



01.0301-28 - Code

TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION RROCEDURES

A. Handout sheet of typical
starting circuit with termin-
ologies

B. LectUre, using charts and
diagrams, explain the start-
ing circuit

. Purpose

. Components
0. Using actual components,dis-

mantle, test each component,
reassemble and perform
following tests

. Armature test
Solenoid test
Field test
Brush tension
No-load test
Lock test
Resistance test

D. Using a vehicle starting
system, check out the complete
system

A. Identify
starting

B:

C. Assign
mantle

D. Test
E. Test

compare
specifications

F. Assign
students,
tests

G. Service
parts.

components of
system from handout

e:f
ch a typical starting

rcuit
components to dis-

individual components
complete assemblies and

with manufacturers'

a vehicle to each two
have them perform

to locate
and repair faulty

Written or Oral Quiz
A. Sketch a typical

starting circuit
. Identify each
component

B. Describe tests
required to complet-
ely check Ent a
starter

C. Perform a test on a
vehicle

345
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - TRACTOR STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEMS Code - 01.0301-28

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books

Delco Remy Test Specifications, Division of General Motors Corp.,

Anderson Indiana
DR-324 S Test Specifications - prior 1956

DR-324 S-1 Test Specifications - 1956-1963

DR-324 S-2 Teat Specifications after 1963

Tractor Electrical Diagnosis, Ford Motor Company, Tractor and Implement

Operation, Birmingham, Michigan

Facts About Storage Batteries, E.S.B. Brands, Inc., P.O. Box 6949,

Cleveland, Ohio

Massey Ferguson, Inc., 12601 Southfield Road, Detroit, Michigan, Capsule #7,

Electrical Systems

Bulletins

Delco Remy Service Bulletins, Division of General Motors Corp., Anderson,

Indiana

Audiovisuals

Training Charts, Delco Remy, Technical Literature Section, Anderson,

Indiana 46011, Charts with manuals on periodic maintenance and circuit

checks DR-5221 and Service tips DR-9019

10
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT
Code - 01.0301-26

DESCRIMON:

Students involved in this module will be exposed to the machinery

and equipmant involved with the production and handling,of milk. Student

will identify milking and milk handling equipment as well as laying out

the several systems of milk handling. Pumps, lines and machines will

be disassembled, repaired and reassembled by students. Much of the

student's time will be spent in analyzing the several systems of milk

handling via field trips.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT' Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Machine Milking Development
1 3

2. Milking Machines
1 6

3. Vacuum Systems
1 4

4. Electrical System
1 2

5. Milking Systems
1 3

6. Milk Hauling
1 6

6 24

Revised June 1975

1
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MODULE Of INSTRUCTION

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT Code . 01.0301-26

Objectives to be obtained:

Students will be able to:

1. Outline-,-either in writing or orally, the major developments in the history of.

machine milking.

2. Correctly identify the major accoutrements (strip cup, dipping pails,
disinfectants, cleaning solutions and others) of the milking process.

3. Identify the major parts of a milking machine.

4. Disassenble and reassemble a milking machine within the time allotted by

the instructor

5. Troubleshoot a 'bugged" milking machine as directed by the instructor

6. Check amount of vacuum on line.

7. Troubleshoot a "bugged" vacuum line.

8. Clean vacuum lines

9. Adjust and service vacuum controller

10. Disassemble, repair and reassemble a vacuum pump.

11. Service and maintain two types of stall cocks.

12. Read wiring diagram and wire a system switch.

-

13. Identify several electrical components used in a modern milking maching

operation such as : timer - converter.

14. Identify the various types of barns and parlors in use in the area of the

school system.

3F18



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT Code . 01.0301-26

Objectives to be obtained:

15. Sketch plans utilizing the various systems of milking.

lb, Compare three systems of milking equipment installation systems.

17. Identify by name the major components of the transfer pump and system.

18. Demonstrate his ability to set up a model line that will function correctly,

given a vacuum pump, line and motor, sanitary trap, regUiators, still cocks,

drain plugs and other necessary equipment.

19. Read a bulk tank measuring device and interpret the reading from the chart

into.pounds of milk.

3 4)



Code 7 01.0301-26

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT
AGEICULTUR.4.4..

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Machine Milking
Developments.
Objective 1
Outline, either in writing or
orally, the major developments in
the history of machine milking.

A. Haw a cow makes milk
Function of the udder, blood, hormones, etc.
The mechanics of.milking

Development of the milking machine
First patent 1818 by Anna Baldwin - pitcher
pump method
Dr. Carl Gustar Patrik DeLoral 1894
1918 - first really successful milking
machine
1928 -magnetic pulsing

. Modern developments
Important steps in correct machine milking

Cow placement in'milking Order
Cow preparation - clean udders
Use of strip cup
Attaching milker'
Milking

recommended pulsatious/min
recommended inches of vacuum
recommended duration - min/cow

Stripping with machine
Removal of teat cups

. Udder sanitation
Milker sanitation

C.
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01.0301-26 - Code

MILKING EQUIPMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

k

.

ity

y.,

_

A.
B.

C.

D.-

Lecture
Slides
Display of bulletins and
pictures
Overhead projector and
overlays

. .

..., __

A.

B.

C.

D.

Have the student
explain in writing
what physiological
changea: take
Place in the, cowas
a resultof washing
and massaging the
udder and teat one
minute prior to
milking.
Have each student
demonstrate.hii
ability to use the
strip cup for
checking each quart:r
prior to milking.
The evaluator shoul.
make sure that a
minimum of two or
three streams of mi
from each quarter
are run through the
sieve of the strip
cup and checked for
mastitis.
Have the student
demonstrate his abi
to put a milking
machine on a proper
prepared milk cow a:
quickly and quietly
as possible.
Have the student den-
onstrate his abilit

to determine when th.
cow has been com-.
pletely milked out .

feeling and working
the udder and use o;
the machine stri p

.

process.

. -
-7

/
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.Code-- 01.0301-26

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

OWV11.0.

AGRI.CULTURA1.

CoNTENT

Unit 2 - Milking Machines.
Objective 2
Correctly identify the major

ditteeMents--(stripcup, dipping
pails, disinfectants, cleaning
solutions and others) of the
milking process.

Objective 5
Identify the major parts of a

milking machine.

Objective 4
Disassemble and reassemble a
milking machine within the time
allotted by the instructor.

Objective -5
Troubleshoot a "bugged" milking
-mAchine as directed by the

instructor.

D. The importance of fast milking
Duration of the effect of oxytocin hormone

Creation of good or bad milking habits

E. Types of milkers
. Floor type
. Suspended type

F. Types of pulsators
. Vacuum pulsators
. Magnetic pulsators

352
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EDUCATIO N
01.0301-26

MILKING EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

n
,.

er
A. A student developed display

of many various kinds of.
solutions, ingredients, and
equipment used for udder
and milker sanitation would
allow the student to become
familiar with many of the
accoutrements.

B. A field trip to a local
dairy farm that might be
milking would give the
students an opportunity to
see and later discuss the
milking procedure practiced

C. Students will disassemble
completely the milkers and
study the parts carefully
learning how you change
liners in teat cups, how,
the pulsators work, where
the critical areas are,
how vacuum is carried to
interior and exterior of the
liners, how milk gets to the
pail, how overfilling a'
pail effects the pulsators
and other machine parts, etc.

D. Bug the machines (simulatinE
leaky air hoses, ruptured
liners, dirty_pulsators,
shorted magnetic connections,
etc.) and have the students
find and correct the mal-
function. (There are a ver}
great many lessons that can
be learned in this unit that
will be of invaluable help
to the student that may go
out troubleshooting for a
-milkqMgflership.)

7

A. Have each student
demonstrate his
ability to use the
strip cup for check
each quarter prior
to milking. The
evaluator should
make sure that a
minimum of two or
three streams of
milk from each quar
are run through the
sieve of the strip
cup and checked for
mastitis.

B. Have-each student
demonstrate his
ability to put a
bucket-type milking
machine together an.
sanitize it properl
in preparation for
milking.

C. Have student orally
or in writing ident'fy
milking machine per.s
and accoutrements.

D. Instructor assess
students' ability t.
troubleshoot an
inoperative milking
machine.

-

--

.

..



--Code 01.0301-26

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURA1.

OBJECTIVES BY UN/T

Unit-3 - Vacuum Systems.
Objective 6
Check amount of vacuum on lines.

Objective 7
Troubleshoot _a "bugged" vacuum

line.

Objective 8
Clean vacuum lines.

Objective 9
Adjust and service vacuum
controller.

Objective 10
Disassemble, repair and reassemble

a vacuum pump.

Objective 11
Service and maintain two types of

stall cocks.

A. Major parts
Pumps-
. centrifugal

Pis.Pcm
Sanitary traps
Vacuum controllers
Automatic drain cocks
Vacuum lines, pipes
Stall cocks

B. Maintenance and servicing

Pumps
Traps
Controllers
Lines
Stall cocks
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EDUCATION
01.0301-26 - Code

MILKING EQUIPMENT - Title

110

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

---

A.

B.

.

D.

E.

Class discussion
Overhead projector and
overlays
Slides
Farm visits
Work on shop model

,

.

.

.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Students
centrigugal
piston
Students
restrictions
model
lab.

line
Students
clean
lines.
Students
vacuum
specified
Students
maintain

will work on
pumps and

pumps.
_

will locate
and plugs in

vacuum line set up in
(Use both straight

and circular type.)
will properly

and flush vacuum

will adjust
controllers to give

vacuums.
will service and
vacuum controllers.

. ,

A. Instructor
evaluation of
student's demon-
stration ability to
service, maintain,
and troubleshoot
vacuum lines and
pumps.

355
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Lode 01.0301-26

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 4 - Electrical Systems-
Objective 12
Read wiring diagram and wire a

_system_switcb._ _

Objective 13
Identify several electrical
components msed in a modern
milking madhine operation such as:

timer-convertor.

B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

G.

Entrance wiring
Switch-panel
Vacuum pump motor
Timer - convertor
Automatic washer
Bulk tank refrigeration units
Miscellaneous

'Receiver job probes
, Cycling devices

Timers

CONTENT

AGRICULTUR.

Unit 5 - Milking Systems
Objective 14
Identify the various types of
barns and parlors in use in the
area of the school system.

Objective 15
Sketch plans utilizing the various
systems of milking.

A. Methods of milking
Stanchions

Parlors
tandem
herringbone

B. Determining factors
Size of herd
Amount of help available
Investment required

C. Milk handling
. Pail

Dumping stations
Pipelines
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01.0301-26

MILKING EQUIPMENT--

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Class discussion
Overhead projector and
wiring diagram overlays,
Slides,
Farm visits.
Guest speaker - from
dealership.

A. Farm visits to study various
.

wiring systems as applied
to milking units and
observing automatic washers
'refrigeration units, etc.,
and how they are controlled
and wired.

B. Troubleihoot electrical
wiring to locate failure
causes. An actual visit
can be set up and "bugged"
to simulate shorts, breaks,
burned fusea, grounding,
etc.

A.

B.

C.

Written quiz
reading a wiring
diagram.
Orally or in writi 1

identify electrica
componenti-and
their functions.
Student demonstrat.
to the instructor
his skill in
troubleshooting th:
electrical system.

A.
.

.

Field trips
Slides
Overhead projector and
overlays

A. Visit several dairy farms,
'study the different lay-out
and find out what the
farmer would do differently
were he to do it over again.
(There are few farmers that
wouldn't make some change.)

A.

B.

Student identify
milk handling-
equipment and parlo
arrangements.
Instructor evalua-
tion of sketch
plans for given
farm situations.In a stanchions set-up

figure out how far the
farmer travels carrying
milk to bulk tank - compare
it with a dumping station
set-up and with a pipeline
iSet-Up'.- Hem large should
the dairy be to make a change?
What would each student
recommend if it were his

,

set-up?
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Code 01.0301-26

Title - MILKING EQUIPMENT
A G.RICULTU R

OBJZCTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 6 - Milk Hauling
Objective'16
Compare three systems of milking
equipment installation systema.

,

Objective 17
Identify by name the major
components of the transfer pump
and system.

A. Milk transferring
Materials

glass pipe
stainless steel pipe
plastic pipe and tubing

. Installation
layout, pitch,.risers, cornus involved
making joints, connections

. cutting and fitting
Transfer pumps
. 'installation

sanitation
disassembly, repair and assembly

Strainers
Tubing dryers

Objective 18
Demonatrate his a.bility to_set up
a model line that will function
correctly, given a vacuum pump,
line and motor, sanitary trap,
regulators, stall cocks, drain
plugs and other necessary
equipment.

B. Weighing and-measuring.
Total weight weigh.jars

. ProportiOnal weighing

. Combination weight and flow metering
C. Automation equipment

Receiving jars and probes
Automatic can fillers .

. Bulk tanks
D. Milk storage

Cans and coolers
. dry coolers
. wet coolers
Bulk' tanks
__types_

pressure
vacuum

Range in sizes
Cooling systems

self contained
. remote

air cooled and water cooled units
Calibration and measuring devices
Sanitations,

manual
autamatic
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01.0301-26

MILKING EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

Class discussion
Overhead and overlays
Slides
Field trips
Bulletins and pictures

A.

B.

Make same farm visits to
study milk transfer and
handling systems. Have
students make.sketch nf
air installation showing
clearness, particularly
around the bulk tank and
wash tank. Have students-
look up code requirements
regarding zailk rooms.

. How do these sketches
comply? What changes would
they suggedt?
In shop-have student._
disassemble a transfer
pump and reasseuble.' Where
are the trouble areas? How
should it be repaired?

A.

.

Written or oral
identification of
transfer' material
and pumps.

,

A. With some glass pipe and
fittings (if available)
or with_availablemeasure
ments of pipe and fittingi
have students plan what
pieces to use to fit a pipe
line correctly between two
or more points. -(Each

student could be given a
different set of circum-
stances.), The points need'
not be in a straight line
but offset different amount
This would involve
different elbows, etc.

359
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A.

B.

.

Instructor
assessment of
student's model line- - . ------_,- _

Instructor asses's-.
student's under-_
standing of factors-
to consider in
designing a system.

1



Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

MTLIC/G EQUIPMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Bulletins -

DeLaval

Milking Systems
Bulk Tanks
SanititionProducts
DeLaval_200
Handbook on Milking
Vaduum Pumps
Transfer Units

SA 1423
SA 1517
SA 1543
SA 1534 and SA 1540
SA 1175 '

SA 1431
SA 1351

360
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Titic - FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE OPERATION

DESCRIVrION:

Code -01.0301-27

This module is designed to prepare the student to operate farm tractom

and vehicles safely and efficiently. Theory of operation will be included

to the extent necessary to make the adjustments and repairs needed for safe

and efficient operation under farm conditions. Most of the time will involve

development of skills needed for operation.

Preventive maintenance and its importance wilt also be stressed in this

module.- Emphasis will be on spending a little time before.operation to save

countless hours of lost time later.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Tractor and vehicle operation safety 2 2

2. Performing maintenance and pre-operation jobs 1

3. Operating tractors and vehicles
2 17

25

Revised August 1975
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE OPERATION

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

Code - 01.0301-27

Students will develop'and demonstrate the effective ibility to:

1. Correctly list the hazardous occupations and highway operations
laws that apply to farm tractors and vehicles in use, on and off
the highway.

2. Demonstrate, to the instructor's satisfaction, ability to use an
owner's manual to determine correct procedure to follow in main-
taining c.nd performing recommended repair of farm tractors and
vehicles.

.3. Correctly perform recommended maintenance jobs on farm tractors
and vehicles usthg the operator's manual as'a guide.--

4. Perform, to the instructor's satisfaction, recommended repairs
on tractors and vehicles', which can be made with basic tools
using the operator's manual 'for reference.

5. Demonstrate, to the instructor's satisfaction, aii1ity to operate
modern farm tractors and vehicles in a safe and efficient manner
under farm conditions.

362
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Code - 01.0301-27

Title - FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE OPERATION
AORICULTUR'A

1 OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Tractor and vehicle
operation safety ..

Objective 1
Correctly list the hazardous occu-
Pations and highway operations
laws that apply to farm tractors--
and vehicles in use on and off the
highway

^

Unit 2 - Performing maintenance
and preparatiol jobs

ObjectiVa 2
Demonstrate, to the instructor'g
satisfaction, ability to use an
owner's manual to determine correct
procedure to follow in maintaining
and performing recommended repair
of farm tractors and vehicles

Objective 3
Correctly perform recommended
paintenance jobs on farm tractors
'And vehicles using the operator's
manual as a guide
A'

Objective 4
Perform to the instructor's satis-
-factIonT-recommended-repairs-On---
farm tractors and vehicles, which
can be made with basic tools using
-the'operltor's manual for reference

A. Hazardous occupation laws - latest edition
B. Highway operations laws affecting farm tractors

and vehicles (Rule's of Road from Bureau of Motor
Vehicles)

C. Safety rules to follow when operating farm
tractors and vehicles

A. Owner-operator's manual (each student needs one
for tractor(s) used during module)
. Material in the manual
. Using the manual for maintenance
. Using the manual for troubleshoOting

A. Maintaining farm tractors and vehicles
Following recommended times from operator's
manual

. Performing jobs safely

. Using tools properly

. Carrying out maintenance jobs

A. Determiningtypes of repAirs to be made

Time required
. Tools available
Manufacturer's recommendations

L. 2erforming repairs safely
C. Using tools properly
D. Repairing farm tractors and vehicles

6 3



4110EDUCATION
01.0301-27 - Code

FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE OPERATION - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture-discussion to
present facts

B. Resource personnel such as:
. extension agent special-
izing in farm law.

. le-. enforcement
C. Displays

. models showing safety
features
charts

D. Refer to National Rural
Safety Council materials and
Safe Tractor Operation from
Michigan, Special Paper #8

A. Lecture-discussion
B. Demonstration using the

manual to perform mainten-
- ance-and repair.jobs,on the

machine
C. Student practice

A. Demonstration
B. Student practice
C. Field trip(s)

. farm

. machinery dealership

A. Lecture-discussion as needed
by students

B. Demonstrations
C. Student practice
D. Field trip(s)

A. Take note of new information
B. Study resource. material

Rules of the Road manual
hazardous occupations law

C. Question resource personel..
D. Help set up displays

A. Take note of new information
1LStudy nperator's manual
C. Assist in performing jobs

during demonstrations
D. Practice using manual to per-

fond recommended operations

A. Students will perform recom-
mended maintenance jobs on
tractors and vehicles at.the
school, a farm, or a machinery
dealership

A. Assist in demonstrations

. Practice repairing farm
tractors and vehicles at the
school, a farm, or a machinery
dealership

364 5

A.

B.

Written test
Observe student's
actions throughout
module to determine
their attitude
toward and use of
safety precautions
and operation rules

A. Evaluate students'
ability to get
correct information
from operator's
manual

A. Evaluate students'
ability to perform
maintenance jobs

A. Evaluate students'
ability to repair a
tractor or vehicle in)
need of repair



Code .- 01.0301-27

-

AGRICULTURAL
- FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE OPERATION

OBJECTIVES BY mar. CONTENT

Unit 3 - Operating farm tractors
and vehicles

Objective 5
Demonstrate, to the instructor's.
satisfaction, ability to operate
modern farm tractors and vehicles
in a safe and efficlent manner
under farm conditions

A. Operating farm tractors and vehicles

.
Identifying parts of tractors and vehicles
Pre-operating prbcedures

.
Starting and stopping the tractor engine

. Controlling movement

. Hitching and unhitching equipment

. Operating under field conditions

. Operating under highway conditions

. Maneuvering attached equipment

6

365
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EDUCATIO N
01.0301-27 - Code

FARM TRACTOR AND VEHICLE,OPERATION - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Lecture-discussion
B. Filmstrip, slides and/or

movies
C. Field trip(s)
D. Student practice

A. Study reference material
B. Practice operating machinery

to master skills required

366
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A. Continuously evaluai
students as they
operate tractors .(a'
checksheet would be
useful)



TRACTOR OPERATION, SAFETY, AND MAINTENANCE

You are responsible to learn the location, importance, and use of

each of the following as it applies to the school tractor:

I. oil pressure tellite 18. ,draft control

2. fuel gauge 19. brake lock

3. horn

4. speedometer-techometer

5. fuse housing

6. starter button

7. gear shift

8. hi-lo shift

9. clutch

10. pto shiTt

11. alternator tellite

12. temperature gauge

13. throttle lever

14. light switches

15. choke control

16. key switch

17.. position control lever

Name

20. brake pedals

21. brakl,.. pedal latch

. 22 hi lift control levels

23. foot throttle control

24. 'seat edjustment

25. gas fill cap

26. water fill cap

27. oil fill cap

28. oil dip stick

.29._ gas sediment bulb

30.- hydraulic isolating valve.

31. three-point hitch levets

32. pto shaft

33. air cleaner
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION
S.

Title - Farm Tractor and. Vehicle Operation

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0301-27

Books: 1. Appropriate oOeratorls manuals for tractors and vehicles.
2. Safe Tractor Operation - SpeCial paper #8, Rural Manpower

Center, Michigan State University.
3. RuleS- of the Road - Bureau of Motor Vehicles.

Bulletins: 1. Hazardous Occupations Laws - N.Y.S. Labor Department

Periclicals: 1. Farm Machinery periodicals should be helpful.
. 2. Rural Safety - NatiOnal Safety Council

Audiovisual: Safety charts from N.Y.S. Rural Safety Council'and Farm
EquipMent Companies.

Safe Tractor Operation Kit - Ford Motor Company

Tractor Operation o Daily Care A.A.S.P.E.+ V.A., Athens,
Georgia

368
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' MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
STRUCTURES

DESCRIMON:

Code - 01.0302-02

This module is concerned with the actual construcOon or improvement

of an agricultural structure. Given a site, a plan and a'bill of materials,
the student will perform the actual construction, stalling
and completing with the application of an exterior

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNIT OF CONTENT

L. Reviewconstruction terms, building plan,

bill of materials, and tools needed for

construction

with a foundation
preOarvative.

Time Allocations
Class Other

2

2. The construction of a pier foundation 6

3. The construction of the floor 4

4. The construction of the roof 11/2 5-

5. The construction of fhe exterior walls 1 8

6. The painting of the structgre 2

5 25

Revise4 June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF
AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. Define and identify, from a given list, the common construction terms.

2. Demonstrate the ability to accurately interpret the set of plans
and the bill of materials so that the structure will be constructed as

planned.

3. Develop a list of tools he thinks will be needed for the constructidn.

4. Determine the depth of excavation at each pier location by using a

measuring tool.

5. Determine the amount of concrete and the type of mixture needed for

the footings. (If not given in the bill of materials)

6. Write an order using the proper terms so that a ready mix dealer could

understand the order.

7. Place the concrete into each footing 'nth accuracy for levelness at

the top of each footing.

8. Lay concrete blocks correctly at each of the piers.

9. Construct the sills, headers, floor joist and flooring with the aid

of carpenter's tools so that the floor construction meets the

specifications in the plan.

10. Mark the stud placement on the sole and top plate according to the plan.

11. Nail the studs, erect, plumb, and brace the exterior walls by using

carpenter's tools so that the exterior walls are constructedaccording to

the plan.

1 .
Install the double top plate, nail the corners and apply the sheathing

_ using...the plan as the_guide.

13. Lay out, cut and assemble trussed rafters according to-the plan fer

reof construction.

14. Use carpenter's tools to mark the top plate for rafter placement;
place the rafters in position, anchor, plumb and brace the rafters

according to the plan.
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Title -

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF
AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

(continued)

Code . 01.0302-02

15. Apply roof sheathing and roofing matettals on the rafters correctly.

16. Mix the exterior paint according to directions on the can.

17. Apply paint to the structure so that qualities of appearance and

durability are obtained economically.

18. Clean and store paint and painting equipment to the satisfaction of

the instructor.

3
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01.0302-02 AGRI
CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRI6ULTURAL STRUCTURES

CULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 Review construction
terms, building plan,
bill of materials, and
tools needed for
construction.

Objective #1
Define.and identify, from a given
liat, the common construction
terMs.

_ _

A. Construction terms
Anchor
Base

".'Batter board
Bearing wall
Bevel
Bridging
Build up timber
Casing
Cornice
Direct nailing
(face nailing)
Exterior wall
Fascia
Ilashing
Footing
Foundation
Framing

. Furring.
Girder
Gambrel roof
Header
Heel of a rafter
Jamb
Joist
Ledger strip

. Lintel

Objective #2
Demonstrate the ability to accu-
rately interpret the set of
plans and the bill of materials
so that the structure will be
constructed as planned.

(see book ref.#7-p.383-398
Molding

. Pier
Pitch
Plan

. Plate (top & sole)

. Preservative
Purlin
Rafter

. Rise
Roof hip

. Roofing
. Run
Sash

. Sheathing
Sill

. Span
Studding

. Sub floor

. Termite shield
Toe nailing

. Others

A. Distribute plans - one per boy; not less than
one per group

B. Distribute bill of materials - one per boy;
no less than r.ne per groUp.



EDUCATION 01.0302-02

CONSTRUCTION AND TMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Ditto handout containing
terms you want the stu-
dent to study.

B. Discussion
C. Overhead overlays -

select only appropriate
overlays. See audio-visual
#1)

A. Study on his own the terms
necessary to construct a
building.

B. Study with others
C. Be able to define at least

20 out of a possible 25.

A. Give the student a
list of 25 construc-
tion terms for him
to define. Perfor-
mance grade should
be 20 out of 25.

. After the structure
has been completed,
have students
identify 20 out of
25 terms.

A. Class discussion
B. Question-answer .session

A. The student must know:
. The outside dimensions of
the building

. Floor joist spacing
Stud spacing

. Rafter spacing
. Pitch,of the rafters
. Size uf the rough openings
. How to match the items
in the bill of materials
with the plan

. Length of the plates

. Length of the studding
Others as determined by
the teacher.

373
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A. The teacher Should
develop ten or-mo-re
questions concernin
the interpretations
of the 'plan. He
could make up a
quiz from this list.
Performande should
be at least 70%.

Example:
The distance between.
the rafters is
The length of the sole
plate on the side of
the building'is



01.0302-02

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES 'BY UNIT
.

CONTENT

Objective #3
Develop a list of tools he thinks
will be needed for the construc-
-tion.

A. Tool identification chart (see audio #2)

. One per student
B. Make available the reference6 so that the

student might-correlate readings amd diagrams'

with tools.

Unit 2- The construction of a
pier foundation

Objective #4
Determine the depth of excavation
at each pier location by using a
measuring tool.

Objective #5
Determine the amount of concrete
and the type of mixture needed
for the footings. (If not given
in the bill of materials)

A. Construction Plans
Thickness of footing
Depth for frc.-t level
Know placement of cbncrete blocks so
outside measurements of footing can be

determined.
Number of concrete blocks per pier
. size of block (see book #9 p 138-142)
. type of bloat
. mortar thickness

(See book #5 p. 73-103)

book 07 p. 10
book #4 p. 21-22

A. Amount of concrete needed
. Formula 1 Cu. Yd. equals 27 Cu. Ft.

B. Number of bags of cement to be used per Cu.Yd.
C. Number of gallons of water to use per bag of

cement'.

D. Order 5-10% extra
E. Air-entrained cement
F. Adding-extta water at site

(See book #6 p 108-109)
book #2 p 36 - 40
bulletin #1 P 5



EDUCATION 01.0302-02

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Class discusSion
B. Question time
C. Independent study

A. The student will prepare a
list of tools he thinks will
be needed for construction
and return to the teacher.

. Each group of students work-
ing on one building will
take account of all of the
tools used during E..- mt.-

struction.

A. The teacher should
compare each student
list at the beennin
and the end of con-
struction.
From this the teache
can evaluate the
knowledge of tool
usage through
congtruction.

A. Field trip to site.
B, Demonstration at one pier.
C. Discussion.

A. Use line level to determine
levelness of string.

B. Measure the depth to which
the footing will he placed.

C. Know the thickness of the
footing.

D. Dig a hole at each pier
location to the proper size
for the footing.

A. Check the measure-
ment of the students
figures against
yours.

A. Independent study.
B. Problem solving,
C. Mimeoliandout'on examples

and computation.
.

A. Compute concrete'ineeded for
site

B. Know the mixture being used
.

(See book #2 p 61-67)
book #6 p 108-109
bulletin#1 p 50

3 7- 3

7

A. The teacher shoulC
check the figures

,...._.pf the student

to see if they agree
with his.



Code - 01.0302-02
'. AGRICULTURAL

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT oF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

OBJEC-IVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective #6
Write an order using the proper
terms -so that a ready mix dealer
could understand the order.

A.

B.

Contact local ready mix dealer to see the way
he likes to see an order written.
Give students an example of correct techniques.

(See bulletin #3)

Objective #7
Place the concrete into each
footing with accuraäy. for
levelness at the top of each ,

footing.

,-0-b-lective #8

Lay concrete blocks correctly
aL-each of the piers.

A. Place concrete in hole
Pushing, shoveling, flowing

. Spade as being placed
C. Disadvantages of overworking concrete

Fine materials including paste will tend to
work to the top resulting in non-homogenous
mixture of unequal density.

D. Spade walls to remove air pockets.
E. Lightly rod concrete throughout.

(See book #2 p 82-85)
bulletin #1 p 14-15

-

A. Mixing mortar
B. Placing mortar
C. Laying blocks
D. Anchoring bolts

(See book #5 p 12-13)
p 176-182

bulletin #2 p 3-5 complete step by step
procedure

.376
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EDUCATION
- Code

01.0302-02
Title

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION-PaitEDURES

A. Class discussion
B. Problem solving
C. Movie (See visual #4)

A. Write an order for the
concrete needed for .11e

footing at your site:
B. One student will actually

make the order with the
ready mix dealer.

A. Check over the
order forms for
completeness.

B. Make sure the
actual order is
correct before
calling the dealer.

A. Field trip to site.
B. Demonstration at pier.
C. Discussion at site.

A. Place the concrete in the
excavation for the footing:

B. Check all footings to be
sure they are level with
each other.
Measurement from string
Check levelness of string

C. Check the distance between
the line and the top of the
footings to be sure the
distance is correct for the
block installation.

A. Check the students
measurements to be
sure they are
correct.,

A. Independent study.
B. Field trip to site. .

C. Demonstration at pier.
D.JDiscussiorr6t-gite
E. Movie (see audio #3)

A. The student will select
tools necessary to complete
piers.

B. The student will mix the
mortar.

C. The student will lay blocks.
D. The student will place the

anchor bolts in the right
place.
(See Bul. #2 p 3-5)

Book#5 p 176-182
p 12-13

377
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A. Check each pier
to see if it is
plumb.

. Check each pier to
see if it is level

. Check each corner
to see if it is
square with the
building plan



Code - 01.0302-02

Title = CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES
AGRICULTURAL,

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3.- Thelconstruction of the
floor

Objective #9
Construct the sills, headers,
floor joist and flooring with
the aid of carpenter's tools so
that the floor construction meets
the specifications i the plan.

CONTENT

A. Sills, headers, floor joist
Length to cut
Number needed

. Size nails.to,use
Nailing technique
Spacing of joi'st
Selection of materials from bill of
materials

B. Safe operation of power tools (saw mainly)
Operating condition of the toot
Workers clothing

. Safe working area
Safety guards in place - glasses
-(See Book #6 p 55-57)

Book #7 p 62-76
Book #1 P 17-23

p41-50
p 64-69

Unit 4 - The construction of the
roof

Objective #10
Mark the stud placement on the
sole and top plate according
to the plan.

Objective #11
Nail the studs, erect, plumb,
and brace the exterior walls by
using carpenter's tools so that
the exterior walls are constructed
according to the plan.

A. Follow plans in interpreting the stud spacing
(See Book # 1 p 85-90)

Book #6 p 58-59
Book #4 p 47-52

A. Studs
. Cut to correct length
.. Quality of the cut
. Nailing to the plate
. Use of level
. Bracing for stability

(See Book #1 p 85-90)
Book #7 p 78-94

io



EDUCATION
01.0302-02

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Independent study of plans

B. Discussion at site
C. Construction at site.

1

A. Independent study of plans.

5 B. Discussion at site.
1
C. Demonstration at site.

1

A. Anchor sills
B. Cut and nail headers
C. Space joist and nail
D. Cut, nail and lay flooring

E. Display safe operating
techniques of power equip-

ment
(See Book #7 p 62-76)

BOok #6 p 55-57

A. Lay out stud spacing on the

sole and top plates
according to the prAns.
(See BOok #6 p 58-59)

A DemonstratiOn at site.
B. Discussion at site.

A. Student will cut materials

.
Student will nail studs to

plates
C. Student will erect exterior

walls
D. Student will plumb and brace

walls
E. Student will select proper

materials from bill of

materials.

379
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A. On site evaluation
. Nailing procedures
Joist spacing
Cutting accuracy
Safe use of power
tools

A. Check the spacing
to see that it
follows.the plan.

A. Check on the using
of the level by mak-
ing sure the corners
are plumb.

B. Check to make sure
the bracing is
stable.

C. Check on the nailing
techniques.



C.,de -

::tle -

01.0302-02 AGRICULTURAL
CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF ACRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Objective #12
Install the double top plate,
nail the corners and apply the

sheathing using the plan as the

guide.

Unit 5 - The construction of the

exterior walls
Objective #13
Lcv out, cut and assemble trussed
rafters according to the plan

for roof construction:

Objective #14
Use carpenter's tools to mark

the top plate for rafter place-

ment; place the rafters in
position, anchor, plumb and brace

the rafters according to the

plan.

A. Tie corners together by overlapping the-top

plate.
B. Sheathing

. Select proper material
. Cut to fit studs prbperly - center

. Use good nailing techniques
(See.Book #1 p 92-96)

Book #4 p 48

A. Laying out rafters
Marking off by use of steel square.

.B. Ra4er lqngth
A` + 8 = C2

(See Book #3 p
Book #7 p
Book #4 p
Book #6 p
Book #1 p

186-191)
104-108
63-74
79-80
111 and 116

A. Make sure center to center measurement
is according to plan,

_ _ _
B. Methods of anchoring

Nailing
Use of metal hangers

C. Nailing techniques for sheathing

. Spacing of nails
(See Book #7 p 108-112)

380
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EDOCATI 0 N
01.0302-02 - Code

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

:

A. Demonstration on site,
B. Discussion at site.

A. Demonstration on laying
out a rafter.

B. Demonstration on assembling
C. Independent study
D. Discussion on site.

A. Discussion at site.
B. Demonstration at site.

A. Students will cut and nail
double plate.

B. Students will nail corners.
C. Students will select proper

materials for sheathing.
D. Students will cut and nail

sheathing..

A.

B.

C.

Students lay out rafters.
Students assemble trussed
rafters.
Students select rafter
material from hill of
materials and cut to proper
length and angle.

A. On site evaluation
V-Nailing techniques
. Spacing of sheath-
ing on stuOR
.Cuttinp kedures
Qual: .y of cuts .

A. Check the angle of
the plumb cut.-

B. Check the length
of each rafter.

C. CheCk the nailing
technique for
durability.

A. Students carefully mark out
correct spacing on the tOp
plates.

B. Use tri-square correctly.
C. Students place rafters one

at a time and anchor.
D. Students brace rafters as

they go along.

381
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A. Check spacing to
see if it meets
the'plan specifics-
tions

B. Check rafters to
see if they are
plumb.

C. Check to see if
bracing is stable.
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01.0302-02 AGRICULTURAL
CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective #15
Apply roof sheathing and roofing
materials on the rafters
correctly.

Unit 6 - The painting of the
structure

Objective #16
Mix the exterior paint according

to directions on the can.

A. Sheathing
Proper measurement
Proper cutting techniques
Proper spacing on the rafter
Proper nailing ' chniques

B. Roofing materialE
Directions on material

starting procedure

. nailing procedure
ridge finishing

(See Book 7 p 169-206)
Book #6 p 81-85
Book #4 p 71-74

A. Directions on can

Objective #17
Apply paint to the structure so
that qualities of appearance
and durability are obtained
economically.

A. Size brushes
B. Painting procedures
C. Time to paint

(See Book #3 p 202)
205-206
208

Objective #18
Clean and store paint and paint-
ing equipment to the satisfaction
of the instructor.

A.

B.

...,...

Cleaning techniques
Proper solvent
Completeness- of reMoval of paint

Storing yaint so that quality of paint

maintained.

(See Book #3 p 205)

332
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411E1,I'CATIG N 01.0302-02

CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVFMNT OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

- Code

- Title

TEACHING wilions STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration on site.
B. Class discussion.

A. Discussion at mixing.

A. Lecture
B. Class discussion
C. Demonstration

A. Demonstration of cleaning
paint equipment.

A. Students nail all roof
boards in place.

B. Students select proper
materials.

C. Students properly start the
first course of roofing.

D. Students properly\pail
roofing.

E. Students properly f nish
roofing with the ridg0
layer.

A. Students mix paint accord-
ing to the directions on the
can.

A. Students apply paint to the
structure so that
appearance, durability and
economics are shown in the
job:

A. Student will clean his
brush properly.

B. Student will store paint
properly.

15
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A Cherk nailing quali y
B. Ch . sawing qualit
C. Check spacing of

rafters in relation
to sheathing.

D, Check horizontal
line of roofing
material.

E. Check vertical lines
of roofing materials

A. eck to see if---
dir,ctions were
follOwed.

1

_

A. Check on sloppiness
of the painter.

B.,Check on.speed of
the painter.

C. Check on the
of the paint job.

A. Check.cleanliness
of equipment.

B. Check tightness of
can ccver.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
STRUCTURES

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0302-02

. Books: Jones, Raymond P., ElAmiag, Sheathing and Insulation. Albany, Delmar

Publishers, 1964 228 pps.

Portland Cement AssoCiation, Concrete Technology.. Albany,.Delimar

Publisher's, 1965 - 131 pps.

Phipps, Lloyd J.-, Mechanics in Aimicatare.Danville, The Interstate

?rinters and PUb11.-shers, 1967 808 pps.

Lytle, Esmay, and Muehling, alm Builder's-Handbook. Farmington, Michigan.

,Structures Publiehing-Co 1169-... 206 pps..._

n

Dalzell and Townsend, Conerete Block. Construction. Chicago,

American Technical SoCiety, 9th Printing, 1966 216. Opgs.'

.Foss, Edward W., Construction-and Maintdnanct for Farm and Home.

New York John WOey and Sons, Publishprs, 1969 - 373 pps.

Mix, Floyd M., Practical Corneae& HomeWorid, Ill. The Goodheart-Willcox

Co., Inc. Publishersi.:1963 .! 448 pps.
(There is a newer-edition of this book)

Bulletins:

Use of Concrete on the Farm #2203 USDA 1965
Recommended Practices for Laying Concrete Block, Portland Cement Assoc.

Ready Mixed Concrete for the Farm, Portland Cement Assoc.
Building Better Farm Homes with Concrete, Portland Cement Assoc.

Audioyisuals:

Overhead Transpareucies, 3M, Ed. Services, Box 3100, St. Paul, Minn. 55101

Vocational No. ,10, Housn Framing #1
Vocational No. 11/, House Framing #2
Vocational No. 12, Roof Framing
Vocational No. 21, Carpentry, Interior Trim
Vocational No. 22, Carpentry, Exterior Trim

Tool Chart, Benson PUblishers, BoX 445,

ABC's of Concrete Masonry Construction,
-Visual Instructional Seryices

Benson, North

10 min. moYie, Iowa State Univ.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
STRUCTURES

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0302-02

4udiovisuals (continued)

Quality Ready Mixed Concrete, 311/2 min. movie, Portland Cement Assoc.

Suggested Plans -

Agr. Engineering Extension Bulletin 851-0
Description and Price List of Plans for Cabins, Campground Shelters,

Greenhouses, Recreational Facilities, Storage Sheds, and Misc.

Items
Riley - Robb Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

Agr. Engineering Extension Bulletin 851-M

Description and Price List of Plans for Farm Shops, Machinery

Storages,.Garages and Utility Buildings
Same address as above
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION Code 01.0305-01

This module endeavors to orient the students to the pattern that they will

follow throughout the year. If this is well done, the interes.A of the student

is aroused and motivated to become all he'is capable of being. He will be

introduced to the safe and proper use of power and hand tools in the shop.

He will vlso learn to properly care for and maintain these tools as well as

their proper identity. This will include proper storage, accounting and

maintemInce of .tools, supplies and materials, parts and other pieces of shop

equipment.

The shop management taught can aid in starting good work habits and provide a

basis for using the discipline of work as a part of a group-without interference

from others and without interfering with the progress of others.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Organizing and maintaining theshop 2 3

2. Shop safety 1 3

-3.- .Tools and equipment 3 5

4. Materials and supplies 2 4

5. Work routine and discipline 2 .5

10 20

Revised June, 1974
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Title .

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0305-01

1. Record notes about shop layout, instruction, and location of equipment

and supplies.

2. Verbally state the code of conduct required of students in the shop situation.

3. Record notes and bring supplies with regard to clothing, notebook, and duties

in the shop.

4. Demonstrate ability to perform assigned shop duty as outlined by the instructor.

5. Explain the term shop safety and relate any incident that yov may have been

acquainted with.

6. State the rules of safety for the shop, tools and equipment.

7. Replace any tool in the shop to its proper location.

8. Identify each tool used in the shop and describe a correct use.

9. Inspect and operate the'equipment used in the mechanics shop.

10. Identify and properly Store the various materials and supplies used in the shop.

11. Demonstrate the competencies and skills necessary to successfully perform shop

assignments following recognized
shop procedures in a manner which exhibits

personal confidence and promotes trustworthiness.

'T

3
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Titln -

01.0305-01

SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

OBJECTWES BY UNIT

AGRICULTU

CONTENT

Unit 1 - Organizing and maintaining

the shop

Objective 1

Record notes about shop layout,

instruction, and location of

equipment and supplies

A. Orientation
.
Call group to order in classroom

. introduce self as instructor

. write name on chalkboard for correct spelling

. use temporary list (pre-registration) for

roll call of students

. Scope of the course
. describe course
indicate trade area covered
distribute brochures of course

identify successful individuals in this

field of work

. Shop tour
.
identify various areas of shop

.
briefly describe use of the various equipment

38



EDUCATTO N

- Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EMEMENT UTILIZATION .91.03Wiga

Oft ....MMO ,.N.M.
TEACHING NITHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

A. Through a well-planned A.
orientation procedure,
the instructor can
explain his program
to the students and B.

thus "sell" his.course

B. This is a "get-
acquainted" period
so the instructor gets
to know the students
and the students get
to know the instructor

,-Give a brief statement
outlining the trade
area which is involved
with the program of
instruction.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Start developing a notebook A.

from materials and informa-
tion provided by 4che instructo .

Include one or two pages of
regular note paper on which
notes are made of information
that the instructor does not
include in handouts.

Make a sketch of the shop and
identify the various areas in
which he will be working.

D.

D. Name some of the very
successful individuals
in the field of your
course, former student ,

or othel's before your
time that students can
relate to as future
persons.

List the nanes of those people
that are identified by the
instructor as successful in
the occupational field of
study.

Fill out a questionnaire
which requests the name
of the instructor, a
description of the course__
and a diagram.of the shop
area.with location of
major equipment.
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01.0305-01

- SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

AGRICULTUR;

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 2

Verbally state the code of conduct

required of students in the shop

situation.

Objective 3

Record notes and bring supplies

with regard to clothing. notebook,

and duties in the shop.

B. Shop conduct
Rules in regard

horseplay
loud talking
tardiness

CONTENTWea..
to the following:

shouting
loafing
gum chewing
attendance

Operation of equipment only after given

proper instructions.

C. Procedures
Type of work clothes

.
Notebook to be maintained

Briefly mention shop duties

'D. Other routines
Recording absence and tardiness

Class dismissal
Daily work assignments
Student progress (marking)
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EDUCATION
411 Module suop MANAGEMENT mazsualizajziumx,AL

TEACHING MaTHOD

E.

F.

01.0305-01

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY' EVALUATION PROCEDURES

At the close of this
introductory presen-
tation, the instructor
should take time to
tour the shop and
briefly identify equip
ment, etc., that will
possibly motivate
some students to set
a goal.

Students have a right
to know exactly what
is expected of them.
You, as the instructor
must decide the con-
duct that will be
acceptable; explain
this to them and
enforce your rules and
regulations.

G. Discuss the type of
clothing and the method
of obtaining and care
of such for your shop.

H. Show the notebook
(use a former students)
that is to be main-
tained by the student.

I. Explain school policy
in relation to marking,
absences, dismissal,
etc., using your
Teacher's Handbook.

E.

F.

G.

Review the information pro- B.

vided by the instructor and
become familiar with the
rules of conduct he is expecte
to follow. C.

Make arrangements for obtainin
the necessary work clothes,
notebook etc., that will be
needed for the program.

Report any lack of under-
standing to the instructor
immediately for his help.

Verbally state the rules
of conduct to the instruc-
tor when asked.

Record the lorovision of
those items required of
the student in the class
register or his personal
folder.

391
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Module si-w_mANAg

OBJECTIVIIS BY UNIT

AGRICULTURAL.
01.0305-01

CONT'ENT

Objective 4

Demonstrate ability to

perform assigned shop

duty as outlined by the

instructor.

A. Student personnel duties.

.. Shop superintendent
Assistant superintendent

Tool foreman

. Tool clerk
Bench foreman
Maintenance man

. Welding supervisor
.

Materials supervisor

. Safety man
Machine foreman
Jack foreman
Sweepers
Substitutes

B. Housekeeping in the shop.

Neatness
reference manuals
shop furniture
safety cans
fire extinguishers
storage room
bulletin board

C. Cleanliness.
Shop clean-up
Wash-up

392
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EDUCATTO N

Module sHop_mAN4qmENT_ATL=UMILLIaluzzials

TEACHING M3THOD..

01.0305-01

Mmewl.
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

A. It is absolutely
necessary and desir-
able that an instruc-
tor develop and operat
a student personnel

system. The purpose
of such a system is
to give students an
opportunity to experi-
ence responsibility,
and to assist the
instructor in main-
taining a clean and
orderly shop.

B All students should be

given the experience
of holding all posi-
tions included in the
personnel system. Do

not reserve such
positions as shop
superintendent for the
most capable students,
rotate jobs every two
weeks and make the job
assignments meaningful.

C. Examples of duties and
method of assignment
or rotation are
included at the con-
clusion of this module.

D. -Housekeeping is a
necessary chore and it

will pay off in fewer
discipline problems,
fewer accidents, and
reduce fatigue for you.

E.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Study the list of duties that
will be the students' respon-
sibility and check with the
instructor for any further
clarification of the duty
assigned if necessary.

B. Upon rotation at the end of a

two week period recheck the

new duty assigned and become

familiar with the responsi-
bilities.

G. Observe demonstrations and

.
listen to instructions given

by the instructor of how the

various jobs or duties are to

be carried out.
Ask Questions

Reference materials are
hard to come by and
should be arranged for
your students acces-
sibility and usefulnessi.

. Become a proficient worker and

endeavor to do your job just
a little.better each time you

repeat a particular task.

E. Keep your work area and tools

clean and then clean your-
self before leaving the shop.

9

393

A. Chck the performance of

the student during the
period of assignment 1,

of his responsibilities
and record the degree of
proficiency in class
register or personnel

folder.



Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND

411.,

E UIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-01

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
catissn

4.4.....Wwwow....wr

Unit 2 - Shop Safety

Objective 5

Explain the term shop
safety and relate-any
incident that you may
have been acquainted with.

A. History.
The uncovered era
The poster program
The bird-cage era
The education program

Attitudes and knowledge.
Living safely
Thinking safely
Working safely

394
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BDUCATS0 N

bdule----SUOP NIA.NAGEIENT...

TEAMING 14 ?I'llOD

01.0305-01

./...

...,...s....M.
STUMM APPLICAT/ON ACTIVITY EVALUAVION PROCEDURES

F. The day of the care-

less worker has gone
for industry today is
looking for trained
workers to meet the
modern trend toward a
good economy.
----A good mechanic

is a clean
mechanic

The list of suggested A.

--:ways of teaching
safety:

Detail the history
of safety as out-
lined in the publj-
cation "School Shop
Management" B.

able from ti.e.

State Education
Department, Albany.
Appoint a student
safety committee
Make a shop safety
survey
Discuss safety
hazards
List power tool
precautions
Explain safety rule
for all equipment
Use safety tests
Discuss fire drill
procedure

Review all the information thal A.

is available on safety and
obtain any article, etc., that
you come across for your use
in class discussions about
safety.

Be a participant where safety
is'concerned.

Student should write a
description of safety
in his own words and
explain any accidents or
unsafe acts he has been
acquainted with by
experiende-:

395
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Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND E UIPMENT UTILIZATION

........11.....

AGRICULTOB-A L

014305-01

OBJECTIVES Va OBIT
CONTENT

11.11001...1.40111.1.1..

Objective 6

State the rules of safet
for the shop, tool and
equipment.

Procedures.
Proper work clothing
Rules for use of hand tools

Rules for power tools
Student safety committees
Daily safety check iheet

Shop safety contest

Unit 3 - Tools and equipment A. .Prevention of tool losses

. Method of control

Objective 7
silhoue-fte tool boards
Properly arranged cabinets

Replace any tool used in self-counting racks

the shop and describe a
individual assigned tool chests'

correct use.
tool rooms with clerk

12
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EDUCATS0 N
SHOP MANAGEMENT AND pp UTILIZATION

TEACaING M3TROD

A. What you as the
instructor do is often
more important than
what you say.

Set the example -
never shorten and
break your rules
set forth.

. Be alert - stay in
the shop, and when
necessary to leave,
take the proper
precautions.
Know school policy
find out the regu-
lations, memorize
them and do the
right thing quickly

A. Most instructors with
an overall shop con-
sciousness have less
tool and equipment
difficulty. Such
instructors have
trained themselves to
watch for misuse of
tools

Neglect of the
little problems
creates the big
problem

The experienced instruc
tor can testify that
tools are not lost
when an effective tool
checking p1an is
rigidly enforced and
students are given to
understand that the
loss of tools will not
be tolerated.

A

A.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

Learn the loc.:,

safety equi:
etc., that

.0.1.

VALUATION PROCEDURES

'p

Support every eitort made in
regard to safety whether you
we just a member of the class,
on the safety committee,or
assigned the safety man's
responsibility.

Every student must assist in
accounting for the tools in
the shop by returning any tool
he uses or finds loose on the
benches or equipment and
floor.

The student should become
very familiar with the method
of storage and/or location
system.

13

3 9 7

Each student should be
able to state a rure of
safety orally whenever
asked throughout the
duration of the shop
program.

A. Performance tests can be
used for checking the
student's ability to
locate or replace tools
by giving him a group to
replace or a list of tools
to use..

t,7



Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQJPMENT UT1LIZATQj

AGRICULTTRAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 8

Identify each tool used
in the shop and describe
a correct use.

A. Tool use, care and value.
Tool identification

various methods or learning the identity

of tools
proper use of too.s

Storages of tools
cleaned
repaired

Value oi tools
inventory
cost

B. Shop equipment
. Arrangement

planning
work space
accident prevention

308
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EDUCAT1ON,
Module suo? MANAGEMENT AND E_Qopuallallazzazia______

TEACHING 4 mum
+ow we... o An,

Ol-0305-0l

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES
.,14111.1W,.......

A. Tools should be asked A.

for by the proper
name and size.
Similar tools might b
grouped together.
Students will have to
learn to ask for the B.

proper tool.

B. There are many useful
materials available
for teaching identi-
fication of tools.
These are the picture%
cards from InterState
Publishers, Manual
With a Picture section
from the California
State Polytechnic
College, FOS General
with Chapter I Shop
Tools from John
Deere Company.

C. Proper use of tools
may be enhanced
greatly by a list of
shop tool rules and by
use of booklets and
movies, such as the
ABC's of Handtools fro
the General Motors
Corporation, Detroit,
Michigan.

D. Power tool operation
and use booklets are
available from the
Sears, Roebuck, &
Company.

C.

The student should observe
and/or study whatever method
the instructor uses for
ter a the identification

' r ass he may obtain
cats or ask mechanics the
various tool names that he
sees being used.

He should strive not to be
a "Primitive-Pete" of
Walt Disney fame.

A. Test the Student by
placing a group of at
least 20 tools to be
used by the student, on
the bench areas and have
each one write the name
of the tools according
to the number given the
tool.



Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

OBJECTIVES iU UNIT

Objective 9
A.

Inspect and operate the
equipment used in the

mechanics shop.

Gowan

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-01

Maintenance of equipment

Lubrication
Testing
Safety
Daily inspection
Operating
Cleaning, inspectip and

4 0 0
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EDUCAT (ON

Module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

g
A.

TEACHING 14?;TROD

1
STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

ew

Students can be
assigned the task of
routine maintenance,
you the,iastructor,
cannot assign away the
responsibility which a
is yours.

01.0305-01

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Study the manufacturer's manual A.
provided, perform the main-
tenance of t. item of
equipment ass4ned.

B. Periodically, at no
more than one month
intervals, the instruc-
'tors should personally
inspect all equipment
in the shop for those
items listed under
content.

C Manufacturer's manuals
should be kept on file
for all equipment midi
students assigned th,,'

responsibility of
checking these to be
able to perform the
require.maintenance.

Be alert to any malfunction
or unsafe piece of equipment
during operation, inspection
or cleaning.

Check the students work
after he has performed
the maintenance assign-
ment and record the
degioe of proficiency
in class register or
persOnmq folder.

17
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module SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

OBJECTIVES AY UNIT,
U-it 4 Materials and supplies A.

Objective 10

To identify and prJperly
store the various
materials and supplies
used in the shop.

AGRICULTURAL

40.1.....
CONTEM

r-

Management control.
Supplies

selection
cost
storage

Identification
trade name
inventory

402
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DUC'ATTON

SHOPMANA4MENTMaXAWANTJaLLIZALIQN

TEACHING MTHOD

A.

B.

01.0305-01

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

An adequate supply of A.

materials for use in
the shop is highly
desirable for effi-
cient teaching. Thes
materials.should be
available to the
student in limited
uantities in such a

manner that they can
complete their assign-
ments with a minimum
af supervision.

The student should_be
taught the proper-nrme
or identification af
supply items and
materials. This can
be done with materials
obtained from the
sources listed pre-
viously for tools.

. MALUAT/ON PROCEDURES

Students will be using
materials and supplies so they
sJuld learn to select the
items, cost price them, and
store in the place provided.

Many items the trade will
have to be learned ard
especially for inventory
purposes.

A Many supply and/or
material items can be
identified and test
the students with a
similar test as that
used for tools listed
previously.

403
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01.0305-01

Title - SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION'

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 5 - Work routines and

discipline
-Objective 11

The student will demonstrate
.CoMpetenmtesand.skillsmecessary

I
t o SU cce sefoMily T perform shop

asSignments- fOrloWing -recognized
shop.procedures in a manner which
exhibits personal::confidence and

promotes trustworthiness.

A. Habit
Prepare toAlo the work

. inVolvescustomer relations
Start he work
. shows,reputation of organlhation
Obtain repair pdrts
.:includes technical knowledge
AsseMble the project
. proceed In a workman .like manner

. stress:manipulative skills
..,tlearvr.up

work completed

E. Purposemf:discipline
IndiViduai!S-time profitable

C. Rules and regulations
Need
. -safety
orderliness
conduct

1%.:Student interest
Course of study and projects
. gives value

-4 0 4
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EDUCATION
Mbdule SIPP MANAGEWNT AND EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

01.0305-01

TEACHING-METHOD

A.

B.

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The student must be
made aware of the
value of good work

habits. He must
realize that only he
can develop these

habits in himself.

The work habits neces-
sary for the indi-

vidual shop or occupa-
tional area will have

to be considered
carefully by you the

instructor. It

necessary for you-t6'
teach and remind the
students of these
desired habits..

C. An instructor can
evaluate his own
teaching in terms of
developing good work
habits and set a high
standard for his
students in an effort
to have them acquire
these desirable habits

D. It is apparent that

each and every job can
be broken down to the
five areas listed
under content,

E. Discipline, in the
meaning of control or
obedience to given
standards, is1mportan
to all shop or class

groups. The handling

of discipline varies
greatly from instructo
to instructor, but

there are some tried
theories and practices
that are usable in mos

cases- See references

listed.

A.

B.

C.

D.

The student should list the
points set down under the
content for this unit and
strive to follcw this method
in every job he does.

Through continued practiLe
they will automatically do thi

and will become a dependtble B.

workman, sure of his ahilLity,

and more valuable to hia

future employer-.

The student will have tm

develop some self-discipline
during his experience in the

shop situation

The student will,be making

changes andadjustments
as.he performs the various
tasks assigned especially
where he is allowed to move
about and be on his own.

4 0 3
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C.

A check of the students'
performance on a job
can be ev-iluated
by perscnal observ4H3n
LI the instructor com-
pared with the points
listed under content.

Evaluation of the
students adjustment

.
to his new way of life

in the shop can only
be determined by how
he functions with other
students and the
instructor.

The degree of which-
should be recorded in
the class register or
his personnel folder.
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LEDUCATION
::.194itle SHOP

01.0305-01

TEACEINO,NETROD STUDENT 'APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A few basic regula-
tions are necessary in
any shop. First, ther

are therules covering
safety and orderly
routines of shop
management that need
to be enforced. If

they are described
clearly to the group,
and the:need for them
pointed out, they will
usually be accepted
without question,
and observed reasonabl
well from the beginnin

23
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pflOPER USE
OF TOOLS AND

POWER
EQUIPMENT
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PROFER CARE'
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MATERIALS MID

SUPPLIES

PROMPT
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WORK

DEVELOPS
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Prepared by me:flbers of the staff
of Dunwoody a:Austria:1. lust:it-Lit.
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Shop Superintendent

SHOP PERSONNEL DUTIES

Checks attendance, student work clothes,'and assigns substitutes to duties

not covered. ,He aids the Instructor in provicling Students with'assistance

materials or special tools where necessary. Hegives the signal and oversees

the clean-up and reports to the instructor.

Assistant Superintendent

Assists the Superintendent where recessary and acts for him in his absence.

His one responsibility during the afternoon session is attendance card piCk.-up.

Tool Foreman

Checks for and replaces tools to their proper location, inspects tool chests

and/or cabinets for dirty or defective tools. Locates missing or new tools

where they will be of more usefulness to entire group. Reports any broken,

damaged, and lost tools to the instructor.

Tool. Clerk

Assist the foreman by checking open tool panels and replacing all tools

_especially thesmall engine bench tools and also the welding bench tools.

Bench Foreman

Checks, clears and/or cleans all bench tops not .taken care of by individual

student worker. Replaces and organizes reference manuals on library shelves.

Maintenance Man

Performsiminor repairs, parts or supply storage, also maintenance to shop

equipment or vehicles as assigned by the instructor.

Welding Supervisor

Checks the welding area for needed clean-up and performs that necessary.

Checks equipment for proper storage such as: machines in proper place, cables'

hung in ordefly manner, hand and head shields stored on rack orderly, gloves

atso neat and orderly on rack, electrode supply stored orderly and containers

opened as necessary.

Materials Supervisor

Checks stock of large materials for proper storage and orderliness such as:

Steel and pipe, lumber and new machinery brought in for assembly. Other supply

.
items such as cleaning clothes, floor sweeping compounds, bolt stock, etc. must

be cared for-and inspected weekly.

25
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SHOP PERSONNEL DUTIES CONTI])

Safety Man

Reports any unsafe conditions and unsafe acts to the instructor. He

eliminates such
hazards as slippery floors, clogged exit doorways, etc. which

he recognizes as being trouble spots. He will routinely check fire extinguishets

for proper pressure and place. Make certain all dirty oily
clothes are in the

safety cans, also that exhaust systems are operating.

Machine Foremnn

Checks all major machines, brush
clean of dust, dirt, etc.' and/or wipes

dry of water,
oil or grease from items such as: bench grinders,drill:PrP§,..

portable welders, power hacksaw, valve grinder, brake lining machine, dYnaMometer,

-high pressure
greaSer and lube dispenser;also the steam cleaner and parta'cleaner.

-Jack Foreman

Locates and stores all portable hydraulic
jacks, jack standS:and/Or-bfoCking--,,

material's.
'Wipes clean of dirt, oil or :grease;keeps all auch itemS inar(Orderly

safe location.
Reports any damage or malfunction and missing items':tnth

instructor.

Sweepers

Sweeps the complete open floor and aisle areas in that section of the .shop

so designated and disposes of accumulation in theproper receptaole. Piaks

up any'item or materials that have been dropped and missing which are useable

and/or belonging to some . machine or equipment in the shop.

Substitute

Performs jobs of students who are absent as assigned by the Shop Superint-dn.'-,

dent or Instructor.



Period of Responsibility

SCHEDULE

.- Time Periods -->

NAMES

..

,

,

,

/

, II

1 10 9 8

1-10 0.'8-

4 3 2 1 10 9 ':
.._

._

_. _.. .. _ .. . %-,5' H4%. 3 :, 2 -1. 10: c

6

--,,-

5

,

4

-,,,--

3 2

,0,.,

1

,,..;J..,,,_, :.

. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 .

8 7 6 5 4 3 2
_

9 8 7 6 5 4 3

JO. 5 4

1. Shop Supt.
2. Asst. Supt..

3. Tool Foreman
4. Bench Foreman
5.

6. Substitute
7. Sweeper A
8...Sweeper B

9. Sweeper C
10. Sweeper D

27
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MODULE' F INSTRUCTION

Title - SHOP MANAGEMENT AND EQUIpMENT UTILIZATION Code - 01.0308-01

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books -

Teacher references:

1) TeachintureVocatior.
New York, N.Y.

The Instructor and His J61).

Chicago, Ill.

School Shop Management.. The
Albany, N.Y.

Shop Sampson,

Society. Chicago, Ill.

Shop Safety Education. The
Albany, N. Y.

Student references!

1) Shopwork on the Farm.

Garris, McGraw Hill Book Co.

Rose. American Technical Society.

State Education Department.

Mowery, Kugles. American Technical

State Education Department.

Jones. McGraw Hill Book Co..

2) Tool and Hardware Identification Manual. California State

Polytechnic College-. -

-----3)----FOS-Manual_?General. John Deere Company. Moline, Ill.

Audiovisuals

ABC's of Hand Tools.- General Motors. Detroit, Mich.

Use and Care of Handtools. Purdue University. Lafayette, Ind.

28
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING Code - 01.030-02

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Bulletins -

. #328 Selection of Welding Equipment. Fred G. Lechner. Cornell University.

#345 Selection of Metals. Fred G. Lechner. Cornell University.

VAS-3004 Arc Welding. IMS University of Ill.

VAS-3001 Using the Oxy-Acetylene Flame. IMS University of Ill.

Periodicals -

Stabilizer. Lincoln Electric Company. Cleveland, Ohio.

Distributor Pro6ress. Linde, Union Carbide Company. New York, N.Y.

Welding in Your Enterprise. Eutectic Corporation. Flushing, N.Y.

Audiovisuals - Filmstrips

LearninkArc Welding Skills, #1, #2, #3. Jr.mes F. Lincoln Welding

Foundation. Cleveland, Ohio.

Arc Welding Series 123000. McGraw Hill Book Company. New.York, N.Y.

Oxy-Acetylene Equipment - Setting up the Equipment and Lighting_ the Torch.

California_State Polytechnic College. San Luis Obsipo, Calif.

Movies

Arc Welding Electrode Selection. 24 min. color. Hobart Bros.. Troy, Ohio.

Welding Corners to the Farm. 24 min. B&W. Farm Film Foundation.

Washington, D.C.

Foundamentals of Manual Shielded Arc Welding. 40 min. color. Purdue

University. Lafayette, Ind.

The Oxy-AcetylenieFlame --Master of Metals. 19 min. color. U.S. Bureau of

- Mines. Pittsburg, Penn.

29
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - BASIC ,'402ICULTURAL WELDING tote 01.C:305-02

DESC1( I1' :1ON

Skills win bt de'aloped for the simple welding needed or or in the

equipmenal, ip, around a nursery, in greenhouse operliak, or in connection

with many vviktion activities. -The student-will set4T 04 operate both arc

and gas weld- nd will gain basic proficiency in makiRL,,,IA tbreflat and

horizontal pc,--.ons; He will learn and use safe procedun gald p.c. ions in

all activitis.. This module willprevide the foundation T(1- Arthecr instruction

in weiding orfyr individual develnmment.for those who TL rc%tor'proficiency.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Palocations
Clay5 Other

1. Arc welding, safety, equipment and supplies 3 2

Basic procedures and patterns 2 4

3. Oxy-acetylene equipment 1 5

4. Flat position welding- 12
23

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE GT INSTRUCTION

Title - WELDING
Code - 01.0305-402

--OBJECTIVES to 4u

The student will

1. Define, verbo,::: orr 1Ft written .:foVm, arc Welding:to the satisfacti-nr' of the

instzuctor.

2. List 5 haz. -.M11)11uli to arc yielding.

3. List 2 safetY 17rbPe4an'ss to use in correcting ezt.ch of the 5 hazards associated

with_arc welfY

4. Identify 3 used_in the...shop by size, typeliand electrical output.

5. Demonstrate ptt4A=!---setup of welder and adjustment-of amperagefor a

given electrvde

6. Select the p:-.,Der e of electrode to be used for welding various-thickness

of metal_up t.....o:1A74.--,half inch.

7. Identify- elJecies by AWS classification number and NEMA color codefor

gelding mild_steel using a wire gauge and Kell charts containing AWS:and

NEMA Informatian.

E. Demonstrate-pr7per handling and storage of welding electrodes.

9. Strike an arc --md_ -maintain to the satisfaction of the instructor.

10. Lay a high qualitymbad which would indicate correct penetration and

minimum amounts vf undercuttiig or overlapping.

-Develop-skin ;=,-,-_-=7,riiing-high-cinality.....beads
of extra width by using an

oscillating mom=m-

12. Develop skill :In -laying beads in smooth, even layers using it to build

up worn parts.

13. Demonstrate the safe handling of oxy-acetylene and equipment.

14. Adjust the regulators, torch and flame properly for use in cutting metal.

15. Answer-questians zonmerning the oxy-acetylene process particularly as dt

relates to 174p-dc ttaracteristics.

16. Cut mild steel using;thand-cutting torch Kith the correct speed of travel,

tip size ane amount:zf gas presSure.

1 -
o

2
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - RASIC AGRICULTURAL iELDING Co& J4.0305-02

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

17. Answe= questions about cutting different metals posed 4T1 the class.

18. Develop skill in manipulating the electrode for makin.F ...,strong,. sound

fillet weld.

19. Demonstrate skill in welding the multiple pass in przyper-quence with

required strength.

20. Successfully join two pieces of metal together in a ti joint by welding.

416



Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

kGRICAJLTUR AL

U1,05-02_

OBJECTIVEE:11Y_UnT
CONTENT

Unit 1
Arc weldjitz sa±=7,
equipment PrIA soznlies.

Objective #1

The student will verbally
or in writznn form,
define arewelding to
the satisfaction of the
instructor.

'What .arc

Joining of' two pieces of metal

.The (elect xrc

Action of the arc.

.Arc welding ciTctlii.
Control
High amperage low voltage

Welder's job.
.

Select size and type of rod

. Adjust machine

. Joint 'preparation

Objective #2

The student will list 5
hazards-common-toTaro
welding after an
orientation session and
visualexamination ,of
shop and welding area.

A. Hazards mostt- common to welding
Electric shock

proper lectrical connections
__inspect- _cables_and_connectors for defects

and repilsir or replace
wear good gloves
avoid vet floors or ground

Burns
protect face and eyes
wear proper clothing, etc.
aear good gloves
twist sluck electrode free before removing

shield and use pliers to hold_hot electrode.

417
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"15 D U C I 0

01.0305-02

111CACMINSARTROr STI.IDENT MP/IA-CATION ACTIVITY STALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Expicain and demon-
strste -just with _ace
culres

the sonnich

j oins -the tsau 7ntm:te's-

into -one.

Use two pieces zif
parafin and hmitzl,with

the -flame

candle or torch,
press together-and
allow to cool which
forms the two into
one solid pleee

1Jsi;.1., the arc:

-welder and.an-

electrode,adiust
machine amperage:J=d
demonstrate the arc .

gog just very-,close
and-then lamg.

Observe demnstration andtry--
out thepredures shown by
the immtnator.

Write the definition of
the arc welding process
and how to use it in the
repair or maintenance
of equipment.

A . Discuss....hods oiE
care andaaspection
of e1e. al connec--
tions xE.Floielding

machine,iin_Oop,

Demonstr41e :rite
prop= -t.',-=-Inet-,-fiton of

head .AnOr:

-_---ep-laceem91 7 &I lens..

C. -Use arc w
electrmie-:- =mt.
galvanizeezTmetzl
,showing lumw fumm:s are

given

Inspec-tmachines and other
equipmmmt for possibleAlazards.

Mak r. list of possible
iolit:procedures and check

f&Low madmnts understanding.

'Advise dnstructor of any
bmzardssand/or defective
eqpdpment.

Chmk fix5= aid cabinet and
IaOttion r3..ur supplies.

74.1zikt note .12E location of

-pro:Mc:ti on equipment

5

418

Check the list against the
master,



No4u3r, BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICULTURAL
01.030S-02

'O/kINCTIVICS 11Y UNIT

Objective #3

CONTENT

The student will list 2
safety :procedures to use
in correcting each of the

S hazards associated with
arc welding

A. Radian7",..nergy
..'"E'rotect eyes before striking arc on metal

Lthe..4i- head and face shields for cracked or

brciken lens
In zase of direct flash, tre,at eyes with

butyme prepa.Tation

E. Gasesand fumes
IktJailate shnp-prnperly when welding

Special precautions when welding metals

eiontaining Zinc
TOrced ventilation when welding in confined

azeas
inrink sweet milk to overcome nausea resulting .

ffrom welding where zinc oxide fumes are present

Cainnstible materials
" .Zean shop welding area. frequently

3-ver weId aramnd uncovered containers of.

EIammable mattzerials
..aafe-guard containers:to be welded that have

Izmntained camhustibleInaterials by steam, carbon

mmnoxide, or .zther protective methods



EDUCATION'
411 Mbolule BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING 01.0305-02

TEACHING METHOD [ STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

D. Inspect shop arc and
point out possible
places Where fire pro-
tection measures can
be improved.

E. Demonstrate the use
of the exhaust from a
gasoline engine for
safeguarding a con-

tainer before welding.

F. Demonstrate and dis-
cuss first aid pro-
cedures. Show where
the supplies for
first aid treatment
are located.

G. Warn them to never
xub their eyes if
they get foreign 2ar-
tidies in them.

H. Remind the studenta
that if they are
careful they willJnot
need first aid.

Working in small groups - put on
demonstration of a sa.:5.e- practice

to follow.

Check each students list
andAor oral presentation of
the safety procedures to
use.

7
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: Module : 4 d

OBJECTIVES HY UNIT

AGR/CULTURAL
01.0305-02

COIPIM

Objective #4

The student will identify
3 welders used in the
shop by type, size and
electrical output.

Objective #5

The student will demon-
strate the'proper setup
of welder and adjustment
of amperage for a
given electrode situation

Objective 46

-The student will select
the proper size of
electrode to be used for
welding various thickness
af metal up to one-half F. Electrodes.

inch. . Sizes
3/32

Objective #7 1/8

5/32

The student will identify . Amperage setting

e 1 ectrodes by-AWS-tlas-st=--
of-weld

fication number and NFMA . penetration

Welding machines.
. Types

AC 230 volt
DC generator or rectifier
AC-DC combination

Size
limited input - 180-225 AMP

37 1/2 AMP, draw

industrial - 230-600 AMP
42 AMP UP, draw

.
Estimating cost of operation

Accessories.
Current carrying cables
Electrode holder
Ground clamp
Chipping hammer and brush
Shield for face and eyes
Gloves and apron
Safety glasses or goggles
Carbon arc torch

color code for welding
mild steel using a wire
gauge and wall chart con-
taining AWS and NFMA
information.

Objective #8

The student will demon-
strate proper handling
and storage of welding
electrodes.

welding speed
AWS classification

letter E
first two digits tensile strength

third digit - position
fourth digit - subgrade, etc.

. NEMA color codes
standardized markings

Electrode storage
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EDUCATIO N

Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING 01.0305-02

TEACHING METHOD STUDFAT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Show and discuss the
various welders in the
shop that students
will have a chance
to use.

B. Explain themeaningof
the limited-input.
type transformer arc
welder.

I .

D. 'Demonstrate the
necessary service to
the various arc
welders in the shop.

D. Show how the amperage
is adjusted and pro-
per method using or
connecting the various

accessories.

'Give a simple demon-
stration of the com-
putations for determin
ing the operational
cost of welding.

P. Demonstrate the
proper method of

_chipping_and_cleaning
the finished weld.

G. Use a metal gauge for
comparing electrode
sizes.

H. Demonstrate the use
of manufacturer :
wall chatts for
selecting rod and
amperage.

A. Observe instructors demon-
strations and explanations of'
the various machines.

B. Set up the welding equipment
for practice welding and

.--gheck for proper functioning.

C. Adjust the amperage control

A. Use a check sheet and
identify various
welding machines and
accessories.

B. Proper connection of a
welder to its power
source and adjustment
of the amperage for a

for the various size electrodel specific electrode.

to be used in welding.

D. Select one machine and
determine the cost of electri-
city it will use during an
hour of use.

B.

F.

G.

.

I .

Replace a defective color lens
in the head or face shield
being used to weld in the
shop.

Use the metal gauge and check
sizes of various electrodes.

Check a group of electrodes
provided by instructor with
a manufacturer wall chart.

Select electrodes from a box
by the AWS classification and
NFMA color code.

Put shipment of electrodes
away in the shop storage
facility.

422
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D. Select a group of
electrodes to be sorted
and identified by sizes.

D. Select from the same
group of electrodes the

rod to be used for a
given job assigned by
the instructor and check
students' identification
for accuracy.

E. Check each students'
handling and storage
by observing and
recording actions at
the cleanup time where
the student is welding.

rt
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Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING-------

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-02

OBJECTIVES 13Y UNIT
....."

Unit 2
Basic procedures
patterns

Objective 1t9

and A.. Preparing to weld.
. Check area for

equipment
.

Adjust machine amperage

The student will strike
an-arc and maintain to
the satisfaction of the

instructor.

Objective #10

The Student will lay a
high quality bead which
wodTd indicate correct
penetration and minimum
amounts of undercutting
or overlapping,

all necessary materials-and

B. Striking the arc.
. Methods

scratching
tapping

Correct arc length
.
long arc to pre-heat metal
short arc - approximate diameter

Running a bead. .

--,--UsIng-correct-amperage
Maintaining proper electrode. angle

150 to 250-in direction of travel
perpendicular to metal

Follow straight line made by snapstone
Form bead according to standards

1 1/2 times width of diameter of electrode

of electrode

or chalk

Restarting an interrupted bead.

Strike arc ahead of crater
Return to crown and

Recognize a good bead.
Compare with

. pictures
actual specimens

start bead

6.1



EDUCATION
Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING 01.0305-02

TEACHING METHOD STUorinT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Ident-fy the various
AWS r:_mbers and NEMA
color marking on thIe
electrodes to be used.

Show the students
storage facility used
for shop electrodes
and explain the reasar4
for this method of
storage.

A.. Demonstrate the .A.

importance of having
all materials and
equipment accessord
at hand when startIltg
to weld.

B Explain and demon-
strate the methods cf
striking the arc with
correct amperage and
arc length.

Review by discussion -
Amperage setting or
adjustment
Welder's stance
and-comfort--
Electrode angle wed_
correct arc lengti,
Balance between
travel rate and
amperage
Penetration
-Bead buildup and
conformation

Demonstration
Effects of amper-
age variation
Effects of'
electrode angle

D.

Check the area in which he is
to be welding in'prior to
starting the welder for
necessary items.

Tracticestriking the are
and adjust to proper amperage
ahd_arc length.

Tractice running beads on
scrap metal until a satisfac-
tory bead is made for
evaluation.

Continue practice by ending
a bead and then restarting
the arc making a smooth

--continuous-bead.

Compare welded beads with a
specimen provided by the
instructor which has been
prepared by a certified welder.

A. Check each students'
procedure and have
students demonstrate
proper proCedure.

Student submit a'speci-
men weld for evalua-
tion that.shows his
ability to,:make a
good weld bead.

Students select speci-
mens of good welded
beads.

1-1
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Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING.././..
IMIN011.....

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Objective 1111

The student will develop
skill in laying a high
(.111ality,bead of extra

widthby using an oscil-

latintmotion.

Objective #12

The student will develop

skill in laying beads in

smooth even layers and

using it to build up worn
parts.

iA.

AGRI.CULTURAL
01.0305-02

CONTENT.

Weaving.
Purpose

. covering wide area
. keeping molten puddle larger

.
Motions or designs

. vee-type

. 'crescent type

. circular
figure 8

B. Padding.
Purpose

building up worn areas
Select proper electrode

mild steel for steel port
use 1/8 or 5/32 size

Procedure
alternative layer of stringer

weave beads

beads

'Unit 3 -
Oxy-acctylene equipment

Objective #13

A. Safety.
.

Nature of the gases
characteristics of acetylene (Hydrocarbon 02112)

oxygen

The stUdent will demonstrate
the safe handling of oxy- B.

acetylene and equipment.

Handling of oxygen and acetylene.

Oxygen
three sizes of containers
(244 cu.ft., 122 cu.ft., 80 cu.ft.)

effects of temperature
protection cap over valve

Acetylene
formed by mixture of calcium carbide and water

colorless gas
nauseating odor
stable under low pressure (15 psi)

C. Equipment setup procedure.
Easton cylinders in vertical position

Remove caps from cylinders

.
Crack valves of each cylinder then close valves

12
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EDUCATION
Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING 01.0305-02

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURE§

A. uiscuss the use of
wide stringer beads,
the patterns for
weaving, and 2Aperage
setting for this type
of welding.

B . Demonstrate the weave
bead by laying down
two' stringer beads
and then use the
various patterns dis-
cussed to fill in-
between.

C. Explain factor of
controlling the buildup

of heat and the prob-
lem of slag entrap- .

ment in building a pad

A. Observe the instructors
demonstration and then
practice the various weave
patterns on scrAp

B. ,Practice the padding technique
on scrap until it is very
similar to the instructors
specimen.

C. Obtain a worn part from a
piece of machinery and use the
two skills developed to
repair the part for continued
use.

A.

B.

Prepare a specimen of
three different
patterns of weave and
submit for instructors
evaluation.

Submit a pari from a
piece of,machinery that
has been repaired by
the padding technique.

A. Define and explain the
nature of the gases
using references listec
at the end of this
module.

B . Discuss the charac-
teristics and the
proper handling of
these gases in the
various containers
available.

C. Discuss the following
factors with students:
. Oxygen And acetylene

connections are not
interchangeable

. The two ways that
oxygen hoses can-be-
distinguished from
acetylene hoses

A .

B .

C .

D

List the information given
by the instructor on the
nature and characteristics
of the gases.

Observe the demonstration of
the proper handling of gases
in their containers and be
ready to show how it is done.

Work in small groups to
practice proper methods of
handling.

Participate in discussion and
observe demonstration, obtain
the answers to the following
questions:
. Why must the acetylene
'cylinder-be-kept-in-the-
vertical position?

426
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A. Check each students'
ability to demonstrate
the proper method safe
handling of equipment.



Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES UNIT
COBTZ2dT

01.0305-02

Connect oxygen regulator to oxygen cylinder

turn adjusting screw on regulator until

tension on spring is released
slowly turn oxygen cylinder_valve wide open

Connect acetylene regulator to acetylene cylinder

turn adjusting screw on regulator until tension

on spring is released
open cylinder valve 1/4 to 1/2 of a turn

Connect hoses to regulators
purge hoses

Connect torch body to hoses
purge torch assembly

Test for leaks with soap suds and water

use Ivory soap for making suds

Objective #14 'D.

The student will adjust the
regulators, torch and
game properly for use in
cutting metal.

Objective #15

The student will answer
questions concerning the
oxy-acetylene process
particularly as it'relates
to basic characteristics.

,

Regulators, torch and flame adjustment.

.
Open acetylene valve on torch - I turn

turn adjusting screw on acetylene regulator

until desire pressure is reached

close acetylene valve on torch

Repeat steps 1, 1-a and 1-b with oxygen

Hold torch in right hand,if right handed, left

hand, if left handed.
Open acetylene torch valve 1/4 turn

Light torch and adjust tillsmoke on flame clears'

Open oxygen valve slowly
Adjusi"to carburizing flame

. feather on inner cone is 1 to 3 times longer

than inner cone
Adjust.to neutral.flame

leave traces of feather on inner cone

Adjust to oxidizing flame
. no feather and flame will be blue to ice blue

in color
.

Close both torch valves

.
Close both cylinder valves

Open both torch valves cnd release pressure

After regulator gauge needles return to 0 release

adjusting screws

-111.-ace-torch-and-hose-on_hangersbraci:e_t,s_
provided.

14
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411)EDUCATIO N

Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

TEACHING METHOD. STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

01 03(.5-02

EVADVATUIN PROCEDURES

.. T1e kind of soap
to be used for suds
in testing for
leaks
The various pre-
cautions to be
taken'with equipmen

Advise students of the
following precautions:

Never use oil on
any welding equip-
ment.
Keep cylinders in
vertical position
Tighten connections
tightly but do not-
force, in event of
leak.

What is the purpose of the
caps on the-tanks-dUrifig-

transportation?
. What is the maximum safe

operating iiressure for
acetyae and why?

. What dcesthe effect of
temperature have on the
pressure in. a cylinder?

. Why should cylinder valves
be shut off,when we are
throue using equipment for
any length of time?'

A. Outline and discuss A.

the steps in adjusting
the flame.

B. Explain the reason for
the following:

Why we do not use
more than 15 psi
pressure on an
acetylene line
Using pressures
recommended by the
equipment manufac-
ture.
What will result if
excessive acetylene
escapes into the air

C. Demonstrate the torch
adjustments for:

Carburizing flame
Neutral-flame- ----

. Oxidizing flame

Participate in discussion and
observe demonstration, obtain
the answers to the following
questions:
. How can we tell when we hlve

a neutral flame?
How much oxygen (parts) does
it take to burn one part of
acetylene in th:1 neutral
flame?
Why is the acetylene gas
turned off first?

. What effect does oxidizing
flame have on the molten
metal?
How many parts of oxygen
are supplied from the tank
for a neutral flame?
What is acetylene gas made
from?
What other gases can be

--used -for-cutting-metal?-- -

A. c1'0( each students'
atRlity to adjust
talsch and regulators
f01, altting.

B. ofkle quiz.
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Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-02

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CON'2ENT.

Objective #16

_
The student

_
wi_ ll cutmild-

steel using handcutting
torch with the correct
speed of travel, tip size

and amoUnt of gas

pressure.

Objective #17

The student will answer
questions about cutting
different metals.

E. Oxy-acetylene flame cutting.

Use manufacturer's charts for correct tip size,

oxygenand acetylene.pressures. for thickness of__

of metal to be cut.
Select tip and adjust pressures

Adjust to a neutral flame with cutting jet open

Cut:
. hold tip at right angle to work and inner

cone about 1/8" above work

. heat starting point to bright red, press

cutting level on assembly and move slowly

enough in direction of travel to maintain cut.

If cutting action stops, release cutting levar

and preheat edge.where cutting action stopped

16
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EDUCATION
Module BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

01.0305-02

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A . Demonstrate the pro-
cedure to the class
for making a good cut
in 1/4" steel.

B Provide material for
students to make
practice cuts to be
able to develop
ability.

Discuss the following:
The .chemical action
that takes place in
oxy-acetylene
cutting'
The purpose-of the
preheat flames
The kerf
acetylene cutting
The metals. that can
be cut with oxy-
acetylene
The number of pre-
heat holes in the
average cutting tip
The reason that the
preheat flames
should not touch
the metal
The reason for
using pnly the
amount of oxygen
recommended by the
tip manufacturer
How you chock speed
of travel

Observe demonstration and list
the steps in the procedure for
flame cutting.

Check the charts and select a
tip for cutting the piece of
metal provided by the instruc-
tor for praqice.

. Write out the answers to the
following question's:

.
Why.does- cutting cast iron
differ from cutting steel?

-. Name the different orifices
in the flame end of a

What causes the excess of
slag.at the bottom of a cut?
How would you cut two Or
more thicknesses of metal?

. What happens if the torch

'is moved too'fast?
How do you determine the
oxygen pressure to use?

CheCk. -spe6lineh-ttit --. 77

against a professional
cut piece and eValuate
on the basisof SMooth-
ness of Rerf distinctness.

B. Answer quiz questions
prepared from the:
factors discussed and
demonstration given.

_

II 3 0
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01.0305-02

Title - BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICUL.TURAI..

Lnit 4 - Flat position welding
Objective #18
The student will develop skill
in manipulating the electrode for

making a strong, sound fillet weld

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

A. Fillet welds - single pass.
Set amperage for electrode and metal thicknessi

Tack weld two pieces together
114 to 3/8 inch long at each end
clean and remOve slag

Electrode angle_
45 degrees to plates

: 15 to .25 degrees in direction of trr' 1

Run beads
.
hold arc gap 1/16, to L/8 .inch from metal
arc slow, steadT.movenent of electmode;
observe action wirthim:the arc at 611 times

Chip and insp:ect w7,..11d

. ,determine Jif ripples are even.
check for 7penetration into the throat of th

weld and ifl lega.:of the weld are equal in

length

Objective #19
The student will demonstrate
skill in welding the multiple
pass in proper sequence with

required strength.

B. Fillet weld - mUltiple pass.

.
More strength can be secured

. Proper sequence
.
first pass laid in the corner with higher

amperage than normal .

.
succeeding passes are laid in the grooves
working from bottom to top

431
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Pr(2 A 1 1 1) N

TEACHING METHODS

A. Discuss:
Positioning and
tacking the tee joint
Fillet beads - concave
versus convex.
Effect of:
amperage, electrode angle,
and travel speed
PenerxatIon
Undercu=ting
Arc length7control
Weaving-,:iinal pass

sTuDart APPL/CATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

01.0305-02

BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

- Code

- Title

A. Observe demonstration and
ask questions during dis-
cussion of the factors shown.

B. Obtain pieces of metal for
practice and set up, tack in
position and weld until one
will compare satisfactory
with instructors specimen.

Provide a specimen weld
for comparison and
evaluation to meet
instructors satisfac-
tion.

B. Demonatme all of the above

with av=lation to show
results.tf mmxrect and
Incorrectmethod.

A. Illustrate on the chalk
board or with handout
sheets the proper sequence
of the weld passes.

B. Demonstrate this technique
emphasize the steady regu-
lar forward motion to make
the weld smooth.

C. Show how the whip can
again be used as an
alternate technique.
Compare the case of making
the weld with the steady
movement as compared to
the whip.

A. Observe procedure demon-
strated by the instructor.

B. Obtain practice pieces and
concentrate on penetration
and evenness and smoothness
of bead.

4- 2-

19

Submit specimen for
instructors evaluation.



'Title -

01.0305-02

BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AG R I C L'T -1.1R A-

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective #20
The student will sucessfully
join two pieces of metal together

in a butt joint by welding-

c. Butt welds.
tsljtsist amperage fOr electrode and metal thick-

Type of joints
closed square,butt
open square butt
vee butt

Position of electrode maintained at perpendicul

15 to 25 degrees in direction of travel. .

MUltiple pass sequence is similar to that uSed

in fillet welds.
Tack joints to prevent distortion

Clean and inspect finished weld for degree of

penetration, fusion or slag inclusions-



E CATION

TEACHING METHODS

01.0305-02

BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

- Code

- Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES. EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Discuss:
Distortion during butt
welding due to; heat and
expansion

. Tacking and joint strength

. Amperage and penetration

. Uniform penetration and

bead strength
. Bead appearance versus

bead quality
Bead testing of butt welds

B. Demonstrate:
. Joint fitting
. Joint spacing
. Joint tacking
. Amperage variation effects
.
Welding on one side 'ot A
butt weld joint on 1/8
inch metal with E6013
electrode

. Multiple-pass beads with
E6013 electrodes on one
side of a butt weld joint
of 3/16 inch metal.

A. Participate in discussion
asking questions about
variables Chat are not

stood.

Submit specimen yeld
thos1 of each of the three
unde*7- types of butt welds

lor the instructors
Evaluation.

B. Observe demonstration and
obtain pieces for practice.

4 3
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - BASIC AGRICULTURAL WELDING

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books -

Teacher references:

Code - 01.0305-02

1) New Lessons in Arc Weldin_g. Lincoln Electric Company.

2) Arc Welding Lessons for School and Farm Shop. H. L. Kugler.

James F. Lincoln Foundation.

Metals and How to Weld Them. T. B. Jefferson and Gorham Woods.

James F. Lincoln Foundation.

4) Farm Weldint-- Arc and Oxy-acetylene. Mo*don M. Parker. McGraw-

Hill Book Company.

5) Welding Skills and Practices. Giachino, Weeks, Brune.

Technical Society.

6) Oxy-Acetylene Handbook. Linde Union Carbide Corporation.

Student references:

1) Arc Welding Instructions for the Beginner. H. A. Sosin. James F.

Lincoln Foundation.

2) Arc and Tig Welding Basic Manual. Sellon and Matthews. James F.

Lincoln Foundation.

3) Shopwork on the Farm. Jones. McGraw-Hill Book Company.

4) Farm Shop Skills. Sampson, Mowery, Kugler. American Technical Society.

22
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

DESCR I VT I ON :

Code - 01.0305-03

Building upon basic skills previously acquired, this module emphasizes
further development of skills in welding and their practical application

to agricultural equipment. Included will be vertical and overhead arc
welds as well as heating, bending, brazing, hardsurfacing, and soldering.
Safety for the operator and others will be stressed.

DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Selection of Electrodes 1

2. Evaluating Welds i- 2

3. Overhead and Vertical Welding 1 9

4. Welding Cast Iron 1 3

5. Hardsurfacing and Padding metal 1 4

6. Heating and bending metal 1 2

7. Soldering and brazing metal 16 --2-.
24

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

Objectiv6s to be obtained:

Code 01.0305-03

The Student will develop and demonstrate the effective ability to:

1. Perform Vertical Up and Vertical down welds,.using recommended electrodes,
t

to exceed minimum standards set by the instructor.

4D

2. Perform overhead welds, using recommended electrodes, to exceed minimum

standards set by the instructor.

3. Weld cast iron, to exceed minimum standards set by the instructor, using

the arc welder and the oxyacetylene welder.

4. Hardsurface metal, to exceed minimum standards set by the instructor,

using the arc welder, carbon arc torch and the oxyacetylene outfit.

5. Berle and shape metal to given specifications using the carbon arc ,torch

and oxyacetylene outfit as sources...of heat.

6. Solder and braze metal to given speciffcations using materials and various

sources of heat 48 directed by the instructor.

3
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Module ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

Unit 1.

Va.04.{.......10ea -.....1..,
OBJECTIVES BY MIT

Selection of Electrodes

CONTENT

A GRICULTURAL
01.0305=03

'A. Identifying Electrodes
American Welding Society (AWS) classification

Color coding system
Electrode. sizes

. Selecting electrodes
- Identifying metal to be used on

'. spark test
. color

Using selection guides
. wall charts
. handbooks

,-
. ....,,

Unit 2.--
.-N

IIIVT.

Evaluating Welds A . Methods of evaluating welds, -fi

. External Visual inspection T

Break tests (strength of weld) gt;

.
Inspection Of penetrat.ion

;"

404

Determining causes for faulty welds,

Incorrect heat
Incorrect electrode or rod
poor motion
wrong speed
Inadequate metal preparation

Other

438
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EDUCATION
Module ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING 01.010s-01

TEACHING METHOD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES-,
A. Lecture - discussion

Review selection of elec-
trodes.

B. Student practice

A. Update notes from previous
module or take note of new
information.

B. Students practice identifying
metal to be welded, and select-
ing the appropriate rod or elec- C. Observe students ability
trode to be used, to select correct electrodes

throughout module.

A. Written test

B. Evaluate students ability
to select appropriate elec-
trode for a given problem.

A. Lecture - discussion of
evaluation methods.

B. Demonstration of evaluation
procedures.

C. Student practice.

A. Take note of new information.

B. Evaluate welds made during the
module for the instructor.

A. Evaluate students ability
to evaluate his welds and
determine causes for pro-
blems. (Students should
evaluate their welds with
the instructor throughout
the module, a weld evaluation,

may be useful to be
filled in by the student
and checked by the instructor.
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Modu3.e
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICULTURAL
01.-3-5-03

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3.

Conn

Overhead and Vertical Welding

Obiective #1
Perform Vertical up and Vertical
down welds, using recommended
electrodes, to exceed minimum
standards set by the instructor.

A. Vertical Welds
Vertical down welds.

proper electrode
position
length of arc
motion

Vertical Up Welds
proper electrode
position
length of arc
motion
recommended amperage

Objective #2

Perform overhead welds, using
recommended electrodes, to excee
minimum standards set by the

instructor.

k. Overhead Welds
Proper electrode

suitability
size

Length of arc
Travel time
Recommended amperage
Protective Clothing needed

6
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E D'UCATIO N

tooduie
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

01.0_305-U1

TEACHING M3TH0D STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A,. Lecture - discussion

--B-:-Demonstration

C . Student practice

A.. Take note of new information A . Evaluate students progress
during practice .sessions.

. Observe demonstrations

C . Practice Vertical up and Verti-

cal down welding.

D . Study references

E . Evaluate welds with instructor.

3 . Evaluate welds done on assigned

test blocks.

. Lecture discussion

. Demonstration

. ..)Ludent Practice-

A. Take note of new information

B. nhserve demonstrations.

C. Practice overhead welding.

D. Study references.

E. Evaluate welds with Instructor.

A. Evaluate students progress
durfng practice sessions.

n. EvaluaLe wolds.dtme on
asSigned Lest blocks.

7
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Module
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-03

.mr

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
-

CONTENT

Unit 4. - Welding Cast Iron

Objective 3.
Weld cast iron, to exceed minimum

standards set by the instructor
using the arc welder and oxyace-
tylene outfit.

Unit 5. - Hardsurfacing and

Padding metal.
Objective 4.
Hardsurface metal, to exceed
minimum standards set by the

instructor, using the arc welder

and the oxyacetylene welder.

. Cast Iron
.
Properties of test iron

over 1,72 carbon
brittle

Types of cast iron
white
gray
malleable

Identifying type of cast iron - spark test and

color,

=ding Cast Iron
Oxyacetylene

.

preheating
amperage

Preheating
. tip size

motion motion

I. backstep penetration

2. partial weld'ing use of flux.

penetration needed cooling methods

cooling methods. rod selection

. electrode selection

A.

B.

C.

Benefits of Hardsurfacing

Selecting hardsurfacing electrodes
. 1Cetal to ground wear

. M.etal to metal wear

Impact wear
Techniques of hardsurfacing

Figure eight
Crescent
Wash pass

8
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4110DUCATTO N
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

Module =8..M.INMMINI00.4.0.11

,TEACRING. MROD STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY

01.0305-03

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A Lecture - Discussion

B. Demonstration
1. Types of cast iron
2. Welding cast iron

C. Student practice

A. Take note of new material

B Practice welding cast iron
using arc welders and the
oxyacetylene outfit.

Evaluate welds.

,Obeerve students progrese
during practice sessions.

Evaluate welds done on
given test blocks.

A . Lecture - discussion

B . Demonstration

C. Student practice

A. Take note of new material

B . Practice padding

C . Study reference material

D Evaluate welds

k-Evaluate test blocks
-completed by students.

443
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Module
ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL-WELDING

...1111

OBJECTIVIO ;$Y UT11.11
CONTENT

Unit 6. Heating and bending
metal.

0b4ective # 5,
Bend and shape metal to given

-specifications using the carbon
arc torch and oxyacetylene out-
fit...as source of heat.

AGRICULTURAL
01.0305-03

A .
Methods and procedures for heating metal

Arc Welder
. carbon arc torch

Oxyacetylene unit.

Procedure for shaping Metal
Measuring and marking
Heating

. Shaping
Cooling.

Unit 7. Soldering and brazing
metal

Objective #6
Solder and braze metal to given
specifications using materials
and various sources of heat aa-
directed by the instructor.

A .
Differences among soldering,

Strength
. Heat required
. Materials needed
Adherence vs. fusion
Procedures followed

Brazing
Materials needed

.
Procedure to follow

. When to use brazing

Soldering
. Materials needed
. Procedure to follow
. When to use soldering

brazing, and welding

10
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DUCATION
MO4u1e ADVANCED AGRTCULWjja_aLgjj3G__,__

TEACHING M3TROD

A. 1.ecture - discussion

B. Demonstration

C. Student practice

01.0305-03

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Take note of new material

B. Practice bending metal

G. Study references

A. Evaluate assigned.bending
Project.

A. Lecture - discussion

B. Demonstrations

C. Student practice

A. Take note of new material.
-

B. Practice soldering and brazing.

A . Evaluate assigned brazing
and soldering project.

. Safety
. Procedure
. Results

445
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Student Evaluation Sheet for Advanced Agricultural Welding Module

Agriculture Welding Advanced

Each-student will develop and demonstrate the_effecti.ye ability to do the

following:

I. Perform a vertical down weld using a blue dot electrode.

2. Perform a vertical up weld using a blue dot electrode.

3. Perform an overhead weld using a blue dot electrode.

4. Use the carbon arc torch and oxyacetylene unit as a source

of heat to bend a test plate according to the instructors

specifications.

5. Use the carbon arc torch and oxyacetylene unit to braze

a test plate according to the instructors specifications.

6. Demonstrate hardsurfacing using the carbon arc torch as

a source of heat, as specified by the instructor.

7. Demonstrate soldering using the following sources Of heat

as specified by the'instructor:

carbon arc

oxyacetylene

soldering iron

8. Weld-cAit iron according to the instructors specification.

9. Cut cast iron using the arc welder.

Instructor ' s Evaluation

_

NAME

01.0305-03

Date completed

Evaluated By

12
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL WELDING

RESOURCE'MATERIALS

BOOKS

BULLETINS

PERIODICALS

AUDIOVISUALS

Code - 01.0305-03

Metal Fusion and Fabrication Welding. Ohio State University.
Forney Arc Welding Manual. Forney Industries Inc.
Arc Welding lessons. Jones F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation.
The Oxyacetylene Handbook Linde air products.

1. Students Guide for the Lincoln Short Course in Arc
Welding (150) Lincoln Electric Company.

2. Materials and Procedures for Soldering (E850) Cornell

Extension (100)

3. Using the Electric Arc Welder (546) Cornell &tension (500)

4. Using Oxyacetylene Welding Equipment on the farm Cornell

&tension (400)

5. Selection of Filler Metals for Farm Welding Dept. of
Agrictaltural Engineering Cornell.

The Lincoln Stabilizer Lincoln Electric Company.

Excellent Transparencies, filmstrips and movies are
available from sources such as I.M.S., California Polytecht
NASCO, Lincoln Electric, Forney, and Westinghouse. Due to
limited time they should be used only when the arc definitely
is superior to a demonstration.
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Title -

DESCRIA/TION:

MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING Code - 01.0305-04

This module is designed to expose the student to. the various-types

of painting equipment required to properly apply paint to machinery.

The student will prepare a machine for painting. He will select the proper

paint, primer and thinner that are compatible. The procedures followed

will illustrate to the student safe procedures required when painting. In

addition to actual painting, he will maintain the equipment to insure long

life of the equipment plus being in application condition the next time

the equipment is to be used.

DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT
Time Allocation
Class Other

1. Introduction to Paint.ing Equipment 3 6

2. Servicing Equipment
1 2

3. Preparation of Machine to be painted 8

4. Selecting proper paint and preparing

for application
1. 2

5. Applying paint, trim and decals
6

24

RevisedJune, 1-9-74
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title . AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Cede . 01.0305-04

1. Identify the proper painting equipment necessary to perform a first
class paint job in a safe manner.

2. Identify operational malfunctions . and perform required maintenance
to the equipment.

3. Prepare and adjust the equipment to properly operate painting equipment
to obtain satisfactory results.

4. Make a proper paint and thinner selection and prepare it for application.

5. Properly prepare the machinery for applying primer 'and paint.

6. Apply trim and decals at the proper time for maximum adherence.



01.0305,04

Title - AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

AGRICULTURAO

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Introduction to Painting
Equipment
Objective 1 -

Identify the proper painting
equipment necessary to perform
a first class paint job in a safe
manner.

Unit 2 - Servicing Equipment
Objective 2

Identify operational malfunctions.
and perform required maintenance
to the equipment

A. Spray Guns
Types

separate container -- attaChed container
bleeder -- non bleeder
external -- internal mix
pressure -- gravity --

. automatic -- extension
Components of Spray Gun

air cap
fluid tip
fluid needle
trigger.

fluid adjusting screw
air valve
spreader adjusting valve
gun body

Types of Air Caps
external mix
internal mix

. multi jet cap
. advantages
selection procedure of air caps
selection procedure ofiluid tip

Removal, cleaning and lubricating.
removal procedure
head cleaning procedute

immersing
air with solvent

problems of operation
air leakage

. fluid leakage
jerky - fluttery spray
defective spray pattern

Hoses and connectors
. .type hose

size of hose
. connector types

threaded
quick deback

Regulator_---Transformer---
purpose of
components of
operation principles

Air compressor
type

piston
diaphragm
single stage
two stage

, portable or stationary

suction feed

spray head

450
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.E.DUCATIO N
01.0305-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

- Code

- Title

--

TEACHING METHODS mum' APPLICATION ACTIVITIES
.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Slides - Overhead trans- A. Identify types of guns from Oral. or Written

parencies hand out sheets. A. Identify types of

B. Lectu-,=s. on -
_ . . . . . . . _.....

. Types of guns

B. Identify components of
. Guns

spray guns
13':-Identify components ---

. Components of typical gun . CompreSsors a
of -

Cleaning.spray head . Regulators . Spray guns

Regulators types C. Cleaning procedure of spray . Compressors

. components of gun.
4,

. Regulators

- Air compressor types D. Dismantle C. Explain spray gun

. components of Gun cleaning procedure.

Respirators

..

.' Compressor D. Explain purpose of.

Spray booths .Regulator pressure release

C. Demonstrate valve.

Cleaning spray head E. Explain causes of -

Maintenance of regulator,
Maintenance of compressor

. Compressor knock

. Compressor heats

Adjust pressure regulatör up'

Dismantle'release valve . Operates.Ionger

Dismantle compressor than normal

D. Hand out sheets sh6t,Uing- . Compressor pumps

. Types and components of oil

guns F. Define paint booth

: Types 'and components of air and explain the

compressors .
difference between

Types and components of the two types -

spray '=souths,
G. List five safety

procedures used
when operating
painting equipment.

,

.

.
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01.0305-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING
AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Air compressor (continued)
size compressor required

compute displacement

. .volumetric efficiency
. COmpbbentS-Of-tompressor---

intake and exhaust valves
cylinder
crankcase
crankshaft
air filter
automatic unloader
automatic pressure switch
motor protection

components of compressing outfit
types of motors
electric
gasoline

pressure release valves
installation of.compressing outfit
operational malfunctions

compressor knock
cbmpressor heats up
operate longer than.normal
compressor pumps oil

Respirators ,

definition of
. type of

. hood
absorbing

. dust type with filter
Spray booths

types
dry type
air washer type

reasons for spray booth.

. exhaust fans
types

booth maintenance
. reason for
. dry type maintenance procedure
air washer maintenance procedure

4 5 3
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EDUCATION

TEACHING METHODS

01.07,05-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

Code

- Title

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

453
7



01.0305-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

3 Preparation of Machine

tr, painted
Obetive 3 - Prepare and adjust

equipment to properly operate
paL.nting equipment to obtain

satisfactory results.

A. Preparation
Hook up hdses
Adjust regulator
Mix paint to proper consistency
Adjust Suction feed

131 Properly hold gun'
C. Proper spray stroke

.IF1at surface
Corner Spray

D. Undesirable results
Orange peel
Surface streaks
Runs or sags
Excessive mist or fog
Starving the gun

E. Touch up procedure
Clean Surface
Sanding -

. feather edges
Application of finest coat

011;:r :4-electing-proper paint
-reparing for application
tive .4 - Make a proper paint
thinner selection andyrepare

it c application.

A. Primers
B. Enamels
C. Lacquers
D. Thinners and solvents

. Types of
Paint type used with
Storage procedures

E. Mixing
F. Thinning
G. Straining

8

4 5 I



EDUCATION 01.0305-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

- Code

- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES I

Demonstrate -
A.Mixing paint to proper con-

sistency
B. Hook up equipment
C. Adjusting regulator
D. How to hold gun

L.E.Making Proper strokes
F. Spraying flat surfaces
G. Spraying corners
H. Preparing spot painting

Mix paint to ptoper consis-
tency. -

. Actually hook up and adjust
equipment.
Hold and make proper strokes

. Actually paint flat and
cornei surfaces.
Actually paint a small spoL
(touch up).

E.

Le-ciuie - Slides bc Overhead -
Actual paint and thinner

A. Properties of Enamel vs.
lacquer.

B. Properties of thinner for
enamel and lacquer.

C. Methods of proper mixing
and thinning.

D. Method of straining paint
prior to painting.

,

Compare lacquer with enamel.
Apply incompatible thinner to
latquer.'.
Apply incompatible thinner to
enamel.
Apply enamel over lacquer prime
Mix both enamel & lacquer to
proper consistency.

455

9

Properly hook up eqilp-1
ment for painting.

A. Mix paint to proper
consistency.

B. Explain-reason.for
straiping paint
before putting into
gun.

C. Reason for uSing-
compatible thinner
and primer.



CodF, 01.0305-04

Title -
1

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINrING

AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNiT

Objective 5 -Properly prepare
the machinery for applying primer
and paint.

Unit ó - Applying paint, trim
and decals
,Objecti.ve_6_ - Apply trim and
decals:at the-prOPer tiMe-for
maximum adherence.

CONTENT

A. Removal of parts for thorough application
B. Steam Clean
C. Sand blasting
D. Sanding

Wet
Dry

E. Masking

A. Wheels
B. Stripping
C. Decal

. Wet type
Dry type

456

,T7-7nrz,
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EDUCATI 0 N
01.0305-04

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

- Coda

7 1J1Je

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture - Discussing
A. Removal of components for

good paint application
B. Removal of dirt, oil and

foreign material.
C. Sand blasting to clean

surface.
D. Demonstrate -

Sanding .

Masking

A. Prepare a machine for paint-
ing.

B. Sand flat surfafes using wet
and dry sand paper.

C. Mask off components
ca. gauges, wires, eleori--

cal components.

,

A. Prepare a machine

for paknting
. Removal of compo-

nents.
. Cleaning
. Masking

Demonstrate application
A. Stripping
B. Decal kit

A. Actually strip
B. Actually apply decal kit

. Dry

. Wet

,

457
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Title -

MOLULE OF INSTRUCTION

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PAINTING

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0305-04

A. Books - Spray PatntinkIndustrial and Commercial, F.M..Crewdson

Frederick J. Drake & Co., 7312 N. Ridgeway Ave.

Skokie, Illinois i0076, 1957

B. Bulletins - "How To" Booklets - National Paint, Varnish and
Lacquer Associations, Inc.
1500 Rhode Island Ave.,11.W.
W4Aington, D. C. 20005

C. Periodicals -

D. Audiovisuals - Motion Picture

Spray Painting - De Vilbiss

12
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - PLANNING, LAYOUT, AND FABRICATION OF CUSTOM
EQUIPMENT

DEtiCRIVEION:.

Code - 01.0306:-01

Shop modification of agricultural equipMent, and the construction of

simple equipment to meet special needs will be the activities in this
module. Analysis of special problems and the making of sketches and layouts
included will be welding, cutting, drilling, and other machine operations.
Try out and modification of the finished product will be used,in testing
the job,

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

'
",

1.

2.

3.

4.

Develop possible solution

Sketch the_idea on paper

Make, build, assemble, or construct

Demonstrate-the workability of the finished
product.

2

..... .,

2

24

2

28

Revised June, 1974

1

. -1

.

, ^
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - PLANNING, LAYOUT, AND FABRICATION OF CUSTOM

EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code 01,0306-01

1.. Work out a possible solution to the problem.

2. Sketch out his idea of.that solution.

3. Make, build, assemble, or construct the necessary,alteration or fabrication.

4. n-emonstrate the workabiIitof.the finished product.

460

3



-

01.0306-01

PLANNING, LAYOUT, AND FABRICATION OF CUSTOM

EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURA:..

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONVNT

Unit 1 - Develop.possible solution

Objective #1
Work out a possible solution
the problem.

A. Content depends on circumstances, problems

to be solved and the discretion of the instructor!.

.B. Example - adapting one type hitch (3 pt.) to

another type (2 pt,).

C. Example - adapting a hydraulic principle to

a load leveling device.

D. Example - fabricating a replacement part for an

implement where a new part is unavailable or

too ,time consuming otherwise.

Unit 2 - Sketch the idea on paper

Objective #2
Sketch out his idea of that

solution.

B.

C.

See #1
Simple drafting
Cost and time estimates.

Unit 3 - Make, build, assemblL,

or Construct
-Objective_#3
Make, build, assemble, or

the necessary alteration or

fabrication.

A. See #1

const4c

A. See #1 -

Dnit -4 ~ Demonstrate tlie

ability of the finished product.

Objective #4
Demonstrate the workability of

..the finished product.

4

4 61.



01.0306-01

PLANNING, LAYOUT, AND FABRICATION OF CUSTOM

EQUIPMENT

- Code

- Title

TEAcHING MEIUODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVrrIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Demonstration.
B. Problem "solving.

Demonstration

Demonstration

Drawing of sketch of idea.

A. Produce necessary materials.
B. Perform necessary tasks to

do the job.

See #1 Try out the finished product
and make any necessary
changes so it will produce
the desired result

462

A. The instructor
willlnave to
eValuate the student
on.the basis of how
well the finished
product solves the
problem. .

_13,, He can determine hoTh
much of the _solutiol:'

to the problem the
student prOvided ano
how much he'had to
guide him.

C. He can'evaluate the
workmanship and time
necessary to do the
job. He will have
to determine if they
meet his standards.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - PLANNING, LAYOUT, AND FABRICATION OF
CUSTOM EQUIPMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

6

453

Code - 01.0306-01



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE

DESCRIMON:

Code 91.0307-01

Wiring systems studied in this module will include those used on a farm-
stead, in a greenhouse complex, in an agricultural equipment dealership, or a
residence. Laboratory exercises will give the student experience in wiring
simple circuits. He will"select the components to use and install them in a
circuit for central lighting, heating, and motor loads. Standards of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters will be adhered to.

Malfunctioning circuits will be studied to enable the student to locate
the component that is malfunctioning and determine if he can fix it or if an
electrician should be called.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR.UNITS OF CONTENT Time-Allobationa-'
ClaSs ,-Other

1. Making electrical measurements 1 4

2. Understanding the electrical distribution pysteri 1 3

4. Selecting control devices 3 6

5. Troubleshooting a malfunctioning circuit
1. 3
7 23

Revised August 1975

40,
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

Code - 01.0307-01

1. Demonstrate measuring volts and amperes in an electric circuit

using the "snap around" type volt ammeter. He will explain the

meaning of the terms volts and amperes.

2. Demonstrate the relationship between volts, amperes, and watts
in resistance and motor circuits using the '-'snap around" volt

ammeter and a watt meter.

3. Trace the path of current from a pole transformer to a given

outlet and explain the function of each component in the circuit.

4. Install a circuit containing a single pole switch used_to control

a light, using metal boxes and type UF cable. He will properly

ground the boxes according to the National Electrical Code.

5. Install a circuit containing two three-way switches controlling
a light, using metal boxes and type UF cable. He will be able

to ground the boxes according to the National Electrical Code.

6. Install-a grounded duplex receptacle using a metal box and type

UF cable, properly grounding the box and the receptabie accurding
to the National Electrical Code.

7. InStail male and female Cohnectors to make a.grounded extension

cord, using three conductor type S service cord.

Select the proper size and type cable to use for the circuit when

given a specific motor size or electric heat load at a specific

distance from the service entrance.

9. Specify the type and size protective device to be used, given a
specific electric load in a,circuit and the size of cable used.

10. Specify the type of motor control devices needed to give the

desired manual or automatic control of the motor, given a
specific-electric motor application._

11. Troubleshoot a circuit that does not work. Using the "snap around"

volt ammeter or test light, he will identify the part of the circuit

that does not work and determine whether he can fix it or if an

electrician should be called.



Code - 01.0307-01

Title - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE
AGR5ICULTUR

0114

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT .

Unit 1 Making electrical measurei
ments

Objective 1
Demonstrate measuring Volts and A. Electrical terns

amperes in an electric circuit Volt

using-,the "snap around" type volt . Ampere
1 ammeter. He will explain the Ohm
meanirig of the terms volts and Watt

1 amperes.
1

; Objective 2
.DemonStrate the relationship B. Use of.electric meters
t between volts, amperes, and watts . "Snap-around" type volt aMmeter
.; in reSistance and motor circuits . Watt meter

using .the "snap 'around" volt
t ammeter and a watt muter.

,Uni.t. 2..7 Understanding_thele.ctTi.7'_,..

1

caldistribuLion sys'tem
:Objective 2
1T-aco the path of currer 0. from
role tranEformer to a given outlet B.

and'explain the function of each
component in the cirralit. D.

Service drop
Meter location
Feeders
Branch circuit

General
Motor

E. Overcurrent protection
Circuit breaker
Regular fuse
Time delay fuse

4
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EDUCATION
01.0307-01 - Code

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Use reference material to
define the terms and their
interrelationship.

IA. Use overlays on an overhead
, projector toshow the distri-

bution of electricity on:
Dairy farmstead
Dairy barn
Milk house
Greenhouse complex
Individual greenhouse
Residence

B Use bulletins and references
C. Show diagrams and cutawnys of

circuit breaker, time delay
fuse, and regular fuse

A. Build.a'circuit board with 3
sockets in series and 3
sockets in parallel. Using
cone heaters in the sockets,
demonstrate the relationship
of voltage, amperage and
resistance in parallel and
series circuits.

B. Using a 100 foot run of 12
gauge wire and a 100 foot
run of 18 gauge wire, demon-
strate voltage drop and its
effect on light_and heat
output

C. Using the "snap around" volt
ammeter and a watt meter,
demonstrate the relationship
between volts, amps, and
watts for heat loads, light-
ing loads and motor loads.

A. Using the circuit board,
demonstrate small and large
overloads and have students
record the time necessary for
the overcurrent protective
devices to trip.

B. Field trip to a farm and a
greenhotse complex where
students sketch the location
of distribution lines on a
layout map and they record
type of protective device
used in each location.

A. GiVe written test
asking students to
define terms and
answer questions
about their inter-
relationships.
Evaluation on use of
meters can be done
by asking them to
check actual cir-
cuits with meters.

A. Students sketch the
electric distribu-
tion system on their
home farm, green-
house complex, farm
supply store, or
agricultural equip-
ment dealership



Code 01.0307-01

Title - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE
AORICCLTURA

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3 - Installing simple
Objective 4
Install a circuit containing a
single pole switch used to control
a light, using metal boxes and, type
UF cable. He will properly ground
the boxes according to the National
Electrical Code.

circuits

Objective 5
Install a circuit containing two
three-way switches controlling a
light, using metal boxes and type
OF cable. He will be able to
ground the boxes according to the
National Electrical Code.

Objective 6
Install a grounded duplex'receptacl
using a metal box and type UF cable
properly grounding the box and the
receptacle according to the National
Electrical Code.

Objective 7
Install male and female connectors
to make a grounded extension cord,
using three conductor type S service
cord.

Unit 4 - Selecting control devices-
Objective 8
Select the proper size and type
cable to use for the circuit when
given a specific motor size or
electric heat load at a specific
distance from the service entrance.

Objective 9
Specify the type and size protective
device to,be used, given a specific
electrft'load in a circuit and_the
size of cable used.

Objectilie
Specify the type of motor control
devices needed to give the desired
manual or automatic control of the
Motor, given a specific electric
motor,application,

A.

B.

Electrical safiety
Wiring materials and their use

Cable
NM (Romex)
NMC

. UF

AC (BX)
service entrance cable

. EMT

. Size of conductor to use
Boxes

types
grounding

Outlets
light

. duplex receptacles for 120 and 230 volts

A. Manual controls for heating, lightini, and motor
roads
Safety switches
Circuit breakers
Manual motor starter
Magnetic starter with push button control

B. AutoMatit controls
Pressure switch
Thermostat .
Humidistat 4
TiMe_clock
Mechanical limit switch

, Time delay relay
Photo relay .

468



EDUCATION
01.0307-01 - Code

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE - Title

TEACHING METHODS grUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Discuss National Electrical A.

Code, local code, licensing
of electricians, and electri-
cal inspection. Have an in-
spector speak to the class
if possible
Study National Electrical
Code concerning types of
cable and their use

. Study National Electrical
Code to determine proper
size of overcurrent pro-
tective device for various
conductor sizes
Study Farmstead Wiring
Handbook concerning con-
ductor size and voltage
drop

B. Demonstrate proper method of
grounding metal boxes

C. Demonstrate hazards of un-
grounded equipment

Each student build a wiring A.

board with'2 octagonal and 2
rectangular boxes and install
the following circuits using
UF cable
. Single pole switch contra.-
ing one light B.

. Single pole switch controll-
ing two lights

. Two three-way switches con-
trolling a light

. Two grounded duplex recept-
acles

B. Each student can make a
grounded extension cord.using
type S service, cord

C. On a suitable surface, in-
stall a fuse box or circuit
breaker box and have students
install lighting and recept-
acle circuits that involve
running cables 10 feet or
more, or actually wire a
small building if available

A. Use overlays on overhead pro- A.
jector for type of'control
being taught

B. Use manufacturers' catalogs B.
to write specificaticins for
electric control devices

C. Use National Electrical Code,
manufacturers catalogs, and
references to determine
proper type and size compon,
ents to use

D. Discuss circuit protective ,

devices in a circuit and the,
need for safe practices

Various manual and automatic
controls can be hooked up
and their operation studied
Visit a farm or greenhouse
cvmplex to study the use made
of control devices'. .Each
student should record the
type, make, model, size, and
use of each control observed.

t.

Each exercise should
be carefully in-
spected for proper
connections and
grounds before being
energized.
Written test on types
of cable sizes and
overcurrent protec-
tive device

Detetmine an electri-
cal control situabbon
that the student
might encounter in
his chosen field of
agriculture and have
him prepare speiAli-
cations for the zon-
trols Flu T-ould use

and then hook up
those.controls for
testing.



Code 01.0307-01
AGRICULTURA'...

- ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 5 - Troubleshooting a mal-
functioning circuit

Objective 11
Troubleshoot a circuit that does
not work. Using the "snap around"
volt ammeter or test light, he will
identify the part of the circuit
that does not work and determine
whether he can fix it or if an
electrician should be called.

A. Systematic approach to troubleshooting

B. Locating the malftinctioning component
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EDUCATION
01.0307-01 - Code

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Discuss systematic approach A. Demonstrate use of a test
light to locate a blown fuse
or tripped.circuit breaker.

B. Demonstrate ure 'a volt

meter to l olown fuse

or tripped breaker.
C. Use circuit boards to demon-

strate the following mal-
functions:
Grounded wire
Broken wire
Incorrect, hook up

471

A. Set up circuits with
malfunctions and
have students locate
them using a test
light and "snap
around" type volt
ammeter. After the
malfunction is iden-
tified, it 6hould be
corrected and the
circuit tested.



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

fitle - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR AGRICULTURE

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Books - I.
I. Electrical Terms, Athens, Ga., American Association for Agricultural

Engineering and Vocational Agriculture, 1962

Code -01.0307-01

2. Farmstead Wiring Handbook, New York, Edison Electric Institute, 1965

3. Maintaining the Home Lighting and'Wiring System, Athens, Ga., American

Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture,.1965

4. National Electrical Code, 1968 Edition, Boston, Mass., National Fire

Protection Association, 1968 (Revised every 3 years)

5. Practical Electrical Wiring, 8th Edition, New York, McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1970

Bulletins -

1. Adequate Farm Wiring Systems; Cornell Extension Bulletin 849

2.- Electric Motor Protection and Controls, Cornell Extension Bulletin 673

Periodicals

1. ELectricity on the Farm, Reuben Donnelly Corp., monthly, $2.50 per year

2. Farm Electrification, Edison Electric Institute, bi-monthly, $2.00 per year

Audiovisuals -

I. Suggestions for Teat2bng.Electrical and Basic Controls Used in Agricultural

?roduction, Edison F.lectric Institute, handbook and transparencies for ever-

head-projector; homemade transparencies on farm :!ayout, dairy.farm, green-

house complex, individual greenhouse and residence

10
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE

DESCRIVIION:

Code - 01.0307-02

The student will learn how to select units for using electricity in
agriculture for heat, light, and mechanical power. Students will be involved
with selection of motors for specific purposes as well as maintenance pro-
cedures. Stu'dents will also be exposed to uses of electricity in heating.
This will include maintenance of equiguent, selection equipment, and
application of equipment. Selection and maintenance of proper lighting
equipment will involve each student in appropriate activities.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Selecting and maintaining electric motors 8 4

2. Selecting and maintaining electric heat units 4 3

3. Selecting and maintaining lighting equipment 5 6

17 .13

Revised August 1975

1
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE Code - 01.0307-02

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

The student will be able to:

1. Select the proper type and size electric motor for a specific
application

2. Install an electric motor in a specific application with the
belt correctly aligned and tightened and the electrical connec-
tions correct for voltage and direction of rotation

3. Demonstrate proper procedure for cleaning an electric motor

4. Replace motor bearings

5. Compare 'the costs of various types of energy for heating purposes

6. Know when to select electric heating units for a specific applica-
tion by himself and when to obtain expert advice in selecting
electric heating units

7. Maintain various types of electric heating equipment

8. Measure light intensity using a light meter and determine if an
area.is properly,illuminated

9. Select the correct type, size, and number of luminaires to
adequately light a specific area

10. Maintain lighting equipment for maximum light output

4 :7 4



Code 01.0307-02
AGE ICULTURA1.

Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Selecting and maintaining
electric motors

Objective I
Select the proper type and size A.

electric motor for a specific
application

Selecting a motor for a specific application
considering:

Starting torque tequirements
Horsepower
Speed
Voltage aVailable
Single or three-phase
Enclosure required
Mounting required

Objective 2
Install an electric motor in a
specific application with the belt
correctly aligned and tightened
and the electrical Connections
correct for voltage and direction .
of rotation

A. Installing electric motors
-Voltage
Correct direction of rotation
Belt alignment
Belt tension

Objective 3
Demonstrate proper procedure for
cleaning an electric Motor

Objective 4
Replace motor bearings

A. Maintaining electric motors
Lubrication

Cleaning
Bearing replacement
sleeve bearings
ball bearings

4



EDUCATI 0 N

TEACHING METHODS

01.0307-02 - Code

USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE - Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

.A. Use filmstrip How Farm
Electric Motors Start and
Run to explain motor prin-
ciples

B. Use book Farm Electric Motors,
'Selection - Protection -
Drives to study factors in
motor selection

C. Have students develop a plan
for selectihg a motor for a
specific application on
thei: farm, greenhouse com-
plex, equipment dealership,
or other agricultural busims

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Laboratory - Display different
types of motors so students can
see what they look like
Field - Students make a survey
of motors used on home farm,
greenhouse complex, machinery
dealership to determine size
and type of motors used for
various applications

B.

C.

Open !,00l testo,.iven

re7ard-
ing equipment re-
quired for specific
applications, select
the proper types and
sizes of electrical
motors that would
operate efficiently
and economically.
Electrical motor iden-
tificatiOn test.
Laboratory exercise
quiz.

A. Use Farm Electric Motors to
explain installation

;B. Use motor nameplates end
instructions to explain
voltage and rotation direct-
ion connections

A. Use Farm Eleetric Motors
B. Use motor instruction manuals

and nameplates to determine
lubrication recommendations

C. Use catalogs to determine
procedure for ordering motor
bearings

Laboratory - Students hook up
various types and sizes of
motors for 120 and 240 volts and
.both direcizions of rotation.
.The instructor should-check
hook up before energizing the
circuit.
Students install a motor on a
piece of equipment in the lab-
oratory. with 'belt correctly
aligned and tensioned.

A, Performance grade on
laboratory exercise.

B. Oral quiz on instal-.
ling electric motors,:

C. Written test on vol-
tage, alignmnt of
motors, '<lit tension,
and information on
motor nameplates.

Laboratory - Students clean and
lubricate motors on equiptcnAr
in the laboratory..
Students bring in motors for
cleaning and-Lubricating.
Demonstrate replacing various
types of bearings and have
students participate as much as
possible
Field - Students clean and
lubricate motors on the home
garm,.greenhouee complex,
machinery-dealership or other
agricultural business.

A ri

A, Written test on
maintaining electric
motors.

B. Performance test on
laboratory exercises.



Code - 01.0307-02

.Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 2 - Selecting and maintaining
electric heat units

Objective 5
Compare the costs of various types
of energy for heating purposes

A. Comparison of alternative
gas, fuel oil)
Cost of installaeion
Cost of operation
..Convenience

. hilintenance required

heat sources (electric,

Objective 6
Know when to select electric heat-
ing units for a specific applica-
tion by himself and when to obtain
expert advice in selecting electric
heating units

A. Selecting electric heat units
Chick brooding
Milking parlor
Space heaters

. Water heating
lather

Objective 7
Maintain various types of electric
heating equipt,ant

A. Maintaining electric heating units
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EDUCATI 0 N
01.0307-02 - Code

USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE - Title

TEACHING METHODS

A. Discuss comparative costs
obtained from power company,
gas company, oil dealer.

B. Use speakers from power
company, gas company, fuel .
oil dealer.

1

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Notes on discussion and guest A, Notebook grade

speakers. B. Student report grade

Report on elec' -ical and heatinpC. Written essa:? ques-

cost for home rm, cooperative tl:on on Objective 5.

farm, or Agri-business facility,
monthly or annual costs.

A. Use manufacturers' . -erature

to study makes, models, and
, size of equipment available.
IB. Have speaker from power com-

pany or electric heating,con-
tractor explain equipment
available and procedues for
selecting units

C. Use Cornell Agricultural En-
gineering Bulletins #342, 304
and Farm Electrification
Notes #4-68.

D. Have students develop a plan
for providing heat for a
specific area of their farm,
greenhouse complex, equipment
dealership, or other agricul-
tural business.

Laboratoa - Display sample of A. Field trip report

,lifferent types of electric heatn* Laboratory-eXercises

units,
written and oral on

Field - Field trip to buildings
a student Tlan for

a
that have electric heat to

providing heat for

observe installation and learn
specific area, facil-

,

of its effectiveness.
ity, equipment or

business.

A. Use manufacturers' literature
for instruction on maintain-
ing heat units.

Field trip to Iearn how owners A. Field trip report

maintain electric heat units B. Written quiz on
maintaining electri-
cal heating unit's.
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Code -- 01.0307-02
AGRICULTURAI.

Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 3 - Selecting and maintaining
lighting equipment

Objective 8
Measure light intensity using a
light meter and determine if an
area is properly illuminated

Objective 9
Select the correcc type, size, and
number of luminaires to adequately
light a specific area

A. Selecting lighting equipment
Light requirements

4. Luminaires availAble

;

A. Installing lighting equipment
Mounting method
Mounting height
Controls

Objective 10
Maintaimlighting equipment for
maximum light_output

A. Maintaining lighting equipment
Cleaning
Replacing fluoreecent.starters and ballasts

8
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;

01.0307-02 - Code

USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE - Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES- EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Use the following references
to determine light require-
ments: : -

ASAE Recommendations R286
Illuminating Engineering
Society paper CF-33
Farm Electrification Notes
#5-68

, ,-.

Farm Electrification Notes
#3-68
Illuminating Engineering
Onciety paper CP-36
Illuminating Engineering
Society Lighting Funda-
mentals Course - ED-2

B. Have 3tudents develop a plan

,

for pruviding adequate light-
ing on their home farm,
greenhouse complex, farm

,

equipment dealership, or
other agricultural business

Laboratori="Demonstrate the useA. Performance test
B. Field trip report

grade.
C. Laboratory exercise

test.

of the light meter.
Demonstrate factors involved in
lighting, such as intensity,
color, reflection.
Demonstrate various types of
luminaires.
Field - Field trips to well
lighted farm, greenhouse com-
plex, equipment dealership, or
other agricultural buA.ness.

A. Use manufacturers! recommend-
ations and the references
listed above to determine
proper installation.

B. Review controls studied in
1 Unit 4 and circuits studied

in Unit 3 of Electrical
Fundamentals module.

Laboratory - Demonstrate effects A. Given a specific
situation and area
have students select
the correct type,
size and number of
luminaries required
for adequate lightin

B. Laboratory quiz

of mounting height on the ---

amount of light provided
Field - Study mounting methods
and com.rols on field trip
listed above

tA. Use_manufacturers' recommend-
F
I - ations for maintaining light-

ing equipment.

,

.

Laboratory - Demonstrate light A. Laboratory f..:ercise
quiz.

.

B. Performance evalua-
tion in shOp setting

output of dirty light sources
compared with clean ones.
Demonstrate effects of defective
starters and ballasts and have
students replece them.

4 80
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - USING ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books -

Code - 01.0307-02

Farm Electric Motors, Selection - Protection - Drives. American
Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agri-
culture, 1964, Athens, Georgia

TES Lighting Fundamentals Cnurse - ED-2. Illuminating Engineering
Society, 1960, New York

B. Bulletins -

Bulletin 304 Heating Water Electrically for the Wiry Farm.
Cornell Agricultural Engineering Department

Bulletin 342 - Milking Parlor Heating Methods. Cornell Agricultural
Engineering Department

Farm Electrification Notes #4-68 - Principles of Infrared Heating.
New York Farm Electrification Council

Recommendations R 286 - Lighting for Dairy Farms. American Society
of Agricultural Engfneers .

Paper CP-33 - Lighting for Dairy Farms. Illuminating Engineering
Society

Paper CP-36 - Lighting for the Poultry Industry. Illuminating
Engineering Society

Farm Electrifitation Notes #3-68 - Outdoor Lighting of the Farmstead.
New York Farm Electrification Council

Farm Electrification Notes #5-68 - Dairy Farm Lighting. New York Farm
Electrification Council

C. Periodicals -

Electricity on the Farm - Reuben Donnelly Corp., Monthly, $2.50 per year
Farm Electrification - Edison Electric Institute,_Bi-monthly, $2.00 per year

D. Audiovisuals -

How Farm Electric Motors Start and Run. American Association for Vocational
Instructional Materials

10
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

DESCRiVrION:

Code - 01.0308-01

This module is design:d to acquaint the student with the complex

duties of a dealership parts department. He will become involved with

inventory controls, the ordering and receiving of emergency and stock

parts, marketing and advertising parts sales and learning the needs and

problems of the agricultural dealership customers. The student will recog-

nize the importance of the activitiee of the parts department and how they

are dependent upon management and the service department. These activities

will also coincide with the needs of the consumer.

DIVISIONS OR. UNITS OF CONTENT Time Allocation
Class Other

1. The Role and requirempnts of a parts man 1 1

2. Inventory controls 2

3. Ordering Procedure 2 3

4. Receiving, checking and verification
,.--

1 3

5. Merchandising program 2 4

6. Effective Displays 1 4

7. Advertising 1 2.

10 20

Revised June, 1974
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES to be obtaineds,_

The student will be able to:

C9de 01.0308-01

1. Compare the important role of the parts man with the other personnel in
the total dealerShip operation.

2. Compare the personal characteristics required of a parts man with the
other personnel in the total dealership operation.

3. Identify inventory control procedures, and compare good control practices
with haphazard controls.

4. Efficiently order parts from a manufacturer using varied order forms
required by them.

5. Efficiently receive, check in parts shipment, record back ordrs, file
damage reports and file all documents for future reference.

6. Identify the need of promoting parts salea and formulate a parts
merchandising program for one year period.

7. Effectively utilize available display areas by designing promotional
sales of parts and recognize the need for effective displays.

8. Develop an effective advertising program for a one year period for a
dealership.

483
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Code - .01.0308-01

Title - MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
CONTENT

Unit , 1. - The Role and require-

ments of a parts man
Objective .1. - Compare the impor-

tant role of the parts man with

the other personnel in the total

dealership operation.

A.

B.

AGRICULTURAL

Parts sales and total sales relationship.

Margin per dollar
Percent of sales
Return above costs

Parts department and other department relations

Parts records of customer sales

Service department
New and used machinery sales

. Customer confidence and respect

Parts department management and customer

retention.
C. Basic duties of a partsman

Keep adequate supply of fast-selling parts

Estimate future parts needs and order.

Check and store incoming parts.'

Advertise and display parts.

. Sell parts, collect and account for money

involved.
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1.1 I' C A 1 () N
01.0308-01 - Code

MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

TEACH1NC wmps STU14:NT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

- Title

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Have a dealership manager
and a dealership partsman
talk to class.

B. Lecture with use of slides
and/or transparencies

C. Show figures concerning
margin of successful
business.

D. Show equipment association
figures of percent parts
sales vs. total sales.

E. Show sample records for
Service department sale!
New and used machinery
sales
Inventory cards

F. Use of states dealership
association information.

G. Use sample record cards
from successful dealership
Method of record of fast
moving parts.
Sales history over period
of years.

H. Use sample manufacturer's
shipping slips.
Check in parts received
Record back orders

I. Use repair parts lists
order parts for specific
repair.

J. Use of phone talking to
customers.

A. Calculate margin
B. Visit successful dealership

to.observe
. Records of customer sales
. Rslationship & records of
sales to service dept.

. Records maintained on new
and used equipment.
.Records for inventory
control.

C. Use of communication media
advertisement samples.

D. Use parts books
E. Use of parts inventory file,

parts storage, etc.
F. Use telephone ordering parts

from supplies.
G. Use telephone receiving

orders from irate customer.

485

Oral or Written
A. Calculate % of part

sales vs. total
sales

B. Develop records for
parts sales to
. Customer
. Service department
. Used and new
machinery

C. Develop a method of
keeping inventory.

D. Develop seasonal
advertising program

E. Order parts required
for specific repair

F. Check in parts
received
. Record back orders



Code - 01.0308-01

Title - 1.ANAGINCT DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

ACRICU,LTURAL

CONTENT

Objective 2 - Compare the
personal characteristics required
of a parts man with the other
personnel in the total dealership

operation.

A. Basic knowledge needed by partsman
Parts

. Machines
Operating & management proceduyes
Farming methods and problems
Know how farmdrs think

BPersonal Characteristics
. Patient
. Steady
. Impartial
. Responsive
Diplomatic
Good Housekeeper.
Good teacher
Good observer
Ambitious learner

C. Job requirements
Keep good written records

Report prospective buyers
Report customer complaints

.
Compare yearly purchases and sales

Keep parts inventory
Know transportation and communication expenses

Know parts turnover
Know customer financial status. .

486
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EDUCATION
01.0308-01 - Code

VANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture - Using slides and/or
overhead showing

Cutaway -
Parts illustrations

Lecture - using slides or over-
head showing -

Good listener
Diplomacy
Good Housekeeping
Understanding of problem,
from description
Accurate account of customer
requirements

A. Use parts Books
B . Parts ordering procedures

Set up mock conversation
between each two students.
One a customer of various
temperament, the other the
local dealer parts man.

Lecture - using slides or over- A
head showing -

Sample inventory records B

Sample reports of prospective
buyers and customer complaints. C

. Sample inventory cards
Sample transportation cost
chart
Keep records of parts turn-

over and importance of

Oral -
A.Record problem -
B.Have a student act as

customer with a speci-
fic problem.

Customer has an assimulated C.Have others in class

problem.
Customer has written exacf
problem on paper.
Customer tells parts man
problem - compare problem
told to parts man with
actual problem.

. Fill out prospective buyer
reports.
Fill out customer complaint
form.
Figure out shipping costs
of incoming shipments.

48'7

7

act as parts man reco
ing problem

Amtual problem
Required parts nee e

Visit dealership &
obtain -

Sample prospective
buyer forms
Sample customer
complaints form
Sample inventory ca ds
Explain how each
work and what
information is
required.



Code 01.0308-01

AGRICULTUR;'..
- MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 2 - Inventory controls
Objective 3. L. Identify inven-
tory control procedures, and
compare good control practices
aith haphazard c:ntrols.

Unit 3 - Ordering Procedure
Objective 4 - Efficiently order
parts from a manufacturer using
varied order forms required by
them.

A.

B.

A.

B.

C.

Efficient stock parts keeping
Smaller stock-less capital investment
Balance of obsolete and fast moving parts.

. Speeds up receiving and stocking-reduces
errors.
Errors of judgement in ordering less drastic.

Inventory control record cards show:
Machine used on
Substitute part number

. Part replaced
Order number & date

. Quantity ordered
Date order received

; Quantity sold
Description of part
Part number
Inventory on hand

Part numbering
Positive identification
Speeds up service
Significance of a part number

Parts Catalogues
Ordering Steps
. Correct part number
Check parts catalog,
List correct part number.
List in numerical'sequence

. Make inventory card entry

. Identify type of order
stock order
emergency order
fill-in order
special merchandising order
quantity discount order
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I, (: A 1. N

'rt.:AC{11M; ti1.111(iDs

01.0308-01 - Code

MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT - Title

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Lecture using slides & over
head showing

Figures on efficiency
Manufacturer repurchase of
obsolete parts programs
Recommended reorder proce
dures.
1404 to determine fast
moving parts.

. Records on ordering parts.
Running inventory cards.

. Part numbers and their
substitutions.

A. Set ur qample parts order
and demonstrate use of parts
catalogues to complete order
forms.
B . Using manufacturers parts
list, review. contents.
C. Fill out machinery company
odering forms.
D. Slides, overhead or opaque
show and discuss

Ordering procedure
Inventory cards
Stock order
Merchandising order form

. Discount structure

Using sample aant sheets
have students record parts
to order.

Obtain obsolete dealer
inventory cards, determine
if fast moving.
Obtain running inventory
cards, fill out upper por
tion of card.
Design code for
Obsolete parts
Fast moving parts

. Ordered parts after
supply depletion
Back orders

. Substitution numbers

Part catalog use, ability to
order parts correctly.

. Complete
. daily plrts order
. seasonal stock order
. yearly stock order

. Calculate discounts avail
able.

9
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Work with local dealer
ship
. Select 50 items by
part number

. Maintain one year
movement of part
selected.

. Previous year move
ment. .

. Parts ordered
quantity & date

. Date received

. Back orders

. Categorize as
fast moving

. slow moving

. obsolete

Written Quiz
. Make an emergency
order for parts for
a broken machine
using parts catalog
and parts ordering
form.

. Make a regular stoc
order for inventorY

. Make a seasonal
stock order and
determine method of
shipment.



'Code 01.0308-01

Titl - MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT
1

CONTENT

AGR'ICULTU

Unit 4. Receiving, checking
and verification
Objective 5 Efficiently
receive, check in parts shipment,
record back orders, file damage
reports and file all documents
for future reference.

Unit ,5 Merchandising program
Objective .6 Identify the need
of promoting parts sales and
formulate a parts merchandising
program for one year period.

A. Receiving a parts order
Inspection for damage
Check loading tally and freight bill for:
number of item
weight
name, address', shipto code

Note shortage or damage on freight bill
before signing
Retain dealer's copy of freight bill and give
to correct bookkeeper.

B. Damaged shipment
Inspect damage and notify carrier
Estimate damage in dollars and cents
File damage claim

C. Check contents and place in bins
Check contents against packing slip
Check inventory cards for bin location
Place parts in bin

D. Post on inVentory control cards
Post from packing slip
Update control uards
File packing slip
Any discrepencies in order should be
reported to parts department.

A. Efficiency of operation
Fact handling of customer
Parts display self service
Efficient use of space
Control stock size

B. Tools of selling
Displays
Advertising
Sales of service shop work
Telephone
Promotion of early repair
Sell related parts
Sell accessories
Sell toys
Sell improvement and changeover packages
Flatrate pricing and estimating

C. Sell to serve the customer best.
Correct machine usage
Preventive maintenance

490
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I. ( A 1 i N
01.0308-01 - Code

MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT Title

TEMMING mrmous STUDENI APPLICATION ACTIVITIES
-V- EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Use slides, overhead discuss
the use of parts orders to
explain content.
Obtain and explain use of:

Freight billing forms
Packing slips
Invoice forms'
Loss and damage claim forms
Bill of lading

Use slides, overhead dis
cuss

Role play parts selling.
List characteristics of
salesmen good and bad.
Set up model displays, etc.
Stress importance of know
ing machines for which
parts are stocked and sold.
Merchandising literature
from manufacturers.

show sample
newspaper advertisements
hand bills
parts display racks (Self
service)

A. Check parts order
B. Check parts shipped
C. Binning parts
D. Correct use of forms

Fill out damage report
File freight bills,
order forms, invoices
Post on inventory cards

A.

B.

_Using a dealer display area
Design seasonal display

. Permanent display
Outline program for

Telephone sales
Seasonal advertising
Early order hand out
sheets

. Preventative maintenance

491
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Working with
dealership assist
parts man

. Check shipment
against bill of
lading.

. Check for shortage
& damages

. If shortage and/or
damage file claim
form.

. Post parts received
on inventory cards
Check parts
received against
orders.

Working with dealer
ship

Outline a one
year program
Merchandising
Seasonal sales

. Preventative
maintenance

. Make a schematic
of parts display
area

. Show fast moving
items.
Seasonal item
display.



Code 01.0308-01

--Th :it:- - IINAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTU

1
Unit 6 Effective Displays
Objective '7 Effectively
utilize available display areas
by designing promotional sales
of parts and recognize the need
for effective displays.

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT cortrurr

A. Means of selling parts
Impress the customer of dealers ability to
supply parts.

. Indicate extensiveness of parts supply
Inexpensive advertisement

. Inspirational buying is promoted
Add to attractiveness

B. Fundamentals of displaying
Feature rapid selling items
Coordinated with advertising
Easy access to customer
Area should be neat and clean

. Timely display
. Price information shown
Display checked and replenished daily
Good lighting.

.

Some featuring and sequence shbuld be
apparent.

C. Types of displays
Islands and tables

. Boards

. Windows

. Floor .

Wall
t

. Counter and shelf
D. Parts most effectively displved

Seasonal parts
. Parts with best sales margin
. New items
. Related parts and accessories



EDUCATION
01.0308-01

MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT
- Title

TEACHING METHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Check with dealerships to
make up a chart which will
indicate how important adver-

tising is believed to be by

management.
Have an advertising staff

member talk to class.
Acquire examples of the various

media.

A.Write up ad,
six media

B.Visit det
sample aqvc

403

13

j.

)r From dealerships visite
obtain .copies of re-
vamped advertisements
'to move parts sales.



EDUCATION
.01.0308-01- .

MANGING DEALERSHIP PARTS.DEPARTMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS

A Slides of types of displays
(good and poor procedures)

B. Show arrangements, materials
used to present parts of
display.

O. Discuss methods of display
as related to particular
parts being displayed.

D. Discuss and illustrate types
which lend themselves best
for particular items of sale,

E. Stress timeliness of display

:

A .

B..

c .

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES EVALUATION PROCEDURES'

Visit other dealers for
ideas.

Build islands, counters &
shelves for an effective

display.
Trips to area dealership
compare displays.

494

Oral or Written
Make suggestions for
improving display
and promotional
program.of dealershi
working with.

. Explain importance
ofichanging and
factors, of effective

displays.
. Of Dealerships
Vitited - Redesign
display to become

-more-effective.--
. Set up various
tYP6S-iif-displays
using parts which
are most appropriate
for the type chosen;



,Code_. 01.0308-01

Titi - . MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

AGRICULTU-k

CONTENT

Unit 7 - Advertising
Objective 8. - Develop an
effective advertising program
for a one year period for a
dealership.

A. Importance of advertising
Reaches customers who do not frequent
dealership.
Inform customers of new machines & part
availability.
Increases desire for ownership of parts_
and accessories.
Influences customers to use service off,erings
of dealerShip.

b. of advertising
ixect mail

Aewspaper ads
Radio
Road signs
Television
Handbills

C. Planning is Most important in advertising

4 5
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MANAGING DEALERSHIP PARTS DEPARTMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. Books - (text1

Code - 01.0308-01

W. ...Farm & Power Equip.,,ot

,\etailers Handbook,Nat. Farm Power Equip. Dealers Assoc.,

2340 Hampton Ave., St. Louis, Missouri, 1964

. Bulletins 1. John Deere Co., Syracure, N.Y., IYoul. Parts Department

2, Dealership Management Manual; Parts Management, Massey-Ferguson- ---17

Co., Racine, Wisconsin
..,

3. International Harvester
Co., What is a Parts Number, Chicago,

Illinois
,

Parts Sales Manual, John Deere Co. Inc., Maline, Illinois

-

C. Periodicals - 1. Newspapers
2. Farm Power and Equipment
3. Implement and Tractor

D. Audio visul,L aids -
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

DESCRIVEION:

There see three'departments in a well balanced agricultural machinery

Code - 01.0308-02

dealership -- service, sales, and parts. Each should make a profit for the

dealer.

This module is designed to Pfve a student some knowledge of managing

an agricultural machinery dealer service department to make a profit for

the dealer and protect customer investment.

In this module there are units of study on profit analysis, management

control, flat rate, machine earnings, scheduling work, job tickets, pre-

delivery and delivery e/vice, service dmaartment layout, and foreman's

desk and library.

MAJOR DIVISIONS OR uNrrs OF XtBITENT Time Allocations
Class Other

1. Service department pitsoenel 5 3

2. Service departmen ,t.yout and planning 3 4

3. Service record ke0m 3 8

4. Speciai activities 2 2

13 17

Revised August 1975
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MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title . MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES to be obtained:

Code .01.0308-02

Given a dealership service department situation the student will be
able to:

1. describe the purposes of a farm machinery dealer service department

2. identify and explain the factors relating to management control

3.--describe the organization of personnel in the service department
and the role of each person at a level of performance acceptable
to the teacher

4. draw up a floor plan for an efficient service department operation

5. describe the daily operation of a servite. department

6. completely and accurately fill out and price a shop service order,
using a flat rate manual as a guide



Code - 01.0308-02

AGRICULTUR
- MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Unit 1 - Service department
personnel

Objective 1
Describe the purposes of a farm
machinery dealer service department

Objective 2
Identify and explain the factors.
relating to management control

A. Purposes of afarm machinery dealer service
department
Protect the customer's invesement

importance of pre-delivery service of
' equipment
.'importance of post-delivery service uf

equipment
importance of efficient troubleshooting and
repairs
importance of service personnel training

Make a profit for the dealer
importance of daily and monthly individual
service personnel records
importance of machine earning records
importance of computing a monthly profit
analysis

A. Management control
Product sold in a service department
How to set a reasonable goal on a monthly basis
Controlling time
use of time clock
use of time tickets

Computing efficiency of individual. serviceman's
time from time tickets and,shop tickets
Methods-of analyzing the quality of service
Shop andapersonnel appearance
Adequate,shop tools
Proper use of service library

499
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01.0308-02 - Code

MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTMENT - Title

TEACHING ''ETHODS STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIBS EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Discuss the two major pUrposEs
and the importance of the
contributing factors.
(Thu contributing factors
will be discussed in detail
throughout this unit.)

Discussion
R. Use chalkboard and/or over-

head projector to show types
of time tickets and how to
calculate and record time --
daily and monthly

. Have students look up and
record or recite a service
procedure from the,service
library

A.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Field trip to farm machinery
dealership service depa,.--
ment. While there:
Make rough sketch of shop
floor plan
Nate type of shop service
order used
Note type of pre-delivery
and delivery service
orders (if used)

._Study a pre-delivery
service checksheet (if used)

(These four items can be
used for discussion in thneir
respective units.)

Us.e service library to look
up tools used and service
procedure for a given job
Use time tickets and time
clock
Calculate saleable time
(recovered time)
Understand duties of service
personnel

500

A. Ornl or written
6cription of

purposes given to
instructor's satis-
faction

A.

B.

C.

Instructor assess
students' understand-
ing of controlling
time, computing
efficiency of indi-
viduals
Identification test
of shop tooli
Student description
of use of individual
items in service
library.



zCode 01.0308-02
AGRICULTURA'...

Titl MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DLTARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT CONTENT

Objective 3
Describe the organization of
personnel in the service department
and the role of each person at a
level of performance acceptable to
the toneher

Unit 2 - Service department layout

lObjective
.r.aw up a
fficient

operation

and planning
4
floor plan for an
service department

bjective 5
Describe the daily operation
service department

of a

A.

B.

A.

Personnel
There are two choices wher: ring serve
departmellt personnel:
. hire inexperienced personnel and train them
. hire experienced;:personnel
Ratio of experienced personnel to trainees
Ratio of aervicemen to leadman (foreman)
Dtties of service personnel
Duties of service Ebreman
put-Les of service department manager
How to select se/Ajice personnel

Training
. Why training servicepersonnel is necessary
Possible methods of trainin& service personnel-
Available training, such as factory, local
school eVehing courseS, etc.

Service department layout
Floor plans
Aisle widths

. Stall size for tractors, cleaning area, set up
farm equipment, etc.

A. Foreman's desk and library
. Importance of a service foreman's desk and types

. Items kept at or nearthe foreman's desk, such4u.:
service library
customers' machine service data records

Importance of a service library
How to fill out and file service data records
Keeping aervice data records up to date

. Filing servioe information in the library
. Scheduling work

Use of a calendar pad to schedule work
. Use of flat rate manual to-schedule mechanicls
time-

. Making ferns to be used by sales department to
inform service foreman of-new and used machine
denvery and:pick-ups



EDUCATI 0 N
01.0308-02 _ Code

MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DFPARTMENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS

A. Discussion
B. Use a resource person, such

as a farm machinery dealer,
service department manager,
or service foreman

A. Discussion

A. Discussion
B. Use chalkboard and/or over-

head projector to show and
discuss mock floor plans

A. Discussion
B. Use chalkboard and/or over-

head projector to show types
of service data cards and
demonstrate how to fill them
out and keep them up to date

A. Dis cuss ion

B. Use of flat rate manuals to
look up time required to do a
specific tractor repair
(demonstrate)

C. Use chalkboard or overhead
projector tashow how to make
and fill outmecessary forms

'T"'17 APPLICATION ACTIVi ES

A. Set Ld mock interviews for
service jobs

B. Fill out job application
forms

Skills: . understand duties of
service personnel

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Have students list.available
training in their area, such
as adult education courses,
factory training at a dealer-
ship, etc.

A. Make up mock floor plans for
service department

B. Rearrange the floor plan of
a mock service department

Skills: . service department
)ayout consultant

A. Look up shop foreman's desks
in sales catalogs, list
advantages and disadvantages
of different types

B. Fill out service data sheet
on a tractor in the shop

C. Check proper filing of
service information in the
shop library

. maintain service data
records

. file service informa-
tion

A. Look up time required to do
specific repairs on a tractor

B. Make up a calendar and scheid
1 week's work for 2-mechanics

Skills: . how to schedule work
to keep mechanics hsy
and show a_profit on502
their time

7

A. Matching questions
on personnel and
descriptions of
duties

B. Instructor assess
student's ability to
complete job appli-
cation

C. Instructor assess
student's interview
techniques

A. Oral or written
listing of training-
available

A. Instructor assess
students' floor
plans

A. Instructor assess
accurateness of work
done under student
application activity

A. Make ua service j
on a ..1.0ecific make

and model tractor.
'Have the student
accurately and com-
pletely fill out a
shop sermiCe order
:nsingaflat rate
'manual' fferldior prices

1,



.Code-- 01.0308-02
AGRICULTU,RA'..

Title -MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTMENT

OBJECTIVES BY UNIT

Unit 3 - Service record keeping
Objective5
Describe the daily operation of a
service department

Objective 6
Completely and accurately fill out
and price a shop service order,
using a flat rate manual as a guide

Unit 4 - Special activities
Objective 5
Describe the daily operation of a
service department

Objective 6
Completely and accurately fill out
and price a shop service order,

CONTENT

A. Job tickets
Importance of job tickets
Importance of having customers sign job tickets
Properly filling'eut a job ticket
Use of job ticket while job is in shop
Use of job ticket when job is completed
Filing job tickets after job leaves shop

B. Parts department relations
Importance of the parts department and service
department working together to:
. maintain a s.tock of parts for future repairs
keep informed of latest changes in parts
increase parts sales
increase service sales

. identify worn parts

A. Pre-delivery and delivery service
The value ef a delivery report
Four important steps in making delivery:

receiving
warehousing and storage
preparing for delivery

using a flat rate manual as a guide . delivering
B. Selling service

Reasons for selling service
Methods of selling service
Shop conditions for selling service

C. Flat rate '

Advantages of a fla,t rate system
How to price a flat rale job
Keeping individual mechanic's records from flat
rate records

. Machine earnings
The reason for, and value of, machine earnings
How to determine the, hourly rate of a shop
machine



EDUCATION
01,0308-02 . Code

MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTM'ENT - Title

TEACHING METHODS

A, Discussion
B. Use overhead projector with

transparency of a standard
job ticket and fill it out
completely using mock infor-

mation. Each student should
have a job ticket and follow
the mock information:

. Discussion

Discuss and make up a pre-.
delivery and delivery report

form
Make up a pre-delivery chec-
sheet and use it on a machine

or.tractor in the shop.
(Use inf.ormation from
.previous field-Irip)

A. Discussion and students'
reports

A. Lecture and discussion
B. Student repd-Frg--

A. Use valve refacing machine
as an examplp:and make up

hourly rate

STUDENT APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

A.Practice filling out and
pricing a job ticket

Skills: properly fill out a
shop service order
(job ticket)

A. Locate and identify parts'
numbers for machine and
tractor parts

A.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Have students collect and
service promotion advertise-
ments from newspapers and

circulars and report them to
the class for discussion.

A. Have students price a flat

rate job from a flat rate
manual, such as I. EA T. Flat

Rate Manual

A. Have students make up hourly

rate for other machines in

shop using different depreci-
ation times

504

A. Instructor assess
completeness of
students' act,i,vity

A. Provide students
with a quiz using
mock-up situation
whereby they price

a job

A. Instructor ri7(_1ss

the ,:tudents figures

for accuracy and
practicality



MODULE OF INSTRUCTION

Title - MANAGING AN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Code - 01.0308-02

1. Management Seminar, Avco New Idea Farm Equipment Division, Coldwater, Ohio

2. Farm and Power'Equipment Retailer's Handbook, St. Louis, Missouri,
National Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Association, 1964

3. Business Practices for Agricultural Dealers, Shop Service, Part 2,
Columbus, Ohio, Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service,
The Ohio State University, 1969, 160 pages

Audio-visual

1. Transparency of Shop service order


